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Defining astandard for Compact Disc
replay is the Accuphase DP80 player/
DP81 processor. which uses D/A
converters built of discrete components.
and somehow justifies its price tag of
around £6000. The review starts on page
51. Cover photograph. Tony Petch, art
direction John Gash.
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RECORD REVIEW INDEX
details of all the 160-plus discs
reviewed this month, along with an
instant ' Best of the Month' guide

17 NEWS products. people and events
21 TECHNOLOGY by Barry Fox
41 BOOKS
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RECORD OF THE MONTH

47 ACCESSORIES CLUB

Rattle's heartfelt Gerontius,
recorded at Birmingham
University's Great Hall. Edward
Seckerson enthuses

116 REGIONAL DEALER GUIDE
119 ADVERTISERS' INDEX
120 CLASSIFIED ADS

93
CLASSICAL REVIEWS
Dutoit re-records Petrouchka.
Three clarinettists in recital
recordings; two pianists in
Khachaturian's Concerto. 14th
century courtly songs: the Codex
Chantilly. Kronos - their second
NonesuCh album, Ives to Volans.
Reviewers HC and DN clash
over callas

FEATURES
25 SHOW REPORTS this month reveal
surprising levels of audiophile mania at
the two recent exhibitions held in
Holland and Finland
33 THE III FI NEWS AWARDS for
Achievement in Audio. Four industry
figures are honoured for their long-term
contributions to audio and hi-fi

109 .
ROCK/POP/JAZZ REVIEWS
A whole clutch of ' Nice Price' CDs
from CBS cover ' classic' material;
new albums from Springsteen, and
then of course the George Harrison,
Mark Knopfler and that other guitar
hero, Duane Eddy

37 THE ART OF DISCORD Stanley
Kelly examines developments in record
cutting head and pickup design in the
early years of electrical recording
43 THE DESIGNER SERIES covers
the remarkable theories of Canadian
specialist Ed Meitner, who explains why
his big amplifiers are so small and why lis
turntable has no platter

122
BACK DOOR
One particular big band sound
lives on, 43 years after its creator
went missing over the channel.
Denis Argent explores the myth of
Glenn Miller

47 ACCESSORIES CLUB this month
offers ahome help to clean up the mains
in the form of HFNIRR's exclusive filter
unit, which is suitable for in- line
connection with most hi-fi components

51 DISCRETE STANDARDS the
Accuphase DF-80/DC-81 Compact Disc
player/processor, reviewed for the first
time in the UK by Martin Colloms
59 SPEAKING VOLUMES three
middleweight loudspeaker designs. which
cover awide range of applications Martin
Colloms tests the Acoustic Research
AR55BX, B&W DM1600 and Mission
770 Freedom
67 CERAMICS CLASS the Ortofon
MC30(N) cartridge, with ultra- rigid
ceramic body, proves that the Danish
company are still very serious about their
moving-coils. Ken Kessler reports
71 MORE MUSICALS another show of
new components from the prolific
Musical Fidelity brand. Paul Crook
reviews the new combination of The
Preamp 3A/3B, the P140 power amp,
along with MC-4loudspeakers
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Ortofott' finest tooting-coil - we page 67
77 DIAMOND LIFE Ken Kessler tries
the new much- bigger Wharfedale Ritz
Diamond loudspeaker
79 SUBCHASSIS CLASSIC revived 11
Thorens, the TD160S Mk IV. Paul Crook
feels atwinge of nostalgia
81 CURRENT FAVOURITE in the
Harman/Kardon high-current integrated
amplifier range must be the PM640 \' XI
Review by Chris Bryant
83 POT POURRI atrue budget CD
player. the Yamaha CD- X5: JVC AX700 amplifier; Cliff Stone stands for
Magneplanars: Deltec's mains cleaner.
The Power; updates on The Source deck
and Heybrook HB1 speakers
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HEN THE BBC DECIDED
that, within the budget constraints of the licence fee that the
Government allowed, it could
not introduce a stereo TV transmission service before the end of this decade, the news
did not halt the independent TV companies'
experiments with stereo. From their point of
view, stereo is likely to become acommercial
necessity anyway. On a recent press visit to
TVS Television Centre in Maidstone, Kent
(arranged for us by Portfolio Marketing), we
were shown the results of some of the
experiments TVS have been carrying out.
Aside from the perplexing, though clearly
soluble, technical issues ( which will be
covered by HFNIRR in due course). TV
sound engineers are interested in addressing
the creative aspects of applying stereo sound
in asatisfying way. Robert Edwards, deputy
head of sound at TVS, played us anumber of
experimental inserts ( some with the help of
the new Nicam-equipped JVC video recorder, the HR- D530), as illustrations. A primary application of stereo sound will, of
course, be in music programmes; hut here
arises the fundamental dilemma of whether
the stereo image should follow the camera
movements or vice versa. On one excerpt,
the singer Roger Whittaker was seen miming
aguitar intro which was actually being played
by an orchestra member off to one side; here,
the conventional and accurate stereo staging
did not produce the desired effect, but only
unmasked adeception! In another excerpt, a
very effective recording of a gospel concert
with solo singer, choir and band with horns.
the mix at first laid out the musicians as they
had been in performance. with the brass
section forward and to the right in the
L-shaped array. Although this reflected
things as they had been in real life, it
produced the effect of distraction from,
rather than accompaniment to. the solo
singer who was in camera. A switch to amore
conventional panned mix placed the band in
the background and allowed the choir and
soloist to dominate, as intended, in an involving way.
These and other examples showed clearly
that effective use of stereo sound is going to
mean more than just putting astereo master
recording on the soundtrack. The answer will
probably he the adoption of a film-type
approach, where the dialogue will he essentially mono while background, sound effects
and music can be in stereo or ' surround'.
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Wharfedale fly new colours
If loudspeakers are nearly always plain black
boxes, it is presumably because that is the
way people nearly always want them. When
KEF, some years ago, launched the Concord/
Celeste range with an interchangeable coloured 'stocking' not just as a front grille but
wrapping round the box to give a choice of
bright colours, they too discovered the innate
conservatism of the speaker buyer.
Perhaps KEF were just ahead of their time.
With smaller speakers, and younger buyers,
colours can be appropriate, and, once more,
loudspeakers are merely reflecting broader
design trends. In more recent years Bose
started to offer coloured grille cloths, and
today Wharfedale ( whose marketing manager, the ebullient Walter Mirauer, once
worked for Bose) offer a range of four
cabinet colours and 10 grilles for the mini-size
Diamond speaker. But while trying to decide
which colours to offer, Walter Mirauer of
Wharfedale discovered some strange effects,
which led him to enlist the help of Sandwell
College to experiment on anumber of listeners. In Wharfedale's experiment, groups of
listeners were played loudspeakers which
were of identical performance but of different

Management buyout at Wharfedale: just announced are
final details of the buyout, backed by independent
blvestment PL( and Investors in Industiy, under which
the existing management team led by managing director
Dennis Holden (centre) are joined by Bill Thewhs Befit
as chairman and Ashley Ward (right). US rice chairman

T

ARCH WINDS will blow in, hot
from the Nevada desert, our
report on the Winter Consumer
Electronics show, Las Vegas; but
equipment reviews are headed by first coverage of aEuropean 'high end' contender. This
is the astonishing Primare amplifier from
Denmark, a no- holds- barred pre-/block
power combination which offers ultimate
user convenience including remote control,
supreme styling and superb construction —
virtues not always found in true high-end
products! Technical feature reviews will
cover the latest Goldmund turntable, the
almost affordable ST4, and the luxurious
Micro-Seiki CDM2 Compact Disc player.
Loudspeaker tests are headed by a first
review on the TDL Monitor design which will
interest anyone in search of genuine bass.
HI- E1 NEWS& RECORD REVIEW

which. incidentally, will he reco‘erable Iront
the two channels of stereo transmission,
provided it has been encoded in the first
place. But only the arrival of stereo TV
broadcasting will allow the programme makers to learn what can be done, and the public
to decide whether they like it.
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colours, and without being told that the
colours were of interest in the experiment,
were then asked to comment on the sound. It
was found that the listeners' comments on the
sound quality of the coloured speakers correlated strongly with the classical colour associations well-known to psychologists; the red
loudspeakers were found to be warmer, with
more bass, the yellow speakers were thought
to sound brighter, the blue had more clarity.
The results of this piece of research may
not be startlingly new, but they do raise some
interesting points about the nature of listening tests and demonstrations, and certainly
help to refuel the argument in favour of
'blind' listening tests in reviews. Reviewers
have noticed in the past that listeners' perceptions of loudspeaker sound do tend to be
swayed by the size of the speaker, when
listening ' sighted' and the visual impact of
brightly-coloured boxes will have an effect.
Of course, this is all of great interest to
marketing men. For example, that fast-food
places are almost always decorated in red,
which is at first attractive and exciting, if after
a while rather uncomfortable, thus drawing
customers in and then helping to drive them
out again ( hard seats do this too, of course).
At one time Bose began providing their
loudspeaker dealers with a display 'wall',
which allowed the dealer to mount speakers
from all manufacturers though the Bose pair
would remain in the central, optimum positions. The Bose speakers would have one
other advantage in the eye of the customer:
they would be red. •

MONTH

Transmission line: TDL's Monitor is reviewed in March

Rather less unwieldy are the redesigned
Celestion DL8 speakers, top model in a
moderately-priced range descended from the
flagship SL600/SL700 designs; also reviewed
will be the middle-weight Sony CDP333
Compact Disc player, now offering performance comparable with that of far more
expensive models from ayear or so ago. For
analogue enthusiasts on a budget, there will
be agroup test of turntables at around £200,
including the latest Logic and AR.
Music in the March issue will include an
interview with Jeffrey Tate, more classical
and rock CD and LP reviews than ever
before, and, just to cater for every taste or
lack of it, aserious profile of mu! viveur Tom
Waits. Order your copy from your newsagent
now, or better still, take out asubscription:
full details on page 122.
5
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The world of high-end hi-fi equipment is crowded with
questionable components. However, within this realm
there exists avalid sonic hierarchy. It is difficult, without
expert assistance, for the music lover to make selections
from this electranic jungle: Absolute Sounds was
created for the purpose of making your choice a wise
one. To provide equipment worthy of the connoisseur,
Absolute Sounds has searched the world for components without equal and tested them for their total
excellence. We would like to introduce to you the range
of Audio Research electronics from the United States.
For over 25 years, Audio Research has manufactured
peerless products based on the superiority of valve
technology. Since the dawn of the High End', their
amplifiers have been the choice of the cognoscenti.
Learn why through ademonstration arranged by one of
our selected deaiers.

THE SP9 PRE AMPLIFIER: The accomplishment of the
SP9 are remarkable.
David Prakel HiFi answers September 1987
By and large the target for the SP9 has been reached,
namely the creation of a budget SP11.
HiFi News & Record Review October 1987.
The SP11 PRE AMPLIFIER: 'The Audio Research SP- 11
gives High Definition a new definition.'
IAR Hotline, No.39.
The SP11/M300 AMPLIFIERS: offering ' valve' sonics
with transistor convenience, the Audio Research amps
are certainly a way of having your cake and eating it,
and on this combination of outstanding sound and
convenience of operation and maintenance Johnson is
to be congratulated.
David Prakel HiFi News & Record Review, July 1987.

Write or phone for perceptive advice and details of nearest dealer.
ABSOLUTE SOUNDS
318 WORPLE RD. LONDON, SW20 8QU.
TEL: 01 947 5047
TELEX: 894800 Absol G.

"I have the simplest of tastes ...
Iam always satisfied with
the best".
Oscar Wilde

Air Tangent, Apogee, Audio Research,
Counterpoint, DMP, Entec, Goldmund,
Jadis, Kinergetics, Koetsu, Micro Seiki,
Krell, Madrigal, Magneplanar, MIT,
Oracle, PS Audio, Randall Research,
Siltech, WBT, Sonus Faber, Wilson Audio
Specialities.
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VIEWS
Analogue's future life
From: Douglas Self, Soundcraft Electronics
Dear Sir, Iwas interested to read Dr
Hawksford's letter (' Views' Nov '87) about
the relationship between professional and
domestic audio equipment. Iagree that it is
certainly abizarre situation when two such
closely related fields, one of which produces
the ' raw material' for the other, operate
under philosophies that are divergent if not
actually opposed. In such asituation,
deciding who is right depends entirely on
which assumptions you start out from:
nonetheless Ithink most people would accept
that the subjectivist school has yet to produce
any proper scientific evidence to validate its
claims. There is at the time of writing still no
hypothesis to explain how audible differences
can exist without corresponding changes in
technical measurements. Certainly a
remarkable state of affairs.
To briefly summarise my views on the
continued existence of the analogue mixing
console, my prediction that its future life will
be long, if not indefinitely prolonged, is based
purely on arguments of cost and
performance. As long as ears remain
analogue, adigital console will need alarge
bank of high-quality A/D and D/A
converters, the cost of the former, in
particular, being high. The move from I6- bit
to 18- bit conversion is taking place very
slowly, 18- bit AID converters currently being
priced in hundreds of pounds, and available
only in sample quantities. The usual priceplummet of purely digital functions is
inapplicable here; there are what appear to
he fairly fundamental limits to how fast a
bit-on/bit-off decision can be made in the
presence of wideband noise. It is worth
remembering that microphones are also
defiantly analogue, and the thermal noise
generated by their 21X1ohm source resistance
puts what is currently an absolute limit on the
noise performance of any console.
The design of an audio channel in amixing
console is actually more demanding than that
implied by the performance of Compact
Discs and similar digital audio equipment.
The use of 16- bit linear encoding yields a
dynamic range of 96dB, but this is only
realisable because the signals are prerecorded and therefore absolutely
predictable in their peak value, which can be
set to OdB when mastering. A console must
handle signals that are NOT very predictable.
and it is usual to allow at least 20dB of
headroom to cope with it. A 96dB dynamic
range would therefore yield anoise floor of
—76dB, which by the standards of welldesigned analogue circutry, isdistinctly
feeble. In sophisticated equipment, such as
the summing systems in high-end Soundcraft
consoles, the dynamic range can exceed
130dB. Similarily, it is possible, using
standard electronic parts, to build lowimpedance amplifiers with EINs of — 150dBu,
and parametric equaliser stages with a
dynamic range of 127dB.
There are several reasons for the disparate
methodologies in the professional and
domestic audio industries. Professional
equipment users rely on consoles to earn a
living and pay the mortgage, and the prime
considerations are reliability, performance
and cost.
A console's lot in life is to route, process.
and mix signals, and to do this flexibly it is
quite normal for the signal to pass through 40
or 50 separate amplifier stages before it
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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reaches the stereo master stage. In particular
the idea of aconsole without tone-controls
(though we call it eq) is ridiculous. This
means that the signal handling must be
exemplary, and also cost-effective. The purist
techniques used in some hi-fi equipment are
quite irrelevant here, only genuine
engineering considerations being allowed.
Otherwise the cost of aconsole would
become completely impossible. The large
number of stages asignal usually passes
through, without significant deterioration.
seems to render claims of being able to hear
cables, or even bits of PCB track, illogical
whenever recorded source material is used.
To take aspecific example, aconsole
typically handles signals that are quite
unrelated, and so the crosstalk performance
must be far better than that acceptable in a
stereo channel. HFN/RR recently published
areview of avery expensive £ 1700
preamplifier that boasted interchannel
crosstalk at — 39dB ( 20kHz). While that is
certainly not bad enough to cause perceptible
narrowing of the stereo image ( which would
begin at about — 20dB) it does seem to
indicate arather casual attitude to design.
considering the cost of the equipment. My
own homebuilt pi-camp yields — 74dB without
special attention, and Soundcraft's latest
console design has crosstalk between output
groups reduced to less than — 92dB ( 20kHz);
afactor of more than four hundred over the
expensive preamplifier. This indicates just
how different the technical standards can be
in the two fields.
Yours faithfully

*nto place allowing an easy appreciation of a
clearer window onto the music than ever
before. Every record revealed greater clarity,
detail and impact. Iwas amazed that my
ageing equipment could extract so much
information. Ifeel it fair to claim that
although the sound doesn't match the good
(and very expensive) equipment in the
Absolute Sounds room at The Hi Fi Show,
Penta Hotel, it matches or beats 80';' of all
the stuff in the rest of the rooms. In fact, if I
had gained this improvement by trading my
present equipment, sans improvements,
worth, say, £600 for £ 1800 worth of new gear
Iwould have been delighted. But it only cost
£175 plus abit of soldering. Can't beat that.
Yours faithfully

Terrific triwiring

Subjective grounds

From: Richard Follett, Teddington
Dear Sir, The improvement brought about by
tri wiring has been truly astounding. All this
applies to venerable equipment which
consists of aThorens 126 Mk II turntable with
Grace 707 arm and dynavector Ruby
cartridge, integrated amp NAD 3140 ( 40
watts aside) and 1974 KEF Kit 3speakers
(with B139, and T27 tweeter). Improvements
first came about when Iimproved the juice to
the integrated amp by running a2.5mm =
mains line from the house distribution panel
straight to the power transformers —
bypassing the on/off switch and rear
convenience outlets. Next came replacement
of the four reservoir capacitors with four of
roughly the same capacity by Filmcap of
Denis Morecroft DNM fame. Heavy speaker
cables were soldered directly onto the pcb —
bypassing the hung wiring to the speaker
terminals and the speaker selector switch. All
this brought about asurprising improvement,
notably more impact, dynamic shadings and
increased transparency in all frequencies.
Emboldened by hearing new sounds on all
my records Itackled tri wiring. With the help
of the folks at Custom Cable in South
London Ichose Monster flexicable for the
low-end, DNM speaker cable for the
midrange and Absolute Force 4for the
high- end. The crossover was pulled out of
each speaker and connected close to the amp
with a20in. length of van den Hul 352. After
fiddling around with asoldering gun the
system was fired up. And what adifference!
Besides much greater clarity it also became
immediately obvious that there was ahuge
amount of treble information — perhaps too
much — so 1swapped the DNM and Absolute
Force 4wires around. Now the thin wire fed
the tweeter and the heavier Force 4supplied
the midrange driver. The tonal balance fell

From: Colin Howard, Subjective Audio,
London
Dear Sir, With the increasing attention being
paid to circuit grounding by designers of
high-end equipment. it is puzzling that so
little thought is given to grounding vis-à-vis
3- wire power cords, chassis and circuit
ground.
We are often called in by disappointed
people ( rarely our customers!) to diagnose an
overall unsatisfactory sound. While it may be
simple to spot aweak link in the chain or a
bad match of components, we are frequently
able to correct grounding errors which, even
if there was no significant audible hum in the
system, can help expensive installations
realize their true potential.
It is common ( and in my opinion good)
practice to connect the grounding wire in the
power cord to the chassis of the equipment.
Many important manufacturers ( Krell and
Quad included) connect alow value resistor
(about 10ohms) between chassis and circuit
ground. While this resistor prevents the
chassis from floating when the equpment is
used on 2- wire power suplies. problems arise
with 3- wire power supplies when several
similarly grounded pieces of equipment are
used together.
The easy ( and often suggested) way to set
about correcting these problems —
disconnecting the grounding wires in the
power cords — is dangerous; particularly if
any primary leakage exists or develops on any
item. The alternative, more professional,
method of correction involves internal
changes which only qualified people should
attempt.
Apart from the obvious solution of
omitting the 10-ohm resistor ( preferable in
my opinion to including it) on all equipment
sold in the UK where metal-clad items having
7
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IF YOU'VE GOT GREMLINS IN
YOUR SYSTEM, GET MONSTER.
So your hi-fi doesn't sound as good
as it should? You've paid good money
but that real exhilarating sound just isn't
there. Your amplifier is a-Best Buy:'
Your turntable is set up right, the
cartridge got rave reviews but something
is wrong!
Could it be the cable that is trying to
carry all that high tech information to
your loudspeakers? How many pence
per metre was it? Or those inter-connect
cables that came with the cassette deck
— aren't they the same as those on
your first cheapo system? Those
connectors — are they making perfect
contact?
Every hi-fi magazine has been running

articles telling readers of the enormous
Monster dealer or send for full
difference properly designed cables can literature and prices to Custom
make to asystem. And the world
Cable Service at Unilet.
leaders in cable
technology are Monster Please send me free literature on the whole Monster
Cable range, and details of the Unilet custom— the inventors of
cables-by-post service.
bandwidth balanced®
Name
cables. With five
Address
types of speaker
cable and four types
111.N.`..M
of inter-connect cable
including THE
SERVICE
WORLD'S FIRST
Custom Cable Service is a division of Unilet Products Ltd., 35 High Street.
CD ONLY CABLE. It's
New Malden. Surrey. 01-942 9567.
time you put Monster
Dealer enquiries to Portfolio Marketing, 0732 365071.
on trial.
Ask at your local
GET ALL THE PERFORMANCE YOU PAID FOR. GET MONSTER.

CUSTOM CABLE

___J

3-core power cords may be expected to be
earthed, would it not be better to include an
external link between chassis and circuit
ground which can be removed by the installer
when apropriate? This would be both safe
and practical.
Yours faithfully

More on FM
From: Michael Wilcox, Northumberland
Dear Sir, Ihope that in 1988, you will allow
Angus McKenzie more space in HFNIRR.
FM broadcasting has tremendous untapped
potential as amarvellous sound source, and
AM's single page seems to be the only quality
watchdog in hi-fi journals. Living up north, in
one of the more hilly parts of Britain, getting
half decent reception involves alot of careful
choosing of equipment and aerial placement
(wire stretched along the curtain rod won't
do!). We wait in vain for further
announcements about FM satellite
broadcasting, which would presumably solve
the reception problems of people living in less
favoured regions.
Even on agood day, the technical quality
of the broadcast is unpredictable, as regular
readers of ' Radio' will know. You'd have
thought that the BBC would have got the
main London concert halls perfected by now.
Balance between announcers' voices and the
music seems absurdly in favour of the former,
witness Record Review on Saturday
mornings. In that programme, if you want to
listen to the musical examples at anything like
areasonable volume, the reviewer's voice
blasts its way through the house. The BBC
seems far too content to let bad old habits
prevail. The handling of an EBU concert the
other week, with the announcer stuck in a
British studio trying to guess what was
happening at the concert, was adisgrace.
What is needed is amore militant lobby,
perhaps sponsored by HFNIRR, to keep the
BBC up to the mark. We want better
reception, wider frequency range, less
squashed dynamics and less background hiss.
The name of the chief enginer behind each
concert broadcast should be given due
prominence in the credits, so we know who to
praise or blame. FM, with the special
excitement of the live broadcast, has the
potential to be the most thrilling sound
source of the 1990s. If this actually came
about, DAT recorders would sell like hot
cakes, Sony please note!
Yours faithfully
[Regular readers will know that Angus
McKenzie has given up his ' Radio' column
for the time being, but he will still be a
contributor to HFNIRR— Ed]

Improved FM for Scotland
From: Henry Price, Head of Engineering
Information, BBC
Dear Sir, Colin Dalziel in his letter
(December 1987) complained that the Radio
4VHF-FM service was not available over
most of Scotland.
The BBC recently announced its intention
to extend the Radio 4VHF-FM network to
Scotland, Wales and Northern Ireland over
the next five years. One of the first areas to
benefit from this development wil be central
Scotland. In the move from Kirk O'Shotts to
Black Hill, we will be installing additional
transmitters to provide aRadio 4service.
Ihope this service will be on the air before
the end of next year.
Yours faithfully
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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Not bad, but boring . . .
From: Brian R Hall, Aberdeen
Dear Sir, May Icomment on two issues in
one letter? First, the quality of BBC Radio
Scotland's output as remarked by Angus
McKenzie in ' Radio', HFNIRR October and
further by Colin Dalziel in ' Views'
December.
As afreelance programme maker, most of
whose work is broadcast on Radio Scotland,
may Isay that Iagree wholeheartedly with
everything that has been said. Iknow from
past experience that in order to get
programmes accepted Ihave always had to
lower my sights, not after rejection but
beforehand. There is amood current
throughout the BBC with one or two
honourable exceptions of 'cynical populism',
which seems to be based on the idea that the
more people who watch or listen to a
programme the better it is. Accusations of
parochialism in Radio Scotland are wellfounded. There is no reason why good
programmes should not be made about
Scotland, and those for Talks and Features in
Edinburgh invariably are, but they represent
asmall proportion of the output, the
remainder of which often sounds like a
self-indulgent tartan, heather and haggis
party for some mythical ordinary Scot. I'm
very much afraid that the reason Radio 4isn't
generally available in Scotland is that if it
were, most people would switch over and
Radio Scotland's listening figures would fall
through the floor. And what passes for news
and current affairs on Radio Scotland would
suffer the same fate, not because the content
is bad but because it's so boring. If Radio 4
could guarantee to broadcast adecent
proportion of programmes made in Scotland
(and made agenuine effort to find them),
that might be an answer to all our problems.
The second issue is that of Copycode and
whether the 3838Hz notch would be heard by
listeners to rock music. Mr Crooks (' Views'
December) thinks that 'certain snobbish
elements in the music business believe rock
music cannot be taken seriously . . .' No, Mr
Crooks, not just the music business, but
people like me. It may be unfashionable at
present to say this, but there are such things
as absolute standards in all the arts, and there
are levels of understanding, appreciation and
emotional response. Itoo, like Mr Crooks,
would defend the right of people to
experience the emotional response intended
by the artist, but we're not talking about the
quality of emotional response or
understanding, but the quality. Would
anyone seriously suggest that there is a
qualitative similarity between The
Independent and The Sun, or between
Parsifal and Evita?
After all that, may Isay that Inot only
enjoy much rock music but actually buy it to
listen to — that doesn't mean Ithink it's as
important or as valuable or of such cultural
significance as almost anything written by
Beethoven, Mozart, Bruckner, Brahms, and
Wagner's later operas. And I've not the
slightest intention of tolerating Copycode on
my CDs. If it comes about, Ishall buy up all
the most desirable LPs Ican lay my hands on,
keep them very clean, and live with them for
the rest of my life.
Yours faithfully

this sanctimonious garbage which is
exchanged between the pro/anti CD camps in
the pages of the hi-fi press, not just HFNIRR,
and not only in the 'letters' pages either? I
detest CD and make no bones about it; it is
my personal opinion, and has nothing
whatsoever to do with anyone else, whoever
they are. Initially, like any others, no doubt,
at the CD launch Iviewed it as something
desirable, but then Iwas only 14 at the time,
and couldn't afford it, thankfully. When I
finally listened, and bought my first LP12 at
16, CD remained something others liked, like
tripe and onions, but which Icouldn't really
fancy. No doubt DAT will cause similar
polarisation; even the old analogue camp is
split, Linn/Pink/Roksan/USA product etc.
Very good for controversy no doubt, and
letters pages, but how long will we endure it?
Hi-fi is personal, bought for one's self, and as
for the rest, let them keep their opinions.
Yours faithfully

Listen before you buy
From: John Widmer, Huntingdon
Dear Sir, Following arecent unfortunate
experience with CD, my advice to others, and
perhaps in particular to believers of the
well-worn phrase ` perfect sound forever',
should listen before they buy.
My problem arose partly from anaive
belief in manufacturers' quality control,
partly as an opera buff, and partly from the
beauty of butterflies which collectively led to
the impulse purchase of adisc from the RCA
Papillon Collection — some 20 discs/MCs ( not
all opera), of which Ipurchased only one,
CD/GD86534 comprising nine tracks of
Verdi arias and duets lasting 66.19 minutes,
recorded ADD.
As aresult of aviation, Isuffer from
chronic high-tone deafness (upper limit about
12.5 kHz) but that doesn't prevent my
enjoyment of good sound, nor the detection
of over-bright recording, and my fears about
this disc were quicky confirmed by severe
cringing from the distaff side accompanied by
the remark, ` Can't you twiddle aknob, or
something?' In fact the shrill sounds were
tamed by treble cut in the preamp (- 10dB
slope from 5kHz). Ithen checked other discs
(not RCA) and the sounds from these on the
.same player were quite normal with tone
controlls off, so it seems unlikely that my
DCD1500 was to blame. It so happens that
we also possess aCD104/65 which is sitting
around, awaiting the Ben Duncan upgrade,
but the said faulty disc produced the same
awful sounds from it.
Neither of these players displays deemphasis, so it was decided to examine the
guts of the CD104 for confirmation or
otherwise that the PREEM relay had been
activated wth the RCA Disc at play — no, as
you might have guessed it was 0/C, ie,
possible subcode fault on this disc. Slotting-in
the HFNIRR test CD quickly confirmed,
however, that the player's de-emphasis was
operating correctly.
Fortunately, Ihave only purchased one
disc of this series — how many of the
remainder are like it? And how do Imake the
manufacturer aware of the problem and seek
redress — Ifeel that going back to the retailer
would not produce the right results. Can
anyone help, constructively, please?
Yours faithfully

Sanctimonious garbage

Passive role

From: Robert Wilson, Tyne & Wear
Dear Sir, When are we going to see an end to

From: DA Lovell, Basingstoke
Dear Sir, Could you please do a ' group
9

When you have more than £ 150 to spend on acartridge, you are into a new realm. The realm of the moving coil.
Unlike the moving magnet cartridge you are probably used to, in which magnets are attached to the cantilever, the
cantilever of amoving coil has very fine metal coils wound round it. Which makes it much lighter and far more responsive
to the transients cut into the grooves of arecord.
As aresult, amoving coil cartridge gives amuch sharper, more clearly defined sound, with appreciably greater
depth and spaciousness. It will also pick up the leading edges of the transients; the more detailed elements of the music
that moving magnets can miss.
A moving coil is more expensive, because it demands more costly components and highly exacting engineering.
But it will not only make your records sound much better. It will actually reveal subtleties in the original recording,
which you never knew existed. To say buying amoving coil cartridge is like getting anew record collection is no idle boast.
FIRST THEN. FIRST NOW.

Back in 1948, Ortolan were the first people to produce moving coil cartridges. Prior to that, the

company had spent many years using the same principle in the construction of state-of-the-art cutting heads.
This parallel between the manufacturing of records and their reproduction explains, in part, the superior accuracy
of moving coil cartridges.
Since then, Ortolan have been consistently developing and refining them. The MC30 Super exemplifies how much
progress has been made.
The stylus is the new FG Type 1, named after Fritz Gyger, the Swiss diamond manufacturers who are the only
company in the world capable of cutting such aminute diamond with the necessary precision.

need anew record collection.
ridge and you'll have one.
Its shape has been designed to make contact with the walls of the groove, where musical information is embedded,
without touching the bottom and picking up surface noise.
The aluminium cantilever is tapered, to eliminate standing vibrations which can start distorting sound at source. And
the coils surrounding the cantilever are made from pure silver, one of the finest conductors known to science.
To get the best from such sensitive components, the cartridge body must combine minimum mass with maximum
rigidity, to prevent resonance. To achieve this, the MC30 uses two aluminium extrusions, bolted together for extra rigidity,
and acarbon fibre base- plate, to repel static.
HEARING IS BELIEVING.

While delivering superb sound reproduction, the MC30 Super also avoids adrawback traditionally

associated with moving coil cartridges. Namely, the need for astep-up device to compensate for low output voltage.
Atiny, cross-shaped armature ( originally developed for Ortolan's legendary MC2000 model)
allows extra coil windings, without an increase in mass or any reduction in performance.
441.1>

And amore than adequate voltage output of - 0.2mV at lkHz.
You can get full information on the MC30 Super and other models in Ortofon's
moving coil range, by writing to: Ortolan ( UK) Limited, Denmark House, Tavistock
Industrial Estate, Ruscombe, Twyford, Berks RG10 9NJ.

"
r1

But an even better idea might be to take your favourite album along to your
nearest Ortolan dealer, and ask to hear it through an Ortolan moving coil cartridge.
The few minutes you spend doing so could make you think twice about spending
years building up anew collection.
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accuracy in sound

WELL CHANGE

YOUR

IDEAS

B&W's Concept 90 demonstrates the shape of audio
art for the rest of this century. Challenges the view
that only ésizeable, intrusive enclosure could produce
sound of true monitor quality. Concept 90 isBKW
Matrix tedhnology miniaturised The result CMI and
CM2. Loudspeakers whose mighty performan:e is at
home in limited roomscapes. Whose appearance is
perfectly attuned to design-conscious living.
CMI's presumptuously massive voice completely
belies its diminutive size. CM2. Afurtherdiniension
giving supreme powerand bass extension. Altogether
asuperlatve omnidirectional pattern of sournd
radiation. The perfect exposition of the state of
&kW art.

_

Imo

1. 000.0111.

BMV Loudspeakers (
UK Sales) Ltd Maribor , igh Road Laniing West Sussex

5N15 8ÍR

Tel. 10903) 750750

review' in the near future of ' passive' and
line-drive preamplifiers? Iam sure that many
other readers are in the same position as
myself in being satisfied with their facilities
for handling m-m/m-c inputs via RIA A
amplification stages, but wish to improve the
quality of reproduction of high level inputs
from CD, tuner and tape sources. A
comparative review covering abroad range of
devices from asimple passive switch box with
apotentiometer (
eg, QED) through to
expensive active preamps, using an Audio
Research SP9 (say) as areference, would be
very useful.
Yours faithfully

If CDs could fly
From: Paul Sanloni, Strathclyde
Dear Sir, The Martians are coming! The price
of CDs is coming down due to over-capacity
in producing plants! Which is the more
probable? Which is truer? The second is the
one we hear in the hi-fi press, but when will it
happen? Prices are becoming more realistic,
but not down to £6for aTop 10 CD. Why
not? Isn't it about time you quit the
smokescreen and told us what you know and
when will it happen?
Yours faithfully

Traditional values
From: Thomas Franklin, Northwood
Dear Sir, Ibelieve you sponsored The Hi Fi
Show at the Penta Hotel, Heathrow, last
September and afew comments appear to be,
in order in view of what was heard. It would
seem to be the case these days that
manufacturers of alot of audio equipment
are more interested in trying to sell their
products to audiophiles whose main interest
is in rock and pop music evinced by the fact
that little else was heard in the vast majority
of demonstrations.
Are these manufacturers aware that there
are alot of us oldies whose main interest lies
outside this musical domain and they should
take this into account by using varied
performance material.
It is interesting to note that some of the
more traditional or longer-established
companies were doing this, namely Quad/
SME, Spendor, and Harbeth, the latter
giving an excellent demonstration of their HL
Compact; yes, using aCD front-end. As an
audiophile of 30 years, experience I'm afraid
nothing that Iheard at that Show will cause
me to change any item of equipment Iuse in
my own system and reconfirms my traditional
prejudice about audio.
Yours sincerely

Belt and brushes
From: GR Coleman, Cheadle, Cheshire
Dear Sir, Given the way you express your
views on the hi-fi industry in the UK, Ifeel
you may be interested in arecent discovery
concerning the products of Peter Belt which
have recently received so much publicity.
A friend recently obtained one of the PWB
'Electret Induction Brushes', and brought it
to demonstrate on my own system. Whilst I
have no doubt about the positive effects of
the brush on records, loudspeaker cones etc,
Ifelt that Mr Belt's pricing of around £60 a
little excessive. This feeling was compounded
when Ihad recently purchased some brushes
for the purpose of touching in stone chips on
my car. Compare the blue Crayola brush,
purchased from Woolworths ( sample
enclosed) with the PWB brush and you may
find something of asimilarity. In A-B
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the quality of the signal that it receives. Thus
the turntable plays amore important role
than the arm, which in turn has more effect
upon the final sound than the cartridge, and
so on through to the speakers. This is perhaps
asomewhat simplistic view as apoor quality
component mid-chain could cause aserious
degradation of the sound, but it is certainly
true that no component can replace recorded
information which has been lost further back
in the chain.
The most frequent assumption in this
concept is that the chain starts at the
turntable which, in the case of suspended
sub-chassis models, whould be placed on a
light rigid table or failing that on alight
wall-shelf. Beyond this, little attention seems
to have been paid to the importance of
turntable support. Recent events, however,
have led me to believe that the design of this
support plays acrucial part in the final sound
of the system, and in fact should be
considered as apre-turntable component in
the system hierarchy.
My present listening room arrangement
precludes the use of afloor-standing
turntable support, and Ihave been for along
time using awell-known, purpose-built, wallshelf. For some months Ihad been reading
interesting reports of the beneficial results to
be had from using the Skyline tables designed
and built by Mark Baker of Origin Live,
without being in aposition to try one. When
his shelf-standing supports became available
my interest was revived and Imade apoint of
visiting his room at The HiFi Show, Penta
Hotel, Heathrow. Unfortunately, the
standard shelf-standing model proved
unsuitable for use on my existing wall-shelf as
it required ashelf depth of approximately
24in. Iexpressed my disappointment to Mr
Baker who informed me that he also supplied
acompact model for this particular
application. Iordered one at once together
with aMedite board to replace the particle
board of my existing shelf.
When it arrived it consisted of aframe of
square section steel tubing in the form of an
isosceles triangle with amassive upwardfacing conical stud in each angle, and directly
beneath these three massive spiked feet.
These are easily the largest spikes that Ihave
yet seen on any equipment, the lock nuts
requiring the use of a24mm spanner. In fact
they could easily be mistaken for car wheel
nuts. The top board, also triangular, is of
25mm Medite. Included in the kit are screws
and hex nuts to replace the rubber feet of a
turntable. The support and the board are
arranged with the apex to the front of the
shelf and the turntable, with one metal foot
front centre and two to the rear, is placed on
top.
When Ifirst played music after installation
Iwas at once struck by the improvements
which had been made. These were not subtle.
Notable among them were awidening of the
sound stage which now extended well beyond
the speakers, and acommunsurate increase
in depth, with agreater sense of space
between individual instruments and groups of
instruments. Treble became sweeter, vocals
more intelligible, while bass, at first seeming
subjectively leaner, was on further listening
found to be even more tightly controlled than
before and is possibly also slightly extended.
It is always difficult to quantify subjective
impressions, but Iwould say that the
improvements are as great as those brought
about when Ichanged my Karma cartridge
for aTroika.

1

comparisons between the two on records,
both seemed identical in effect. This leads to
the obvious conclusion that someone along
the line is being well and truly ripped off!
Unless Mr Belt has some magical treatment
applied to this brush to account for the extra
£59 he charges, then either he or HiFi
Answers have taken the rest of the industry
for aride.
Iwould be interested if you could find the
time to form your own concusions, as no
doubt would all the people who buy paint
brushes from PWB rather than Woolworths.
Yours faithfully

Not ' audio wallflowers'
From: Peter Turner, Stroud, Gloucestershire
Dear Sir, Reviewing the JBL TLX3
loudspeakers, Ken Kessler (
HFNIRR
November, p95) remarks that they ' are not
speakers which slip into the background, like
the audio wallflowers so cherished by Radio 3
listeners'.
Now, as Mr Kessler tells us elsewhere in
the issue that he detests classical music, with
which Radio 3is largely concerned, Ican but
wonder what researches he has devoted to
the preferences of listeners who follow that
programme. As Iam numbered amongst the
most senior and dedicated listeners to Radio
3(
as Iwas to its lamented predecessor, the
Third Programme) Ican tell him that Ihave
not noted this characteristic amongst my
fellow addicts, and that it is certainly not one
of mine. One expects drivel from Mr Kessler,
and usually finds it amusing, but perhaps he
might hesitate before perpetrating remarks
calculated to offend people whom he cannot
possibly even know.
Yours faithfully

Turntable supports
From: Peter G Bell, Walthamstow
Dear Sir, Irealise that you seldom publish
equipment-oriented correspondence in your
columns, but Ifeel that my recent experience
may be of some interest to readers seeking to
improve the performance of their turntablebased systems.
A number of years have passed since Linn
Products introduced the concept of system
hierarchy in audio reproduction, and since
that time it has become widely accepted that
each component's output must be limited by
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Proven Accessories
from BED
INCON Interconnect Cables

;
tezi

QED 79 Strand
The BEST BUY of
Speaker Cables

Switching & Control

Over 4 million metres of genuine
OED 79 strand speaker cable
has so far been sold, making it
the most popular speaker cable
ever produced. HIFI Answers (Nov 82) concluded that,
"Changing from bell wire or
mains lead to OED 79 STRAND
SPEAKER CABLE is the
cheapest upgrade you will
ever make."

A full range of Amplifier, Speaker, Tape C.D. and
Phono switching units together with Volume
Controls and Headphone Adaptors.
The range now includes anew 2 way Speaker
Switching Unit (SSU2) which will accept OED 79
strand speaker cable and anew 4way unit
(UHSS4) that will accept Monster and C38 type
cables.

PRICE
New technology cables using OXYGEN FREE
HIGH CONDUCTIVITY copper conductors.
HI- Fl Answers May 84) commenting on INCON
"With INCON the sound was sweet, open,
transparent, tuneful and very easy to follow Both
sonically and mi isically the QED cable transformed
the sound "
Prices from £ 9 95 for ahalf metre pair of phono to
phono cables or cable off the reel at £ I20 per
metre

C.D. Switching Unit

90p
per metre
A new addition for this season is aflat
configuration 79 Strand cable ( aprofile
of only 2.5mm). This makes it ideal for
concealing under carpets.
F79 Price per metre £ l
. 20.

PRICES FROM

£9.95

Input Expander

SDR /
SOUND
DEFINITION
RANGE

A C.D. player needs aspecial input to work
properly. but many ( otherwise very good
amplifiers) do not have such adedicated C D
input.
This need not be aproblem with the OED
COMPACT DISC SWITCHING UNIT, because not
only does it switch between tuner and C.D. it also
adjusts the level for optimum performance

As the name suggests, the IX 4 is designed to
expand both the ' tape' and line inputs of a
'minimum pcilities' pre-amplifier or integrated
amplifier. Provision is made for the connection and
control of two tape decks, with full record,
playback and tape to tape functions, plus two line
inputs. The line inputs are marked ' video' and
'aux/C.D.'.

PRICE: IX-4
IX- 4 GOLD

£18.50

£49.95

D Products are recommended by all leading manufacturers and importers of HIT, Equipment They are
available from around 1000 HiTi retailers throughout the U K
Alternatively. order direct and we will despatch your order within 24 hours ; subjec t availahitty!
Post and pa cking free' All prit es include S, A f
15'S.
•Add 50p to orders cinder E500

A QED

• Full independent earth wiring.
• Switches with silver plated contacts.
• Non- Ferrous casework ( aluminium)
to avoid any sonically degrading
electromagnetic effects.
• Professional quality gold plated
phono sockets.

£39.95

PRICE

This year sees awhole new range of
premium accessories from OED under
the Sound Definition range banner
These products are designed to maintain
the maximum possible signal integrity
from input to output and features the
following

• Special ' gold' solder to ensure the
best possible electrical joints.

For technical and nearest dealer information ring 0784 246236
OED Audio Products Ltd . Unit I2, Ashford Industrial Estate. Shield F'oad. Ashford. Middlesex TSIVI5 1AU
North American Distributor May Audio Marketing Ltd. 646, Duimond Blvd. Longueuil, (
DUE I4G 1P8
Tel ; 514,651-5707
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FOR MORE INFORMATION
Please send me your latest Catalogue No. 10 and the name of my nearest dealer.
Ienclose a First Class stamp.
NAME
ADDRESS

POST CODE
IIFNL`m
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For me there is no longer any doubt that
the turntable support forms avital part of the
system chain. Mr Baker apparently goes at
least one step further than this as his tables,
which are available in four grades wtih sonic
improvements commensurate to the price
range of each, are all made in two forms, one
designed for use on suspended floors and
another for solid floors.
Icannot say with any certainty that the
same dramatic improvements would be
shown with turntables other than the LP12
but Isee no reason why they should not be.
especially where suspended sub-chassis
designs are concerned. All Ican say for
certain is that this has without doubt been the
most cost-effective upgrade that Ihave made
to my system, and Ifelt that Iwould be failing
in my duty if Idid not make fellow
enthusiasts aware of it.
Iunderstand that Origin Live have recently
produced aprototype turntable of novel
design with an integral stand based on the
same principles. Ihave neither seen nor
heard this, but should it come into production
Iwill be very keen to have an early audition.
The queue forms behind me folks!
Yours faithfully

Straight insult
From: Martin Dean, Eindhoven, Holland
Dear Sir, You insulted all of your readers,
gay and straight, by printing Shaun Shelly's
letter (' Views'. November) which was not
only cheap but also ignorant. It isn't for
nothing that Britain is widely regarded as the
sick man of Europe.
Yours faithfully

Patent place
From: Professor Jack Dansdale, Cranfield
Institute of Technology
Dear Sir, My attention has been drawn to a
letter from SM Handley of Milton Keynes
(*Views', August) in which Ian emcouraged
to pursue more vigorously the exploitation of
the patent concerning the hydrodynamic
bearing which was described by Barry Fox in
your January 1987 issue.
May I. through your good offices, inform
Mr Handley that my qualifications are in
engineering and law ( ahandy combination)
specializing in patent law, that the situation
regarding non-exploitation of apatent is far
more complex than he supposes, and that I
am in regular communication with patent
agents, patent attorneys and the Patents
Office itself regarding this issue.
The fact is that, although the owner of a
patent ( not the inventor) can be forced to
exploit apatent, this can only be done by
legal action which is generaly so expensive as
to render the action scarcely worthwhile ( has
he ever seen afat litigant or athin attorney?).
More to the point, this patent expires
shortly and will become common property;
Townshend International, who manufacture
and market the unique Elite Rock turntable,
based on Cranfield technology, already have
not only the outline technical details declared
in the patent specifiction. but also the
invaluable and unpublished background
know-how safely ' under their belts' and hope
to make appropriate and full use of this
invention to the benefit of all lovers and
proponents of analogue disc technology.

Mr Handley's concern is nevertheless welltaken and appreciated; it is quite
unreasonable that acompany can ' sit on' a
patent, thereby effectively preventing other
users ( including in this instance the original
inventor) from exploiting it to the common
advantage, and any future legislation aimed
at circumventing this ' dog- in- the- manger'
attitude must surely be welcomed.
Yours faithfully

Spurred into action
From: Robin Moss (
address withheld)
Dear Sir, In his review of the Goldmund
Mimesis amplifier (
HFN1RR Oct ' 87 p67)
Martin Colloms refers to the benefits
obtained by using aseparate spur from the
mains using 30 amp cable. Until recently I
suffered the common hi-fi plague of adirty
mains supply contaminating the sound
produced by my system. During weekday
evenings, the quality of sound was far worse
than at other times, and sometimes so bad
that listening was unendurable. Eventually I
consulted my dealer. Acoustic Arts ( The
dealer for those who want real advice) and
Jim Dovey explained the advantage of a
separate spur from the mains for one's hi- ti
system and the benefits possible by using the
Inca-Tech plugs. which are now available
from your Accessories Club. Iduly bought a
plug and socket for each piece of equipment
and engaged an electrician to install the new
loop. By chance Imet Colin Wonfor of
Inca-Tech just before work started and Colin
advised me to use 60 amp cooker cable
instead of ordinary mains cable. This idea
was also implemented.
The new spur is now in operation and the
results are surprising. Not only is there less
deterioration in sound quality during
weekday evenings but the resolution and
detail at all times is improved. The sound
stage is now deeper and wider, percussion is
more clearly heard, sibilance is reduced while
the dynamic range is increased. The overall
timbre is softened to advantage, with digital
recordings no longer so harsh and forceful
and singers less strident. In other words, the
results are similar to those noticed by Mr
Colloms and are comparable to the benefits
obtained by upgrading acartridge. Iseriously
suggest that owners of modestly- priced hi-fi
systems that are giving good results should
invest in aseparate mains spur and in
Inca-Tech plugs and sockets before upgrading
their basic equipment. Isay that having
myself spent L5000 on upgrades in the past
two years.
Yours faithfully

Interconnect errors
From: Dr Malcolm Hawksford, Dept of
Electronic Systems Engineering, University of
Essex
Dear Sir, At the recent Hi Fi Show at the
Penta Hotel this Autumn there were several
innovative ideas in equipment and ancillaries.
However, one which particularly caught my
attention was the loudspeaker interconnect
by Altarus where transmission line principles
had been applied in order to minimise.
interconnect errors. For example, an
interconnect was on offer with 7milli-ohm/
metre loop resistance 600 pF/metre and an
8ohm characteristic impedance which

corresponds to aloop inductance of 38.4nH/
metre, ie,
L = 12fr
For interest. Ifed these parameters into
the computer program which was written for
the ' Unification' articles using. again. the
Celestion SL600 as aload impedance. The
results are shown for a10 metre length in the
graph below where the error function
(excluding phase) is plotted against frequency
following the procedure in the articles.
For reference, the results are compared
against an idealised interconnect having a
pure series resistance of 0.07ohm
(representing the DC resistance of the 10m of
Altarus interconnect). The curves clearly
show that up to 2kHz, the error functions are
the same, while from 2-30kHz there are still
only small deviations between the two curves.
The conclusion to be drawn from these results
is that within the audio band the 10 metre
length of Altarus interconnect deviates only
fractionally from aseries resistor ( neglecting
effects of skin depth as conductor thickness
was not known), assuming. of course. linear
theory and idealised conductor behaviour.
The error function is also maintained at
<-40dB across nearly the whole audio band
with the SL600 load, which is aconsiderable
improvement over all the examples taken in
'Unification'.
Clearly, the Celestion loudspeaker, in
common with most other speakers not
employing conjugate matching. is not apure
resistive load. Even so. the use of alow
characteristic impedance results in alow
series inductive element; hence the good
approximation to asimple series resistance.
At high frequency, however, the moving-coil
loudspeaker will generally offer arising
impedance, where matching is no longer
achieved. Consequently, the input
impedance will tend to become capacitive,
causing problems for amplifiers which do not
use appropriate series Zobel networks themselves causing linear errors. It would.
therefore, seem prudent to design ashunt
Zobel network at the loudspeaker end of the
interconnect designed to make the
loudspeaker appear both more resistive at
high frequency and more closely matched to
the characteristic impedance of the
interconnect. This practice would then make
the high frequency input impedance of the
interconnect appear resistive rather than
capacitive.
From an engineering viewpoint. Ifeel that
congratulations are in order to Altarus for a
most logical development in the design of
loudspeaker interconnects.
Yours faithfully
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Introducing
SUMO:
affordable high- end,
from California.

established internationally, and have received widespread
critical acclaim; for example:
"compelling musicality .... startling transparency"
(HiFi Heretic on the SUMO Polaris)
"A true superamp" ( High Fidelity on the SUMO Andromeda)

Real high-end sound.
SUMO components are designed for enthusiasts, by enthusiasts, to offer clear, transparent, open, yet warm and natural
sound; a ' valve- like' sweetness and musicality, yet with solid
state reliability and control. Sound worthy of the finest complementary high- end components.
El Affordable prices.
SUMO components' high- end sound quality is directly

"a sensational buy" ( HiFi Heretic on SUMO's The Nine Plus)
D How SUMO get the best out ofyour loudspeakers.
Sumo amplifiers are designed without current limiting or
invasive protection circuitry, and will drive the most difficult,
reactive loads. Choosing SUMO means both that you will
get better results from your current speakers, and that any
future choice of speaker will not be restricted by amplifier
limitations.

comparable with cost- no- object equipment costing many
thousands of pounds. You can spend much, much more without musically significant gains in sound. ( You could also spend
less by opting for budget- price products, but the result will be

POLARIS, by SUMO. 'Valve- like' sound with solid state control.

clearly audible compromise).
.
damn good." The Absolute Sound.
Although new to the UK, SUMO components are well

SUMO SPECIFICS
ATHENA preamplifier: £695.

4ohms. No current limiting. + 1-40 amp

All discrete, Class A circuitry. Up to 20v

peak capability

output gives effortless headroom. Inputs

transformer.

for MM/ MC,CD,Tape(2),Tuner,Video.

THE

Line Level 'direct' facility.

amplifier £ 1105.

I
AkW

PLUS Class A power

POLARIS power amplifier: £695.

2 x 65w into 8 ohms, 2 x 120w into

2 x 100w into 8 ohms, 2 x I75w into

4 ohms. Unique, patented topology,

4 ohms. MOSFET output stage with

allows Class A operation without either

active bias correction

compromise or the usual cost penalty.

for transcen-

ductance error. No current limiting.

ATHENA, by SUMO. A high- end preamplifier at an affordable price.

NINE

per channel.

No current limiting.

ANDROMEDA power amplifier: £995.

Prices

2 x 200w into 8 ohms, 2 x 373w into

incl. VAT

quoted

are

suggested

retail

Acoustic Gold

SUMO: AFFORDABLE HIGH- END, FROM CALIFORNIA. FOR MORE INFORMATION AND TH INAM
N
EOF YOUR NEAREST DEALER, WRITE OR PHONE:
ACOUSTIC GOLD LTD, I, ORSTON LODGE, OLD FARM ROAD, HAMPTON TW 12 ARQ. TEL: 01-041 6737 ( 24 HRS1

NEWS>
ITL LAUNCH NEW RANGE
ITL Hi Fi have just released a
new line of electronics. Basing
their designs on the latest
MOSFET technology, ITL's lineup consists of an integrated amplifier and apre/power combination.
The MA- 120 integrated is rated at
60W/channel and features m- m
and m-c phono, tuner, CD, and
two tape inputs with dubbing/
record-listen facility. Also featured are tone controls with bypass. The MA- 120 measures
420 x340 x75mm ( wdh) and
retails for £329 inc VAT. In a
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similar enclosure with identical
fascia and facilities is the MA- 12
preamplifier (£ 199), for pairing
with the MA-200 power amplifier
(£239). The latter features its own
volume control, making it suitable
for direct operation with a CD
player or other line level source.
and it can be bridged for mono
operation. Due for release later in
1988 is abudget (£ 150) integrated
amplifier, the MA-80. Contact
ITL HiFi Products, 158 New
Road, Portsmouth, Hants. P02
7RJ. Tel: (0705) 293051.

III

CONIFER SMASH CD PRICES
Conifer Records have announced
a new series of full-length CDs
which will retail for only £3.99,
lowering the price barrier even
further than the most optimistic
industry-watchers had hoped. The
range, known as The Compact
Selection', is a co-operative
venture with Audio Merchandisers and is being launched
through Boots, who will have an
exclusive arrangement for the first
three months. The initial batch
contains 50 titles, each running for
at least 60 minutes. The discs are
to be pressed in the UK, at Disc
Tec's West Sussex facility.
The range contains both
classical and light pop/easy

listening titles, including works
from Mozart, Handel, Bach,
Beethoven, Berlioz, Dvorak,
Brahms and Tchaikovsky,
featuring artists such as Richard
Tauber, Redel, Paillard,
Ferencsik and the Vienna Opera
Orchestra. Non-classical titles
include releases featuring Benny
Goodman, Fred Astaire, Fats
Waller, Harry James, Duke
Ellington, Paul Robeson and the
Mills Brothers. It is hoped that
this effort will impress upon other
manufacturers that the savings
created by the now reduced
manufacturing cost of a CD
should be passed on, at least in
part, to the consumers.

MOREL ADDS NEW DRIVERS

GOODMANS ADD NEW JAMO MODELS
Goodmans have announced two
new series of loudspeakers from
Jamo. The Magic Range consists
of three 3-way bass reflex models,
including the Magic 8 (£99.90),
Magic 10 (£ 139.90) and Magic 14
(£169.90). Their respective power
ratings are 120W, 140W and
200W. The other new series, the
CD Power Line, also consists of
three 3- way bass reflex models,
described by the company as
'powerful and punchy'. The range
consists of the CD Power 15
(£199.90), CD Power 25 (£249.90)

and CD Power 35 (£349.90). Four
other products have been added
to the Jamo catalogue, including
the Dynamic 1E (£89.90) and
Dynamic 6E (£369.90) loudspeakers, the SW50 Electronic Subwoofer (£ 199.90) and anew minimonitor, the Monitor One
(£119.90). The latter is atwo-way
bass reflex system featuring a
Goodmans Sin bass driver.
Further details from Goodmans, 2
Marples Way, Kingscroft Centre,
Havant, Hampshire P09 1JS. Tel:
(0705) 486344.

DECCA CARTRIDGES ARE REBORN
The Decca cartridges, which have
been the subject of one of hi-fi's
longest-standing love-hate relationships, have been discontinued
by Decca Special Products. But
weep not: former Decca
employee and engineer, John
Wright [not the JW of TDL — Ed],
has acquired permission to manufacture them under license, but
under the new brand name London. The Maroon, Gold and

Super Gold will continue, with the
possibility of a Super Gold Plus
later in the year. Worldwide distribution remains with Presence
Audio. Presence also inform us
that the Spica Angelus loudspeaker is now available in the UK
for £ 1195. For further information
contact Presence Audio, The Old
Posthouse, Plummers Plain, Horsham, West Sussex RH13 6NU.
Tel: (0403) 76777.

NIMBUS RELEASE FIRST CD-ROM
Nimbus Records have completed
the production of the first commercial CD-ROM. Commissioned by Clarinet Systems
Ltd, the disc features a cartographic database of the world.
The disc was produced for Petroconsultants ( CES) of Cambridge
for distribution to the international oil community. Nimbus'
first CD-ROM holds 550 Mbytes
of mapping data and runs on aPC
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

linked to a plotter. Although the
disc contains three scales and two
projections. the software will
allow the user to zoom in and out
with a choice of 26 projections.
Companies interested in Nimbus'
CD-ROM capabilities should
contact Emil Dudek on ( 0600) 890
682 or Granard Communications,
Rex House, 4-12 Lower Regent
Street, London SW1Y 4PE. Tel:
01-930 6711.
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A number of separate loudspeaker drivers have been added
to Morel's extensive line-up, including co-axial, dome and horn
designs. The 10in Integra 250 and
12in Integra 300 are described as
'true point source' co-axials, featuring two separate drivers with
double magnet systems for each
driver. The woofers feature 75mm
Hexatech aluminium voice coils,
and the tweeters incorporate
28mm versions. The tweeters are
horn- loaded and liquid cooled,
with a specially designed horn
shape to eliminate reflections. To
enhance professional appeal, the
tweeter can be replaced in the

field, and features a self-centring
diaphragm. The Integra 300 has a
power handling rating of 180W
and sensitivity of 96dB/1W/lm,
while the '250 handles 150W with
94dB sensitivity. Crossover
frequency is at 4kHz, and the
chassis is a magnesium die-casting. Other new drivers include the
MDM 85 double-magnet horn
tweeters, MDT 31 and MDT 33
dome tweeters and the MW 1252
12in woofer. For detailed specifications and prices, contact Morel
(UK) Ltd, 11 Foxtail Road,
Nacton Road ( Ransomes)
Industrial Estate, Ipswich IP3
9RT. Tel: (0473) 719212.

MONITOR AUDIO R452/MD SPEAKERS
The latest speaker in Monitor
Audio's ' R' Series is the R452/
MD. This two-way design features
the company's ferrofluid-cooled
25mm metal dome tweeter and a
doped-cone mid/bass driver in a
cabinet made from 18mm thick
panels braced lengthwise. Impedance of the R452/MD is 8ohms,
with asensitivity of 91dB/IW/lm;
recommended power amp rating
is 15-150W. The 640x 250x 318mm
enclosure is a reflex type, and is
available in walnut or black realwood veneers. Price per pair is
£349.60, with oak, rosewood or
mahogany finishes available at
extra cost. As ever, Monitor
Audio's managing director Mo
Iqbal guarantees that the speakers
will provide the finest finish in the
known universe! For further
details contact Monitor Audio
Ltd, Unit 34 Clifton Road,
Cambridge. Tel: (0223) 242898.

HFN/RR IMPROVES US DISTRIBUTION
HiFi News & Record Review
have appointed Music & Sound
Imports as their US distributor for
sales of copies through specialist
hi-fi retailers. Music & Sound,
who distribute Electrocompaniet,
Carry- Disc, and arange of cables
and connectors, launched the

magazine at the New York Hi Fi
Show, and have already signed up
40 outlets. US retailers interested
in stocking HFNIRR should
contact Stu Wein at Music &
Sound Imports, 30 Snowflake
Road, Huntingdon Valley, Pennsylvania. Tel: ( 215) 357 7858.
17
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To hear audio systems that will
make your ears sit up and beg
for more, make sure you listen
to Musical

Fidelity.

Lead the

way to your hifi dealer and ask
for a demonstration. For a free
colour brochure ring 01-900 2866,
9am to 5pm, Monday to Friday.

MUSICAL
FIDELITY
MUSICAL FIDELITY LIMITED, 15/16 OLYMPIC TRADING ESTATE, FULTON ROAD, WEMBLEY HAY OTF.

NEWSe
BEWBUSH UPDATE

Winner of the 1987 Audiophile Competition, run in the April! May June 87 issues. Mr
R Collett ( left) is presented with his prize by Ricardo Frarrassovici of Absolute Sounds
(right), while HFNIRR Editor Steve Harris looks on. Mr Collet ¡'s prize s‘..stem
included aKinergetics KCD20 Compact Disc player, PS Audio 4.5 preamplifier,. Krell
KSA50 power amp and Apogee Caliper speakers, worth atotal of more than f.1,060.

BRIEFING
POLYGRAM have released their
first ' standard size' CD singles.
Designed to hold 20 minutes of
music,
the
singles
are
distinguished by a matt- finish
outer perimeter. ( Virgin's CD
singles use the outer area for laser
graphics.) The first releases
include singles from Willy
DeVille, The Communards,
Freddie Mercury, and The Cure.
Sony and Philips remain
committed to the 3in. CD single
format.
AMERICAN readers will be
pleased to learn that Audiophile
Audition, the radio show about
hi-fi matters presented by John
Sunier, is back on the air.
Sponsored by Mobile Fidelity, the
show can be heard on 180 stations
in 33 states
THE BSI have recently published
Specification For Cassettes For
Commercial Tape Records And
Domestic Use ( Part 7), which
covers constructional data to
secure interchangeability of
cassettes on any recorder or
player. It is obtainable for £25.60
from BSI Sales, Linford Wood,
Milton Keynes MK14 6LE.
HEYBROOK have introduced a
production change to the Point
Five tweeter front plate. effective
from serial number 7001 onwards.
The modification to the tweeter
front plate has altered the
frequency response of the treble
unit by 1dB from 4-10kHz. A
small change to the crossover has
also been introduced, improving
the linearity of the midrange.
A
BREAK-IN
at
HW
International resulted in the theft
of anumber of Luxman products
and the only Luxman DAT player
in the country. Should you be
offered any suspiciously
underpriced Lux goods, or the
sole DAT player, contact HW
International, 3-5 Eden Grove,
London N7 8E0. Tel: 01-607
2717.
NIMBUS have been named as
finalists for the Midlands
Electricity Board's BETA Award
for energy efficiency. The
company's new heating system
operates at asaving of £ 1900, thus
securing their eligibility.
STEVIE WONDER was so taken
HI-FI NEWS di RECORD REVIEW

Following the recent introduction
of their range of valve amp kits,
Bewbush Audio have announced
that these have been upgraded to
contain passive preamps. The
range has also been enhanced by
the introduction of two new
amplifiers. Available for the first
time in kit form is hybrid 50W
rms/channel Moscode Power
amplifier which combines the
valve and V-FET circuitry. The
frequency response of this unit
extends from 4Hz to 87kHz at the
3dB points ref IkHz. Distortion is

by the sound of the Avance high-performance midi-system to
Pyramide loudspeakers when he their range. The ECD6OR featvisited the UK that he now owns ures a 35W/channel amp with
three pairs, purportedly for studio 5- band equaliser. twin cassette
use. This should console HW deck, AM/FM tuner with 14
International, recently suffering presets, CD player, belt- drive
as per the above item. The turntable and two-way speakers.
speakers are now available in
Price is £499.99.
SANYO have launched what they
black as well as the original white.
HI-FI EXPERIENCE of London,
believe is the world's smallest
Bradford and Leamington Spa,
personal stereo. The JJP4
measures 2-1
4 x41
/
/
8x-1
4 in,
/
and
would like to make it clear that
they have no connection with any features Dolby NR, auto- reverse,
other retailer or manufacturer 'inner ear' headphones and
using the words ' Experience' or
rechargeable battery capable of
'l-Ii fi experience' in their driving the player for 21
2 hours.
/
Maximum playing time available
advertising.
DEAN LOUDSPEAKERS have is nine hours by combining the
moved to 22 Station Maltings, rechargeable with an AA cell.
Station Road, Newport, Essex Price is £99.99.
ROSS have won a special award
CB1I 3RN. Tel: ( 0799) 41655.
SONY have introduced a home presented by the Voice of the
security camera system, called Listener consumer body for the
WatchCam. The package consists RE-5500 mains/battery portable
of asmall mini- cam and amonitor radio. The award was given for
with microphone and loudspeaker 'the contribution the radio has
in a housing no larger than a made to increasing listeners'
cordless telephone. Price is pleasure'.
FOUNDATION have been
£579.95.
INCA TECH would like to point appointed UK distributors of Da
out that their two-year guarantee Capo electronics from Germany.
is only offered on products purch- The range consists of a 50W
ased from their appointed stock- mono- block power amp, preamp,
ists, but will honour a one-year moving-coil step-up, and lineguarantee for purchases made level preamp. HFNIRR will be
from stockists no longer on their reviewing the Da Capo system in
list. For an updated directory of an upcoming issue.
Inca Tech dealers, please write to DENON Compact Disc importers
Inca Tech, 23 Lincoln Way, Cav- Hayden Laboratories have
nev Island, Essex SS8 9SE Tel: appointed Target as UK trade
(0268) 680550.
distributor.
BUDDY CURTESS & The GrassEVENTS
hoppers have released a single
'We Change The World', pro- 25 JANUARY 1988 Aston Audio
Musical Evening featuring Alphaceeds to go to Sport Aid ' 88.
Catalogue number is Rage son and Klimo products, to be
held at the Stanneylands Hotel,
Records BUD 4.
Stanneylands Road, Wilmslow.
HAFLER and their subsidiary.
Acoustat, have been sold to Cheshire. For tickets, phone
Rockford-Fosgate, a manufac- (0625) 582704.
turer of high-end in-car equip- 7 FEBRUARY 1988 Brighton
Records Fair. Brighton Centre.
ment. The company will be retainFor details. contact GC Finch,
ing the services of David Hailer as
Brighton Records Fair. 46 Sydney
designer.
Street. Brighton BNI 4EP.
SANSUI, now distributed by the
Natural Sound Systemsel-li-Fi
12-14 FEBRUARY 1988
Hi Fi
Markets axis, have produced a 88, Holiday Inn Bristol. Hi-fi
new catalogue, The Sansui Col- show sponsored by BADA deallection. For a copy and a list of ers Absolute Sound & Video,
appointed stockists, contact San - Audio Excellence and Radford
Hi Fi. Over 80 brands will be
sui Electronics UK Ltd. Axis 4,
Rhodes Way, Watford, Herts exhibiting. Admission is £ 1.50.
WD2 4YW. "Tel: ( 0923) 228584.
10-13 APRIL 1988 Salon InterMITSUBISHI have added a new national Son et Video. Hall 5.
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less than 0.05% at any level
before clipping. Also introduced
is a40W rms pure Class A valve
amp monobloc. This kit uses tried
and tested circuitry with an EF86
pentode for the preamp stage.
The output stage uses four paralleled EL34s in push-pull. The
frequency response extends from
6Hz to 55kHz at the 3dB points
ref IkHz and THD is less than
0.07% at rated output and below.
The kit price for this amplifier is
£189 and the Moscode £ 169.
Further details from Bewbush
Audio, 47b Elmer Road, Bognor
Regis, P022 6DZ.
Porte de Versailles Exhibition
Centre, Paris. Contact SDSA, 20
Rue Hamelin, F 75116, Paris,
France.
18 APRIL 1988 The Federation of
British Audio will be holding its
Annual Awards Dinner at the
London Inter- Continental Hotel.
The charity dinner will benefit the
Nordoff-Robbins Music Therapy
Centre.
8-10 MAY 1988 Home Entertainment Dealer Show. National
Exhibition Centre, Birmingham.
For details, contact Richard Bull
on 021-780 4171, ext. 710.
26 AUGUST- 1SEPTEMBER 1988
The Dusseldorf Trade Fair,
featuring Audio Video 88. Contact Dusseldorfer Messegesellschaft mbH. NOWEA. Postfach
32 02 03, Stockumer Kirchstrasse
61, D-4000 Dusseldorf 30, West
Germany.
15-18 SEPTEMBER 1988 The Hi Fi Show, sponsored by HFN/RR,
Heathrow Penta Hotel, Bath
Road, Hounslow, Middx.
23-27 SEPTEMBER 1988 International Broadcasting Convention, Metropole Centre,
Brighton. Exhibition information
can be obtained from the IBC
Secretariat, Institute of Electrical
Engineers, Savoy Place, London
WC2R OBL. Tel: 01-240 1871.

PEOPLE
PATRICK MACARTNEY has
been appointed Press and Information Officer of the International
Federation of Phonogram and
Videogram Producers. He replaces DAVE LAING, who joins
Music Week as features editor.
MICHAEL STICKLER, deputy
head of BBC television planning
and installation department, has
been elected a Fellow of the
Society of Motion Picture and
Television Engineers ( SMPTE).
PETER CURRY, formerly the
general manager of Acoustic Research in the UK, has joined
Celestion as sales and marketing
manager ( hi-fi products).
RICHARD TAUNTON has been
appointed UK sales manager of
Sansui UK. He was previously
sales manager of Rotel UK.
ROBERT TRUNZ has been
appointed as chairman and managing director of B&W Loudspeakers.
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UNEXCELLED!

The Audio Innovations Series 500, 25 watt Class A, Integrated Amplifier
£650.00

Audio Innovations Ltd
Unit 8, Dyke Road Mews, 74/76 Dyke Road
Brighton BN1 3JD, Sussex. ( 0273) 203277

TECHNOLOGY>

A

ND NOW, the curious story of
Lyricdata and IXI. Towards the end
of 1985, the music and recording
press cottoned on to a new idea music recorded on a solid-state chip instead
of Compact Disc or tape. What fired their
imaginations were the mouthings of a Mr
Kane Kramer and his firm, Lyricdata.
Kane Kramer, whose family were in the
fashion business, runs a London recording
studio called Pacific. In 1981 Kramer, and
James Campbell of North London. filed a
string of patent applications for a ' portable
data processing and storage system'. The
patent documents make exciting reading. But
remember that anyone can file a patent
application on anything - filing for apatent,
and even getting the Patent Office to grant a
patent, is no guarantee that an idea works.
Not alot of people, especially in the money
markets, know that.
Kramer's patent application said:
'We have devised anew method of recording which uses smaller memory units, which
are more reliable and robust and for which no
moving parts are needed for reproduction'.
The system, it said, was ' portable, most
conveniently of the credit card size'.
Sketches with the patent showed a credit
card containing solid-state memory. For
recording, continued the patent, the sound
frequency spectrum is sub- divided into frequency bands which are separately encoded
by DPCM ( differential pulse code modulation). For stereo, the encoding is done by
recording only the difference of one channel
with respect to the other. In this way, an 8
megabyte memory ( 64 megabits) ' should'
allow at least three and a half minutes of
music, corresponding to one side of a ' single'.
For replay, the digits are decoded into
analogue data streams which are combined in
amixer. The replay unit can be ' little larger
than the storage system card itself.
Warming to this theme, the patent then
went on to propose that the card could be
used as areplacement for conventional discs
or cassettes. A record shop would have a
stock of blank cards and encode one with the
desired piece of music from a central data
store, in the shop or at remote location, when
asked by a customer. It all sounded very
exciting. But, never forget, claiming something in a patent is no proof that a working
system exists.
In 1984, Kramer and Lyricdata did build a
working system. According to Kramer. seven
directors, including Ray Laren of the
wholesale record distribution giant. Lightning, put in money and met weekly; in
addition, says Kramer, there are sixty shareholders who meet for an annual general
meeting every November.
Ray Laren. a shrewd businessman wellrespected in the industry, has confirmed that
he did indeed invest money in Lyricdata, and
is still excited by the idea of a credit card
single system. Laren was obviously impressed
by a technical report prepared in October
1985 for Lyricdata by Imperial College in
London, and also an enthusiastic report
which appeared in The Sunday Times ayear
later. This ST report ( signed by Noel
Keywood) kicked off:
'If you thought the future of music recording was abattle between Compact Discs and
digital audio tapes, reconsider. This week a
team of British entrepreneurs unveils the
most radical system yet - amusic recorder on
achip . . . asliver of plastic with achip in it,
like a credit card'.
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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Obviously The Sunday Times' article and
Imperial College report carried considerable
clout. On an LBC radio phone-in recently a
caller said he had heard about Kramer's
system. seen The Sunday Times report and
understood that the credit card would be able
to record up to 15 hours of music!
Let's look a little closer. The Lyricdata
system is called IX! and it was Eric Laithwaite, Professor of Heavy Electrical
Engineering at Imperial College, who was
asked to provide afeasibility report. What he
saw was a table- top studio unit, based on a
personal computer and off-the- shelf BurrBrown PCM 16- bit digital to analogue converters with four times over-sampling.
The memory was an array of semiconductor RAMs, enclosed in a cartridge ( not a
credit card) and offering just 15 seconds
recording time. Yes, fifteen seconds.
Nevertheless, Prof Laithwaite suggested
that ' the IX1 cartridge, when developed to its
full design specification, should make the ! XI
digital audio system commercially attractive
to the music industry'.
The Sunday Times article was also based on
the demonstration of a system, apparently
the same one tested by Prof Laithwaite,
which played only 16 seconds of music.
'Packing in more memory will extend the
playing time of production units to ten
minutes.' Kramer told the ST.
Armed with the Imperial College report
and Sunday Times cutting, Lyricdata had no
difficulty in generating further interest among
the music press. All this also stimulated my
interest.
Ifirst contacted Kane Kramer in January
1986, and he told me that because modifications to his prototype were due. Iwould have
to wait aweek or ten days for ademonstration. Time passed and Iheard nothing. In
July Iasked what was happening. In August.
Kane Kramer wrote to me. saying that he had
not forgotten me, was meeting with his board
that week and would ' discuss a possible
demonstration'. Still Iheard nothing. But in
the meantime The Sunday Times gave its vital
blessing.
In October 1986 Iwrote to Kramer again,
but heard nothing in reply.
A year later, in October 1987, Iphoned
Lyricdata and left messages for Kramer. But
he never returned my calls. Iwrote again.
and finally received a phone call - possibly
because on the phone-in broadcast I had
answered the caller's question about Lyricdata by saying Iwas sceptical. as after nearly
two years Iwas still waiting for a promised
demonstration. Kramer finally told me that
he was still not able to give me ademonstration. The system. he explained, could still
only record 15 seconds and now didn't work
properly.
'We have been negotiating with two major
companies,' he told me. ' There have been
two abortive attempts at reaching agreement
on further investment. We have spent
£200.000 so far. The project went on hold for
nine months. The existing prototype didn't
work properly after being switched on after
not being used for three months.'
So was there any technical information
available? ' No,' Kramer told me. ' It is still
being compiled.' Lyricdata is now hoping that
Sir Clive Sinclair's venture into large-scale
memory chip production will provide the
answer. Lyricdata hopes to have something
ready for sale this summer. A run of 10
machines will be made for show at the 1988
APRS ( professional recording studios exhibi-
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tion). Clearly. Lyricdata's market target has
changed. Clearly, too, the change in target
came as asurprise to Ray Laren of Lightning
when Ipassed on the news.
Gone is the talk of asolid-state credit card
to replace the pop single. Instead. Lyricdata
will offer a solid-state recorder, which radio
stations can use to store broadcasting jingles.
The memory cartridge will be the same size as
ajingle cartridge - which is much larger than
acredit card - and contain 800 megabits ( 1(X)
megabytes) of memory. This. says Kramer,
will be enough for five minutes stereo or 10
minutes mono. The cartridge machine will
use two memory banks, to give atotal storage
of 10 minutes stereo.
And the cost? The machine will sell for
'between £ 15,000 and £20,000' and the cartridges will cost £3000 each.
The jingle cartridge machine will not use
conventional RAM. There will be RAM in
the machine but the cartridge will contain
EEPROM chips similar to those used in
portable computers, like the Psion Organiser.
PROM is amatrix of memory cells with gates
which can be opened and closed by an
electrical signal to create a digital pattern.
The Kramer patent refers to magnetic
bubble memory but in recent years this
technology has lost its popularity in favour of
PROMs.
Non-volatile storage does not come cheap.
Even after recent price reductions, following
success of the Organiser and volume sales.
Psion still charges £59.95 for a 64- kilobyte
EPROM memory pack, and £54.95 for a
32- kilobyte RAM memory pack with fiveyear battery.
Ironically, just the kind of credit card
technology Lyricdata was promising will soon
be available from Japan. Full details next
month. But whether it rivals the three-inch
CD single to be offered by Sony. remains to
be seen.

The Finial Saga

And now - the even more curious story of the
invisible Finial turntable, which - according
to Californian PR folklore - plays LPs with a
laser. The hare started running in January
1985 when acompany called Finial Technology of Sunnyvale, California announced ' a
turntable that uses laser beams to play LP
vinyl records'.
'Music lovers can now hear every note and
nuance of the LP's analogue signal.' pronounced Michael May, Finial's marketing
manager in asubsequent press release. ' Precious albums can be played without fear of
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EXPENSIVE TUNER??

For perfection
in sound
just open
our door...

THEN HAVE THE AERIAL
IT DESERVES
You spend many hours and quite
alot of money choosing that new
tuner, so don't ruin the whole effect
by fiddling with bits of wire or old
aerials. Have the full benefit of the
multipath free, clean signal which
only awell designed and properly
installed unit can achieve. If D.X. is
your scene, then go for the ultimate
in rotating high gain narrow beam
systems like our G.23. with 19dB
forward gain, 38dB F. to B. and Acc.
Ang. down to 15 Degrees or have a
"one off" special built, up to 32
elements.

...With coming up to 25 years.
experience in the bewildering
world of hi fi, you'd expect us to
know how to tailor equipment
to suit our customers' needs
perfectly — and we do.
Whatever you need, you'll find
our help totally professional
and unbiased.

GALAXIE CIRCULAR 17 ELEMENT STEREO
GAIN 15 9d8 F to B 33 7rif3 L 74"

WE DESIGN, MANUFACTURE, SUPPLY AND FIT
* FM. arrays from 4to 23 Element. TV from 10 to 136 element.
* British built and designed to withstand our weather for 5guaranteed
years.
* Interested D.I.Y. advice freely given, backed by our complete range
of masts, brackets, rotors, cables, and aerials. Systems available for
chimney, loft, wall, or through roof mounting.
* Professional installation service available within anominal 150 mile
radius of LUTON. Full details of this service available on receipt of a
large S.A.E. which will bring you our complete "Aerial Guide" which
is much more than just alist of our products and prices, and carries
details of all our services, including MAIL ORDER and site surveys.

SEE THE REST, THEN FOR THE BEST, CALL
RON SMITH

AERIALS

Hearing is believing.., in our special demonstration rooms,
you can listen in comfort to the best and latest in hi fi. This way you can
be sure you make the ideal choice.

0-0

All the best names are here ... names like A&R Arcam, AR,
BLO, B&W, Cambridge Audio, Denon,Dual, Harman/Kardon, KEF.
Maraitz, NAD, Nakamichi, Quad, Ruark, Tannoy, Trio and Yamaha,
plus many more, and they're all on display. And, when it comes to
compact discs, you'll find the choice is just as great. with the latest
discs to complement your equipment.

Chew &Osborne

EPPING, ESSEX, 148 High Street ( 0378) 74242
SAFFRON WALDEN, ESSEX, 26 King Street ( 0799) 23728

98 ASH ROAD LUTON BEDS
Day — Luton 36561 90to 6.0 Eve - Luton 29560 atter 730 pm
Shop Hours: 9.0 to 6.0. Closed Wednesday
5Minutes from M1 Motorway. Turnoff No. 11

Ainè

simply perfectionists in sound
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8000A
Integrated
Amplifier
MUSICAL
AFFORDABLE
...LOGICAL
For full data, and details of
your nearest Audiolab dealer,
call or write:
CAMBRIDGE SYSTEMS
TECHNOLOGY LTD
26 Roman Way Industrial Estate
Godmandiester, Iluntingdon
Cambs PE18 8LN England
Tel: 0480 52521
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TECHNOLOGY
further degradation of the grooves.' Estimated retail price was put at £2500.
Suddenly everyone wanted to know more.
Record collectors saw the Finial Laser Turntable as away of preserving their investment:
hi-fi buffs saw it as a way of staying with
analogue sound while benefiting from advances in digital CD technology: recording
studio cutting rooms saw it as a way of
playing freshly cut lacquers without damaging
them, to find blemishes before wasting time
and money on electro plating. The BBC
Record Library was fascinated.
Finial hired Denis Wratten as aUK representative. Those with long memories will
remember Denis Wratten from his days at
Strathearn. the ill-fated Government venture
to build high- end hi-fi in Belfast. Millions of
pounds of tax payers' money were wasted on
a project that many believed to be doomed
from the outset.
'The Laser Turntable is expected to be
available in most US markets by Spring
1987,' promised Finial in October 1986. The
concept, said Finial. was conceived by Robert
Reis, who had served as president and chief
executive officer of Finial, since the company
formed in December 1983. Reis had previously been aconsultant for the US Airforce
and Department of Defence, working on
digital and analogue signal processing. Cofounder of Finial, and co- designer of the
turntable. was Robert Stoddard, described as
an expert in the field of applied optics.
The company produced an impressive sales
brochure, answering nineteen of the ' most
often asked' questions. The first, how does
the laser turntable work, explained: ' Laser
beams are bounced off of (
sic) the record and
the reflections are converted to music. These
reflections are also used to control the servopositioning ( tracking) system.'
Finial got off to ahad start with HFNIRR.
Ken Kessler was one of the first journalists to
give them publicity after the company
unveiled its plans at the Las Vegas Consumer
Electronics Show in January 1985. In April
1986 Finial said the turntable would be on the
market by the autumn. Demonstrations
would be ' by invitation only' during the
Consumer Electronics Show in. Chicago that
June.
In Chicago. Kessler was told that the Finial
table was being demonstrated at the Hilton
Hotel. He was run ragged by the company's
minders and never got in to see or hear it.
Only potential retailers and distributors were
honoured. Our Ken was not amused.
The same thing happened at the next CES,
at Las Vegas in January 1987. Finial demonstrated at a private home. Apparently Ms
Diana Ross is prepared to hire out her
mansion for press receptions if the price or
people are right.
Again Finial froze out Kessler. By now he
was even less amused, which is not a pretty
sight. But the publicity kept on coming.
Billboard ran trade stories on the Finial
turntable in June 1985. December 1985 and
June 1986, regurgitating the promise of players in the US and Canadian shops by Autumn
1986, at $25(X).
J Gordon Holt, Peter Mitchell and Bill
Somerwerck wrote articles for the US press.
laced with the tell- tale phrases 'The creators
of the laser turntable were unwilling to
disclose how it works. . . Finial would not
provide any information about the readout
system'. All the descriptions of technology
were based on ' hints' from the Finial people.
and surmise.
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In search of facts, Ispoke with Michael
May in California, back in September 1986.
He told me then that Finial would start
shipping products for America and Canada in
December 1986. with European sales following three to six months after that. Said May:
'There is no treatment of the disc, no coating.
We use the same laser diodes as CD players.
There are two beams, one for each wall. The
recipe which gets the music out of the groove
is covered by pending patent applications.
'The prototype we showed at the CES in
Las Vegas, January 1985. was anon- working
model. We did it to get input. We had finally
got the system working in stereo around the
time of the show.
'We are sorry that the German and British
press were upset at being excluded from
demonstrations. We showed the system to a
small number of American journalists in
Chicago in June ( 1986) and planned to show
the British press in January ( 1987). Now it
looks like April ( 1987). The price in the UK
should be around £25(X). You should talk to
Denis Wratten.' Idid. Several times.
In February 1987. Denis Wratten told me
that the technology had changed. and the
turntable was now working with a single
laser. But there would be acleaning machine
which functions as an adjunct to the player
because there had been problems over the
laser reading dust. Clicks and pops sound
different, because there is no time- smearing
of transients, as with amechanical stylus. The
reason for the delay, said Wratten, was that
Finial were still working on de-clicking circuitry. to remove the sound of dust. This
circuitry would work in the analogue domain.
All this was starting to sound afar cry from
Finial's original claim that ' small dust particles have little or no impact on the laser; large
pieces of dust or dirt cause a momentary
click. .. small scratches have little or no
effect on the laser; large scratches are picked
up as amomentary click. . . the vinyl record
has tremendous sound quality potential
which cannot be fully tapped by the mechanical stylus: the laser is able to maximise this
sound quality'.
It was perhaps fortunate that before these
technical problems came to light, and before
the launch dates were delayed. Finial had
raised $4.5 million from investors excited by
the idea of backing the venture.
'Proper production begins th June I987,'
Wratten told me in February. ' We slipped
nine months, because we needed to raise
funds. We showed the prototype in 1986
because we needed to create interest to raise
money. We will show at the Berlin Funkausstellung in August 1987.*
If the Finial turntable was at Berlin then I
am sorry. Imissed it.
'No. this is not another Compusonics,'
protests Denis Wratten. Compusonics, regular readers will recall, is the American company which persuaded investors to finance a
plan to record digital audio on a floppy
computer disk.
Finial's target dates, like those of Cornpusonics, have a habit of just slipping by.
There is always another excuse.
'The basic design was completed last fall
(autumn I986).' announced Finial in June
1987, to explain the company's non-appearance at CES. ' Finial's engineers have been
busy adding refinements.' These were said to
make the player programmable, like a CD
player. 'The laser turntable will reach the
market this fall ( autumn 1987). . . it provides
alevel of sound quality that must be heard.'

Yes, please, we say. still having heard
nothing — let alone the turntable — nearl six
months later. So who has heard it?
'A score' of pre- production models have
been field-tested since April, say Finial. by
'selected listeners'. Needless to say the
selected listeners are not identified. Dealing
with Finial is like swimming through treacle
or sculpting from cotton wool.
With the news that Finial would not he
exhibiting at the Chicago CES came the latest
launch date.
'Current plans call for limited production
for the US market towards the end of this
year ( 1987).' Denis Wratten explained. ' with
a European launch probably in April 1988.
Full technical information will. Iunderstand,
be made available in October- November.'
By the beginning of December. this
information had still not arrived.
In 1986 and 1987 Iconducted a series of
patent searches, but could find nothing filed
in the name of Robert Reis. Robert Stoddard
or their company. Finial. This raises interesting questions because Finial describe Reis
and Stoddard as ' co-designers'.
In America. patent applications remain
secret while pending. There is not even an
index of applications on file.
So there is no way of independently checking the claim made to me by Michael May in
September 1986, that US patent applications
had been ' pending for two or three years'.
However, the patent system elsewhere in
the world is much more helpful on independent checks. And to keep vital priority dates.
an American company must file abroad
within one year of filing in America. Most
foreign applications ( for instance. European
and British) are then published for an one to
see. 18 months after the original American
filing date. Also. the British Patent Office has
a helpful index, which lists any British
application that is pending.
One way or the other you would expect
something to show up under at least one of
the three names. But so far. no. Nothing
under Reis. Stoddard or Finial.
The clear implication is that Finial has
either not filed patent applications in America, or has filed them only very recently. or
has decided not to seek patent protection in
Europe.
Here Finial hits Catch 22. Under the patent
laws in Britain and Europe. if Finial demonstrated a working prototype of the laser
turntable before filing patent applications.
then any patents granted in Britain and
Europe could be invalid. If Finial argue in
defence that the working prototypes shown in
1986 were only dummies which did not use
laser technology, this might not prove too
popular with the press. trade and investors
who could well feel they had been suckered.
At the beginning of November 1987 I
repeated international patent searches done
over ayear earlier. Still there was no sign of
anything in the name of Finial or the two
people ( Reis and Stoddard) Finial said had
developed the system. Iwent to the lengths of
contacting Finial again. in California. and
asked if they would like to substantiate their
claim to patent protection by identifying at
least some patent applications by number.
Michael May had left the company in
August. His replacement Alan Evelyn
declined to identify any patents. saying the
information was ' proprietors".
Alan Evelyn also gave me the latest date
for launching the Finial turntable in America.
It is now not due until June 1988.
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THE
MPLIFICATION.
di With sensible partnering hardware
-loudspeakers up to £150 are probably
best suited, the PM635 is apeach.”
COMPACT DISC REVIEW June 1987

IA Following the well-received PM625
it has to sound good and it does.
The amp's attack is on apar with
Mission's Cyrus 1, and that's high
praise indeed.”
HI-FI NEWS March 1987

661 have seldom been as impressed
with an integrated amplifier as Iwas
from the start with the PM655.
Sonically it does all the right things.”
GRAMOPHONE June 1987

The PM655 is agem... the amplifier
is in aclass of its own when price and
performance are taken into account.”
WHICH COMPACT DISC August 1986

For information on harman/kardon products, write to:
Harman UK, 5Mill Street, Slough, Berks. SL2 5DD. Tel: 0753 76911.

SHOW REPORTS
Chris Bryant reports from the high-end show held by Pruijs of Amsterdam, while
Paul Crook describes the first-ever Finnish hi-fi show, held earlier in the autumn

I

N THE NETHERLANDS there appears
to be astrong interest in high end equipment and many exotic products are available from Europe and around the world.
It is interesting to see what others are up to,
and perhaps learn of excellent equipment
which never makes its way to our shores.
The Pruijs organization runs ahi-fi shop in
Amsterdam which has an extensive range of
good quality equipment and specialises in
exotic products. This was their ' high- end'
show, which, by any standards, was fairly
small. But its importance in European terms
is greater than its size would indicate to
devotees of high- end. Nowhere else have I
come across four exceedingly expensive systems carefully set-up to give the listener a
sample of state-of-the-art products — all on
display at the same time and not in restricting
hotel rooms. Thus, visitors were able to
compare, discuss and listen to the best that
money can buy. By the second day all the
systems were working near optimum and
provided a veritable feast for the ears.
Having their European premiere ( as far as
I know) were Apogee Diva loudspeakers,
Basis turntable ( a four-point suspended subchassis design) and The Krell Reference
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Still perhaps the most exclusive of all tube power
amplifiers, the Jadis monoblocks

-series amplifiers and speaker cable, while
there were world premieres for the Kiseki
Black Heart cartridge and Martin Logan
Sequel speakers. As mentioned earlier, some
of the products on display and demonstrated
are not currently available in the UK, but
luckily plans are afoot to correct this state of
affairs with some them.
Sadly, only two British products were rated
highly enough to warrant demonstration in
this rarefied company ( Cambridge CD I , providing the CD source, and an SME V the
arm, for the Cello system) and we can only
hope that things will improve.
Mark Levinson made the trip over from
New York to discuss his Cello system with
any and all. He managed to impress everyone
with the awesome ( very loud and dynamic)
and highly desirable Cello system which
surprised me with its ability to make music
from seemingly low-tech speakers. He also
Ell- F1 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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convincingly demonstrated the Cello Palette's ability to aid musical enjoyment from old
records. The system contained Basis turntable (£5000), SME V. Cello Chorale cartridge, Cello Audio Suite, Palette, Performance power amplifiers and stacked Amati
loudspeakers on granite stands, for which you
need a healthy bank balance and a very
strong floor. Levinson's future plans include
small Class A power amps to fit into the
Audio Suite mainframe, and atuner; shortly
there should be a turntable and arm.
Primare had their superbly made and
styled Symmetric 928 system pre- and
monoblock power amps ( around £9000 the
set) demonstrated with the new Martin
Logan Sequel speakers ( electrostatics
augmented with anormal bass cone — £3000)
and Sota Sapphire turntable, Eminent Technology arm, Kiseki Black Heart cartridge
(No. 0001), their answer to a Koestsu Red
Signature at about the same price; and
California Audio Labs Aria CD player.
Primare's president, Bo Christiansen, is now
launching his amplifiers onto the UK market
through the importer Acoustic Gold, and
judging by the sound the system made, the
sooner the better. The treble and midrange
were excellent, although the bass wasn't up to
scratch; but bear in mind that the speakers
were early samples, and the room may not
have been too kind. Luckily, Primare also
have plans to expand and arange of interesting audiophile products can be expected.
The Krell reference system consisted of
two KRS mono-balanced preamps with separate power supplies and either Krell KRS100
or KRS200 monoblock power amplifiers.
Apogee Diva loudspeakers were used and the
system was fronted by a Goldmund Reference turntable with aT3F arm and a Kiseki
Lapis Lazuli cartridge — the latter a snip at
around £4000! A California Audio Labs'
Tempest provided the CD source. Total
system cost was in the region of £60,000! This
system impressed with its ability to recreate
effortlessly almost any type of music at
realistic sound levels and portray afine sound
stage while maintaining good control and
resolving low level information. The bass is
powerful and extended, the midrange fairly
neutral and transparent and the treble well
integrated with good air and sparkle.
The fourth system had the same front ends
as the Primare-based one, with the amps
replaced by Jadis JPP-200 prepre ( 3900),
JP80 pre- (£7000) and JA-200 power (£6500
each) and the speakers replaced by the
Martin Logan CLS. Even with aroom full of
people, the depth and space created was
quite amazing. The midrange was so stunning
in its clarity, effortless precision, and imaging
qualities, that any slight imperfections in the
bass and treble could be almost totally
ignored. Obviously a good combination.
Also on display, but not demonstrated, was
ahost of interesting and desirable equipment
including Goldmund Dialogue speakers and

Bo Christiansen of Primare. seen with his preamp at the
Pruijs show

Mimesis 3amplifier ( apparently the speakers
are very dynamic and loud having a 96dB
sensitivity); a range of Rowland Research
amplifiers looked very tempting, as of course
did all the Audio Research products. There
was amultitude of interesting products from
around the world, such as Audio Analyse,
Etude, Opus, Copeland, Audio Innovations,
Sequerra, Musical Fidelity, Mission, Linn,
Counterpoint, McLaren Audio, Koetsu, Pink
Triangle, Aragon and Sicomin appeared
under everything. Unfortunately Ihave not
the space to decribe it all. After hearing
equipment of this quality Isadly had to leave
it all and return empty handed but with my
bank balance, such as it, intact.

Stacked Amati speakers completed the Cello system,
which was demonstrated impressively
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Gunpowder, gelatine
dynamite
with alaser beam

Guaranteed to blow
your mind

113clmics
Compact Disc Players.

For Music Lovers.
SI. P1000 model shown features full remote control
with digital volume control, 20 selection random access
memory, music scan, 2speed search dial cuing, auto
pause, auto space, vibration- isolated optical deck, Class AA
output stages, twin DiA converters, gold plated output
terminals and multi- function fluorescent display.
TECHNICS. 300.318 BATH ROAD. SLOUGH. BERKS SL1 6JB TEL SLOUGH 34522

'Killer Queen written by Freddie Mercury. © 1974 B. Feldman & Co Ltd/Queen Music. Reproduced by permission of EMI Music Publishing Ltd, London WC2H OLD.

THE NAD MONITOR SERIES

The best possible performance
without compromise
nee

.3rale. —6--

NAD 6300 cassette deck
Like all components in our new Monitor Series, the model
6300 ultra high performance cassette deck will challenge the
best in the market. In fact it's the only recorder in the world
which wit! make acassette copy of any compact disc with
virtually ro dynamic loss. Like all NAD products, it's a
no-nonsense component designed to deliver the highest
possible real world performance for avery reasonable price.
It's acombination of leading- edge technology and of trusted
ideas we've used for years. Together with several features
offering truly significant breakthroughs.

III The 6300 is the only cassette deck that combines the Dolby HX Pro
and the DYNEQ system, thus delivering unprecedented high frequency
headroom.
• Stunning 80dB signal-to-noise ratio approaches the standards set
by digital recording.
II An exclusive NAD circuit which, when activated, allows you to make
tapes specially processed for optimum performance in acar or
portable stereo system.
• NAD 'selegant "Play Trim" circuit allows you to correct high
frequency losses that are common with pre-recorded tapes or
cassettes recorded on another machine.
• Ergonomics of the remote control offer logical placement of the
most used functions and aunique upright design for ease of operation

NAD design philosophy
Three years ago, in response to requests from advanced
audiophiles and professional users of NAD equipment in the
broadcast, motion picture and pro- sound industries,
we embarked on an exciting project of unusual
scope. Our self-imposed mandate was to develop
anew series of components that represented a
technical and audible advance beyond our
standard line, while remaining true to our tradition
of cost-effective Quality. We intended to develop
and employ technologies that would attain
performance of the highest possible level. Our
philosophy of value and quality is raised to its
highest level by the new Monitor Series. It is truly
acomponent line that we can present with pride to
both the professional and the audiophile.

NAD

We invite you to audition the special sound of the
Monitor Series components at your local NAD dealer.

The most acclaimed Hi Fi in the world
NAD Sales, Axis 4, Rhodes Way, Watford, Herts. WD2 4YW. Tel: 0923 226499

NAD Monitor
Series Dealers
BEDFORDSHIRE
Dunstablo
Ashtons 6High Street South Tel 0582 608003

BERKSHIRE
MaidsMead
B& BHi- Fi. 18 King Street Tel 0628 73420

CHESHIRE
Chisslar
Peters Hi - Fi. 4St Michaels Square Grosvenor Precinct.
Tel 0244 21568
wDoug Brady Hi Fi. Kingsway Studios. hingsway North
Tel 0925 828009

DERBYSHIRE
Darby
Active Audio
12 Osrnaston Road. The Spot. Tel 0332 380385

DORSET
ChelMclowch
H A TV 183 Barrack Road Tel 0202 473901
ESSEX-Colchester'
Lyon Audio. 16 Peartree Business Centre.
Peartree Road. Stanway Tel 0206 560259

HAMPSHIRE
Southampton
Southampton Hi I, 37 Bedford Place. Tel 0703 228434

HERTFORDSHIRE
Bodditanarted
Berkharnsted Photographic. 48 Lower Kings Road. Tel 04427 5943
Watford
Hi Fi City. 15 Charter Place. Tel 0923 226169

KENT
Serenoaks
Sevenoaks Hi

video. 11.1 London Road Tel .0732 459555

LANCASHIRE
Preston
Norman Audio
5Fishergate Row. Butler Street Tel 0772 53057
Goodnights. 1Fnargate Tel 0772 57528

LONDON
London WI
PN R Audiovision. 28 Tottenham Court Road Tel 01-636 7536
Spatial Audio 8Video. 29 Tottenham Court Road Tel 01-6378702
Hi- Ft Experience at Lion House
227 Tottenham Court Road Tel 01-580 3535
London 5E13
Billy Ven Sound Systems
248 Lee High Road. Lewisham Tel 01-318 5755

(GREATER) MANCHESTER
Dolton
Cleanone Hi Fi & Video. 235 Blackburn Rd Tel 0204 31423

NORFOL(___
Nonstch
Martins Hi Fi 85.91 Ber Street Tel 0603 627010

NORTHAMPTONSHIRE
Notthampton
Listen Inn. 32A Gold Street Tel 0604 37871

NORTHERN IRELAND
Belfast
Audio Times 85 Royal Avenue Tel 0232 229907

NOTTINGHAMSHIRE
Nottingham
Fi. 120-122 Alfreton Road. Tel. 0602 786919
Nottingham Hi -

SALOP
Shrewebury
Avon Hi- Fr 12 Barker Street. Tel 0743 55166

SCOTLAND
Dundee
The Hi Fi Shop. 51 Overgate. Tel 0382 28900
Edinburgh
Hi Fi Corner. 1Haldington Place. Tel 031-556 7901
Glasgow
Hi
Fi Corner 52 Gordon Street. Tel .041-248 2840

SURREY
New Malden
Linde. 35 High Street. Tel: 01-942 9567

SUSSEX
BIRO« HHI
Sussex Audio. 1637165 Church Road. Tel, 04446 42336
Nesting*
Hastings Hi Fi. 32 Western head . Tel: 0424 442975

WALES
Cardiff
Audio Excellence 134 Cnvys Road. Tel 0222 28565

WEST MIDLANDS
ginningharn
Norman H Field, 35-37 Hurst Street. Tel. 021-622 2323
CFrank Harvey 8Marlborough Road. Ball Hill Tel: 0203 458946

WILTSHIRE
SMabuty
Suttons Hi-EiCentre. 7Endless Street Tel 0722 27171

To NAD Sales: Axls 4, Rhodes Way,
Watford Herts WD2 4YW.
Tel: 0925 226499.
Please send me details on the
NAD Monitor Serles.
Name
Address

Post code
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SHOW REPORT
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INLAND IS probably not the first
country you would think of in relation
to hi-fi, although Scandinavia has
recently produced such notable products as the Air Tangent tonearm and is v,ell
known for such excellent brands as Tandberg, Electrocompaniet, Primare, and last
but not least, Bang & Olufsen. Iwas fascinated, therefore, to attend the first Finnish
high-end show which was held in Tampere.
the second city of Finland after Helsinki.
Finland is avery beautiful country formed
from a patchwork of pine forests and lakes.
and Tampere was particularly charming at
the beginning of October with its broad.
tree- lined avenues showering golden leaves
onto well tended lawns and spotless streets.
The town had the aura of a peaceful and
prosperous place, with well presented shops
stocking awide range of international goods.
It is ironic that so close a neighbour of the
Soviet Union should have its socio-economic
equation far better balanced than the UK.
where our larger towns show clear signs of
social decay.
The first exhibitor Iencountered was the
principal Finnish magazine. HiFi Lehti.
They were showing some of their test equipment which included such familiar items as
the Hewlet Packard 3561A spectrum analyser
and IVIE third-octave analyser. Next came
Matti's stand, in the library of the house.
where he was demonstrating his own loudspeakers and super- tuned system. His speakers looked gorgeous in native pine and
sounded superb, despite being single drive
unit reflex designs with a modest 200mm
paper cone driver. He also makes an active
version using a very simple pure class- A
amplifier. His preamplifier was designed by a
close friend, and is called the AINO. It is
extremely simple in appearance. possessing
only volume control, selector knob, and
on/off switch, but sounding very transparent;
and it looked good in apine case with ahighly
polished front panel. The front end was a
modified AR turntable with a Technics
EPC205C mkIV. The rest of his display
comprised a huge collection of hi-fi journals
from around the world, including HFNIRR. I
understand that Matti is planning to launch
his own magazine in the next few months.
The next major exhibitor was a large
Helsinki dealer showing such items as the
new Infinity Kappas, and RSIbs, Goldmund
Studio with T3F and Koetsu Gold Signature.
Goldmund Studietto - abudget (?) turntable
of much simpler construction - Goldmund
Dialogue speakers a two way design
employing a concrete composite moulded
cabinet) and lots of Audio Research ( six
M300s!). As well as the Goldmund turntables
they had the Well Tempered turntable and
arm, and a Rega. Other amplifiers included
the Dynamic Precision No. Is, two huge
solid-state monoblocks, models from Electrocompaniet, and Creek. To top it all off they
were using van den Hul and MIT cables.
including the fabulous Shogun.
Bang & Olufsen had their own stand,
which included TV and Video. The System
5500 looked exemplary with its remote control and sleek Penta speakers. Next to them
Hifistudio 17 were showing various imported
lines ( including the ' sexiest' Delphi I have
ever seen, in gold and black!). The final
exhibitor on the ground floor was Hifi Guru.
Yes, someone has actually laid claim to the
name! Their exhibits included the Pink
Triangle PT TOO ( very popular there), and
Pierre Lurné Audiomeca.

•

Upstairs lay the real nuggets of the show.
Gathered in the main demonstration area
were pairs of Scintillas and Beveridge model
6s driven by a Mackintosh MC2500 500W/
channel stereo amplifier and Illusion preamplifier. The Illusion is claimed to surpass the
Audio Research SPI 1, and is manufactured
to abeautiful standard of finish, in black, by
the small company Hame-Audio Studio. This
was the work of young designer Jarmo Ohvo
-not his prize exhibit, though. beautiful as it
was. His showstopper was the fabulous Illusion Monogram monoblock power amplifier,
which uses four huge output valves and a
patented output transformer, resulting in an
amplifier capable of producing 250W into
8ohms, 400W into lohm and 20amps RMS
continuous current. A tube amplifier capable
of driving lohm Scintillas!
The source for the Illusion preamplifier was
no less startling. From Sweden came the
Forsell Airborne air bearing tonearm. and
the massive Semer One turntable. The arm.
designed by Peter Forsell, works on asimilar
principle to the Air Tangent but claims much
finer tolerances. The arm tube is carbon fibre
reinforced glass and is very light. The air
pressure is adjustable for optimum sound.
and the whole thing looks very elegant,
especially when sporting the bright red Shi non Red cartridge. The Semer One turntable
is Sweden's answer to the suhchassis vs solid
plinth debate, weighing in at 120kg. with a
30kg platter rotating on a special horizontal
bearing which is patent pending. With a
phosphorous bronze structure, and bronze/
Antiphon laminate platter and armboard
structure, the One is not going to get too
readily excited by airborne acoustic feedback, and its silicon rubber belt should keep
motor noise well down. These extraordinary
products ( and some speakers to match are
currently being prototyped ) were brought
together by Goran Biorkhohn of Wasa High
En-d, one -of the show founders.
There were three other exhibitors of note.
surrounding the above system. Genelee, who
manufacture speakers for the professional
market, and are to he fo u nd i
n ma j
or
recording studios around the world. Their
largest model on display employed asculpted
glass fibre reinforced polyester cabinet, and a
short ribbon tweeter of their own design. and
sounded very impressive. They make extensive use of modified OEM drivers teg. AT('
units). . A second manufacturer was to be
found next door producing some of the most
inniivatiye speakers Ihave seen. the Gradient
2.1s and 1.1s. Gradient account for some
60'4- of the hi-fi loudspeaker mar ket in
Finland, and these designs use an unconventional array of tweeters mounted on a shaft
emerging above an ingled mid driver, free
mounted without ans form of enclosure. the
whole assembly resting on acube containing
the bass driver.
Finally, there was the record distribution
company Finngospel ( labels from many countries - Saydisc, Kingsway. Conifer. ASV,
Proprius, Caprice etc): I mention them
because their attitude to choice of recordings
seemed to sum up my impression of what the
'Finnish sound' is. It is perhaps dangerous to
claim national characteristics for different
countries, yet I would say the Finns are
pursuing acombination of great transparency
and delicacy. They did not secni overly
concerned with loud volumes, or shattering
dynamics. but sought naturalness and space:
this seemed to he in harmony both with the
Finns Imet and with their countryside 4)
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•SHOWING •
A&R ARCAM • ACOUSTIC RESEARCH • AIWA • AKAI • ALBARRY • ALEXANDER
•ARISTON • AUDIO INNOVATIONS • AUDIOLAB • AUDIO TECHNICA • AVANCE
•B&W • BEYER • BRITISH LOUDSPEAKERS • CASTLE • CD DISTRIBUTION •
CELESTION • CHORD • CYRUS • DECCA • DENON • DUAL • EDISON
TECHNOLOGY • FOUNDATION • GALE • GOODMANS • HARMAN KARDON •
HAYMARKET PUBLISHING • HEYBROOK • HI-FI ANSWERS • HI-FI NEWS • INCA
TECH • ITL • JBL • KENWOOD-TRIO • KISEKI • LINN • LUXMAN • MARANTZ •
MAXELL • MERIDIAN • MISSION • MONITOR AUDIO • MORDAUNT-SHORT •
NAD • NAIM • NEW HI-FI SOUND • ODYSSEY • ONKYO • OPUS 3 • ORTOFON •
PHILIPS • QUAD • QED • REVOLVER • RUARK • REVOX • ROGERS • ROTEL • RUSS
ANDREWS • SAE • SANSUI • SENNHEISER • SHURE • SME • SONY TAPE •
SOUNDTEC • SPICA • TANNOY • TARGET AUDIO • TDK • TEAC • TECHNICS •
THAT'S • THORENS • VECTEUR • VEDA • WHICH COMPACT DISC • WOODSIDE
•YAMAHA

•FRIDAY 12th FEB, 2pm-8pm •
•SAT 13th FEB, 10am-7pm • SUN 14th FEB, 10am-6pm •
ORGANISED BY
ABSOLUTE SOUND
AND VIDEO
60 FLEET ST • SWINDON • (0793) 38222
19 OLD HIGH ST • HEADINGTON • OXFORD • (0865) 65961
256 BANBURY RD • SUMMERTOWN • OXFORD (0865) 53072
40 & 42 ALBION ST • CHELTENHAM • (0242) 583960
65 PARK ST • CLIFTON • BRISTOL • (0272) 264975

RADFORD HI-FI
8COWICK ST • EXETER • (0392) 218895
12 JAMES ST WEST • BATH • (0225) 446245
43 KING EDWARD CRT • WINDSOR • (0782) 856931
36 UNION ST • BRISTOL • ( 0272) 294183
52 GLOUCESTER RD • BRISTOL • (0272) 428247

IN ASSOCIATION WITH

AUDIO LXCELLENCE
134 CRWYS RD • CARDIFF • (0222) 28565
9HIGH ST • SWANSEA • (0792) 474608
58 BRISTOL RD • GLOUCESTER • (0452) 300046

WHAT HI-FI?
NEW HI-Fl SOUND
IiiFI ANSWERS

•
Admission £1.50 (accompanied children under 14 FREE) •
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Which speakers are
designed with
angled sides to eliminate
the internal
reflections found in
square speakers

A

Which speakers are
finished in black or
white to match the
majority of
current Hi Fi systems

A

Which speakers give
superb sound qualify
associated with larger
speakers yet are
only 12" high

,

To: HW International, 3-5 Eden Grove, London N7 8EQ Tel. 01-607 2717 Please send me literature on the full range of Avance concrete speakers
Name

Address

RC850

STEREO
CONTROL AMPLIFIER
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RB850

50W STEREO
POWER AMPLIFIER

The connoisseur's choice. Incorporating much of the UK technology of the famous " BX" series
amplifiers: Large well engineered power supplies I High current capability I Selected close
tolerence high quality components • Low noise integrated circuits S Dual mono construction of the
power amplifier S Direct speaker wiring le No degrading protection circuitry S High quality phono
stages S Direct signal paths.
Technical features which combine to give music asense of weight and effortlessness that smaller
amplifiers can only aspire to. The twin box construction offers enormous flexibility in system building
and the ability to run two power amplifiers either in bridged mode ( 150W per ch.) or to B1 -amp
loudspeakers. Higher power requirements can be achieved with Rotel's new RB870BX 100W and
RB890 160W power amplifiers which are also bridgeable to provide 300W or 480W per ch.
respectively.

RT850AL

Mr:) .F
TUNER

The definitive tuner is its class. UK designed to provide very high standards of radio performance and
music quality with the convenience of push button tuning and 16 preset stations. Winner of the " Best
Buy" Award from Hi Fi Choice and now winner of What Hi-Fi?'s prestigious Award for Best Tuner of 1988,
the RT850L has now been restyled to match Rotel's new appearance design and also now features
LED station indicators. Also available is the more affordable RT830AL Analogue Tuner, offering the
same performance.
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RCD820BX2

DIGITAL STEREO
COMPACT DISC PLAYER

The very latest 16 bit 4times oversampling technology combine with Rotel's own
UK product development expertise to provide aC.D. signal source of fine resolution788%
definition and musical performance. With full numeric remote control, programming and full feature
display the RCD820BX2 offers fine value. This special " BX" version incorporates additional UK designed
circuitry and separate regulated power supplies effectively removing the digital hash from the audio
circuits resulting in acleaner audio signal with much improved dynamics and definition.

These fine components are but a small selection from Rotel's award winning range of real Hi Fi
products which offer very high standards of technical performance and musical enjoyment. All are
based upon Rotel's UK balanced design concept which ensures that within the resources available,
each aspect of the products design has been optimised. To find out why Rotel has now received
What Hi•Fi?'s prestigious awards for 1988 for Best Turntable, Best Radio Tuner, Best Loudspeaker
and Best Hi•Fi System (amplifier • Tuner • C.D. Player • Loudspeakers) call Rotel for details of your
nearest dealer.

UK DESIGN & DEVELOPMENT

Fecrralu,z,
25 HEATHFIELD, STACEY BUSHES, MILTON KEYNES MK12 6HR TEL (0908) 317707

HI FI NEWS AWARDS
FOR ACHIEVEMENTS IN AUDIO
We celebrate the achievements of four distinguished figures in the audio world

p

RESENTED ANNUALLY in recognition of outstanding contribution
to the progress of hi-fi and audio,
Fi News Lifetime Achievethe Himent Awards followed in the tradition of the
Audio Awards, last given in 1982 to Vernon
Handley and Peter Walker
This year, in something of a break with
ecent tradition, the Awards go not to two
journalists and two leaders of the industry,
but to four men whose work has helped shape
the range of hi-fi equipment we use and enjoy
today. It is safe to say that in all four cases the
companies which they have founded and run
successfully are household names; yet as well
as being the heads of successful businesses,
and in some cases outstanding engineers, all
were music lovers. The 1987 recipients were
John Bowers, founder of B&W Loudspeakers; Raymond Cooke, OBE, the founder and
managing director of KEF Electronics; Avery
Fisher, the founder of the American Fisher
Corporation; and Gerard Sharp, managing
director of the UK's only cartridge manufacturer, Goldring Products.
As is customary, the Awards were presented at the HiFi News & Record Review
Reviewers' Dinner, held on 11 December.

JOHN BOWERS

From the early ionophone-tweeter model of
the 1960s to the current Matrix series, B&W
loudspeakers have been at the forefront of
technological advance throughout the company's 20 year history. The birth, growth and
success of B&W have been largely attributable to the unquenchable enthusiasm of the
company's founder, John Bowers.
Following wartime service in the Royal
Corps of Signals. John Bowers qualified in
Telecommunications Engineering at
Brighton Technical College, and opened the
Bowers & Wilkins retail shop in Worthing.
Sussex, shortly afterwards. The hi-fi department, opened in 1950. soon expanded to
become one of the largest outside London.
With the formation of B&W Electronics in
1966, John Bowers was able to set about the
design of aspeaker which he felt would satisfy
the most discriminating listener. From the
outset, he saw the need for the strictest
standards of consistency and quality control;
every loudspeaker was individually frequency-response tested and given its own
calibration certificate. The first model was the
Pl, a column design using a large elliptical
bass/mid driver and two Celestion HF1300
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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tweeters. It was followed by the innovative
P2, which used an ionophone tweeter. 1969
saw the launch of the DM70, an ambitious
loudspeaker which offered a combination of
electrostatic mid- and high-frequency unit
with a large moving-coil bass cabinet.
Up to this time, most component parts
were bought in from larger manufacturers.
But in 1970, Dennis Ward joined the board of
B&W. bringing the expertise which helped
the company develop the complete in-house
design and manufacture of its speaker systems. In line with this expansion, apurposebuilt factory was opened in 1972, with exceptionally advanced research and development
facilities. The following year saw B&W
receiving afirst Queen's Award to Industry,
in recognition of their export achievements;
by now, around 6W,i of production was going
overseas.
Among the areas : nvestigated by B&W
research was that of time- or phase-alignment
of loudspeaker drive units, and the DM6
became the first British ' linear-phase' loudspeaker. John Bowers was among the first to
realise that loudspeakers could and should be
made aesthetically pleasing. and he commissioned Kenneth Grange of Pentagram Design
Partnership to create anew series of cabinet
designs. His work has continued to be an
important factor in the success of B&W
products.
By 1978. B&W were exporting some 90%
of their production, and saw difficulties ahead
in the recession. Yet B&W actually expanded
during this period, thanks partly to the
appointment of atireless, multi-lingual international sales manager, Robert Trunz, who
opened up new markets and increased turnover and efficiency in existing ones. B&W
also increased the variety of its range,
reaching new target markets with a small,
high- quality LMI, designed for use in cars.
caravans and boats as well as the home. But
the ideal of ano-compromise speaker had not
been forgotten, and in 1979 the company
launched the 801 monitor, which has been
accepted and acclaimed by professional users
all over the world.
The pace of development at B&W has not
slowed, with advances in driver technology
and major developments in cabinet design.
This has been the work of an expanding team
of researchers, and it is to his team that John
Bowers, in his modest and unassuming way,
always gives all the credit. Yet it is his own
initiative, courage and ability to bring

research ideas to practical fruition which has
made B&W the tremendously successful
international company it is today.
Sadly, during 1987 John Bowers was
obliged, due to a very serious illness, to
relinquish his active role as chairman and
managing director of B&W; his successor
being Robert Trunz (who received the HFNI
RR award on his behalf). It was to our utmost
regret that we learnt, shortly before Christmas, of the passing of John Bowers. A full
appreciation will be published in a future
issue.

RAYMOND COOKE, OBE
Since he founded KEA' Electronics in 1961,
Raymond E Cooke, OBE, has become the
ambassador for British hi-fi throughout the
world, while KEF loudspeakers maintain a
reputation as the very best of British hi-fi.
Completing his training as an electrical
engineer, Raymond Cooke was later able to
turn his spare-time passion for music and
recording into ameans of livelihood, when he
went to work for the Research and Designs
Department of the BBC, which at the time
led the field internationally in audio
engineering developments. The BBC's rigid
and disciplined approach to sound engineering provided him with asolid background of
experience to stand him in good stead when
he entered the world of commercial manufacture. He could hardly have chosen a more
auspicious entry, for he joined Wharfedale to
work closely with Gilbert Briggs.
As Technical Director at Wharfedale,
Raymond Cooke was able to exert apowerful
influence on the company's products, but by
the end of the 1950s he was becoming
increasingly aware that progress in loudspeaker design was being frustrated by inconsistencies in the processes and materials.
Raymond Cooke believed that the performance of loudspeakers could be
improved, by using plastics and metal
diaphragms in place of traditional paper
cones. Although there were strong arguments
for developing new materials, it simply wasn't
practicable for Wharfedale to make the
major change in technology which Cooke felt
represented the way forward. Accordingly,
gathering afew like-minded associates about
him, he left to set up a new loudspeaker
company at Tovil, near Maidstone, Kent.
The first production facility was in a Nissen
hut on the premises of Kent Engineering &
Foundry, and it was thus that Raymond
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WHEN YOU CAN
TAPE LOUDER,YOU
CAN PLAY LOUDER.
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METAL POSITION ( TYPE',)

We could give you the low-down on our higher Maximum Output and Saturation
Output Levels.
2kHz.

We could expound on dynamic ranges that are up to 2dB superior at

We could talk about improved magnetic retentivity and coercivity.

And we

could quote hi-fi reviewers, who have lavished the most extravagant praise on our
cassettes.
mows

But, with That's Tape, performance speaks even louder than words.

TAPE CASSETTES ARE AVAILABLE FROM TOP TAPE, AND ALL LEADING HI-FI SPECIALISTS AND RECORD STORES.
FOR TECHNICAL INFORMATION. CALL ( 0753) 16911 OR WRITE TO THAI'S TAPE, HARMAN UK MILL STREET, SLOUGH SL2 500.
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Cooke's company became KEF Electronics.
Early developments included the first
Melinex dome tweeter and alarge rectangular bass unit, and in 1962 KEF produced the
first flat-fronted bass driver with afoil stressed plastic diaphragm, following this in 1963
with the successful launch of the Celeste, the
first bookshelf speaker to claim high fidelity
performance, and the flat-faced B139 bass
unit, which itself soon became famous
throughout the world. The B139 also
pioneered the use of Neoprene surrounds. In
1966, KEF offered the first commerciallyavailable Bextrene-cone drive unit.
With rapid expansion through the late
1960s, Raymond Cooke enlarged his management team to include new production,
marketing and technical directors. On the
technical side, it was Laurie Fincham, joining
in 1968, who in the early 1970s prepared a
second technical revolution at KEF, with the
application of computers to research and
development as well as quality control. By
now KEF products were a major export
success, and in 1970 had won their first
Queen's Award For Industry. KEF's highquality 'domestic monitor', Model 104, provided the standards of abroadcast monitor in
adomestic speaker package, perhaps for the
first time ever. A new 'acoustic Butterworth'
crossover for the 104 produced the Model
104aB, and was the first fruit of KEF's
far-reaching work in computer modelling.
Another major milestone was the 1977
launch of the Model 105, a truly radical
design which overcame the problems of
conventional rectangular cabinets by dispensing with them in favour of the now- famous
midrange and treble ' head' units, tapering
towards the top. KEF continued to innovate
in the field of less costly speakers too,
reviving the Celeste and Concord names for
domestically- adaptable models which used an
all-round grille of ' stocking' material to obviate costly cabinet veneering, and at the same
time add colour and make the loudspeakers
visually adaptable to modern decor schemes.
In 1979, Raymond Cooke was awarded the
OBE.
The '80s have brought a period of almost
exuberant reaffirmation of the traditional
KEF strengths, with the advanced 104/2,
launched in the summer of 1984, and later the
large 107. and the K-UBE bass equaliser.
offering radical solutions to the problem of
producing true bass from cabinets of acceptable size, within the context of a superblyintegrated low-coloration design. A further
collaboration with the BBC ( KEF, of course,
had been responsible for the drive units in the
LS3/5a miniature monitor design) led to the
launch of the KM1 professional monitor, a
large design intended to combine the ability
to produce high levels demanded in rock
studio use with the low coloration characteristics required by the BBC. With spectacular
export sales growth. KEF once again are
clearly going from strength to strength, and
still, the inspiration behind it all is the
standard of excellence set by founder
Raymond Cooke.

AVERY FISHER

Several designers and/or companies have laid
claimed to be the ' inventors' of high fidelity.
but no individual has abetter right to do so
than the American Avery Fisher, who
founded the Fisher Corporation in 1937. A
New Yorker by birth and education, the
young Avery Fisher studied the violin with
Sam Franko, who in his own youth had been
III FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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apupil of Joachim and Vieuxtemps; for many
years, Fisher organised and participated in
string quartets and chamber music ensembles.
After graduating from the Washington
Square College of New York University, he
began a career as a book designer. By this
time, record collecting had become an
absorbing personal hobby, and he became
interested in the equipment being made in
the early days of sound movies— RCA Photophone amplifiers, along with the Western
Electric loudspeaker systems and Model 9-A
tonearms.
Friends who heard this equipment asked
Fisher to duplicate it for them, and, by 1937,
Avery Fisher had decided to go into the
manufacture of his own components. He set
out to build equipment which would offer the
best possible reproduction of phonograph
records and the best possible reception of
local AM broadcasts.
Fisher's first system, playing discs through
amagnetic cartridge, included abeam-power
amplifier using negative feedback, and acoustic compartments for the loudspeaker units.
which made use of both infinite baffle and
bass reflex principles. Fisher also incorporated his first ' high-fidelity' tuner, a TRF
design giving exceptionally wide bandwidth
for the time. An example of Fisher Corporation's first model, the first commercially
available ' high fidelity' radiophonograph, is
now part of the permanent collection, ' Music
Machines— American Style', at the Smithsonian Institution in Washington.
In 1938. Fisher produced the first co-axial
loudspeaker system and, in 1939, added the
first dynamic range expander and the first
centre-of-channel tuning indicator; technical
innovations continued after the Second
World War with increasingly sophisticated
amplifiers ( including a 50W all-triode model
in 1952) and horn- loaded loudspeakers, and
the line of ' Fisher Firsts' includes the first
all- transistor preamplifier/equaliser in 1956.
and in 195 8 the first stereophonic
radiophonograph with magnetic cartridge.
In 1969, after more than 30 years at the
head of his corporation. Avery Fisher felt the
need, as he puts it himself ' to do something
else with the rest of my life'. He sold the
Fisher company, stayed on for two more
years and then retired, but within the next
few years he had become a major arts
benefactor. An endowment to the Lincoln
Centre made possible the rebuilding of the
old Philharmonic Hall auditorium, henceforth renamed the Avery Fisher Hall. Part of
the endowment funded the Avery Fisher
Artists Programme. designed to give special
recognition for artistic excellence to
instrumentalists ( Avery Fisher Prize) and to
help launch talented young musicians ( Avery
Fisher Career Grants). Past recipients include'
Yo-Yo Ma, Murray Perahia. Emmanuel Ax
and Horatio Gutierrez. Avery Fisher also
established the Music Listening Room at the
Bobst Library of New York University.
Now 81. he lives quietly in his beloved
home city of New York, which he once
described as ' the world capitol of music.' If
that description is true, it is also true that
Avery Fisher has helped to make it so.

GERARD SHARP

Gerard Louis Sharp is the head of a hi-fi
company which is unique in several ways.
The Goldring company has been concerned
only with record reproduction throughout its
80-year history; still remaining in the hands of

the family which founded it. Goldring
reached the middle 1980s as Britain's only
manufacturer of pickup cartridges.
Goldring's origins can be traced back
through a long period in East London to its
pre-First World War days in Germany. The
company was founded in Berlin in 1906 by the
brothers Heinrich and Erwin Scharf. They
made parts for gramophones, including governors and springs for clockwork motors,
needles and soundboxes. It was from one of
the firm's most popular early lines, asoundbox decorated with a gold ring to denote
superior quality, that the company took its
now-famous name.
In 1933, the next generation of the Scharf
family took the Goldring business with them
to England, where their products were
already well known. By now they were
specialising in electromagnetic pickups. Some
time later the family anglicised its name to
Sharp. Rapid expansion soon led to the
acquisition of further premises in Dalston,
East London. After the War. Goldring
moved to South Wales, but afew years later
moved back to London, this time taking
premises at Leytonstone, which in 1955
became the sole centre of production.
Following the arrival of the LP record in
the early 1950s, Goldring had designed and
produced the first ' turnover' magnetic cartridge, capable of playing both microgroove
LP and 78rpm records. With the move to
Leytonstone came a further expansion in
Goldring's activities when contact with a
Swiss turntable manufacturer led to the introduction of arange of transcription turntables
and arms under the Goldring-Lenco banner.
The Lenco components were characterised
by heavy construction, attractive finish and
some then unusual features such as continuously-variable speed, low-friction bias
compensation and gentle cueing operation.
Lenco motor units and arms were assembled
into complete record decks at the Goldring
factory, which by the mid 1960s employed a
workforce of more than 90 people. Cartridges
were manufactured completely in-house.
With the advent of stereo in the late 1950s,
Goldring developed the ' free-field' G800
series of magnetic cartridges, which were
based on an induced magnet system. The
basic G800 model became amainstay during
the hi-fi boom of the late 1960s and early
1970s; in 1981, when this simple but longlived design was still in production, it was
estimated that well over one million G800s
were in use. By this time, in addition to
complete cartridges Goldring was offering a
range of more than 600 replacement styli and
the company was exporting to over 40 countries.
Despite the longevity of the G800 and its
derivatives, progress in cartridge design had
been rapid during the 1970s and Goldring
strove to combine ultra low mass with high
tracking ability in their G900 Super E model.
This led to further G900 models, the first to
incorporate the van den Hul stylus.
In 1983 Goldring became the first UK
manufacturer of a stereo moving-coil cartridge, the Electro. Goldring's answer to the
more exotic imported moving-coils came in
the form of the van den Hul-tipped 'signature' Gerard Louis model, an advanced
design using a boron cantilever and linear
crystal silver wire in the coils. Goldring
continue to fly the flag and still maintain their
presence as one of postwar British hi-fi's best
loved names — for which we have to thank
Gerry Sharp. •
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Absolute
Sounds
We stock awide range of these mouth
watering AS products. From the
affordable PS 4.5 pre- amp and
Counterpoint
SA12
to
Jadis,
Goldmund, Magneplanar, Krell and
Apogee. if you wánt to hear the best —
we have it

We have on demonstration the full
range
of
Meridian
electronics
including the new 16 bit CD player.
The new pre- amp, mono block power
amps and tuner make a formidable
combination of high performance and
aesthetic elegance — all actioned by
remote control!

ELESTICIT1
—

CRYSTAL

SL700 - 600 - 6000

Main stockists for this
marvellous range. We
understand
these
products and know
II
how to get the best
from
them.
It
is
probably no surprise
that we sell more 6000
systems than any other UK dealer.

DENON

TDL

We must mention this stunning
statement on analogue. A British
turntable which in conception and
execution exceeds anything we have
seen before and fully justifies the title
'World Class'. A new standard which
works with any arm from Rega to Air
Tangent. A marvellous product which
we are proud to stock and demonstrate.

We stock the Deltec range of
amplifiers and cables. If you don't
come along and hear one of the finest
sounding amplifiers available before
making your purchase it's you fault —
not ours!

ELECTRONICS

We are their biggest dealer in the UK.
All models from the compact to the
reference on
permanent dem. Come
and hear what trans
mission line speakers
can do for you. A
wide and deep sound
stage with real bass
extension.
A pretty unbeatable
combination and now
firmly established as
one of the leading
TE
loudspeaker brands.

MUSICAL FIDELITY
OUTSTANDING SOUND

-

deltec

The full range of Denon in stock. From
Cassette Decks to CD players. North
London's leading stockist invites you
to come and find out why Denon
products continually get ' best buy'
recommendations and good reviews.
We are having aspecial promotion on
Denon at the present moment.

The new standard for affordable highend turntables. The special properties
of the deck can be heard with any arm
from the Rega to the SME V. Can you
tap your feet to the rhythm? — can you
hum along with the tune? With the
Roksan these promises become
reality.

One of our house specialities is the full
range of Quad on dem and usually in
stock.
We are selling an ever
increasing amount of this superb
equipment and when you weigh up
the finish, engineering, quality and
then look at the price it is not hard to
understand why.

What a remarkable large range of
affordable
HiFi
this
company
produces. From the unique class 'A' Al
and A100 to the MVX, P270 and A370
these products are fantastic value for
money.
They
even
make
loudspeakers that sound musical.

AUDIOPHILE
ACCESSORIES

We stock afantastic range of leads and
plugs with a first class custom cable
service for personal callers or mailorder.
V.D.H. —
SILTECH —
AUDIOQUEST — KIMBER — WBT —
TIFFANY — MIT — MONSTER you
name it — we have it. We also stock the
full range of Foundation Audio and
Target plus awide range of Audio and
Video tapes at very special prices.

Acousticarts
HiFi dealer — the most important
product on this page. We are friendly,
helpful and never forget the customer
comes first. Why not pay us avisit and
find out why people travel from all over
the country to shop here. We even get
customers visiting us from Europe.

Our agency list includes:
A á R, Alphason, Audiolab, Carnegie, Castle, Celestion, Counterpoint, Crystal, Deltec, Denon, Dual, Elite, Gale,
Heybrook, Incatech, Jadis,Koetsu, Krell, Link, Logic, Magneplanar, Manticore, Meridian, Monitor Audio, Musical
Ftedelity, Pink Triangle, P.S. Audio, Quad, Quicksilver, Revolver, Revox, Robertson, Roger., Rotel, SD Acoustics,
SME, Son« Fab«, Spendor, Systemdek, Source, TDL, ?annoy, florees, VDH, WTA, Yamaha, etc.

101, St. Albans Road, Watford, Herts Telephone: Watford 245250
Open Monday- Saturdays 9.30am-5.30pm
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Stanley Kelly's survey continues with the principles of electrical recording and pickup heads

.

FIRST RECORDING heads
were ' souped up* versions of the
balanced armature pickups. They
used balanced armatures because
this form of suspension gives a more linear
relationship between the electrical input to
the coil and the movement of the stylus. In
effect, a balanced armature has a push-pull
motion tending to cancel even harmonic
distortion. The principle of operation of a
moving iron head is shown in fig. 9. The
armature is within a magnetic field of a
permanent magnet and is subject to aturning

nance. The damping took the form of rubber
pads inserted between the armature and pole
pieces. Electrical correction was provided in
the recording amplifier by an equaliser containing arejector circuit tuned to the resonant
frequency of the armature. Since the
resonant frequency varied considerably for
different heads, achange of head invariably
involved a change of equaliser.
During the Second World War. Decca
were involved in producing special records
for use by the RAF on anti-submarine detection systems. and it was necessary to increase
the frequency range to about 14kHz. The
available recording heads were just not
adequate. A moving-coil recording head.
somewhat similar to the Voigt system. was
developed and produced asystem' which as
fiat from approximately 30Hz to 14kHz.
Concurrently with this development, a
lightweight magnetic pickup was produced
with a corresponding frequency response.
The overall response of the Decca system.
that is the recording head, record, and the
playback pickup is shown in lig. 10. It will be

Fig. Y. Mining iron type caner head.

movement about its pivot due to the change
in flux set up by currents in the coil. Since
these currents are alternating in character the
armature oscillates at the frequency of the
current and the stylus vibrates laterally at this
frequency. The armature requires arestoring
force to prevent it from being deflected to
one or the other pole piece. The force may be
provided by atorsion bar, or aspring, which
in conjunction with the effective mass of the
armature forms a mechanical system with a
resonant frequency. The value of the latter
depends upon the moment of inertia and the
magnitude of the restoring force. In the early
recording heads this was usually of the order
of 10dB at 3k1 Ii Ilowever. by increasing the
stiffness. reducing the mass, and providing a
lossy . compliant restoring force at the head
of the armature it was possible to bring the
resonance up to round about 6 or SkHz and
reduce the peak to a few dB.
Parallel to the production of acetate discs,
Cecil Watts ( his Company was MMS —
Manguaite Sound Studios) also produced a
recording machine. This ‘‘ as standard equipment for the BBC during the 1930s and
1940s. The recording head N'v''as amoving- iron
type with a balanced armature movement;
the compliance was provided by the torsion
bars; holes were drilled in the armature to
keep the moment of inertia low and fiats were
ground at suitable points on the torsion bars
to bring the resonant frequency of the armature down to about 41100Hz.. Mechanical
damping and electrical correction were used
to prevent an excessive increase in groove
amplitude at or near the frequency of resoIll-FtNEWS& RI( ORI) REVIEW
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seen that it is substantially flat from 70Hz to
9kHz, rising to a small peak at 15kHz. The
low frequency resonance at 25Hz is obviously
due to the effective head mass of the pickup
and stylus and the restoring force compliance
and could be altered to any required frequency by adjusting the effective mass of the
pickup head. The commercial realisation of
this project after the war resulted in records
bearing the initials FFRR. for Full Frequency
Range Reproduction.

British Sound Recording
Association
This Society was founded in 1936 by Donald
Aldous and a few other engineers with the
intention of providing a forum where both
professionals and amateurs engaged in the
recording and reproduction of sound could
meet. This included not only engineers but
producers, artists. etc. It gained support and
started growing. but in 1939 the war caused a
hiatus. Immediately after the war the Association rapidly grew in strength: it held
monthly meetings at the Royal Society of
Arts. London. where Papers were read covering all aspects of sound recording and reproduction. These were written up and published
in the monthl‘ Journal which, certainly . in
Europe. was the only publication devoted
solely to the state of the art in recording.
audiO, and the reproduction of records.

The Society was enthusiastically supported
by EMI, Decca, and the leaders of the British
audio industry: Cecil Watts. Hi Leak. Peter
Walker, Gilbert Briggs, to name but a few.
The Annual General Meeting was held at the
Waldorf Hotel. London. with an exhibition
over the weekend at which the manufacturing
members of the Association showed their
latest wares. Demonstrations were held on
the stage of the auditorium in which each
exhibitor in turn demonstrated his product.
At the time the British audio companies
specialised generally in one product onI . so a
loudspeaker manufacturer would tie up with
an amplifier producer and pickup and turntable manufacturer, and there would be a
joint demonstration. This worked very well
because the next demonstration of that particular loudspeaker would probably be with a
different set of associated components. Thus
over the two days of the Exhibition it was
possible to hear the quintessence of British
audio.
Because the BSRA was devoted primarily
to the high fidelity section of the industry.
domestic mass production manufacturers of
record changers, etc. aimed at the general
public, were specifically excluded, and this
proved to be the ' Sword of Damocles' for the
BSRA. In the middle 1950s a competing
Exhibition by the domestic equipment manufacturers was organised by C Rex- Hassan and
mounted simultaneously at the Russell Hotel,
London; each exhibitor in addition to showing his products in the exhibition hall had a
private demonstration room. It was well
advertised, the general public ‘‘ ere admitted.
and it was initially very successful. This
sounded the death knell of the BSRA effort.

Practical pickups
The first commercial pickups appeared in the
late 1920s; there were basically two types.
both using a moving- ferrous armature. The
simpler unit was amodification of the bipolar
earphone in which the diaphragm was
replaced by an armature driven by the stylus.
the coils being wound over the pole pieces.
The advantage was ease of production using
established techniques. the disadvantage was
a very stiff moving system because of the
negative stiffness of the magnetic field
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THE ART OF DISCORD
existing between the armature and the pole
pieces. The alternative was to place the coil
round the armature which was suspended
between the magnet poles. Fig. 11 shows the
Kellogg pickup produced by BTH which was
one of the most successful British units widely
used by the OEM trade. The bearings were
rubber tubing clamped between the bottom
pole pieces and the major damping and
restoring force provided by two rubber blocks
placed each side of the top of the armature
and held in place by slots in the top pole
pieces. The rated output was 0.5V at normal
modulation levels, the load impedance was
not critical - 50,000ohm to 1M-ohm. Playing
weight was 4oz ( II3gm) and the response is
shown in fig. 12.

Fig. 12. Kellogg pickup frequency response

Fig. 13. Schematic and analogue

The schematic and analogue is shown in
fig. 13. Because the system stiffness is very
high the low frequency resonance ( effective
tonearm and head mass M, and restoring
force Cm 2 and Cm 3)is likewise high; even
with an effective total mass of 70gm the low
frequency resonance is between 70 to 150Hz.
In order to reduce record wear and
increase the high frequency response the
effective moving mass must be reduced substantially. This was achieved by using the
needle as the armature; fig. 14 shows the

increased the ' Q' considerably ( listen to the
brass, isn't it piercing); and lastly, the ' soft
tone' with athin shank which was used in the
needle armature pickup.
The design principles are comparatively
simple but the development and realisation
somewhat more difficult.
d NMv
The generated voltage E = NI=
a2
where:
E= Volts
N = Turns
M Magneto- motive force (effective
in gap)
v=Velocity of armature tip in gap
a=Gap between armature and pole
It will be seen that the generated voltage is
directly proportional to the turns, the effective flux in the gap, and the velocity of the
armature tip, and inversely proportional to
the square of the gap between the armature
and the pole piece. The velocity is fixed by
the record and armature length. The number
of turns is determined by the electrical load
impedance, for high impedance pickups,
usually about 5000 turns, DC resistance
2000ohms, and inductance 1Hy. The effective
flux in the gap cannot be increased indefinitely because leakage increases at a much
greater rate than the effective flux and the
magnet becomes uneconomic; neither can the
gap be reduced because the stiffness of the
damping blocks must be increased to resist
the static magnetic pull which will result in a
higher player weight and increased value of
the low frequency resonance.
In order to avoid second harmonic distortion, the gap must usually be considerably
greater than the maximum deflection of the
armature under operating conditions, and
high permeability materials cannot usually be
used because of danger of saturation.
A development of this type of pickup is
shown in fig. 14 in which the armature is
suspended at the remote end. This is usually
used with a permanent stylus and the effective armature mass is reduced considerably.
It is possible to reduce the effective mass to
below 5mgm and to increase the compliance
to about 2x l0 cm/dyne. This results in
good tracing capabilities but the price paid is
a very low overall efficiency. The equation
for the generating voltage is exactly the same
as for the earlier unit, and apart from
mechanical differences, the design of the two
units is identical. Both pickups suffer from
the disadvantage of inherently low vertical
compliance with the result that needle-talk is
excessive.
The first practical solution to wide range
reproduction with low mechanical impedance
was achieved by Voigt in the 1920s with his
long narrow moving coil, and the majority of
moving-coil pickups designed and manufac-

Fig. 14. Development with lower moving mass

schematic. The high frequency resonance was
between 6 - 10kHz, depending upon the
needle used - there were ' loud tone' needles
with thick shanks; ' extra loud tone', which
were loud tone with a collar fitted near the
point which increased tip mass, reduced the
resonant frequency to about 3kHz and
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Fig. IS. Voigt type moving coil

tured in the pre-stereo days were based on
the precepts laid down by this pioneer of high
fidelity. Fig. 15 shows atypical example. The
coil is wound on alightweight plastic former,
cylindrical in shape, has rubber tube bearings
and is supported in auniform magnetic field.
Rotation of the former results in voltage
generated which is proportional to the field,
the number of turns, and the velocity. It is
possible to reduce the effective mass to about
5-7mgm for normal construction and in the
case of ribbon type units to about half this
value. Note that the ribbon system is essentially asingle turn moving-coil. The efficiency
of both units is low and unless precautions are
taken in the case of the ribbon unit to have a
completely balanced electrical system, the
induced hum, especially in the connecting
leads, can be serious. Because the coil and
former are essentially non-magnetic there is
no tendency for the armature to stick to
either of the pole pieces, and the bearings,
which are also used as restoring means can be
made highly compliant. There is a limit,
however; if they are made too compliant the
armature will be deflected off-centre by the
playing weight and will tend to roll on the top
of the bearing. The plinth on top of the
armature is used as a dynamic balancing
medium, otherwise at high frequencies the
centre of gravity of the armature will move
progressively from the geometrical centre,
resulting in the effective mass of the armature
increasing with frequency. Attempts were
made to minimise this by running the armature in needle-type bearings but the advantages were usually outweighed by the very
serious mechanical difficulty of making a
lighter bearing with a minimum of friction
and no slop.
During the investigation into 'tracing distortion' in 1937/38, Professor FV Hunt
invented the ribbon pickup. The raison d'être
was to provide ahigh vertical compliance and
at the same time be insensitive to any vertical
motion of the stylus; it was in fact the first
cantilever pickup. At aplaying weight of lgm
the stylus-groove resonance was 40.7kHz.
After the war, in the United Kingdom,
Brierley and Ferranti each produced aribbon
system. The Brierley unit had the following
specification:
Normal playing weight
3.5gm
Lateral compliance
13x 10 -6cm/dyne
Vertical compliance
0.1 x10 -6 cm/dyne
Arm resonance
5Hz
Stylus-groove resonance
32kHz
Output voltage (secondary of
transformer)
10mV
Dynamic mass
2mg
In the middle 1920s two English engineers
developed a method of growing large single
crystals of Potassium sodium tartrate
(Rochelle Salt). They also fabricated
'bimorphs' from it - there were two types:
'benders' and 'twisters'. Thus, if aforce was
applied to the end of a ' bender' crystal ( the
other end being rigidly fixed) an EMF would
be generated, the sign of the voltage being
dependent upon the direction of the force.
Similarly, with the ' twister', application of a
torque force would result in an EMF. An
American by the name of Charles Brush, who
had built up agigantic electrical empire had
recently retired and was visiting Europe. He
met the two engineers, was intrigued with the
potentialities, took them to the USA, and
founded the Brush Crystal Company.
The first products were microphones and
gramophone pickups. They had an overwhelming advantage over competing magne 39
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What we have here is probably the most
spectacular product brochure you have ever
seen. The 1987 Canton Loudspeaker Journal.
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up to get the best from them.
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THE ART OF DISCORD
tic designs. They were high impedence capasion efficiency. They were ideal for use in
valve circuits where the input impedance of
the grid was tens of MegOhms and a few
pico farads; the capacity of the transducer
was between 500 and 5000pF depending upon
dimensions. They were cheap and easy to
mass-produce. The disadvantage was that
they were deliquescent and highly tempera-c.
ture sensitive, with Curie points at - 1
°C and
+24°C. This latter phenomenon was not
important providing that the load was substantially open circuit, say, a time constant
10 -2 secs. The deliquescence was another
matter - the crystals had to be hermetically
sealed with acoating that did not affect their
mechanical or electrical properties - not an
easy task.
The electro mechanical efficiency of
Rochelle Salt is of the order of 60-70% and
this results in atotal efficiency factor for high
impedance circuits about 10 times greater
than magnetic pickups with the same effective
mechanical impendance. Fig. 16 shows the
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Fig. 16. Crystal pickup for steel needles

schematic of acrystal pickup which was the
basic design for many years, but fell into
disuse because of the change- over from steel
needles to sapphire tips. The stiffness was
usually about 5x 10 -7 cm/dyne and the effeclive mass about 70mgm, requiring aminimum
playing weight of about 11
/-2oz ( 40-60gm)
2
with low frequency resonance about 70Hz
and a high frequency resonance of between
4-7kHz according to the type of needle used.
The output voltage is quite fantastic. 10-12V
being common on the more heavily mod-
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Fig. 17. Crystal pickup, cantilever type

ulated records.
In 1949 the cantilever type of crystal unit
(GP20) were produced by Cosmocord. They
were the first mass-produced commercial
pickups to track a78rpm record at less than
10gm. Because the crystal element is a
force-operated device it produces a voltage
proportional to displacement. Thus, in theory
at least, the output below the crossover
frequency should be ' flat' and decrease at
-6dB/octave above it. In the GP20 shown in
fig. 17 the crystal is very freely suspended so
that there is appreciable motion along its
length. It is restrained at the remote end by
material which has a high compliance but a
very small resistance, and the cavity is filled
with a highly viscous gel. By this means the
correct ratio of mechanical resistance/reactance can be achieved easily in production. It
has the added advantage that the crystal is
hermetically sealed against moisture and that
the damping is applied over the whole crystal
rather than to one place only. The cornpliance is of the order of 3.5 to 5x 10Am/
dyne resulting in a low frequency resonance
of about 15Hz with anormal pickup arm. The
effective mass in the high frequency region is
about 5mgm resulting in the resonance being
about 17kHz, but because of the high damping factor applied it is more nearly correct to
say that the system is aperiodic.
In the foregoing examples of anow defunct
culture the equivalent circuit has been shown
in a simplified version in that it only deals
with the lateral components. As indicated,
there is additionally a vertical component
which in certain circumstances can affect the
response of the pickup, and there is also a

torsional component. The vertical cornpliance will resonate with the effective verti ca l mass of the tonearm in an exactly
analogous manner to the lateral condition,
and with some spring- loaded tonearms a
highly efficient oscillatory circuit results,
sometimes with a ' Q' as high as 25. If this
resonance occurs either near the rumble
frequency or in the lower recording range.
increased motor rumble or groove jumping
on heavily modulated passages will result,
even though the cartridge itself is beyond
suspicion. In the case of the torsional cornpliance the torsional moment of inertia of the
arm is usually quite low and results in
response 'wiggles' between 200Hz and
600Hz.
By 1970 the Rochelle Salt crystal had been
completely superseded by ' piezoelectric cera mies'. These were basically polycrystalline
barium titanate, which when polarised exhibited piezo and ferro electric properties.
They were discovered by an engineer working for the Erie Resistance Company during
routine investigation of high permittivity
dielectrics for capacitors; he noticed an
anomaly when measuring capacity vs frequency of capacitors to be used for decoupling and were therefore DC polarised. Subsequent investigation led to the discovery that
the polarisation was permanent. It did not
take long for the industry to discover the
advantage of the Titanate over Rochelle Salt,
but a lot of time ( 10 years to be exact) and
money were expended before really satisfactory himorphs could be produced in quantity.
After the war there was a terrific impetus
in the design and production of improved
pickups and related components. The massproduction of sapphire styli commenced in
1947, and of diamond styli afew years later.
This eliminated the needleclamp and thus
reduced the effective mass of the armature by
an order of magnitude, and the ' needle
armature' pickup was consequently
upgraded. Decca introduced a cantilever
magnetic pickup of superb performance.
This was the state-of-the-art in the late
1940s and early 1950s. The introduction of
the long-playing record, followed quickly by
'stereo', did not affect the fundamentals, but
the design philosophy was made
redundant. *
Next month: the introduction of stereo

BOOKS
THE JAZZ YEARS

by

I.eonard Feather. 310pp.
Hardcovers: 1:11.95. Published
by Quartet Books. 27-29
(ioodge Street. London W 1
P

tFo.
Having read Leonard
Feather's earliest
journalism in the
Melody Maker,I can
say Ihave grown up wi hhim. Among the first
records Ireviewed were those from the Benny
Carter sessions for Vocation which Feather had
organised. And today he is the senior sage of the
business; where would we be without his
Encyclopedia of Jazz?
The Jazz Years is an egotistical but impressive
account of his steady climb from journalist to
A&R man to major impresario and fixer friend, too, of many great names of jazz. How
much more deeply can aman be involved than
to have Billy Holiday as godmother to his
daughter?
Of course he has had enemies as well as
Ill- F1 NEWs& RECORD REVIEW
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friends, and there are many self-justifying pages.
It could have been amere chronicle of dates and
names ( and the name-dropping is intense,
extending to the President as well as Prez), hut it
is awell-organised book. To vary the saga of his
50- year success story, there are theme chapters
on such issues as racism and on key personalities
of his producer years. such as Ellington and
George Shearing. He knew everybody, and
recorded most of them.
Denis Argent
CIRKIT ELECTRONIC CONSTRUCTOR'S
CATALOGUE 166pp. Price: 1:1. 10. Published by Cirkit
Distribution Ltd. Park Lane. Broxbourne. Hens,
ENO 7NQ

If you are aDIY enthusiast, acurrent Edition
of the established CIRKIT catalogue is a
'must' for your library. Yes. Iknow about the
Radio Spares catalogue ( products available
only to trade users) and other guides. such as
the Maplin book, but any good bookstore will
have this CIRKIT catalogue on its shelves.
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Listing the products in this illustrated
compilation, we find batteries, books, cable/
wire, capacitors, connectors, counters/timers,
crystals, filters, hardware, inductors, kits and
modules, meters, PCB materials, relays.
resistors, semi-conductors, speakers.
switches, test equipment, tools and
transformers.
Formed in 1984 from agroup of four
companies supplying different sectors of the
component market, the organisation today
has its HQ at Broxbourne, and aSales
Office/Stores in Portsmouth. Three divisions
cover industrial, consumer and education.
An appreciable range of surface- mount
products is listed, and same day despatch is
offered on all orders received before 4.00 pm.
Tel: ( 0992) 444111. Discount vouchers are
included in this new edition, plus a
competition to win one of six multi- meters.
Mr PBennett ( Head of Consumer Division)
certainly knows his business and customers.
Donald Aldous
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THE DESIGNER SERIES
Ed Meitner discusses his radical electronics and platterless turntable with Ken Kessler

C

ANADA'S HIGH END audio
scene was enhanced by the appearance in 1984 of anew brand bearing
the Meitner badge. The products
are the designs of Ed Meitner, who describes
his career in hi-fi as starting at the age of
seven, when he became hooked on music.
Meitner studied engineering in Vienna and
put this to practical use by designing and
building audio test equipment and recording
studios. After working with Olive Electrodynamics, Meitner formed Meitner Audio,
releasing his first hi-fi product, the PA6
preamplifier, in 1984. This has been followed
by asuccession of components which adhere
to Meitner's belief that luxury hi-fi products
should look as good as they sound. To this
end, Meitner has also produced two different
power amplifiers and aCD player to complement the PA6 — the products offering
balanced operation and remote control facility — and he recently introduced the highly
controversial AT2 platterless turntable and
tonearm. As the Meitner range has just been
introduced into the UK market, HFNIRR
took the opportunity to speak to Meitner at
the recent Stereophile-sponsored hi-fi show in
New York.
KK: The price point at which you've placed
the power amplifiers is crowded with clever
designs. What's different about the Meitners?
EM: First of all, they're small sized. But
what's different about the Meitner power
amps is the power supply, which we call
Floating Charge Current Power Supply.The
trick about this power supply is that we get
better isolation from the AC mains side and
the rectifier circuits to the actual circuit that
processes the audio. Ifind that interruptions
due to rectifier switching, capacitors charging, asymmetrical charging due to load current, and stuff like that really affects the
sound in a great way.
KK: Was this something you learned while
you were constructing equipment for studios?
EM: We always knew that power supplies
were important. You have to keep one thing
in mind: in the recording business and in the
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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professional audio business, all the systems
are operating in abalanced mode, which is a
different parameter in terms of a system
set-up. In consumer hi- ti, where you have
single-ended interconnects, you have all the
grounds of all of the system tied together. So
the AC mains pollution or the rectifier
pollution of one component shows up all
throughout the system. In effect, what you
have is the ground of the cartridge connected
to the ground of the speakers dynamically
throughout the system, so you have to be
very careful with the power supply. In a
studio you do not have the power amp as
closely tied to the rest of the equipment. In
amplifiers, the power supply is of even
greater importance because it has to supply
the power reserves without generating large
amounts of pollution that feed back into the
system.
KK: What do you say to apotential customer
who wants to understand the gains of an
all-balanced system?
EM: You will get better signal-to-noise, and
you will probably gain an awful lot of
dynamic range. The limitations in playing
back records — typically records because the
cartridge is probably the worst source — the
additional feedback loops which you have
generated with a single-ended system are
such that you have the actual feedback loops
of the individual devices, you have the
feedback loops of the preamplifier, the power
amplifiers, whatever you have, but then you
have other ones. As I said before, the
cartridge ground is connected to the speaker
ground so there is agalvanic feedback where
you don't know which phase it's going to be
or how much it's going to be. It will show up
as clipping of transients, it will show up as a
sonic event like the mistracking of acartridge
that's not really mistracking. You've got
other feedback loops, magnetically induced
by power amps being too close to low level
sources and you've got static, electrostatic
coupling typically from large-panel electrostatic loudspeakers too close to the turntable, and then you've got the acoustic

feedback. We have devices we call the
Trans- Links, which are installed between the
preamplifer and the power amplifier. They're
basically high-quality audio transformers,
very wideband with a very low commonmode coupling capacity.
Those transformers do avery good job in
eliminating the galvanic feedback between
the speaker and the cartridge. The result is
increased dynamic range, better clarity and
the preservation of the three-dimensionality
of the music.
KK: How does your turntable/arm combination fit into the philosophy?
EM: If you examine how adisc will couple to
a platter, unless you fuse the disc onto the
platter material the coupling would be like
trying to drive anail into aconcrete wall with
avinyl hammer. That doesn't work very well.
The other thing is that you have a rattle
interface, so you put a rubber mat or some
spongy material that will absorb some energy
but basically give you energy back delayed in
time. You get smearing. Transients get
smeared, they get clipped, they don't sound
natural anymore. The first thing you hear
when you lift the record clear of the platter is
a large decrease in surface noise.
Underneath the record, you have acoustic
information that is generated by the mechanical motion of the stylus in the groove. What
happens at this point is that this acoustical
energy just reflects off the platter right back,
little attenuated by the platter mat — in
varying degrees depending on what kind of
platter mat you use. Either way the platter
will be amirror for the energy that's coming
back and it will not in fact absorb it.
KK: Do you believe that this is the case
regardless of the system used, such as a
vacuum platter or a platter made from
materials tuned to the resonant frequency of
the vinyl?
EM: It can't be matched to the resonance of
the vinyl. The only thing that you can do, in
my opinion, is match the compliance of the
material, but again you're going to have a
platter that's thicker than the disc, it's heavier
43
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THE DESIGNER SERIES
than the disc, and therefore the resonant
characteristics are going to be totally different. Bear in mind that it will be an acoustically reflective surface because if you take a
platter and bounce sound against that platter.
that sound will come back.
KK: But surely the removal of the platter
means that the surface of the record is
moving in a vertical direction relative to the
stylus, when you want to present the stylus
with the most secure surface possible?
EM: What will happen is that at the frequencies where those things really become audible, say from 300-4001-1z on up through the
midrange onto the high frequencies. if you
look at a 12in disc at 5(X)Hz it's already ahalf
wavelength coupling to the air. So as the
frequency of the resonance on the vinyl disc
goes up. it becomes more tightly coupled to
the air which is now on both sides of the disc.
In other words, it works like a diaphragm
which is damped by the sheer size of it. It's
like aloudspeaker coupling to air; it's a 12in
loudspeaker.
KK: But isn't the stylus therefore 'driving'
the record?
EM: The stylus is driving the record, but if
you picture a V-groove, the stylus goes
through that V-groove and what it does is
spread that groove apart. What you have
under the disc, or rather in a circular area
around the stylus, is this wave that propagates, and that wave is the reason you
cannot couple it to a platter mat because it
will actually lift off the platter mat and it will
go down on the platter mat and lift the disc.
What you have is this wave motion along the
disc, and the efficiency of the coupling of that
to air - air is a very patient receptor. it
doesn't give it back to you; it just converts it
into heat. Without storing that energy and
without bouncing the acoustic energy back.
As an example. in the experiments we did
with the platter. we made a I2in platter but
we sloped it from the centre out so on the
outside we had a3/
4in distance on the sloping
surface underneath the record and there was
still acoustically enough bounce-back that it
was audible, and it was not as nice as the little
puck. The other thing is that with the absence
of aplatter you don't have the ringing of that
platter.
KK: But there are platters that are virtually
dead...
EM: ...That do not ring. Okay. then Iagree if
the platter doesn't ring at all you still have the
acoustic bounce-back.
KK: At what frequencies do you hear the
effects of this acoustic bounce-back?
EM: Right in the midrange. where you have
maximum energy that's generated from the
cartridge. On top of the acoustical bounceback, you have the smearing that occurs with
the delay of the bounce-back, and the delay
will depend on the thickness of the platter
mat, the actual distance of the disc from the
hard, reflective surface.
KK: And with systems which place the disc
directly on to the platter?
EM: You have the shortest delay. That will
probably give you. as far as platters go, avery
good result, except that now you have ahard
surface underneath the disc, and that will give
you arattle. Whichever way you turn you will
make compromises. The compromise with
platter- less playback is that if a disc is very.
very warped or very thin, it will be a
compromise, but we have devised aclamping
mechanism that stresses the record around
the centre as with the Oracle. except it
stresses it around four knife-edges that are
NEWS 8: RECORD REVIEW
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interface is amust in amechanical transducing system. It is very low friction, in fact,
because you have one very small point with a
precision ball bearing that has very little
friction. The other nice thing is that seismic
events that come into the system are
absorbed in arocking motion of the tonearm
rather than adisplacement of the cantilever.
KK: But doesn't the rocking motion of the
tonearm induce image shift?
EM: It would affect image shift, but in a
tonearm that is rigidly held in the lateral
plane it will generate displacement of the
cantilever. Instead of giving you direct image
shift, and that really depends a lot on the
the only support about the disc at around a geometry of the stylus you use, it will give
you an electrical output. A uni pivot will give
2in diameter. Ibis will making the record
you a rocking motion that's much less
taut, and that gets rid of a lot of warps.
audible.
The other interesting thing is that if you do
KK: Is this strictly your tonearm or is it also a
a rumble measurement you will find, for
justification for earlier uni pivots?
instance, that a cartridge manufacturer will
EM: No, I think the problem with earlier
design the compliance of the cartridge to be
uni pivots is that they felt really terrible when
friendly with vinyl. Now all of asudden you
you handled them. They were loose, they
take this vinyl and back it with ahard surface.
were wobbly, they felt uncomfortable to the
you have now iniroduced a very low impeuser because the cueing systems weren't very
dance for rumble that otherwise would be
absorbed in the vinyl. What you get is a nice. The other thing was that they were
always executed very cheaply.
rumble that is much higher into the frequency
KK: By its very nature, isn't your turntable
range, and with amuch higher Q rather than
system highly susceptible to differences in
aslow warp. If the tonearm can track aslow
LPs?
warp and doesn't give you atime offset as it
EM: No, not really. because with a thin
tracks the warp. then you don't have to worry
record, the flexing will be more, the rattling
about the warp; it's a slow event.
will be more, the acoustic energy that's
Our tonearm is a unipivot, with lateral
generated will be more; you will have a
balance accomplished by mass. The bearing is
problem, period. Thin records vc thick
asphere on apin, with aball- bearing sitting
records, Ibelieve that the thick record will
on that sphere, so no matter what the angle of
sound better. It's not really any different for
the tonearm. it stays in the same place with
my system.
the same amount of friction. The damping is
KK: Does you system impose any restrictions
on cartridge choice?
EM: Absolutely not. I use cartridges that
range from aShure VIS Type V. which is a
very high compliance cartridge, to cartridges
like the Shinon Red, which is a very low
compliance design. It's absolutely usable with
all of them. Your choice will be what sound
do you prefer. What you will get with this
system is more reality, less noise, better
dynamic range, all of the things that's you're
really after. Nice image that's three-dimensional. without the constriction and the noise
that's usually mixed in. The noise level on an
analogue playback system can be lowered to
apoint where it will rival aCD. You may get
the clicks and pops, but you will not get the
grungy groove noise. If that is the case, then
also done by mass. What happens there is
there's something wrong with the system.
hat you have Mother Nature help you load
I wonder how many records have been
the bearing. You don't have the problem that
ruined by being used on rubber mats where
you usually get into with jewel- type bearings
the static build-up on the side that faces the
or two-axis type bearings. They change with
mat is so large that you get crackles and pops
temperatute, change with age and by definiand you don't know why because you've
tion a bearing like that has to be loose to
never played that side. If the disc is in air, and
move. In other words, there is a minute
is not subject to static build-up due to friction
rattle, and if you find out by simple math
on the surface, your discs will like you a lot
what the spatial displacement stability of the
better. There are cumulative effects from
tonearm has to be in order to trace the record
static, and the way you get ticks and pops is
properly with, say. a 60dB dynamic range,
not so much from dirt as it is when you have
you find out that you're down in the nanometer region, and any kind of bearing that I the two plateaux on either side of the groove
-the stylus may actually be the conductor to
know of, in that region of displacement will
bridge the charge from one plateau to the
produce a rattle to some degree.
KK: But isn't a fundamental weakness of a other and give you two burn marks. It's like a
lightning storm across the record. Those are
uni pivot its lack of absolute stability?
the really bad ticks and pops, because those
EM: It depends on how much mass you add
are the ones in the groove exactly at the point
in the lateral plane
where the stylus rides, whereas dirt will give
KK: But won't that mass increase the fricyou some noise, but you can clean it and the
tion?
noise will go away. People should always
EM: On that particular bearing, it will
remember, that - vis à vis the stylus - vinyl
increase the friction to a degree, but it will
looks like toothpaste.
still not rattle and Ibelieve that a rattle- free
45

"Amongst the finest in its area of
the market

and an easy match for

some much
more costly
players."
(Alvin Gold - CD Review)
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DCD 1700 - £649.
" ... Both in terms of construction and sound quality, the
DCD-1700 represents excellent value for money...
Definitely recommended." (
Paul Miller. Which Compact Disc Sept 87)
the DCD-1700 possessed a marvellous sense of
openness and immediacy that revealed the innermost
subtleties without stripping the music of its essential warmth
and delicate timbres!' (
Paul Miller. Which Compact Disc Sept 87)
" ...

•Denon's 16 Bit 4 oversampling • 2 DA Converters
•Hi- speed linear transport • Digital output
•Absolute phase filtering • Hi- Mass construction

"A potent and thoroughly musical
device"
(Alvin Gold - CD Review)
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DCD 1500 MKII £499.
The DCD 1500 MKII is a new highly refined version of the
DCD 1500 and clearly improves upon the critically
acclaimed sound of its predecessor. Much of the
advanced technology developed for tie DCD 3300/1700
has been incorporated and the result is an outstanding
CD player for the price.
•Double super linear converter • Denon's 16 Bit 4
oversampling • LC-OFC analog filter • Optical
Isolator • 4independent power supplies • BMC
pickup chassis • Optical digital output terminal
For further information and your FREE Denor colour
catalogue write to: Hayden Laboratories Ltd,
FREEPOST, Chiltern Hill, Chalfont St Peter, Bucks
SL9 9BS. Tel: (0753) 888447

THE ACCESSORIES tUB

CLUB
Use this form to order any of the current
HFN/RR accessories

Mains purification is this month's conundrum.
Ken Kessler looks at the HFV/RR Mush Crusher

THE
MUSHCRUSHER

Please indicate quantity required. All prices include post & packing.

HFNIRR HFN 003 Test CD £ 11.95
Goldring Stylus Cleaner £ 14.95
Mission Isoplat £ 19.50
'I ' Tweek £ 15.95
Michell Banana plugs £9.50 per set of 4
• ludiophile Records

Cantate Domino £6.95 0 Saint-Saëns £6.95 0 Close-ups £6.95 O Jazz at the
Pawnshop ( 2LPs) £ 13.95 Cl Didos ( 45rpm) £ 12.95

• 11FNIRR Spikes £ 10 per set ( inc drill) Wood 0 Metal O
11FNIRR Flux Dumper £22
N agaoka record sleeves ( pack of 50) £6.95
ugh Performance Loudspeakers (
hardback) £ 14.95
11FNIRR Black Head M-C Transformer £49.95
IFN DC1 Loudspeaker Kit ( Complete) £ 129.95
IIFIsI DC1 Kit ( Minus Cabinet) £49.95
_. Bassett Subwoofer Drive Unit £ 117.50
!I Bassett Subwoofer Electronics ( boards only) £39.95
Bassett Subwoofer Electronics ( assembled) £ 139.95
• Allsop Cleaning Accessories
!1 Carbonoptic LP brush £5
[I Cassette head cleaner £5
[] CD cleaner £ 19.50
Special offer of all three £25.75
CD Damping Foils ( pack of 10) £5.45
RATA Torlyte stand £90 ( state turntable)
• Supercui Records £7.10 each ( or £6.50 each if ordering four or
more) Please indicate titles:
ILittle Feat: Feats don't fail me now il Randy Newman: Little Criminals D Santana:

Rorholetta D Weather Report: Mysterious Traveller 0 Jackson Browne: Running on
empty 0 Eagles: Desperado 0 Earl Klugh: Living inside your love U Paul McCartney
• Wings: Rand on the run [
Maus: Orchestral works D Elgar. Symphony No.2

D

ESPITE A FLURRY of interest in the subject afew years
hack, the topic of running ' clean' mains to ah:- fl system
seems to have drifted from our consciousness. Part of the
problem has been demonstrating the difference between
clean and dirty mains, the situation only being paramount to owners
of systems suffering from severe cases of mains- borne interference. As
most of the effective purifiers tend to be high-priced items aimed at
companies running mains- sensitive computers, few hi-fi users have
been willing to shell out for something which appears to deliver such
vague rewards. Because HFNIRR is able to offer atruly iffordable
mains filter, backed by amoney- back guarantee. the introduction of
the HFNIRR Mush Crusher is aperfect opportunity for you to try an
important. but too often neglected, bit of housekeeping.
The Mush Crusher comes in an injection- moulded box measuring
117 x63 x62mm, sporting lm of mains cable to which you fit a13 amp
mains plug. The box houses an 1EC mains socket - we supply the
correct plug - into which you connect the component. Plug the Mush
Crusher into the wall socket and that's it. It is our belief that the item
most susceptible to mains- borne interference is the preamplifer,
because it's the heart of the system and it handles so many low level
signals; so we've produced aversion capable of handling 5amps
maximum current. The Mush Crusher is designed to purify the line of
mains- borne surges and radio frequency interference, and the audible
result should be alowering of background noise levels. On top of that,
the prevention of spikes reaching your system should also add a
measure of security by increasing the system's resistance to damage.
For those of you who wish to add Mush Crushers to power amplifiers,
ahigher-current version can be specially ordered.
SPECIFICATION
Maximum current
Maximum power
Operating voltage
Response time
Peak current suppression
Transient suppression
Price

5amps
1250 watts
240 Volts/50Hz
<10µ seconds
4500 amps
via metal oxide varistors
£24.95

(Note: The Mush Crusher is not designed to act on air- borne
interference, nor will it cure severe mains problems. In case of the
latter, you are advised to seek the assistance of an electrician who may
suggest the installation of aheavy-duty or industrial-grade mains
rectifier.)
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HFNIRR inter/inks
HMC phonotophono £29.95
HMC tonearm cable ( phono) £38.50
KEF Soundbase Speaker Stand ( pair) £29.95
Inca Tech mains plug & socket set UK only
Flutterbuster £79.95 ( state turntable) _
Decca tonearm £49
Authenticity Mini- vac £8.95
MI Michell Tenderfeet ( set of 3) small £ 5.45 El Large £8.45
CI Cobra FM Aerial £34.95
▪ HFNIRR CD Carrydisc £ 10.95
HFNIRR Toolkit £32.50
(11 Record Interface Mat £28.50
HFNIRR Headcase £79.95
• HFN1RR News- Stand D Top & bottom shelves only £ 125 O
3middle shelves £22.50 D Complete £ 139.95
Onkyo Unifier £99.95
Sicomin CD Damper £27.50
r1 Self-adhesive rings for Sicomin damper ( pack of 20) £ 1.75
Audioquest vacuum tube dampers ( pack of 4) £ 11.95
• More audiophile records:
Scheherazade ( RC4) £ 11.95 D Marni Nixon sings Gershwin ( RR- 19) £ 13.50
O Appalachian Spring ( RR- 22) £ 13.50 D Appassionata ( RCDE-4, 45rpm) £7.50
Romance de Amor ( RCDE-8) £7.50 0 Vintage Tenor ( RCDE-11) £7.50
0 all six titles £57.50

NAME

(
caps please)

ADDRESS

Ienclose PO/Cheque/M0*
III Iwish to pay by AccessIVisalDinerslAmex*

*Please delete
as necessary.

My card number is

Expiry date

111111111111111
Signature
Please send your orders to HFNIRR Accessories Club, PO Box 200, Bedford,
MK40 1YH.
Cheques should be made payable to HFNIRR Accessories Club.
Delivery subject to availability
Accessories Club hodine
0234 741152

NON UK SALES VAT FREE BUT WHERE APPLICABLE
SUBJECT TO ADDITIONAL CARRIAGE CHARGES.
Photo copies of this form are acceptable. E&OE
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CASSETTE

DECK

DISCRETE
STANDARDS

With extensive use of discrete components where others use ICs, the
Accuphase DP8O/DC8 Icombination still sets the reference standard for CD

T

HIS FLAGSHIP DESIGN has seen agood press both on the
Continent and in the USA but as it is in limited availability in
the UK our set was flown in from Germany. The Accuphase
combination (approximately f6000) differs from others in that
the DP-80 player or transport section does not have any kind of audio
output and can only operate in conjunction with an additional
processor such as the DC-81 or, for example, the Sony 702/703. In
theory its output may also be used to feed adigital amplifier, but given
the present state of the art of such devices no good reason can really
be given for doing so! In fact, these two Accuphase units are usually
supplied as amatching combination, and this review generally treats
them as such.
They ooze luxury, with their solid- looking, champagne-gold
anodised, satin-finished fronts and deep lustre rosewood side panels.
In theory the interior contains atechnically advanced mechanism and
processor commensurate with the cost. The transport is asubstantial
item, weighing 15kg. The upper deck is split horizontally into two
sections, and has afew operating buttons, namely power-on,
disc-drawer open/close, play, last-track, next-track, and pause. The
remaining controls are either carried on the included infra-red
handset, or are available at apress on the lower section of the
face-plate. Held on amagnetic latch, this plate swings down to reveal
all the usual facilities, which are worth describing to show what your
money would be buying.
The buttons are in fact not easy to see, being black on anear-black
fascia, with fine, dark legends. They provide for fast key-entry of track
numbers, with the tenth key setting increments of ten. The repeat-key
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is operative in several modes, either for the whole disc, or for asingle
track, or for aprogrammed A- to-B phrase. If, when programmed,
point B comes after A. it can repeat the disc but with section B to A
deleted. Full indexing access is also available with display of index
numbers. The display is red, and constantly shows the track played,
the number of tracks, and the elapsed time. A time-key allows for
alternative display of the time remaining, and for display of the track's
elapsed time. Two speeds are available for audible music cueing or
fast-forward/reverse; when paused they run at four times the rate
obtained when in ' play' mode. All the operating controls except
power-on are available on the neat infra-red handset, and there are
two ways in which the DP-80 can be coupled to aprocessor,
depending on its input facilities. Both optical and normal conducting
coaxial cable can be used.
The DC-81 processor also conceals its few controls beneath a
hinged flap, and aside from power on/off, these comprise avolume
control for the second audio output, plus an input selector switch for
the digital signals: two optical sources and one coaxial. Three audio
output terminals are available, balanced via XLR connectors at
2.5V/50-ohms, normal or unbalanced via phonosockets ( also at
2.5V/50-ohms), and unbalanced variable via a5k-ohm potentiometer,
the latter offering amaximum source impedance of 1.25k-ohms.
A player such as this is split into two sections to allow the designer a
free hand in each section, the idea being to isolate the audio parts
from the potentially harmful influences of the transport. An optical
link is used to couple the two, this in theory providing the maximum
isolation and not even requiring amutual ground connection. The
51

HIGHLY COMiViENDED

...we know you'd like to hear from
Slip aset of DT 320's or 330's over your ears and you'll hear why they are
so popular
At last, headphones that are designed for ears!
Both models are designed w'th comfort in mind, with specially padded ear
pieces that fit completely over your ears, thus ensuring alevel of comfort not
usually found in headphones of this price.
The DT 330's also have the added advantage of afully adjustable inner
headband.
These open headphones have an exceptionally wide frequency range
coupled with asuperb base response.
So if you're into comfort and sound. don't get awrong number, get aset of
Beyer ' phones.

beyerdynamiciin
EXCELLENCE

IN

SOUND

For your nearest stockist contact
Beyerdynamic (GB) Ltd. Unit 14,
Clete Industrial Estate, Lewes, East Sussex
BN8 6JL Telephone (0273) 479411

DISCRETE STANDARDS
specification is hardly worth considering, since the numbers are close
to perfection. But it is worth noting that the processor can accept and
has automatic switching for the three digital frequency standards of
32, 44.1 and 48kHz ( R-DAT), and these are shown on the processor
display when received. Emphasised recordings are indicated also.

Technical design
The processor is amajor part of this unit and incorporates some
unusual features. Twice oversampled, the coded signal is digitally
filtered in a121-stage processor having — 90dB suppression by
24.7kHz and aminiscule pass-band ripple of ± 0.001dB. Separate
digital filter chips are provided for each channel, with this left/right
separation continued through to the DIA conversion and audio
sections to the extent that two identical physically separated PCBs are
used.
Accuphase have not made use of one of the off- the-shelf integrated
circuit converters, but have chosen to build their own discrete design.
This is of the current-multiplying type where the output current is the
summation of aladder of 16 current sources of very high precision,
with each path selected by adigitally controlled switch ( see schematic

control, which offers accurate tracking and fast access times, in
conjunction with the linear-motor disc traverse, the latter believed to
be aSony mechanism.
Two aspects help keep mechanical vibration at hay. One is the
heavy chassis construction with strong bracket reinforcement, and the
other is the ceramic-filled cast unit sub-chassis of the CD transport.
The latter is spring- isolated from the main chassis. Error-correction
and signal processing oversampling is by Sony chips, while the main
8-bit micro is custom-made for Accuphase.
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Graph I. DP-80/DC-81: Monotonicity performance at ten levels ( right channel)
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Principle of current-multiplying DIA converter

diagram). With unit current 1as the value for the MSB ( most
significant bit), the 2SB (second bit) is 1
2 ,
/
the third 1
/
22or 1
4 ,
/
the fourth
1
/2 ‘or Vs and so on, until the sixteenth or LSB ( least significant bit) is
reached. Its source current is the very small value of 1
2 to the power of
/
15, and by implication, for the converter to be accurate to the LSB the
error in the MSB unit current must be rather less than this, or
<0.0015%. Such are the demands made on the electronics by the
16-bit digital audio system!
The DC-81 system is classed as amultiplying converter, and the
interface to the 16 switches is accomplished via individual optoisolators to minimise unwanted coupling. A 17th isolator provides the
control signal for the subsequent current- to-voltage stage, this being a
virtual-earth amplifier. Its output is blanked at the transitions to
remove HF spikes — or 'glitches' as they are called. These sections are
discrete, not the usual IC chips. Next comes the 9-pole analogue filter,
this of the GIC (generalised impedance conversion) type, an active
design employing eight IC op-amps and ten high-performance
copper-foil polystyrene capacitors. True to the philosophy of the
design, this type of filter has been chosen specifically because none of
its active sections appear in the forward signal-path, and elimination
of the usual series filter cascade is said to improve sound quality. A
high-power balanced output amplifier follows the filter, and comprises
aunity-gain buffer, using amixture of discrete components and an IC
op-amp driver.
This completes the non- de-emphasised signal path. If the recording
is emphasised, then the signal is led on to apassive de-emphasis
network and thence to asecond identical output buffer. De- emphasis
switching is done by ahigh-quality relay rather than the usual FET or
transistor switches. This design means that the de-emphasis path is
one stage longer, and in theory could sound marginally poorer than
the straight unequalised channel. On- board regulators supply the
several polarities required, separated for each channel to preserve the
double- mono internal construction. On the subject of the power
supply, separate transformers are fitted for the digital and analogue
sections of the processor. The latter's input circuits include the
industry standard Sony chips, while the voltage-controlled oscillator is
built in an isolating RF screened box.
Working back via the optical fibre cable to the CD transport
section, the DP-80 deck sports anumber of advanced features. A
massive line filter blocks out mains-borne interference, and also
screens the mains connections from stray signals generated within the
DP-80. A master clock synchronises all the microprocessor and data
handling functions, so that beats between various sections are
eliminated, and pulse trains are kept coherent and free from noise and
jitter. An 8-bit microprocessor is used for the laser transport head
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Graph 2. DP-80/DC-81: Waveform, dithered lkHz sinewee at - 90dB deft channel)

Graph 3. DP-80/DC-81: Waveform, dithered ¡ kHz sinewave at - 90dB (right channel)

Sound quality
Although first impressions were very good, our opinion of this model
actually improved steadily as the listening developed. A front- rank
sound was apparent from the start, and as we discovered what this
machine is capable of, its score rose to anew reference level — one
considerably higher than previously established. This machine was in
new territory, and had the ability to match the performance of well
chosen analogue players ( motor- unit arm and cartridge) at prices up
to the £3500 level. Until now, no CD player has been able to achieve
such astandard.
This made it hard to establish afair basis for scoring. Reference to
noted analogue systems such as the Goldmund Studio-13F with
Koetsu Red Signature ( around £6000 the set) proved most useful in
this context. The character of the DC-8I emerged as an almost liquid
purity, asweet natural tonal quality held over avery broad midrange
span. Other players sound thinner, coarser and sharper by
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IF CHOOSING SPEAKERS IS GIVING YOU A
HEADACHE, TAKE A COUPLE OF TABLETTES!
The Tiny ProAc Tablette speaker is the panacea for most ills. Since its
inception six years ago, it has been our best-selling speaker by far and
it's easy to see why.
Its modestly proportioned ( 10 1/
2x9x6ins) cabinet houses higher
quality components than many speakers three times the price and it
shows in the sound, which is amongst the most accurate, uncoloured
and transparent of any speaker on the market. Couple this with superb
sound-staging, pin- point imagery and high transient capability and you
have aspeaker rated The best small speaker of all time - in an
influential USA magazine.
We are the only dealer in the country to have the complete ProAc
range on demonstration alongside one of the finest ranges of real hi-fi
available anywhere. So book now and hear what you've been missing
We stock fine equipment from:—
LINN PRODUCTSeREGA•PROAC•AUDIO RESEARCH•CROFT•AUDIO INNOVATIONS•COUNTERPOINT
•KOETSU • CREEK•AUDIOLAB•VTL•VOYD•J.A MICHELL•EPOS•KRELL•QUAD•SNELL
•SD ACOUSTICS* MAGNEPAN•ORACLE•ELITE•PINK A•FIEYBROOK•MUSICAL FIDELITY•SME
•HELIUS• TANNOY • DENON•B+W•KEF•A+ReCAMBRIDGE•YAMAHA•MONITOR AUDIO

Radlett Audio Consultants
141 Watling Street, Radlett, Herts.
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refinement to our successful musical formula where ' E' is
pure musical enjoyment and ' MC' are our unique
dual moving microcoils, set at 45° to the
.
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left and right in the same configuration
as the original record cutter head.
The AT- F3 and AT- F5 are rapidly setting
new standards in affordable analog
listening with aspecification that's ideally
matched to the demands of modern
audiophile turntables and tonearms.
In addition, both models feature the latest
advance in electrical systems ... OCC internal
wiring ( Ohno Continuous Casting) which greatly
enhances signal transfer.
Recent press comments on the F3 have included..
'to go one better in all respects you would be looking to spend agreat deal more'
(HI-FI ANSWERS) . . 'the AT-F3 remained perfectly in control, separating and presenting the
music's individual strands in apersuasive and believable way' (
NEW HI- Fl SOUND) . . . and on
our F5 .. . '
there was atransparency of texture and champagne like quality on transients,
strings, brass and percussion' (GRAMOPHONE) . . 'digs out detail better than many cartridges
at twice the price' (HI-Fl REVIEW) . . 'the way the AT handles stereo is sure to become one of
it's recognised hallmarks. It's brilliant.' (HI-FI ANSWERS).
Please contact us for afull information pack and call in soon fo a personal audition at your
specialist hi-fi store or local BADA dealer.
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DISCRETE STANDARDS le>
comparison. This fine performance was continued in the treble, which
was judged to be very low in edge, grain or false-sibilance. The treble
might be considered slightly bright, and it was presented alittle closer
to the listener than the mid. In apparent contradiction of some
reports, we found the bass to be of areally good standard — dynamic
and tuneful, but not showing excessive sharpness or artificial ' speed'.
Resolution was very good throughout the range, and it proved
rather easier than usual to hear the separate strands of complex
scoring in both rock and classical programme. On the latter it could
provide finer discrimination of individual singers in alarge choir,
while on one rock track ahitherto unsuspected interplay between two
guitars and asynthesiser was clearly presented. Fine detail was
effortlessly revealed without exaggeration, and not just in the mid
range. Stereo images were wide yet with very fine central focus, and
perspectives were presented with an exceptional level of ambience
and depth. The DC-81 certainly managed to capture some of the
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slightly ' saddle' shaped, and asymmetry between positive and negative
excursions is still visible even at step No.10. The left channel ( not
reproduced) differed at low levels, seriously compressing the first
step, or ' least significant bit'. Good confirmation is given by waveform
displays for the — 90dB dithered sinewave, with the left channel shown
in Graph 2and the right in Graph 3. These are to the same standard
scale factor and clearly demonstrate the low-level compression (as
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Graph 5. DP-B0/DC-81: Intermodulation spuriae from 19120kHz tones at — 10dB

atmosphere of aperformance in the way that the better analogue
players can.
However, these details do not properly convey the overall effect of
the Accuphase combination. Musical recordings flowed naturally, and
one was loath to change the disc for another; there was an urge to see
arecording through to the end and not just play test excerpts. Taking
specific sounds, orchestral bass sounded rich and powerful, brass was
highly natural, and strings were pure and lacking in most of the usual
'grain' and congestion. Instrumental voices were nicely reproduced
throughout the midrange. Treble sounds had more ' ring' and less
grain, more ' shimmer' and less ' fizz' and high treble instruments were
heard to play clearer melody lines. On more dynamic rock material,
stop-start moments seemed more dramatic, while silences were darker
and explosive episodes more climactic, the whole imbued with power
and force where appropriate. A common thread running through the
reproduction was anoticeable lack of hardness or glare.

Lab results
Based on the hi- tech design explored in my introduction, one would
have good reason to expect an exceptional measured performance,
especially in view of the very high price. However, this was not to be.
as the two converter channels failed to deliver their rated linearity on
test. Both had presumably drifted or aged from their manufactured
settings, and in fact the left channel showed alevel error of — 12.5dB
at — 90dB modulation, while the right showed + 7.4dB. The
monotonocity result for the right channel ( Graph 1) illustrates several
weak features. At the start, the rest-line shows aconsiderable offset
relative to the ramp waveform, while the first three steps are very
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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Graph 4. DP-8O/DC-81: Spuriae up to 10kHz associated with ¡ kHz tone at — 60dB
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Graph O. DP-801DC-81: Spuriae up to 100kHz associated with ¡ kHz tone at —20dB

well as the poorer resolution) of the left channel, and alternatively the
expansion and asymmetry of the right.
While these results were disappointing, it should be remembered
that — 90dB is along way down in dynamic range, and that the
weakest modulations of most music programme lie well above this.
Many players with good subjective ratings have shown similar
low-level errors. In practice, one can speculate that adivergence
between two converters is probably more significant in terms of
channel balance than of distortion or resolution. With this player
sample signal levels lower than — 80dB will experience an increasing
channel imbalance, ranging from acouple of decibels to ameasured
20dB at the lower limit. Whatever absolute errors aDIA converter
may have, it surely makes sense at the very least to match these errors
between channels.
As regards harmonic distortion, the — 80dB modulation results were
weak, with — 12.1dB measured for the left channel and — 17.2dB for
the right, while — 24dB is possible. An estimated resolution of 14.3bits
is seen as an average for the two channels. At the higher — 60dB
recorded level the distortion had improved, as it should, but at — 35dB
(1.8%) it was still 10dB worse than the usual attainment. The
associated spectrogram for the RH channel is shown in Graph 4,
where the harmonics are predominantly odd-order. Some distortion
imbalance remained right up to full modulation, but reducing
progressively at higher levels, eg, — 86dB left and — 79dB right at
—10dB recorded level. At full level ( OdB) the player hinted at a
theoretical performance, what could be achieved if the DACs were
perfectly set and had remained stable; here, the left channel distortion
approached — 100dB at 20Hz and IkHz (right channel — 92/-91dB
respectively). Nonetheless, the down-band modulation for a20kHz
full- level tone was fine at — 85dB, and this clean spuriae-free output
was confirmed up-band to 100kHz.
The discrete D/A also demonstrated its potential in the excellent
results for the two-tone HF intermodulation recording with the lkHz
difference-tone at — 95dB for full level and — 96dB for — 10dB. The
relevant spectrogram ( Graph 5) is remarkable for its lack of any
visible spurious components, indicative of acombination of an
excellent HF linearity and superb isolation and filtering. Confirmation
is provided by Graph 6, awide-band analysis with the lkHz marker
tone set at — 20dB, showing the undisturbed noise-floor free from
spuriae at — 104dB.
As might be expected from its discrete, double- mono design, the
DC-81 offered excellent channel separation over the frequency range,
peaking to 116dB at IkHz and scoring well at 100dB/20kHz. Channel
balance at full level was fine at 0.18dB mid- band, but while the
frequency response was quite flat, it was not identical for the two
channels (Graph 7). On spot- tone measurement the 20Hz loss was
insignificant, while at 20k Hz one channel was 0.3dB down and the
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DISCRETE STANDARDS
other 0.52dB down, both quite small errors.
The audio output was 2.54V, higher than the 2V standard by an
audible amount. The player is absolute-phase correct, with aresponse
closely approaching the linear-phase ideal and causal ringing quite
small. The output impedance was 50 ohms via the fixed unbalanced
phonosocket output. On signal-to-noise ratios it measured extremely
well, averaging around 110dB over all the various conditions,
de-emphasised and otherwise, weighted or unweighted. Errorcorrection met the top standards, while shock and vibration resistance
were classed as excellent. Track access was afast two seconds, and the
transport was judged to be mechanically quiet during tracking.

Conclusion
For astate-of-the-art player such as this, one would hope that
laboratory excellence would go hand-in-glove with fine sound quality
and engineering standards. The principle behind the use of the
discrete DAC is agood one, and in particular its potential was clearly
demonstrated by the excellent signal-to-noise ratios, high channel
separation, the promise of very low distortion, particularly at full
modulation, and by the exceptional HF characteristics. As stated in
the technical introduction, the accuracy of the currents defined in the
DAC needs to be very high, and this was not the case with the review
samples, where the left and right DACs showed different errors. In
this class of player, abetter result is to be expected.
As regards sound quality, this was clearly superb, with some unique
qualities. Isuspect that we were not adequately prepared for the
sound of the DP-80/DC-81 combination. For awhile the listeners were
taken over by its musical power, and without doubt this is subjectively
atruly excellent player, which comfortably justifies its international
reputation and high price. It has sufficient musical class to challenge
some of the best analogue players, and judging by present standards it
beat those in the £ 1600 to £ 500 class, inclusive of arm and cartridge.
The Accuphase goes some way towards resolving the analogue vs
digital debate by easily demonstrating how much of the criticism
levelled at domestic digital replay may be laid at the door of existing
CD player design. CD designers have not set their sights high enough.
However, good as the Accuphase is, an analysis of its build and
componentry suggested that astill better performance will
undoubtedly be realised in due time, and that the present model is
itself merely astage in the evolution of digital decoding. In the case of
the DC-81, in the longer term asampling rate increase to 4-times will
reduce the analogue filter requirement, while improved compensation
for drift and ageing may enhance the DAC performance. The output
buffers could be discrete rather than IC, and research could also be
undertaken into optimum layout, cabling, track, and passive
componentry. Such is for the future.
For the present, we have the DP-80/DC-81 representing the
state-of-the-art in CD player design, and although it is unquestionably
in the high audiophile price territory, it does deliver the required
subjective performance. The listening test results made it necessary to
change the scales for player attainment, with the DC-81 as the top
ranker — on my scoring amost substantial 32% higher than the
previous reference. Comparing the result with analogue, it is true that
this player is very expensive, and that good analogue replay does
compare quite favourably at half the price or less. As such it is hard to
rate the Accuphase as 'good' value, but as regards its attainment in the
CD field, well, that is another story.

CD player rankings and numeric scoring
The new reference level established by the Accuphase will force a
regrading of all existing players, and for the immediate future any new
results will carry the suffix ' post-Accuphase', to distinguish them from
earlier ratings. For example, the Cambridge Audio CD Ipreviously
held the reference position, with a100% grade. Post-Accuphase, it
comes out at 76%, with the best of the new Philips generation and
similar models scoring 57%. We have suffered from the inevitable
syndrome of the increasing review ' average' as product performance
improves. Judged by the new reference level, the average score for
modern CD players moves from the previously unrealistic 66% to a
more appropriate 48%.
Extensive listening tests on arange of audio components combined
with numerous repeats have allowed the compilation of an index of
subjective scores ranked on an open-ended scale which began as 0-10,
but whose upper limit has moved beyond this. The intention is to
maintain aprivate listing of absolute score values for reference
purposes, and thus avoid the compression which occurs at the upper
end of afixed 0-10 range. With practice it is certainly possible to score
to one decimal place — acknowledging that the error may be ±0.1 or
±0.2 in 10. The printed percentage scores used in the review are
simply based on these figures as apercentage of attainment of the
current state-of-the-art. In quoting 66%, for example, the percentage
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is used to indicate what performance area the machine reaches rather
than to claim aprecise value of 1% or better accuracy. Any given
percentage score is likely to have a ± 3% tolerance.

Postscript: linearity and sound quality
Over the past few years some discussion has ensued concerning the
relationship between the number of bits in adigital audio system and
the resulting sound quality. To date this matter has remained
unresolved, based on the evidence of some 200 player designs.
However, during the review of the Accuphase CD transport and
processor, it was noted that this unit possessed linearity/level errors at
the dynamic range floor, — 90dB, putting the deck outside its tight
specification. These errors were no worse than those recorded for a
number of other models, particularly the current Philips- based 16-bit
generation. So far, no correlation had been observed between such
low level errors and sound quality. Even the Accuphase did not
appear to suffer since in subjective tests it confidently delivered anew
reference score, forcing the adoption of arevised scoring system for
my future reviews. However, the Accuphase provided an unrivalled
opportunity to investigate the matter. Firstly, its intrinsic merit was so
high that we had agood chance of hearing subtle differences, and
second its discrete converter design allowed for re- alignment. A
service manual was obtained at the penultimate hour, with aview to
reauditioning the processor and comparing the result with that
obtained after critical adjustment of the D/A. The Hewlett Packard
FT analyser was brought up to the listening room, and following a
verification of the sound quality with particular reference to focus,
depth and far stage clarity and stability, the — 20dB tone was applied.
The MSB weight was adjusted for minimum distortion ( VR I ) typically
85dB below — 20dB for both channels. By good fortune, this was
clearly the major cause of the low level amplitude drift, since the
—90dB modulation was now presented within . 3dB error including
both channels. No other characteristic appeared to be significantly
affected by this super-critical adjustment.
We proceeded to the auditioning as rapidly as possible. The results
were intriguing and confirmed our speculative theory concerning the
possible effect of the differential low level error found in the
Accuphase. One might expect amild degree of defocusing at low
levels and with respect to early ' ambient' reflections to result from the
measured imbalance. At that stage the listening test results were so
good that it was impossible to confirm or deny the effect.
However following realignment, the sound was found to be
improved, specifically in the area of image focus and the placement of
agiven image in its local acoustic space. Slightly more detail and depth
were observed, together with afeeling of still greater stability. The
improvement should not be overestimated; say ahalf mark, and a
little more than the advantage gained by substituting the optical link
for the coaxial connection between CD transport and processor.
We may conclude, for the present, that level errors below the
—85dB point are unlikely to be audible in the majority of systems and
should not be judged too harshly. When considering the present state
of the art and its influence on more realistically-priced future product,
level errors and channel imbalances at the — 90dB point can represent
an audible factor, one whose importance may continue to increase as
the standards employed in sound recording advance.
TEST RESULTS
Channel balance
Stereo separation
Channel phase difference
Total harmonic distortion, OdB
Total harmonic distortion, — 10dB
Total harmonic distortion, — 60dB
Total harmonic distortion, — 80dB
Intermodulation, 19kHz/20kHz, OdB
Intermodulation, 19kHz/20kHz, — 10dB
Frequency response, left channel
Frequency response. right channel
Signal/noise, 20Hz-20kHz unweighted
Signal/noise, CCIR/ARM. ' kHz ref
Output level, OdB
Output impedance
De-emphasis
Track access time
Error correction capability
Mechanical noise
Spuriae up to 100kHz
Resolution at — 90dB, left/right
Headphone socket
Dimensions (wdh) each unit
Estimated typical purchase price

ACCUPHASE DP-80/DC-81
20Hz
0.03dB
111dB
0°
—96dB

'kHz
0.18dB
116dB
—99dB•
—86dB*
—35dB
—17.2d13*

20kHz
0.32dB
100dB
0°
—85dB

+0dB, — 0.38dB
+0.09dB, — 0.52dB
112dB
109dB
2.54V
50ohms
correct
2 secs
gap >900µm; dot >800/Am
low
—1044:1B
—12.5dB/+7.8dB
none
47.3 x13.5 x37.3cm
approximately MOO

*worst channel 91dB, 79dB, 12.1dB respectively: see text
European distributor: Accuphase European Marketing (PIA), Rosenweg 6, D-6I08
Weiterstadt 2, West Germany. Tel: (06150) 51012
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FOR YOU TO PLAY, NOT OTHERS TO PLAY WITH.
Anyone who fails to appreciate
16 bit 4times oversampling of the
quality hi-fi should be kept well away
CD 75, well they wouldn't know
from aMarantz Concert System.
where to start.
The powerful PM45 Amplifier,
Whether played as asystem. or as
with its effortless drive capability
'separates: it's only aperson who takes
would be wasted on them.
his music seriously wholl reap the
They'd be deaf to the dynamic
full benefit from these components
power and stereo imaging of the LD50
But then at atotal cost of £649.
DMS speakers.
anyone who isn't serious won't be
And as for the digital filtering and
snapping it up anyway.
min :Ku me:Ku all a
Marantz Audio UK Limited. 15/16 Saxon Way Industrial Estate, Moor Lane. H
-armondsworth. Middlesex UB7 OLW. Telephone: 01-897 6633.

Taking room variables into account, Martin Colloms tests three
quality speakers: the AR 55BX, B&W DM1600 and Mission Freedom

T

HE LOUDSPEAKER IS still afascinating part of the audio
chain. Nowhere else in the hi-fi field is so much diversity
expressed in such awide span of appearance, size, ideas and
attitudes. Loudspeaker evaluation relies strongly on the
subjective, where the reviewer's opinions and attitude are likely to
affect the outcome, while the complex interactions between speaker
and listening room are also most important.
A loudspeaker 'voices' aroom, giving rise to the question: what is
the room sound? Most rooms have quite different acoustic
characteristics as, for example, an irregular bass which can impart an
overpowering boom in some unfortunate cases. Side-wall reflections
may also disturb stereo image focus, or 'pull' the image off centre.
Rooms without much soft furnishing or absorbent materials such as
upholstery, carpets and curtains, tend to sound cold and hard, with
excessive reverberation energy in the mid and treble. Severe room
reflections in this range can give rise to flutter echo or ringing.
Flutter-echo is heard as akind of chattering noise, while ringing
sounds more like acracked bell type of coloration. Many variations
are possible. For example, aroom may be so heavily furnished as to
sound rather dead, over-absorbent and approaching the lifeless
quality of an anechoic chamber.
Assuming that speaker assessment is carried out in anear ideal,
neutral room, as indeed Iclaim to do for HFNIRR, the results should
show greater consistency and accuracy, but then only in the context of
use in other such rooms. Even leaving aside divergencies of taste on
the part of both reviewer and reader, aloudspeaker used in practical
living or listening rooms will produce significantly different results
from the review experience.
Notwithstanding this cautionary note, we have three new
loudspeakers for this month's group test: the Acoustic Research
HI- El NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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AR55BX (£650) comprising alarge three-way system, and smaller
two-way models from B&W and Mission — the DM1600 (£399)
excluding stands and the 770 Freedom (£399).
For the tests, abalance of auditioning and measurement was carried
out in the listening room. By definition, the axial response traces are
only semi-anechoic and are intended to give agood idea of the
speakers' technical performance without producing as much detailed
information as afull anechoic procedure. Good quality sources were
used for the auditioning, with both analogue and digitally derived
programme. Reference speakers included the Spendor SP2, Rogers
LS7, and Celestion SL600, while high quality speaker stands were
used.

AR 55BX
This substantial loudspeaker is the smaller brother of the established
AR66, and has been designed by AR's UK consultant Dave
Berriman. Finished in walnut veneer with neatly radiused edges on
the front panel, the 55BX has aclean, good-quality appearance,
complemented by well-balanced sizing of the vertical array of circular
drive- units. A three-way model, it promises good power- handling and
awide dynamic range, founded on ahigh sensitivity rating. Placement
near arear wall is adistinct possibility owing to its well damped
low-end response, although stand- mounting is essential. Good rigid
frames 12-18in, high proved the most suitable; ours were doublespiked, and we felt rather sorry for the real wood veneer underside of
the speaker! The grille is quite good, acoustically speaking, although
the system sounded amite cleaner with it removed; but this is no
problem considering the clean baffle appearance and relatively
finger-tolerant drivers. Electrical connection is via the usual two
terminals comprising 3-way binding posts with 4mm sockets.
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he word, the great looks are fust a ,
bonus.id: Sound 'Lenny Cdnada luly 87•C;onva Remlund j
I

Castle Acoustics Ltd., Park Mill, Shortbank Road, Skipton, North Yorkshire, BD23 2IT. Telephone (0756) 5333/4

The Professional Sound Storage
System Direct from the Manufacturer
ST1
Holds 600 records
price £ 151.00

_

ST2
Holds 480 records
price £ 127.00

—

Whether your collection is Records, Cassettes or CDs the ARJAY system
is just for you. In fact, at many music studios, stores and libraries throughout the country ARJAY is considered essential equipment.
Its classic and original design makes the best possible use of available
space to provide the ideal storage and display conditions.
You have a choice of the "Record Collection" which consists of five
different sized units, designed specifically for record only collections or
"The Combination" which has three different sized units, designed for a
mixed collection of Records, Tapes & Compact discs. There is aunit just
right for you.

ST5
Holds 120 records
price £40.00

The ARJAY System is British made and is available in a choice of five
functional finishes - Rosewood, Mahogany, Teak, Black or White - to look
good wherever you choose to keep them.
You couldn't put your music collection in beer hands or units.

Contact Sandra on 01-390 2101 or send coupon below to:ARJAY Ltd.
54 Lower Marsh Lane, Kingston, Surrey KT1 3BJ

Please send me The ARJAY Sound Storage System
brochure.
Name
ST4
Holds 240 records
price £ 76.00

ST3
Holds 360
records
price £ 104.00

All prices are ex- works and inclusive of VAT.

Address

I.

Tel No
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SPEAKING VOLUMES I>

Design and construction
Much care has been taken over the enclosure, which incorporates
extensive bracing. This is achieved by making the mid chamber from a
dense rigid- card tube, and running it to the back of the enclosure, thus
firmly locking front and rear panels together. An ' H' brace is then
applied in the vertical plane. locking the side-walls and reinforcing all
the lateral enclosure panels via the stiffness of the ' H' sub- panel
edges. The carcase is made from 15mm particle board, with a15mm
MDF driver baffle, and the result is astrong, clean- sounding box.
Internal acoustic energy is dealt with by apolyester wadding fill.
LF loading is by sealed- box, with acontained volume of some 45
litres. A separate and unusually generous space of approximately 15
litres is allocated to the mid- range driver, aunit designed for
wide- range coverage and capable of afull 100Hz to tikHz in its own
right. Its technology comprises aI25mm flared cone of tough,
graphite- loaded polypropylene built on apressed-steel frame of
166mm overall diameter. Outside diameter for the steel frame of the
bass driver is 260mm, with an active piston diameter of 210mm. It
employs astraight-sided cone, also made from graphite polymer. and
uses ahigh- power voice-coil of approximately 40mm diameter. Like
the ' 66, the ' 55 uses ahigh-class tweeter comprising àcustom-built
25mm pure- piston dome of titanium foil. The crossover frequencies
are set at 400Hz and 3.5kHz, with good quality components in
evidence in adesign which is essentially 12dB/octave-electrical and
3rd-order 18dB/octave acoustical. Clip- on wiring is used inside, with
low- resistance standard cable.

Sound quality
For abig loudspeaker, the ' 55 sounded fast, tight and fairly lean — this
is most certainly not a ' boom box'. Its healthy sensitivity generated
high sound levels with inputs of up to 200W per channel, without signs
of distortion or limiting. Cabinet coloration was judged to be
moderate to the point of being unobtrusive, and the corresponding
AR 55 BX
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Test results

i.i.

The AR5513X presents astandard -i-ohm load ( Graph I ). with a
minimum impedance which remains above 3.2 ohms and amean value
of 6ohms. The characteristic is quite uniform and should not be too
critical of cable resistance. S siem resonance was noted at 52Hz,
which in theon, \\ as low enough to give good ex
( 0 35Hz
in- room. On neat - tick! meastirement, the hiss rollott \\ as — 6dB at
43Hz, with amoderate slope of close
I
litiR octave. In- room this
generated alow end \\ Inch held up really well down into the 25Hz
f3-octave. albeit with some lift in the 5)Hz band. Examining the
averaged room response ( Graph 2). the output shows abroad but mild
prominence in the ! kHz region. while the mid- to- treble changeover is
skilfully accomplished. The trehie rolls i
,
ff smoothly as it should, with
the final corner beyond audibility -at 25J lz ( dome resonance). At
lower- mid frequencies the output is depressed by an average of 3d13 ( a
correct measurement interpretation for astand- mounted design such
:is this), accounting for the lightened, forward tonal balance. The
fundamental bass remains in good balanœ with the mid- range.

R 55 HA. Room ai etaged le,poihe RAI??
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Graph 3shows the set of forward off- axis responses, superimposed
here on the corrected axial response in 1
2 /
octave analysis. On axis, the
speaker shows amild upper- mid forwardness, as well as amoderate
excess at 41(Hz. the brash ' metallic' region. But the treble above this is
notably smooth. Above this, the response shows adip at crossover;
but as the manufacturer correctly instructs. this speaker should he
adjusted to beam the mid/treble driver median at ear level. The
speaker's output is quite uniform in the lateral plane, smoothly
decaying relative to the axial result at 30°— but with some undulation
at 45°. A straight- edged position might be worth trying for this system.
The high sensitivity of 90.5dB/W means that this speaker will
produce generous peak sound levels of 107.5dBA for apair. in a
typical room. Some 200W per channel may be allowed. while the
minimum recommeneded is 25W.

Conclusion

•.,
Graph 3. .
4 R 558.V.
tit/I/du/ // — 551 tat t. steps
response, ( dolled: 15 above. dashed: 30 lateral.
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performance of the drivers also indicated low coloration le% ek. As
regards tonal balance. the 55 was judged to be ' forward' and alittle
bright, thinning the mid- range textures. but the result was more a
matter for individual taste than one for specific censure. The effect
was that of amildly heightened presence which gave sharper. more
exciting reproduction of transients than might otherwise be the case.
Stereo sound- stages were reproduced with aline level of clarity.
good focus, and decent stage width. Depth was also above average
despite the subjective closeness of the front stage image. In the bass.
the output was atouch subdued, but proved to be livelv and articulate.
clearly low in distortion. The tonal balance appeared to have been
adjusted over the mid- range to help cover the woofer's slower
'footprint' in the low- mid, and this was quite successful in providing
clean, crisp vocal lines with good definition. The mid is open and
unboxy, leading strongly to atreble which provided adetailed and
explicit sound. demonstrating good differentiation of dis erizent HF
textures. But ahint of a ' glassy grain was evident in the extreme
treble. The overall effect was iively and crisp, with aconstant level of
clarity which was maintained over awide range of volume levels, and
only at the very highest levels did some noticeable harshness disturb
the upper- mid.

1-LBRUAR1 19Nr.
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Placed comfortably in the quality sector, this well- made and well finished loudspeaker is alogical exposition of ahighly competent
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Be our guests
With the festive season well behind us now,
Audiophiles can once again concentrate their
minds on the appreciation of fine music. Surely one
of the most rewarding and emotionally/
intellectually stimulating interests one can have.
In furtherence of this pursuit, we at Abbott Audio
aim to bring to your attention the finest quality
audio equipment available. We are the first U.K.
dealers to stock the new Spica Angelus speakers at
£1195 and we will be pleased to demonstrate them
to you in your home WHEREVER you may live.
Alternatively you may wish to take advantage of
listening in our superb demonstration room where
we can offer a wide range of products to suit every
pocket. Those readers who are not so well off as
some of our customers should not despair, we can
still offer a wide range of less exotic but excellent
products for the price conscious Audiophile.
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No Hype No Gimmicks No Nonsense
Just good advice based on asound
knowledge of our products and an
abiding love of music •
We are now Stockists of Linn Products,

DERBYSHIRE HI- FIDELITY
3 OLD BLACKSMITHS YARD SADLER GATE DERBY

TELEPHONE DERBY 44638

IN
We will soon be holding a series of musical
evenings where there will be opportunity to relax
and audition without obligation, some of the finest
equipment available in the UK today. Such as the
superb Air valve power amplifier, the LFD preamplifier for which we are national distributors and
the latest YBA pre and power amplifiers. Analogue
front ends include the stunning Voyd and Omega
Point turntables.
Interested customers should contact us for further
details and dates.
Our products include:
YBA, ALBARRY, KISEKI, VECTEUR, STAD, AUDIOSTATIC,
BEARD, DECCA, ODYSSEY, AIR, JECKLIN, GLANZ,
PAWEL, NUANCE, OMEGA POINT, AUDIO NOTE,
AUDIO INNOVATIONS, LFD, GRYTHON, MILLTEK,
PHONO AMPLIFIERS, PLENTITUDE, QUICKSILVER,
SOUTHER, SNELL, SAE and VOYD.
NATIONWIDE HOME DEMONSTRATION SERVICE

.AbbottnN_
Audio 4/
THE FARM HOUSE, HOLLY MOUNT,
KNEESALL, NEWARK, NOTTS. NG22 OAD
TEL. (0623) 862268

CONSTRUCTOR SERIES SPEAKER KITS

Based on the famous Kef
Reference Series, these three
DIY designs give the home
constructor the
opportunity to own an
upmarket pair of
loudspeakers at a
very downto-earth price!
With a
Wilmslow Audio
Total Kit it seasy
— no electronic
or woodworking skill is necessary. Each kit contains all the
cabinet components (accurately machined from smooth
MDF for easy assembly), speaker drive units, crossover
networks, wadding, grille fabric, terminals, nuts, bolts etc.
Model CS1 is based on the Reference 101, CS3 is
equivalent to the Ref. 103.2 and CS9 is based on the
Reference 105.2 ( but in aconventionally styled encl.).
CS1 £ 117 pair inc. VAT plus carr/ins £6
CS3 £ 143 pair inc. VAT plus carr/ins £ 12
CS9 £393 pair inc. VAT plus carr/ins £ 18
We also offer akit ( less cabinet) for Elector PL301

El

Lightning service on telephoned credit card orders!

WILMSLOW AUDIO LTD.
35 39 Church Street, Wilmslow, Cheshire
SK9 1AS Tel: 0625 529599
Call and see us for agreat deal on HiFi.
(Closed all day Mondays)
DIY Speaker catalogue £ 1.50 post free ( export $6)
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three-way design using up-to-date driver components. The sound
quality was also right up-to-date. while its tuneful bass, high sound
levels and lively çharacter suited it well to the clean reproduction of
both rock and jazz.

B&W DM1600
B&W's range includes apair of related models, the 1600 and 1800. the
former asmaller version of the latter. They share asimilar
specification. hut the 1800 possesses asignificant increase in bass
extension, achieved by alarger motor system for the bass unit plus an
increase in enclosure height and volume. That costs £ 500, and this
month's review model is around £ 100 cheaper - all prices inclusive of
stands. Described as using amodified Matrix construction, both
models are intended to provide higher sensitivity and better value
than the ' reference' line of full Matrix models.
No short-cuts have been taken, and the 1600 system claims agood
89dB/W sensiti \ it \ \\ ith astandard 8-ohm impedance loading. Reflex
tuned in the bass, the response is given as — 6dB to 50Hz ( 43Hz for the
1800) with ± 2dli limits for a70Hz to 20kHz overall frequency range.
The bass is not exaggerated and the alignment chosen is acompromise
between wall- mounting and free- space use, aiming for agood measure
of compatibility with both locations. Matching spiked stands are
available. and the whole speaker stand concept has been styled by the
company's usual appearance- design consultant. Kenneth Grange of
the Pentagram Design Group.

Technical details
This two-way loudspeaker model employs the ubiquitous formula of a
200mm bass/mid driver plus tweeter. However, the 1600 is bang
up-to-date in its use of newly designed drivers, including apure- piston
metal- dome tweeter in ahard anodised alloy, coloured black. This
25mm diameter dome is fitted with response/phase correcting plate to
smooth the output and provide some protection against finger contact,
the phase- plate being an integral part of the tweeter face- plate
Iii- Ii
Ni.
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moulding. The tweeter diaphragm has ahigh- linearity roll-surround
and relies partly on thermal coupling from the coil- former to the dome
for cooling.
This new tweeter has been married to another brand-new unit, a
bass driver fitted with awell- designed flared vacuum formed cone of a
synthetic polymer — alighter and more rigid structure than a
polypropylene type of comparable performance, and partly
responsible for the good efficiency achieved. A long-throw7design, the
motor is well executed, the whole built in arigid die-cast chassis.
The two units cross over at 3kHz. via aminimal network designed
to maintain transparency and ultimately achieve a4th-order response
for the acoustic output of the drivers. The crossover is of good
commercial quality. with generously rated inductors and a3rd-order
electrical response. while internal wiring is by clip-on connectors.
B&W's APOC electronic overload protection is included, comprising
asensing circuit which operates adisconnect- relay during gross
overload, but which cannot he made to operate with normal use even
at up to 200W peak per channel.
This is abass- reflex design. and the 21- litre enclosure is loaded by a
fair-sized ducted port located on the rear panel. Tuned to 35Hz, the
duct is 5cm in diameter by 16.6cm deep. with aradiused exit. This.
together with its rear- panel position. reduces the audibility of port
harmonics. The ' Semi- Matrix' enclosure is akey part of the system. A
full Matrix consists of acomplete fill of acoustically porous rigid
interlocking planes. effectively endowing the enclosure with a
honeycomb core linking all panels together. Costly to make, such a
construction is impractical for less expensive models, and neither the
1600 nor 1800 can qualify. They use aresidual second-order matrix:
t\\ ointerlocking circumferential braces, one in the horizontal plane
just below the bass unit, and reinforced by an ' H' brace in the vertical
plane. These two interlock, thereby much increasing their
effectiveness. Constructed of 15mm chipboard, the resulting carcase is
very well behaved, if not to the amazingly inert standard achieved by
the full Matrix. The driven baffle offers atotal thickness of 38mm, this
being alaminate with afront section in adense, well- damped
moulding of marble- loaded polypropylene. Internal absorption is
accomplished by polyester fibre blankets.

used on atop-quality 50cm stand, double- spiked. the DM 1600 was
tried in several locations — at the wall boundary. 20-30cm away, and in
our usual 0.8m ' free- space' condition. It performed surprisingly well
in all three, exhibiting predictable changes in lower/mid balance and
in the coupling of the room modes at LF, but always remained
tolerably well balanced and in good -control. First impressions were of
very low coloration, with ahigh degree of transparency and detail
coupled with agenerally accurate tonal balance, and these feelings
were maintained as the review progressed.
Standards for treble reproduction are now much higher than they
used to be, hut the 1600 met the challenge well. Its tweeter was clean
and clear, open and sparkling, free from hardness or ringing, and
devoid of grain. Aided no doubt by the diffraction- reducing angling of
the baffle edges. it focused well throughout its range. In the bass the
1600 sounded faster than many aB&W predecessor, with moderate
LE extension proving to be tuneful and articulate in the bandwidth

ri

covered. It was well balanced when mounted close to the wall, more
subdued and dry when located in free-space; but the latter result was
still quite satisfactory.
Dynamics were well reproduced, with lively and fast-sounding
transients as well as an exceptionally linear and even tonal quality on
piano. Very low levels of mid coloration were noted on piano, the
sound proving noticeably free from those clanging effects commonly
encountered in cone reproducers. The upper- mid was slightly
recessed, lending agreater sense of sparkle and air to the adjacent
treble than would arise in aspeaker of perfect tonal balance.
Stereo images were broad, well- focused, and possessed very good
depth. Unforced clarity was the keynote of this speaker's
presentation, and this was maintained even under hard driving. Very
high volumes were possible, using up to 200W peak programme with
no signs of complaint from the bass driver.

Test results
One of the most striking results was the composite set of forward
responses ( Graph 4), which shows quite superlative integration of the
driver outputs in the mid/treble crossover region. With the exception
of 45° lateral, the entire set of responses lie practically on top of one
another. Underlying this characteristic, the individual acoustic
outputs of mid and treble units must be very precisely tailored. Even
above axis, the response is well ordered, and within reason the system
is clearly uncritical of angling or listener height. Looking at the overall
trend, some hint of asaddle- backed nature can be seen: mild
upper- bass lift and astill milder treble lift contrasting with avery
smooth and slightly depressed mid- range. This tied in with the
subjective description of atouch of treble brightness and mid
recession. By near- field measurement, the bass extended to 58Hz
-6dB, while the LF alignment was not set for amaximally flat
response, aplus point. Instead, the alignment is tapered to allow the
system to provide agood in- room extension to 30Hz.
In the listening room the computer- averaged response ( Graph 5)
shows agood result, albeit with some contrast in relation to the
semi-anechoic curves. This concerns the upper-bass/low/mid, which
appear to be lifted in Graph 4but show mild depression in the
room- averaged result. Nonetheless, the room curve displays excellent
mid- range uniformity over several octaves, blending perfectly with the
treble, while the latter illustrates anear- perfect rolloff in the upper
frequency range. Good bass extension is maintained to the LF limit.
The speaker's load characteristic is shown in Graph 6, and does not
fall below 6.4 ohms except for amoment at 12.5kHz, so the system
can be said to offer anormal 8-ohm load. The bass tuning is quite low,
with the port resonance charted at 35Hz. Measured close to the
specification at 88.5dB/W, the sensitivity was alittle above average
(now around 87.5dB/W). With its considerable power- handling, this
speaker could deliver ahealthy peak sound level of up to I
05.5dBA
for astereo pair in atypical listening room. But even as little as 20W
per channel would provide quite useful sound levels.

Conclusion
The DM 161X1 is amodern, well-balanced speaker, offering aline build
and ahigh quality veneer finish: in fact no effort has been spared as
regards overall appearance. The fine engineering extends to such
details as the excellent detachable grille, the cross- braced and
reinforced enclosure, and the advanced drive- unit design. It offers a
strong combination of alively. neutral and transparent sound. clean
bass, very good treble, and first-rate midrange. It may he
recommended with confidence and instantly joins that select group of
top- performing models in its price range.

MISSION 770 FREEDOM
Mission have launched several new and some updated designs in the
'Freedom' range. The 770 is awell-known label, applied to a
long-lived two- driver design of near monitor quality, and the new
'Freedom' version has continued with the same number, as it
represents adevelopment of the 770 in terms of driver line-up and
price.
One interesting aspect is the styling. Like B&W. Mission consider
this to be amatter of some importance. Our review samples were
finished in an attracti‘ egrey coloured veneer, with the grille frame
line complemented by two profiled grooves in the forward section of
the enclosure. This lends adistinctive appearance. while the grilles.
which in the review samples were finished in adark brown/black
woven polyester, include aMission logo in metallic purple. The
'Freedom' legend can be seen if the grille is removed - in heavy print
on the upper edge of the front panel just above the bass unit. The
latter is stepped forward on amoulded sub- baffle, while the front face
of the horn tweeter is surface- mounted: it'. time- delayed with respect
64

to the bass unit's front plane, and thus in theory time- aligned with the
true driving point.
The enclosure is relatively slim, and the speaker is intended for use
on aMission stand that locks into the underside via three moulded
keys. A position near to the back wall and facing straight ahead is
recommended, which will look neat and tidy in most rooms.

Design details
A two-way system, the drivers comprise a215mm diaphragm bass/mid
unit and a25mm soft- plastic ( polyamide) dome- tweeter. The latter is
distinguished by amoulded horn with an elliptical mouth, 155mm x
95mm. This will increase the sensitivity and extend the lower
frequency range of the dome, as well as control the directivity.
Horn- loading can often provide its own special sonic signature, but
there is aproblem associated with ahorn of this size. Unless care is
taken to control the phase and delay paths at the neck ( usually with a
central plug often arranged as sectors) the upper range can suffer from
response amplitude irregularities due to cavity resonance effects and
path- length discrepancies. The Mission horn might be expected to
suffer above 1I
kHz, while providing amore robust output than usual
in the 1-10kHz range.
The bass unit frame is amagnesium alloy casting which carries a
flared polypropylene cone of I75mm effective diameter, fitted with a
hard, concave centre-cap. Possessing ahigh power capacity, it uses the
larger size of motor- coil, namely 40mm. The crossover is placed at
around 2kHz, and the electrical components used are to a12d13'
octave, 2nd-order characteristic using good-quality inductors and
plastic- film capacitors. The tweeter is wired with push- on clips, while
the woofer is soldered or hard- wired.
Of 32 litres internal volume, the cabinet is bass- reflex loaded by a
multi-cell ducted- port of 80mm depth and 60mm diameter. This
however is an illusion, as the rear of the duct has been blocked off by
some 60%, and taking account of the cellular duct area this leaves an
effective diameter of aminiscule 12mm, incapable of any significant
volume velocity and likely to produce apuffy, undynamic low- bass.
Backed by the 80mm port. the tuning will be weak and at an
excessively low frequency.
Built of 15mm thick particle board, the panels are reinforced by a
circumferential brace located just below the bàss driver. The driver
baffle is 19mm thick MDF material, and is further strengthened by
20mm of front- panel moulding. Internal absorption is achieved by
polyester wadding. Potentially, the grille could be acoustically
troublesome as it forms adeep tray around the tweeter, but the
directional nature of the tweeter horn probably rules this out.

Sound quality
The best results in terms of tonal quality were obtained with the 770s
positioned as recommended, that is straight- ahead on rigid stands
near to the back wall, although we were never entirely happy with the
bass, either here or with the alternative free- space positioning. First
impressions were of alively. dynamic sound. particularly in the
mid- treble range. coupled with well-defined transients. In fact, with
the exception of the low bass the 770 gave agood level of clarity,
presenting acontradictory view of the perceived stereo sound-stage.
This speaker verged on the bright and forward, with acertain
closeness evident on the main instrumental lines, yet its fine clarity
defined sufficient lower- level ambient information to represent agood
measure of image depth. Placed near to the wall, the latter's
augmentation aided in the production of awide sound- stage, though
with an inevitable loss of pin- point focus, and depth. This was partly a
matter for listener acclimatisation. and after ashort while one could
settle down and relax.
Taking specifics, the bass was not up to the standard of the larger
780 model, sounding soft and fluffy at the lower response limit, and
with anoticeable lack of articulation and tunefulness in the upper
bass, its withdrawn nature not helping here. Together with the good
clarity noted for the mid- range. some coloration was apparent - a
'wiry' effect on strings as well as ahardening of vocal lines. Tonal
balance was also on the thin side, and we noted amixed reaction to
the treble. Forceful and well defined in the lower reaches, with
moderate brittleness, the treble was poorer in the upper range.
sounding rather coloured with a ' zingy. ' breathy' overlay only
partially mitigated by straight- ahead positioning.
Initially sounding quite exciting, it was felt that the 770's
weaknesses at the frequency extremes - low bass and high treble might prove wearing. As regards power capacity. no doubts could be
entertained here: it handled large input powers well.

Test results
A high sensitivity of 90dB/watt was noted, essentially uncompromised
by aload impedance. which never falls helo m 5.2 ohms and which had
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asmooth curve averaging 6ohms ( Graph 7). The reflex loading is
sufficiently weak not to show on the impedance graph, with the tuning
barely visible in the 20Hz region. too low for asystem of this size. The
upper driver box resonance is at 50Hz. Amplifiers should not have any
trouble driving this speaker, and aminimum output of 25W will result
in ahealthy sound level, while the input maximum of 150W per
channel will offer 106dBA for astereo pair in atypical room — a
decently loud maximum.
Turning to the axial frequency response of Graph 8 ( 1
/2
octave
bar- graph), the speaker shows abass alignment free from lift, a
smooth lower- mid, but arising mid- range lifting to amodest 4dB by
I . 5kHz — the ' soft' sort of characteristic broadly suited to a
close-to- the-wall mounting. Following asmall dip at around 2kHz, the
treble output appears quite well balanced with the mid- range, but is
not particularly smooth. An isolated peak occurred on axis at 12.5kHz
—rather close to the main treble range below. Concerning steady-state
measured bass, the — 6dB point relative to the reference range was
quite extended at 45Hz but if referenced to the subjective weighted
mid- band, the — 6dB corner is placed higher at 50Hz. Nonetheless.
good levels of 30Hz were possible in asuitable room position.
Also plotted on Graph 8are the set of forward responses. At 15°
above horizontal the output sucks out severely at the crossover point
of 2kHz due to aphasing cancellation. Thus the speakers must have
their median mid-treble axis directed at head level, either by angling
the enclosures up or by using the designed stands. In the lateral plane,
the 30° output ( dashed) is quite promising. Rather smoother than the
rest, this is quite close to that obtained at the listener for a
recommended straight-aheadf position. But by 45° off- axis in the
lateral plane the response has changed significantly, taking on a
two- humped appearance and with an obviously curtailed uppertreble. Despite its elliptical mouth shape, the treble horn does seem to
narrow the speaker's directivity in the upper frequency range.
Surveying the whole set of forward responses, this speaker shows a
consistent loss in power around 2kHz.
Finally we have the RAR or computed room average ( Graph 9).
which bears out some of the findings above and lends further weight to
the comments on sound quality. Note that this curves derives from the
stand- mounted free- space condition which gives the smoothest
measured responses, avoiding the 2dB of uneven reinforcement which
can be expected in the low mid- range with wall mounting. The RAR
shows acharacteristic rising response into the mid- range, with astep
down to a2-3dB dip in the 2kHz region, and then amildly lumpy
treble, one whose upper corner is too sharp and whose rolloff is too
steep. The 770 is clearly mid-dominant, and while the LF output does
extend well, the bass is rather isolated from the rest, with apeak
50Hz.
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Conclusion
The original 770 was something of aSpendor/Harbeth clone,
subscribing to the ideal of acompact neutral monitor, but in Mission's
case with the added qualities of good dynamics and poower-handling.
plus afinely developed bass.
Now we have the 770 Freedom, which has moved away from that
original goal and aspires to dynamics, ' speed'. clarity and punch.
Judging from the listening results, it does possess some of these
qualities, but does not really make the grade in terms of bass
precision. mid coloration or treble purity and sweetness. It can be
impressive. but ultimately could prove wearing. There was no doubt
that it preferred simpler program — fast tight rock for example — and
did not perform so well in complex orchestral works. The test results
tended to support the subjective sound ratings, the good points
including ahealthy sensitivity and an ability to generate aboveaverage sound levels. While it is worth seeing and hearing, especially
in view of its specific design for wall placement, the new 770 clearly
does not warrant astraight recommendation here.

TEST RESULTS
Size ( hwd. cm)
Recommended amplifier power per channel
(for 96dBA per pair at 2metres. minimum)
Recommended placement

Frequency response within ± 3dB ( 2m)
LF rolloff ( - 6dB) at 1m
Voltage sensitivity ( ref 2.83V.
1
watt in 8ohms) at 1m
Bass extension ( typical in room)
Approximate maximum sound level ( pair at 2m)
Impedance characteristic ( ease of drive)
Forward response uniformity
Typical price per pair inc. VAT
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AR55BX

B&W DM1600

MISSION FREEDOM 770

70x32x33

49 x23.6x 30

62x26x28

25W
low stands, free space

20W
on fitted stands, free space

25W
on own stands, straight ahead.

or rear wall

or real wall

rear wall

50Hz-20kHz
43Hz

76Hz-22kliz
5811z

50Hz-18kHz
45Hz

90.5dB
25Hz
107.5dBA
6ohms ( average)
very good
£649

88.5dB
3011z
111.5.5dBA
10ohms ( good)
excellent
£399

90d B
30Hz
106dBA
6ohms ( above average)
average
£ 99
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MEP
DCD
DCD
DCD
DCD
DCD
DCD

mum :at asiat mil 'ff.

300 £ 209.95
600 £ 249.95
800 £ 299.95
150011 £ 499.95
1700 £ 649.95
3300 £ 1199.95

CD 273 £199.90*
£299.90*
£799 90*/

CD 273SE £ 239.90* CD 75
CD 65
F249.90 * CD 94
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1'CM 4000
PCM 7000

£299.90
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hunted stocks
at this price')

CD 207 £ 169.95 *
CD 371 £179.95*

£399.90

CD 373 £ 249.95*
CD 471 £ 179.95*
Acoustic Research'

CD
CD
CD
CD

CD.04 £ 289.90*
A & R Cambridge
DELTA 70 £499.90

YAMAHA
a

Rote! ROD 820B £ 249.90*
ROD 820BX2 £ 299.90

£ 199.95*
£ 249.95*
£ 299.95 *
£ 649.95*

soon
PHII,IPS CD Vicien

Cambridge Audio CD 1 £ 1500.00
CD 2 £600.00
Meridian 207 £ 950.00

472
473
650
960
Corning

CDX
CDX
CDX
CDX
CDX

at

5 Midi £ 179.95'.'
500 £ 269.95*
700 £ 299.95*
900 £449.95*
1100 £ 699.95*

We also stock fine equipment from:- Acoustic Reseach-Albarry - Alphason - A& R Cambridge - Audiolab - Celestion - Croft - Dean - Decca Denon - Dual - Elite - Gale - Grant - Heybrook - KEF - Linn - Morontz - Meridian - Michell - Mission - Nokomichi - Philips - Pink Triangle ProAc - Quad - Rotel - SME - Systemdek - Target - Van den Hu! - Yamaha - Zeta.
Also stocked at Audio 7:- Audio Research Cambridge Audio - Counterpoint - DNM - Exposure - Infinity - Jecklins - Koetsu - Krell - PS Audio.

AT Labs

AudioT

AT Labs

159 Chase Side
Enfield
Middlesex EN2 OPW
01-3673132

190 West End Lane
London
NW61S0
01 794 7848

442-444 Cranbrook Rd.
Gants Hill Ilford
Essex IG2 611
01-518 0915

DEMONSTRATION

CERAMICS CLASS
Ortofon's latest flagship cartridge features aceramic body as well as a
radical stylus shape. Ken Kessler tries asip of the hard stuff

A

COUPLE OF YEARS BACK, Ortofon released atop-end
moving-coil cartridge that amazed just about everyone who
tried it. The MC 2000 was anotable landmark in the
company's design history as it heralded the Ortophase
concept, but it also aggravated many listeners because of its
ludicrously low output. As aresult, users who would have adored the
cartridge had it not needed adedicated step-up were forced to
abandon their 'straight in at 47kohm' attitude. Enough denizens of the
high-end world despise the thought of yet-another-break-in-the-chain.
so the MC 2000 was handicapped by this aspect of its design.
Still, it impressed enough listeners to let Ortofon know that their
cost-no-object designs had credibility in amarket owned by far
tweakier companies. Hanging onto the lessons learned during the
development of the MC 2000, Ortofon set out to create anew m-c
with all of that cartridge's virtues, none of its faults, and whatever
other gains may have been discovered in the intervening years.
Enter the MC 3000, which incorporates the Ortophase technology
for ensuring near- linear phase response but which yields enough
output to just about work with high-gain preamps like the Audio
Research SP-9. That in itself would be enough to produce acartridge
of interest, but Ortofon went the whole hog and delivered something
radically different in anumber of ways.
The most talked-about feature, one that the company itself
highlights, is the ceramic body. While other manufacturers have been
introducing modern ceramics into the cartridge's structures, this is the
first I've come across where the entire shell is made of the stuff.
Ortofon are employing aluminium oxide as the material; the ' newness'
is in the way it's manipulated. By sintering it at atemperature of
1600°C, it is transformed into aceramic substance with ahardness to
match that of ruby or sapphire. The benefit of this material is abody
that's as resonance- free as you're going to find, short of going to a
solid-diamond shell.
Speaking of diamonds, we're led nicely into the next major
development: acompletely new stylus profile. Designed in
collaboration with Ortofon's Swiss diamond supplier, Fritz Gyger, the
Replicant Stylus 100 was modelled on acutting stylus, and features an
absolutely flat front surface with athree-faceted rear section. The
bottom of the stylus profile is a90° ' V', and Ortofon reckon it has the
largest footprint of any stylus. Tip mass is reduced to 0.25mg. ( Just to
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show you how pleased the Danes are with this stylus, they've packed
the cartridge in ax300 Perspex replica of the Replicant.) The square
shank diamond is then fixed to acarbon- fibre cantilever, Ortofon
preferring it to the MC 2000's aluminium cantilever because of its low
mass and its non-propagation of currents.
To increase the output, Ortofon increased the air-gap and
employed aridiculously powerful Neodymium magnet. Be warned: if
you're using aturntable system with aclamp or weight — as Iwas with
the Alphason Sonata — the cartridge has strong enough pull from even
two inches away to be yanked out of the lead-out groove. This may
have been acute way to create auto- lift in the old Empire Troubador,
but Idon't recommend dragging your MC 3000 across the disc and
label in ahorizontal arc. At least the Empire dragged it up and out. . .
Although the output has been increased — my sample measured
0.12mV (exactly) on each channel — Ortofon have produced anew
trapsformer dedicated to the MC 3000. The T 3000 is adual-mono
design housed in ablack box sporting only the gold-plated in/out
sockets and an earthing post. The workings consist of mu- metal core
toroids — heavily shielded to resist hum — and all wiring is pure silver.
It provides 30dB of gain and is suitable for cartridges with 3-5ohm
impedance and it compared favourably with afistful of step-ups in my
collection. As far as the MC 3000 is concerned, it's aperfect match
and near- mandatory unless you own avery special breed of preamp.
The cartridge arrives in the aforementioned replica of the stylus,
which is housed in amini-packing crate complete with straw padding,
aminiature crowbar ( honest!) and atool-kit. The kit is notable for
including gold-plated screws, silver headshell leads should your arm
have the detachable sort, astylus balance, screwdriver and — at last — a
spanner for those odd-ball round nuts with agroove across the top.
Instructions come in the form of 20-page booklet, and the MC 3000
'kit -also contains areal pen-chart of the cartridge's performance, as
well as an entry form for Ortofon's ' Golden Ear Club'. Isuppose that
if you're prepared to pay £800 for acartridge and £740 for a
transformer you're already the member of some elite group.
Installation is abreeze, as the cartridge's shape lends itself to use
with grid-covered alignment protractors. Vertical tracking angle is
very critical, but you can't set this with any efficacy until the cartridge
is run in; the company recommends 30 hours. Which is apain in the
keister. For this kind of gelt, it should arrive ready to roll. Whatever,
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Vol. 3, No. 9
The theme of this newsletter will
be more direct in the matter of
how the authentic High- end
experience can be brought into
your home. Our regular readers
and friends will know that we
share the prevalent view that
Audio Research are well in the
lead when it comes to amplifiers
which do not mask the music.
Thus the new SP- 9 pre- amplifier
at its price of £ 1,695 is a fine
investment to start your move
into the authentic High- end
experience. Link it up with your
existing integrated amplifier, or
listen to it with aQuad 306 power
amplifier!
We have already sold some SP
11 Mk. 2 pre- amplifiers, and can
confirm that it is astonishing in its
resolution of detail, power and
subtlety unimagined to have been
hidden in records old and new.
The cost is high, but you get your
moneys worth, unlike investing in
the stock market!
Whatever your budget, The
Music Room can demonstrate the
best value in purist soundengineering, Thus, we can let you
hear the famous value-for- money
valve pre- amps by Concordant
(under £700) and Croft ( an amazing £ 150!) If solid-state pre- amps
are your preference, we recommend the excellence of the PS 4.5
at £695.

ENTER SUMO
The Music Room is delighted to
announce a range of American
high- end amplifiers which do not
cost the earth. We are approached
regularly with products which
purport to be high- end but inexpensive, but SUMO products represent something of a breakthrough: good news for American, and now British Audiophiles.
The pre- amp and the " baby"
power amp. cost £ 695 each, so
book now for an audition as a
stampede is inevitable.

TURNTABLES
The Oracle Delphi Mk. 3 with or
without Air- Tangent tonearm
speaks for itself to anyone who
cares to listen. It gives an open,
rich but detailed three-dimensional soundstage and let's be

1/te Music Room
50 Bridge Street
Manchester M3 38N
061-835 1366
(Now Open Six Days)

honest, if looks could kill ... The
Alphason Sonata is something of
a British equivalent as is the
Michell Gyrodek with its new
acrylic platter, both at a much
lower cost. ( We have a secondhand Oracle Delphi MK. 2 with
Sumiko arm on sale for only
£995.1 We are overwhelmed by
the precision engineering of the
new bearing of the Roksan
Xerxes, and its sound quality is
immediately apparent upon
listening. With the excellent value
Rega RB-300 or RB-250, or the
Mission Mechanic / SME IV or V
the case for the Roksan can be
conclusively demonstrated in one
of our interview rooms. The SME
IV at £675 is still in very short
supply, but well worth the wait. A
deposit of £75 and three or four
weeks will transform your record
collection forever!

THE BEST SELLERS
Our best selling- product for 1987
in Glasgow was the Systemdek
2X turntable. The reasons are
clear: to buy a top quality subchassis turntable without compromise and with tonearm for
£199 is proof that we do cater for
those who wish to buy soundengineering for a reasonable
price.
Our best-selling amplifiers are
from Audiolab, Cambridge Audio
and Musical Fidelity all of whom
offer adegree of excellence which
is ensured by careful matching to
the rest of your System. These
British integrated amplifiers now
reach atruly amazing standard, so
now is the time to part- exchange
your old Japanese receiver!
Our best-selling speakers are
Monitor Audio and Rogers. These
two distinguished ranges refine
"box" technology to a degree
unimaginable only five year ago,
and at very reasonable prices
from £ 169! The ultimate,
however, rests with panel loudspeakers, but do not panic ...

AFFORDABLE
MAGNEPLANAR
The favourable currency
exchange rate now makes available the amazing SMGa Special
(black & chrome or brown &

The Music Room
221 St. Vincent Street
Glasgow G2 5QY
041-248 7221
(Open Six days)

February I
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brass) at no increase in price,
namely £697. We have commissioned a beautiful and rigid set of
feet to upgrade the performance,
and we urge our customers to
listen to the newly revised
SMGa's. They represent an economic entry to real high- end Hi Fi,
because no other product at a
comparable price gives the open,
flowing sound from these panels.
And they do not demand exotic
power- amplifiers.
The Magneplanar range
extends right up to the top with
models such as the new 2.5, the Ill
and the Tympani IVa all featuring
the ribbon tweeter technology. As
with all authentic High- end equipment, you soon forget the equipment as the musical realism convinces you that High- end Audio is
a better investment than the next
share issue.

ACCESSORIES,
NECESSARIES
These offer amazing improvements and facilities at low cost,
but are too numerous to list.
Please send sae for our four- page
catalogue. This includes several
state-of-the-art cables and interconnects which bring the performance of the £ 1,000 unaffordable cables down to earth. This
alone is worth your sae, but our
catalogue contains much morel

APPROVED & GUARANTEED USED EQUIPMENT
An obvious saving is to buy good
used equipment, but until now
this has been something of a risk.
There have been several cases
this year of " butchered" Audio
Research equipment being
offered second-hand for low
prices to tempt the unwary. Some
of this is imported from Europe,
some have old or ill- matched
valves, repaired by inexperienced
engineers on the cheap.
Absolute Sounds of London
have now launched a scheme to
protect buyers of used Audio
Research through their elite
franchised dealer network. An
approved used product will have
new valves of the recommended
types and be fully refurbished and
guaranteed for 12 months. The

DESIGNER & LIFESTYLE
HI-FI, TV & VIDEO:
Stereo Showcase
98 Bath Street
Glasgow G2 2EN
Tel. 041-332 5012
(Now Open Six days)

first two products on offer are an
SP- 8 for £995, and an SP- 11 Mk II
for £ 3,995 ( or your mint SP11 I
plus £ 995, or your SP-9/SP-10
etc.).
We also have a customer cancelled new KRELL KSA-100 Mk. II
at a saving of £ 250 on this scarce
model, and a pair of Apogee
Duetta Mk. Iin grey, mint condition at £2,250. These are a perfect
match for Krell, Meitner or Tandberg amplifiers — otherwise, hesitate. STOP PRESS: Threshold S/
150 mint condition, bargain at
£995. We have apair of ProAc EBS
at £ 1,000, the amazing AccoustatX at only £425 ( beautiful in white,
the electrostatic bargain of the
year but like the owner, we lack
the space!) and finally our ex-dem
Infinity Reference RS lib, slightly
scratched and dented, hence
£2,300, but acoustically perfect.

LONDON AGENT
AND OVERSEAS
We have our man in London who
takes care of our Southern customers' installations and aftersales service. And for overseas
customers, we can arrange a 48hour airfreight service at low cost
which has been working well for
us.

STEREO SHOWCASE
Our shop at 98 Bath Street, Glasgow offers the best in " designer"
and lifestyle Hi Fi, TV and Video
equipment such as Nakamichi,
Marantz, Philips CD and a new
B&O Studio featuring the Link
system of sound and vision
remotely controlled and accessible throughout the house.

MOBILE FIDELITY
We also have a specialist shop
offering the best advice and
installations of in- car Hi Fi to the
same standards as our domestic
equipment, that is sound
engineering rather than gimmicks.

CONCLUSION
No-nonsense, fair- dealing and the
best value and expertise if your
goal is to achieve a soundly
engineered reliable system which
will give years of satisfaction. See
the rest, then speak to us!

IN CAR HI- Fl &
AUTO- ELECTRONICS:
Mobile Fidelity
98 Bath Street
Glasgow G2 2EN
Tel. 041-332 5775
(Closed Tuesdays)

CERAMICS CLASS
setting it to track at exactly 2.2g,
with VTA adjusted by ear after
the run-in period resulted in aset
of measurements that are hard to
fault. Those who listen to
measurements can now run out
and buy one. For everone else,
here's what it sounded like:
Iused the Ortofon with the
Alphason Sonata/HRS100 and
Oracle Delphi/Premier FT3 front ends, Audio Research SP-9,
Moscode Super It and Klimo
Merlin preamps, Beard, Klimo,
Krell and Radford power amps,
and Wilson WATT, Celestion
SL600, Apogee Scintilla and
Wharfedale Ritz Diamond
speakers. Listening matter
consisted of the usual run of
review LPs as well as my
traditional favourites from Sam
and Dave, Ella Fitzgerald, Juice
Newton, Howard Tate and sundry
others. Why Itook all this trouble
Idon't know, because the
Ortofon MC 3000 is so instantly
recognisable as amasterpiece that my final verdict was the same as my
initial impressions. Old hands will often tell you that they can spot a
winner within the first few bars. Ishare that belief, but the basic tenets
of journalism require more than aburst of music followed by agut
reaction — no matter what that listener's experience and skill may be.
Hi-fi journalism is such that the reviewers are expected to dissect a
performance and comment on such diverse aspects as soundstage
dimensions and bass transients. It's the language of hi-fi and we're
stuck with it, but then Isuppose l-wouldn't be satisfied if Iread a
review which just said ' Good', ' Bad' or ' Indifferent'. Analysing the
MC 3000 is tricky because this cartridge is so consistent across the full
range of sonic parameters that isolating aspects of it seems futile.
On the other hand, the cartridge's transparency is such that you
don't have to listen through anything to get at the part of the music
you wish to analyse or describe. The damned thing just doesn't seem
to have any serious quirks.
As far as the easily-discernible, physical properties are concerned,
the MC 3000 is amatchless tracker which couldn't be steered off
course by any recordings to which it was subjected. Twelve inch
singles with overlapping bass lines right to the inner groove or
falsettos courtesy of The King's Singers, were both handled with
aplomb. This cartridge is amoving-coil for those brought up on
high-end moving-magnets, and it's probably the most effective record
cleaner on the market. Even brand-new discs yielded fluff to its stylus
and, no, Ididn't see any curls of vinyl to suggest groove carving.
Output, as mentioned earlier, proved just about usable with a
high-gain preamp like the SP-9, but — with careful selection of
interconnects — you could ensure that the added stage of the T 3000
didn't degrade the signal any more than the slight compression of a
direct-feed would. Iwould suggest that anyone considering this
cartridge audition it only through the preamp with which it will be
used. You might find that your own preamp has either enough gain or
agood enough m-cstage to save you some f740.
The most surprising thing about the sound, compared to what I
recall of the MC 2000, is its totally ' unclinical' nature. The earlier
cartridge, as well as certain Monsters and Talismans, were about as
rich in detail as you could get, but they had acut-glass effect that could
grow tiring in certain installations. The MC 3000 easily matches those
champions, as well as the best Deccas and the new Audio-Technicas
for the retrieval of detail, yet at no time do you detect the kind of edge
which often accompanies such naked sound. Every single nuance is
there for you to enjoy — or dissect — and it places the MC 3000 at the
top of the heap as far as ' Reviewers' Helpers' are concerned.
The Ortofon presents this surfeit of information in asoundstage so
wide and deep that you'll think the builders have been in and moved
your walls. While the classic Denons yield even more width, nothing
I've heard will match the Dane for absolute front-to-back depth.
Because the performers and instruments enjoy wide-open spaces, the
effect is acleaner, easier-to-comprehend display of amusical event,
and — when used with speakers that 'disappear' — the experience is
breathtaking. If the lack of absolute phase integrity is truly the cause
of muddled imaging, then this cartridge is the best advertisement yet
for Ortophase technology. Allied to the secure tracking and overall
composure, the MC 3000 produces image solidity and specificity
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above reproach. One of the more
outstanding aspects of the
Ortofon, despite my feelings that
it's almost too consistent to break
down into its constituent parts, is
the kind of bass that has weight,
extension and control without
ever growing overbearing — even
through the slightly bottom-heavy
Scintilla. A colleague happened
by when Iwas playing the
cartridge through the SL600s and
he was drawn to comment on the
bass before mentioning anything
else. That either says volumes for
the '600s, not known for their
lower- register superiority, or it
proves that Ortofon has managed
to reproduce bass which is rivalled
only by the Koetsus. Using both
acoustic bass and the ersatz
variety beloved of funk
merchants, the Ortofon recreated
the foundation of the music
without fault. Up into the crucial
midrange, the Ortofon again
showed its mastery, but aslight
trace of ' graininess' was present on male vocals which made its
presence known mainly on especially clear voices like that of Jesse
Colin Young. For most performers, and without having to turn to
growlers and raspers like Joe Cocker or Rod Stewart, this will not be
even remotely apparent. Where it is omnipresent is on female vocals.
It's subtle, and Ihad to strain to hear it, but Ifigured you ought to
know. Not that it will discourage you if you have any sense and £800.
Curiously, there was no such additive texturing in the upper mid or
through the treble region. The upper regions were clear and liquid,
recalling the cartridge's great-great-grandaddy, the SPU. That's not to
suggest flatulence or romance so much as sweetness — well out of
character for acartridge with such arevealing nature. And revelation
is what this transducer is all about.
If the task of acartridge is to do nothing more than extract exactly
what's in the groove of the LP, then the MC 3000 does just what it
should. My own recordings of Who's Blues Band were reproduced
with near-mastertape accuracy, and the slight grain in the mid is a
small price to pay for such aperformance. Because this cartridge is so
revealing, you can also assume that it's unforgiving, too, and you may
hear some warts you've missed with other LP tracers. The cartridge is
neither as rich as the best Koetsus, nor as lean as its predecessor.
There are wider soundstages to be had, and there are cartridges which
will sweeten systems which need some form of tonic due to
deficiencies somewhere along the line. But the MC 3000 has greater
consistency across the board than any cartridge Iknow. It has failed in
any way to aggravate me or cause any fatigue, and it showed me one
or two things about familiar recordings that Ididn't know. As we
allegedly sail into an analogue sunset, it's nice to know that cartridges
are still getting better and better. Ortofon have joined the ranks of
Koetsu and Kiseki, Monster and Madrigal, and that's about as high a
compliment as Ican pay.ttê
MANUFACTURER'S SPECIFICATIONS

ORTOFON MC 3000

Output UR

0.12/0.12mV
0.0dB
30.0/2,8.2dB
80/80µm
non-inverting

Channel balance
Channel separation UR
Tracking ability UR
Absolute phase
Frequency response L/R
'kHz
5kHz
10k Hz
12kHz
15kHz
18kilz
20kHz
Stylus type
Tip mass
Tracking force
Internal impedance
Weight
Dynamic compliance
Typical purchase price inc VAT

0.0/0.0dB
—0.6/-0.2dB
—0.2/-0.1dB
+0.2/+0.6dB
+1.3/+2.1dB
+1.4/+2.3dB
+0.7/+2.0dB
Ortofon Rcplicant 100
0.25mg
2.2g
5ohms
9.5g
13µm/mN
£800

Supplier: Ortofon tK Ltd, Denmark House. Tat i,h ,t.k Industrial Estate.
Ruseombe, Twyford, Berks RGIO 9NJ.
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SAMPLING

Audiocraft

ALPHASON SONATA/HR100S.MCS £ 1107.00

Audiocraft is situated just inside the M25 only five
minutes away from Heathrow Airport. We are open 7
days aweek. Appointments for Sundays must be
made Mon - Sat.

Outstanding late period analogue reference. Ease
of use and long-term consistency are its hallmarks
coupled with a transparency and dynamic range
to match

AUDIO INNOVATIONS SERIES 500

£650.00

25w. Class A integrated amplifier with a performance unique to this specification and format.
Exceptionally linear with good resolution and
compatible with the most awkward speaker
loads.

CLEARAUDIO mc cartridges

from £285.00

Portray the speed and depth inherent in all good
analogue recordings. Innovative coil design and
excellent parabolic line-contact tip result in exceptional image stability.

ESOTERIC AUDIO RESEARCH E.A.R.519 £ 1495.00
100w. volve mono power amplifiers with frequency response and power bandwidth more
commonly quoted on large transistor amps. Excellent depth and definition of instruments and voices
with the low frequency guts lacking in most tube
devices, particularly at this price.
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MERIDIAN 207-Pro/205

£ 1745.00

Dedicated cd/amplification system with remote
facility. A combination of styling and sophisticated
electronics from a company with a reputation for
both. The units also deserve individual consideration, the latter with the versatile 201 pre-amplifier
(£550)

MUSICAL FIDELITY P140

£299.00

Lively 70 w. p.c. power amplifier with mono
option. An ideal building block for speaker systems
with multi-amp. potential such as ME's own MC2
and MC4.

PROAC STUDIO ONE

£488.75

Component technology and build quality have
resulted in a 2-way, reflex loaded speaker with
good sensitivity, excellent power handling and
sound dispersion. One of the best compacts
available.

PHONOGRAPH
60a Erpinghant Road. I'M tie>,
London S%% 15 MG
Tel: ( 01) 789-2349
Mon.—Fri. 10am-1 pm, 3.30-8pm.
Sot Oom-3pm.
Demonstrations by appointment.
Free deliver)/ UK mainland.
FULL EXPORT FACILITIES AVAILABLE
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Audio Trade Centre
Trade centre means, simply put, that we sell all our
ex dem and part exchange equipment for what it
costs us to buy in the trade. These are real bargains.
We can't list what we have- it changes so readily. So
give us acall for the latest list.
The Audiocraft Trade Centre has over £28,000 of
ex-demonstration and part exchange equipment for
sale. All this equipment is in superb condition as
well as being extremely good value.
Marylebone to Denham Station is only twenty
minutes. We are also only one and ahalf miles from
Uxbridge tube station. Anybody visiting us can be
picked up from these stations.
' 0895 - 53340
Export
Facilitys Available
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Musical Fidelity The Preamp 3A/B, P140 power amplifier and MC-4loudspeakers

M

USICAL FIDELITY ARE undoubtedly one of the most
prolific sources of new designs at the moment, with anew
model seemingly appearing every few months. Indeed.
the potential combinations within the current range are
sufficient to cover the full span of the hi-fi amplifier market, if one
includes the gargantuan A470 seen at the Penta show. The approach
contrasts strongly with that of companies who spend years developing
just asmall range. of products. Only time will tell which will prove
more successful, in view of the rapid pace of development in amplifier
design that has taken place in recent years — producing t300 integrated
amplifiers ( such as the B200 Ireviewed recently) to outclass ti11100÷
pre/power combinations regarded as references onl a few years ago.
The combination this month has afamiliar look, as both the
preamplifier ( in its ' A' form) and power amplifier are built into the
same cases used for the Al, ION), and T1 tuner. For atouch of variety
the preamplifier also comes in a ' B' form to match the PI70 ( reviewed
by Alvin Gold last April), and looking very like the much more
expensive MVT. ( The 3B is on the right in the picture.) Styling of the
MC-4s is very like that of the MC- 2s.

THE PREAMP 3A/B
The ' 3A is the latest incarnation of ME's first, successful, product, The
Preamp. It now reaches the N1k.3 stage. apparently thanks to dealer
pressure for the continuance of the model. The ' 3remains aminimalist
product with only basic facilities: at the front, volume control, input
selector, tape monitor, and power on/off button: at the rear you find
moving-coil/moving-magnet push button selector and an array of
inputs ( gold plated phono sockets), as well as provision for one tape
deck with record outputs. To one side of the rear panel are WBT-style
output sockets for connection to power amp. These are threaded to
take WBT plugs. Two pairs of sockets are provided for passive, or
active mode. In passive mode the line level inputs are connected
directly from the line amplifier, and bypass the output buffer driving
stage. which is connected to the active outputs.
Casework is superb. especially on the ' 13, which sports a6min thick
black- anodised I9in. rack- mount front panel finished wit ndiscreet red
and black legending. Bolted to this is afolded alloy sheet forming the
bottom and rear panels. This is clearly astandard piece of MF
metalwork as it has acircular depression for atoroidal mains
transformer. although The Preamp's transformer is located in aplastic
moulded box at the end of acaptive lead. The top and sides are
formed by aseparate alloy sheet, removable for servicing. The ' A is
identical in construction to the B200. with the same pch. controls and
remote transformer.
Removing the cover reveals continuing good construction with a
single large pcb logically and neatly laid out. The selector switch is
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optimally located near the line level inputs, by means of along shaft
fitted with astylish solid alloy knob. Each stage of the circuit is
virtually dual mono. with good isolation and asubstantial regulated
power supply. Corr ponent quality is impressive with extensive use of
ICW polypropylene capacitors. Both line and output stages are single
FETs, the latter connected to the output sockets via relay protection,
with the relays in parallel rather than in series \\ ith the audio signal.
Altogether the ' 3looks like alot of product for the money. and
demonstrates aclear commitment to good build quality.

Lab report
The test results from our first ( pre- production) review sample were
lot auspicious. particularly on phono. IM distortion was high at only
—6.8dB on the moving- coil input, as illustrated on the spectrogram,
and results for the maving-magnet and CD inputs were not too
impressive. THD was reasonable at — 6IdB. but more appropriate to a
simple tube design than acarefully constructed solid-state device. The
noise results were much better, with moving- coil scoring — 62dB, just
audible at full gain from the listening position ( admittedly asetting
that would blow you away at normal recorded modulation levels). The
input overload result also indicated problems with the phono stage at
high frequencies, again faring badly on moving-coil. The CD input
scored well here, and on stereo separation. although 57dB at 20kHz
could be improved upon. Phono separation was pretty good. and
channel balance at alow difference of 0.05dB. The volume control
turned in afair result on volume/balance tracking, and all the input
sensitivities were ' sensible'. Output impedance was alow 16ohms,
illustiating the advantages of using ahigh quality EET output stage.
this one providing avery healthy 8.76V at I
kHz. Frequency response
plots showed asimilar characteristic to earlier Musical Fidelity
products. exhibiting adistinct ' shelf' down at high frequencies,
particularly on moving-coil, which also rolls off quite early at low
frequencies, dropping to — I . 5dB at 2011z. Both CD input and channel
deviation results were much more impressive. following the trend of
the other results obtained and leaving one with the impression that the
phono stage is not fully developed so far as technical performance is
concerned. However, at alate stage it was discovered that awiring
fault was present in the review sample. A second ( full production)
sample was obtained, and though only brief measurement checks were
then possible ( see table), this unit was apparently free of the problems
noted above.

Sound quality
Ibegan my listening on the ' 3with the CD input, using the passive
output. and was immediately impressed. It sounded open, clear, and
lively, with aiot of detail and no obvious defects or fatiguing effects. It
71
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Again, awell finished exterior encloses awell constructed interior,
dominated by asingle pcb and toroidal transformer. Each channel is
located on either side of an aluminium heat sink block and to this are
secured the four MOSFET output devices, protected by a
temperature sensor.
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reminded me of the B200 in many ways, possessing the same ease and
naturalness. The bass was solid and well controlled, but with more
authority than the B200, and afeeling of greater extension. Mid
tonality was very good, as was the level of detail, with voices
portrayed clearly and articulately. The treble was very good too,
sounding sweet and open. Overall the balance was slightly on the open
and lively side - hut pleasantly so, with no obvious hardness or grain.
Imaging yielded good depth and agenerous soundstage. Solo
instruments and voices could be alittle larger than life, but were very
explicit and stable within the soundstage. Dynamics were good, and
the overall effect, lively and musical, could be compared favourably
with designs costing up toi1000 ( some of which can even be alittle
grainy and untidy by comparison).
Ithen tried the active output, matching the volume to the same
level, as there was anoticeable increase in gain. At first, the sound
was alittle more impressive hut this soon revealed itself as aslight
increase in brightness. producing amore forward balance. Having
adjusted to this balance change Ifound the active output lost alittle of
the space and focus of the passive. but only marginally so. Overall the
change was subtle, and could well he used to tune the final system
balance: achange of interconnect could produce amore marked
effect.
Given the very good results with CD. Iwas keen to try phono. Iwas
alittle confused at first, with moving-coil, sounding atrifle different
from what Ihad expected. It seemed to have much of the detail and
dynamics of the CD input, yet was less open and well defined; the lack
of sparkle in the treble and shyness in the upper mid can be related to
poor RI AA equalisation. On low level simple programme there was
much of the detail noted with CD and with the second sample this was
well maintained as things became louder and more complex; the first
sample had shown became lost in amild thickening effect with
increasing modulation levels. The tonal characteristics of the mid and
treble were good. with no obvious colorations.
At low frequencies the performance also showed good dynamics,
detail and control, if with aslight loss of absolute weight on full
orchestra. Focus and depth were also impressive, and as one moved
up into the mid, the ' edge' of drums. for example, was clear but no
aggressive at high modulation levels, without any loss of fundamental
dynamism.
Overall, the quality of the phono stage was good. but not up to the
CD input or, perhaps. the excellent B200 Iauditioned last October;
the second sample. however, matched the standard of an MVTI had
auditioned earlier in ' 87. A respectable performance for the price, but
alittle frustrating when on simple. moderate- modulation programme:
the ' 3promised very much more, heading towards the ti1000 territory
in its naturalness, detail and liveliness. On one particular female vocal
it really sang. in avery intimate way, until the rest of the band joined
in. But do not let my frustration distract you from the basically good
results available from black disc; they were better than with anumber
of more costly devices of good repute.

Lab report
As seems to be the norm with Musical Fidelity, the power output of
the P140 is well above the rated 70W/channel achieving double at
IkHz on one-channel drive. This fell fairly sharply into 4ohms, to 45W
at I
kHz both channels driven, and further into 2ohms on 10ms bursts.
Given the moderate peak current the P140 will clearly be happier into
normal loads rather than low impedances, but will obviously deliver
good levels into 8ohms. The distortion results are reasonable; they do
deteriorate at HF although the IM result is quite good. Channel
separation is not impressive despite the virtually dual mono
construction and good power supply, which demonstrates good
isolation as seen on the spectrogram. Both channel balance and noise
results were good and the output impedance and DC-offset results
satisfactory. Unfortunately the frequency response of the P140 shows
alarge bass boost centred on 7Hz giving a0.6dB lift at 20Hz, a
tendency seen on the other models in the range, but much more
severe here. This will not cause any difficulties with the ' 3, due to its
bandwidth limiting, but care would need to be taken with awide
bandwidth preamplifier when using the phono input, as apoorly
isolated turntable could produce energy at 7Hz.
Rather like the '3, the P140 is impressive in some respects but
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P140 POWER AMPLIFIER
At only £ 100 this is one of the least costly power amplifiers on the
market, deploying the tried-and- tested technology of the B200 and
P170 within acompact and stylish case. In appearance the PI40 is
essentially identical to the B200. The same power on-off button is
used, but the tape monitor button is replaced by apush-button which
monos the left and right channels for bi-amping, connecting one
channel to the tweeter and the other to the bass. The rear panel sports
the standard four 4mm banana sockets, and two pairs of gold-plated
phono inputs to match active or passive preamp outputs. A choice of
input loading is selectable on the active inputs, as not all preamps will
have the low source impedance of the ' 3.
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P140: Frequency response

untidy in others, on measurement, despite its excellent construction
and component quality. Interestingly, these results reflect similar
findings to those obtained on the other power amplifiers in the current
range, and suggesting that they are inherent in the design of the
MOSFET circuit used by MF.

Sound quality

The P140 reminded me of the P270 and B200: it sounded lively and
detailed, with an open, clear presentation. On CD the '3drove it very
well (as did other good preamps on all inputs) producing anatural and
musical result on awide range of recordings.
At low frequencies the P140 exhibited very good control and
extension for its modest size, lending real power and drama to
demanding orchestral recordings, as well as real slam to some rock
tracks. It could become alittle overpowering with wide bandwidth
speakers on less well recorded material, using the '3on CD, or one of
my reference preamps— but never seriously so, in view of the slight
bass lift at 20Hz and below. On the whole, though, this effect was
rarely detected and the bass was most satisfying.
The mid was very much in the Musical Fidelity tradition, sounding
open and clear, with good detail and tonal differentiation. Compared
with the very best it erred slightly on the ' up front' manner, being a
little larger-than- life but this not aggressively so; the P140 proved
sweet and pleasant, with no fatiguing edges or hardness even at high
levels. Integrating well with the mid, the treble was also to ahigh
standard with no obvious fizz or grain.
Overall the P140 scored highly. sounding neutral and well
A: M:4

MUS

RAMGE: - 31 dBV
FIDP140SUP MOD

controlled. maging was good with adeep and generous soundstage.
Solo voices and instruments could seem atouch ' large' but were
clearly defined, and well separated from the speakers. There was the
merest hint of blurring of image edges on complex passages, but no
loss of detail or ambient information. The P140 is anoticeable step up
from the 13200. sounding grander. more open, and powerful — if
perhaps alittle less intimate. It gives ataste of the P270 but at amuch
lower running temperature!

STATUS:
PMS :10

Having been rather excited by the MC-2s, Iwas delighted to be able to
investigate these surprisingly heavier brothers. Slightly smaller than
the standard BBC-type cabinets, used by Spendor and Harbeth, at
570 x270 x320mm ( hwd) they are in ablack real wood veneer with
vinyl front baffle and rear panel and have ablack foam grille. This is
decorated by two horizontal blue stripes across the lower ribbed
section. Above this are the letters MC-4, then asemi-circular arc
coinciding with the position of the bass driver and above this near the
top aplastic moulded Musical Fidelity badge. Imust say Ifind all this
rather ' loud', but at least the grille is acoustically transparent; if you
remove it you cannot escape the blue stripes, ' MC-4' and semi-circular
band.
The MC-4is areflex design and has a50mm diameter. 160nnm long
tubular port with aflared mouth. The tweeter is amore highly
specified version of the TDL found in the MC-2, a30mm metal dome
unit with huge magnet. The dome is protected by ametal grille and
the whole unit flush-mounted and offset towards the centre to give the
most even high-frequency dispersion from this relatively wide cabinet.
The bass/mid is aspecial version of aSon Audax unit, sporting aflared
200mm TPX cone with inverted roll PVC surround mounted on cast
magnesium frame. This frame supports another huge magnet which
drives a25mm voice-coil moving about an alloy phase plug.
The substantial cabinet uses 20mm MDF panels throughout,
reinforced by a17mm high-density chipboard figure-of-eight brace,
standing vertically, to strengthen the side panels. two braces across
the rear panel, and asingle brace between the two drive units on the
front panel. The rear panel is also recessed for greater strength. The
four terminals are gold plated 4mm socket/binding posts capable of
taking quite thick cables. As with the MC- 2s, these are difficult to
tighten due to the small size of their recessed terminal panel.
The inside is literally stuffed with BAF wadding to give maximum
internal damping. Beneath this filling lies the crossover network,
divided into two sections, as the MC-4is also designed to allow
hi-wiring. The tweeter section consists of two ICW polypropylene
capacitors, one wire-wound resistor, and asmall air-cored inductor.
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A MEMBER OF BADA

41 VICTORIA ROAD, CAMBRIDGE : (0223) 68305

Doug [Ind
At Brady's we try to bring everyone pleasure.
The surprise bit is just how good real hi-fi can
be in your own home — not just in our
comfortable demonstration rooms. Of course if
you don't want to tell your wife or involve her in
the decision making that is up to you; but we
are happy to see you both. If you're single we'll
be pleased to help you reach adecision if you
want — without nagging. (That's sexist Roger.
Sorry Douglas)
We do offer flexible credit terms, home trial,
exchange of goods, 2-year guarantee; but
above all we take agenuine interest in our
client's needs. Afruitful long-term relationship
is our goal that can only be achieved by good
service — before and after sales!
We are enthusiasts but we won't talk technical
jargon at you. Our best advertisement is a
happy customer. Come and visit us at
Liverpool, Warrington or our new store in
Covent Garden.

BRADY'S - YOU CAN'T BEAT THE MUSICAL EXPERIENCE!
Doug Brady HiFi
18, Monmouth Street,
Covent Garden
London WC2H 9HB
(01) 379 4010
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Doug Brady HiFi
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We stock AR • UR • Absolute Sounds • Audiolab
•Beard • B&W • Celest ion • Creek • DNM • Denon
•Dual • EAR • Foundation • Gale • Glanz •
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TEST RESULTS

MUSICAL FIDELITY THE PREAMP 3A/3B

Distortion (dB)
Total harmonic distortion,
at rated power, aux input
Intermodulation, 19/20kHz, aux input
Intermodulation, 19/20kHz, disc (m-m)
Intermodulation, 19/20kHz, disc (m-c)

20Hz
—61

Noise (dB)
Disc (m-m) input ( IHF. CCIR weighted)
Disc (m-c) input ( IHF, CCIR weighted)
Aux/CD input ( IHF, CCIR weighted)
Residual, unweighted ( ,.
olume control at min

Stereo separation
Disc input ( m-c
Aux input
Channel balance, disc, at IkHz (dB)
Volume/balance tracking
Aux input

lkHz
34.8
17.9
>23

»kHz
16.2
2.8
>23

80
55
82
57
0.05
Odil — 20dB — 60dB
0
0.22
3.10
sensitivity/loading
3.2mV/52k-ohms, 350pF
0.27mV/52 ohms
104mV/45k-ohms, 35pF

Outputs, pre-amp tape
Disc equalisation error, 30Hz-I5kHz
Size (whd)

8.76V max, 16 ohms
+0dB, — 0.7dB
48 x8 x33cm
(preamp 3A, 29 x5 x17cm)
£299

Note: all tests carried out on 1st sample Preamp 3A. '2nd sample, spot check: other
results expected to show similar improvements

The bass section again used two ICW capacitors and awire-wound
resistor, but this time asubstantial ferrite-cored inductor. Both
crossovers are wired to the terminals and drive units, using single
strand 0.8mm LC-OFC wire hand-sleeved with PTFE, the whole
assembly hard wired with the components, only, glued to their
fibreglass boards. The only detail missing from the '4s was the lack of a
sealing gasket on the bass unit, which beds directly onto the MDF of
the front baffle. They are, otherwise, atext- book example of the art of
modern speaker design.

Sound quality
The MC-4s immediately established an impression of tremendous
clarity. They were similar in balance to the MC-2s but atouch more
laid-back in the upper- mid, and thus more exposed in the lower
treble. Overall they sounded well balanced and smooth, with no
obvious rough edges or suck-outs: very much following BBC-style
neutrality. They were also even over awide range of programme
material, giving afeeling of confidence in their faithfulness to the
recordings.
Probably their most impressive feature was the surprisingly
extended bass performance, powerful for areflex design. They
required stand mounting placed clear of rear and side walls. Firmly
established thus, the bass was well controlled and even, and gave a
solid foundation to the soundstage — rivalling the Mordaunt-Short
442s in sheer power, but with more coherent tonal characteristics.
Fortunately my listening room has avery well controlled low
frequency character, and so coped well with the output of the MC-4s;
but 1would recommend caution to those with boomy listening
environments, who may be considering the MC-4s but do not own
well-isolated turntables, and amplifiers with tight bass.
The mid of the '4s is alittle unimpressive at first, until you realise
that it is so clean and pure that it is almost self-effacing. It is only when
you realise how much mid detail you are hearing that they confirm
themselves as very good. The TPX seems to avoid the usual cone
noises, especially on piano and voice, portraying subtle harmonic
shifts and contrasts with exceptional ease. The '4s are clearly less
coloured than the '2s, if rather restrained.
Moving up to the treble, one again experiences the evenness and
control of the superb TDL unit. Metal sounds have asolid ' ringing'
quality, with no fizz, and voices have the correct degree of sibilance.
My only criticism of the treble is that the lower treble exhibited a
'coolness' on loud passages that could become alittle intense —
detracting slightly from the air and sparkle of the rest of the I-IF. This
was most obvious on older recordings, but was still aminor blemish on
these surprisingly smooth performers.
All in all, the '4s proved to be appropriately better than the '2s,
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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exhibiting slightly better focus, noticeably more depth, and amore
refined character if alittle less exuberance. Indeed, although the '4s
were very dynamic and well controlled, they seemed to be too smooth
at times, which, combined with the slight coolness of the lower treble,
could make them seem atouch clinical at times. Against this must be
set their outstanding ability to extract detail from previously
uninspiring recordings. This Ifeel is related to the very low levels of
coloration of the drive units and cabinet as well as the adoption of
hi-wiring and top quality components.

Conclusion

77
100

Input data
Disc (m-m) ( phono socket)
Disc (m-c) ( phono socket)
Aux input ( phono socket)

Typical price inc VAT

20kHz
— 61

—70
—62
(buffered)
(buffered)
»Hz
28.1
24.4
>23

Input overload (
dB)
Disc (m- m) input ( IHF)
Disc (m-c) input ( IHF)
Aux/CD input ( IHF)

lkHz
—61
—55 (* 70)
—30
—6.8

MORE MUSICALS

To summarise all three products briefly is to do none of them justice.
as they are all good at affordable prices and thus deserve careful
consideration by anyone upgrading in the mid-price area. As with the
previous batch of MF products they all work well together, with some
balancing of subtle departures from absolute neutrality taking place —
the sweetness of the P140 removing the slight coolness of the MC-4s,
and the slight bass rolloff of the '3helping to ride the subsonic bump
of the ' 140.
The '3is afine preamp and, on the basis of our second sample, can
be strongly recommended for its CD performance, and for adisc
performance that is clearly very good and justifies ahigh value rating,
especially at the f.300 price; it compares favourably with models
costing much more.
The P140 is yet another good, well priced, power amplifier from
Musical Fidelity. Sweet, open, lively, yet controlled, it offers good
value. It is fairly compact and attractive, too.
Looking back over my October MC2 review, 1have to agree that
my comments there might appear to have been asomewhat
unqualified ' rave'. When reviewing equipment, Ioften enlist the help
of afellow listener, and Idid this with the MC-2s ( sharing the listening
with Chris Bryant). Our reactions were the same, but, whilst Ihad in
mind the fact that the performance could be had for only f_300, I
perhaps did not make this clear in writing it down. In other words, the
MC-2s are excellent speakers for the money, but cannot be considered
so in absolute, cost no limit, terms, eg, set against, say, the
Mordaunt-Short 442s reviewed the following month ( Nov '87).
Having enthused so much over the MC-2s it was comforting to find
that the MC-4s are also excellent, and better than their baby brothers.
At £500 all- in they should definitely be on your shortlist, even if you
are thinking of spending up to £ 1000 for apair of speakers and good
stands: the '4s definitely need stand mounting on superior-quality
supports. They are, however, less forgiving than the ' 2s: Iwould
recommend prospective purchasers to exercise care in system
matching and then take some time to get used to them. Iwas surprised
at how revealing they were of small changes made to the rest of the
system.
Ishould also like to mention the interesting results obtained with
MC-4s and two P140s. Ihad found the ' 140 abetter match for the ' 4s
than my own Cyrus 2 ( which sounded too hard, albeit good overall). I
then bi-amped the '4s using the mono facility on the ' 140s and was
surprised that the biggest change then was not greater depth and focus
of the stereo image, nor the greater control of dynamics, but a
significant improvement in sweetness and delicacy. The whole system
was suddenly much more relaxing, and thus involving. Ihave long
been akeen advocate of bi-wiring, and must now declare myself
equally the advocate of bi-amplification! •

Rated power
Measured power at 240V ( dB.W*)
Continuous 8ohms,
Continuous 4ohms. both
Burst 10mS 8ohms
4ohms
2ohms
Output/Impedance
Distortion (dB)
THD Rated PowerSohms
THD at OdB.W/8ohms
Channel separation
Intermodulation 19/20:H:1:1 ( rated power)
Peak current via lohm.22p,F 2m sec pulse
Signal/Noise (
dB)
22Hz-22kHz, OdB.W/full level
'A Wtd, 9dB.W/full level
Channel balance
Input impedance
Input sensitivity, IHF for 0.dB.W/clip
DC offset, UR
Frequency response, — 05dB/-3dB
Typical price inc VAT

140W ( 21.5dB.W)'
»Hz
IkHz
20kHz
21.13
21.13
20.58
15.94
16.39
15.31
22
19
12
0.095
0.098
0.28
—82
—67
52

—68
— 66
53
—67
+8, — 8A

—47
—68
45

68/88
70/91
0.1dB
50k-ohms<300p
29.7mV/0.337V
4mV/3mV
4.35Hz-36kHz/3.8Hz-94kHz
£299

•where OdB.W=2.83V ( 1W into 8ohms)
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The Radford Renaissance
range of Valve Amplifiers
For over 25 years, Radford valve
amplifiers have been held in the
highest regard by enthusiasts and
music lovers worldwide. Even today,
many vintage examples are in usea 'glowing' tribute to the Radford
name.
With Arthur Radford's blessing,
Woodside Electronics have introduced the Renaissance range.

Hand built to the highest
standards these new amps.
incorporate much of today's thinking
Manufactured and distributed under
licence by:

Woodside
Electronics

Kimberley Road, Clevedon, Avon.
BS21 6Q-1. Telephone: 0272 877611.

leaflet, post the coupon or contact
your Radford dealer today.

on circuit layout and use the latest
high specification components to
bring performance right up to date.
The Renaissance range includes
the SC 25 valve pre-amp, STA 25
50 watt stereo and M 75 75 watt mono
amplifiers.
For full specifications and colour
USA. & Canadian distribution:

&net Aubin Marketing
PO. Box 147, 7723 Yonge Street,
Olde Thornhill Village, Ontario,
Canada L3T 3NI.
Telephone: (416) 731-9708.

"The STA 25 generates a generous and
precise soundstage with genuine
audiophile standards of imagery and
dynamics"
Hi Fi Choice, The Collection Il.
"Internal construction is some of the finest
I've seen in any valve amp, regardless of
vintage or country of origin."
Hi Fi News, U.K. May 87.
"Perhaps the strongest point of the
Radford Renaissance is it's bass surprisingly good for a tube power amp."
Stereophile, U.S.A. September 87.

I
. RADFORD

'ease send full details of the Radford
IRenaissance valve amplifiers with dealer
list to:-

-

I

IName:

I
Address:
Tel:
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DI AMOND LIFE
Wharfedale responds to public demand with alarger Diamond;
Ken Kessler looks through his loupe

D

AFT THOUGH IT SOUNDS, everyone who adored the
diminutive Wharfedale Diamond loudspeaker asked ' What
if there were abigger version?' Considering that the whole
raison d'eire of the Diamond is its size, it's like asking for a
12in CD or agiant Walkman. Whatever, Wharfedale have bowed to
public demand and produced the Ritz Diamond, alarger alternative
to one of the best-selling mini-speakers of recent years.
To appreciate the Ritz, it helps if you've had some exposure to its
smaller predecessor. The original Diamond remains one of the most
satisfying ' true' mini- speakers on the market, because it is able —
despite its notable flaws — to provide pleasurable listening in cramped
quarters for little outlay. The Wharfedales go well with the kind of
soft-sounding budget integrated amplifiers which have followed in the
NAD 3020's wake, mainly because the tweeter can grow abit edgy if
asked to process more high- frequency energy than it should.
Of greater concern for most is
the Diamond's lack of deep bass
(some would say bass, full stop).
It's not that the Diamond goes
crazy when fed signals down in the
double digits; it simply doesn't do
anything. What you hear is all that
the Diamond wants to deliver, a
situation not unlike that of the
Wilson WATT, which also
handles signals below its
operating range by ignoring them.
This, of course, is in total contrast
to the top end, which does
register its dislike of overwork.
Whatever, Wharfedale figured
that enough Diamond owners
wanted to upgrade without losing
the overall charm of the
Diamond, so the Ritz was mined.
The most obvious difference is
acabinet larger in all dimensions.
Where the original measures
240)(186 x204mm ( hwd), the Ritz
stretches the ruler to
355 x245 x220. As you can see,
it's still no giant, but these
dimensions make the new speaker
'one of many' in the shops. Ican
think of acouple of dozen competen boxes occupying the same cubic
space, so bye-bye novelty element. Under the black grille ( the Ritz
does not enjoy the choice of 10 grille colours offered to Diamond
owners), the familiar soft dome tweeter of the original speaker mates
with anewly developed 6.5in bass driver. The rear-ported enclosure is
finished in black, but Ireckon it's only amatter of time before
Wharfedale realise that part of the original's appeal is the array of
finishes. The specifications have changed with an increase of
sensitivity to 90dB over the Diamond's 86dB, bass extension down to
40Hz from the elder's 50Hz, and top end is extended by 2kHz to
22kHz. Power handling remains at 100W, and the Ritz is protected by
Wharfedale's TOP overload system.
Iused the Ritz Diamonds in asystem consisting mostly of high-end
components, mainly to learn whether or not the Ritz really could deal
with higher pedigreed systems than the basic Diamond. In addition to
the Alphason Sonata turntable, HR 100S arm, Ortofon MC3000 and
Audio-Technica AT-007 cartridges, Klimo and Beard power amps
and Klimo preamp, Ialso used real world products like the AR
Legend turntable, the least expensive Grado cartridge, acouple of
passive preamps, Yamaha's CD- X5 CD player. Yamaha T-500 tuner,
and the Radford STA-25 IV power amp. One area where Iwould not
make concessions to price tags was the speaker support. Iused the
Foundation Designer stands, because Iwanted to give this speaker a
fair shake, as opposed to aphysical shake. Idon't want to sound like
I'm on Cliff Stone's payroll, but those stands extract more out of small
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boxes than any other support I've used, and that's all there is to it.
The Ritzes sounded best well away from the walls, toed-in facing
the hot seat. While the Diamonds can do with having their bass
augmented by closer proximity to the rear wall, the Ritzes are less in
need of such enhancement; as aresult, it's far easier to exploit their
imaging capabilities. Ironically, the smaller Diamond images as well
nearer the wall as does the Ritz when placed well into the room. Pull
the Diamond away from the wall to savour even more of its imaging
capabilities, and you lose what little bass there is.
Once you find the ideal position for your room and your listening
spot — which most definitely will not be the same position for optimum
performance from the smaller Diamond — you can start.
Unfortunately, this rules out quick swaps of Ritz for Diamond and
back again, unless you have two sets of stands to aid in your A-B'ing.
The differences in ideal positioning of the Ritz vs the Diamond are
matters of feet, not incites.
And that's important, because
the way things sound, this speaker
is going to appeal more to
expansionist Diamond owners
than some new breed of customer.
Where the Diamond was able to
create amarket, the Ritz has to
fight with some similarly-priced
notables— however large they
may be — from Mordaunt-Short,
Gale, and adozen others. The
Ritz is indeed abigger Diamond.
the extra weight from the larger
woofer and enclosure being an
improvement over the original.
That's exactly what the
(Diamond-owning) public would
want, so it presupposes aliking
for the original as aprerequisite
for buying.
As aDiamond user myself
(Room 4, otherwise known as the
kitchen), 1find the Ritz precisely
what one would imagine a
'Diamond with bass' to be. It's as
'musical' and involving as the
smaller edition, but with better
consistency from top to bottom
and with agreater sense of weight due entirely to the extra few Hertz
down below. This in itself is enough to justify its £ 149 price tag, but
there are other bonuses as well.
In addition to better extension, the quality of the bass has
improved. The new bass driver seems much faster and less confused,
thus producing bass transients that snap when required. Bass
percussion, as well as acoustic bass and synth, benefit from this, and
the result is amuch tidier sound. The treble, despite an increase of
extension according to Wharfedale, remains largely unchanged,
although the Ritz can go much louder before break-up occurs. As
anyone feeling aneed for alarger Diamond is likely to have alarger
room to fill, this means that the Ritz has also accomplished another
task beyond the Diamond's capability. Honestly, Ihammered the
bejeezus out of these suckers, and they took every single watt Icould
give 'em. Ibacked off before they did. And that's in a7x8m room.
What the Ritzes lack (
as do the Diamonds) is subtlety or delicacy.
They're not exactly brash, but they produce an upfront sound that will
entice the rock crowd while possibly alienating the jazzers and some
classical types. This, of course, can be attended to through careful
component selection elsewhere in the chain, but it does mean that the
Ritz enjoys sharing the same components as the Diamond.
I'm quite taken with this speaker, which does exactly what abigger
Diamond should do. Or almost exactly. If Wharfedale wants to do at
£150 what they did at £99. they'd better come up with those coloured
grilles and cabinets PDO.
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Jhe 9Jumfed 96ate goluul
'Martins', Church Lane, Goodworth Clatford,
Andover, Hampshire SP11 7HL
Telephone Andover ( 0264) 57536

IT'S STILL CHRISTMAS AT PINEWOOD
During the holiday period we stocked our superb new listening rooms in Hampshire's
beautiful Test Valley with some of the finest equipment available. But rather than
simply give you aconfusing list of esoterica, we have assembled three systems which
are on permanent demonstration for those who, like Oscar Wilde, are always satisfied
with the best.
System One, is the Puccini Room, comprises the Oracle Delphi 3turntable with Air
Tangent tonearm, PS Audio 4.5 preamplifier, Counterpoint SA 12 power amplifier
and the beautiful little Sonus Faber Electa loudspeakers. This is not only sounds
absolutely lovely, but will enhance any environment with its simplicity and
undeniable beauty.
System Two is again headed by the Oracle Delphi and Air Tangent, but
preamplification is supplied by the excellent Audio Research SP 9with power from
the highly acclaimed Krell KMA 100 monoblocks driving the Apogee Caliper ribbon
loudspeakers. This combination will give undying musical enjoyment, while the
Calipers are small enough to live in harmony with most surroundings.
In the Berlioz Room we have what must qualify as one of the finest systems anywhere
in the world. Focal point is the remarkable Goldmund Reference turntable, awork of
art that is beyond compare. Amplification is provided by an Audio Research SP 11 Mk
2driving the incredible — both sonically and visually — Krell Reference Series KRS 100
monoblocks. Loudspeakers are the Apogee Divas, which are certain to become a
milestone in the pursuit of musical excellence. No words can do justice to the
breathtaking realism this system of fine instruments generates. You simply have to
hear it
Pinewood Music, under the auspices of Peter West in Winchester, acquired a
reputation as aknowledgeable and caring dealer in high end esoterica that gave a
very special and personal service commensurate with the level of equipment
demonstrated and supplied.
The service remains the same — but the new listening environment, with spacious
private car parking in an easily accessible village near Andover just off the A303, is
better than ever.
If you have that uneasy feeling that whatever system you have there is always
something better, you need look no further than Pinewood Music: we always have
the best. So why not take advantage of our expertise and telephone Brian Rivas on
0264 57536 to arrange adiscussion and no- obligation demonstration? Who knows?
Like Pinewood, you too could find it's Christmas all year round in your listening room.

Agencies include: Air Tangent, Apogee, Audio Research,
Counterpoint, Koetsu, Krell, Madrigal, Oracle, Sonus Faber

SUBCHASSIS CLASSIC
Reintroduced in Mk IV form, Thorens's TD160S still embodies the archetypal sprung
subchassis on which so many others are based. Paul Crook tries this latest version

W

HEN IBOUGHT MY very first hi-fi system some fifteen
years ago, it included aThorens TD- 150 turntable. This
was one of the best-sounding turntables of its time, only
outdone by the Ariston RD 11S and the Linn Sondek
LP12. Shortly after this, Thorens introduced the TD-160, which
employed the same suspended subchassis, belt drive and two-piece
platter, but was available without arm. North London dealer Audio T
gained some acclaim for their souped up' version of the ' 160, which
came about through the inspired work of one of the great hi-fi gurus,
Alan Harris [ No relation! Alan, sadly, disappeared into computer
electronics — Ed]. He was listening to cables, modifying old valve
amplifiers and rebuilding tonearms in the days when equipment was
chosen entirely on its maker's specifications and words such as
subjectivism and foot-tapping were yet to be purloined by the
audiophiles. Many hours were spent modifying the ' 160 to improve its
performance by strengthening the plinth and subchassis and applying
damping to critical areas as well as commissioning acrylic tonearm
boards. Alan left Audio T but much of his thinking remained and it is
no coincidence that following the success of the Audio T ' 160 Thorens
launched the • 160S or ' 160 Super as it was known.
Given the recent trend in rediscovering the past masters of hi-fi,
witness the relaunch of the legendary Radford STA25 in the form of
the excellent Radford Renaissance, to see the TD160S in its ' Mk IV'
reincarnation is like welcoming another old friend. The price, of
course, is not what it used to be; the figure of £279 ( including the TP
16 MkIV tonearm) places it between the TD- 166 and TD-320. This is
about right when you consider that the ' 166 was basically abudget
version of the ' 160 and that the ' 160S MkIV comes with the better arm
of the '320.
Reflecting its 'Super' designation, the 160S Mk1V !ooks rather
smarter than the ' 166, with aRedwood veneer plinth, like that of the
'320 but made of 16mm high density chipboard rather than MDF. It
has the same smoked effect plastic lid as the ' 166, which is rather
'clangy', but is mounted on sprung hinges which work well. The plinth
top plate consists of afairly thick alloy plate with athin sheet of black
foil glued to it, giving asmart finish. To the front, at either side of the
platter, are athree- position switch to select 33 1
/,45rpm or stop. and a
2
two- position switch for cueing the arm.
The arm has adial for adjusting stylus force and aslider for setting
bias, making it very easy to set up. It even has automatic lift-off at the
end of the record side, using an optical- sensing mechanism which
avoids any friction problems. A heavy black rubber mat is provided,
correctly indented to take the record label. Taking acloser look, the
platter is the same as that used on the '320 with asubstantial 9mm
bearing with well finished surfaces. The spindle is apointed shaft
resting on asingle ball at the bottom of the bearing in an oil bath, and
exhibits no play at all. The bearing housing is bonded to the alloy
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subchassis which is ribbed at the edges for added strength and damped
with bitumen pads.
A three-point subchassis suspension is used, the springs being
damped with foam inserts to avoid ringing. The springs may be
adjusted on removal of the hardboard base cover, which also reveals
more bitumen pads on the underside of the top plate as well as
wooden reinforcing corners and hardwood strips on the chipboard
plinth, ail neatly executed. Soft rubber feet screw into the corners.
The motor is the standard DC type now used by Thorens, fed from
asmall remote power supply unit; this keeps the mains transformer
well away from the cartridge. Captive signal leads are used, hard
wired to the bottom of the arm; these are of reasonable quality and
end in gold plated phono plugs.
The TP-16 arm was described in my review of the ' 320 (
HFNIRR,
July '87). It is afairly simple straight tube design of low- to- moderate
effective mass and headshell that can be removed but only by
disconnecting the arm wires from the cartridge. The cartridge
mounting holes are slotted and the headshell can be rotated about the
axis of the tube to give azimuth adjustment. Pretty ordinary arm
wiring is used, but on this sample the bearings were good with only the
tiniest amount of play in the vertical bearings.

Lab report
Wow and flutter was alittle higher than the ' 320, but still low at
0.08%, with wow being the main component. On 33 1
2 the motor
/
settled at — 0.13% slow, although it did start at — 0.15 indicating that
speed drift was very slight. Slowing under the test load of the lab Dust
Bug was an acceptable — 0.35%. The rumble result, alow — 80dB
average, confirmed the excellent bearing quality. This was reinforced
by the spectrogram, which is very clean from 50-300Hz apart from
some motor breakthrough at 150Hz, while the electrical result shows
excellent hum suppression. Turning to the breakthrough spectrogram,
it is clear that the suspension works well with very little acoustic
breakth. .gh at all. This was confirmed when Ilowered the stylus on
to arecord and tapped around the turntable with the volume pretty
high and very little lid noise could be heard. The vibration result is
good too showing an even characteristic. The disc impulse test did not
disappoint, the spectrogram showing good control of the main
impulse, which proves the worth of the heavy mat, while the lack of
evidence of rocking endorses the bearing and platter construction.
Tapping the platter produced no ringing. This concluded avery solid
lab performance and adds to the overall impression of awell made
product that has been properly tested before despatch.
Given the good results for the turntable, Iwas pleased to see that
the TP-16 arm fared well on the resonance plot. Three major
resonances can clearly be seen at 650Hz, 2kHz and 3.5kHz, these all
being fairly well damped or of limited bandwidth. Above 3.5kHz the
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HiFi experience

(
eks-pêe-ri-ens) n. practical knowledge gained by trial or practice; personal
proof or trial; continuous practice; evidence;
an unusual event in one's life,—v.t. to know
by personal trial or practice; to undergo; to
feel; to endure; to encounter.—expeiienced a.
skilled; expert; wise; capable; thoroughly
conversant with.—experienlial a. relating to t
or having experience; empirical [
L. experiri;
to test].
.
4rb.;
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No other hi-fi dealer can make this statement,
because no other hi-fi dealer has our experience.
Everyone involved in Hi Fi Experience, from the
directors to the sales assistants, have spent many
years in the Hi Fi industry and this reflects in our
superior service to you.

Widest range of quality hi-fi
We make the effort to invite you into a
comfortable atmosphere, where you will be
treated as an intelligent individual by our expert
staff. In the comfort of our sound studios you
can sample such leading esoteric brands as: the
TANNOY professional range, the QUAD pro esl, as
well as MUSICAL FIDELITY BEARD systems, the
SPENDOR RANGE, B&W, LINN, MISSION, NAD,
ONKYO, YAMAHA, and afull range ofaccessories.

2Year Guarantee
At Hi Fi Experience we will provide atwo year
labour and parts guarantee on your hi- fl
equipment, available at any BADA member
should you move home.

14 day exchange plan
Our staff will offer advice and guidance, given
your own requirements and budgets, to
provide you with the ideal hi-fi equipment. But
should the system not be totally satisfactory in
your home environment we offer a14 day
exchange plan.

Free installation
Our specialist technicians will be pleased to
install your system free of charge, ensuring it
is perfectly set up and working. We also
include all leads and plugs.

Private demonstration rooms
Make an appointment or just call in to any one
of our branches, and you can relax and listen
at your leisure in one of our private
demonstration rooms. You will be able to
listen and make your own judgements on the
equipment that best suits you.

Get into our systems
NAD VP system —
NAD 3020E amp.
NAD 5120 turntable.
NAD 8020E
loudspeakers.
All cables supplied.

£299.95

New Mission Cyrus I.
Revolver Zeta arm.
AT95E.
1pair Heybrook HB1.
Inc all plugs and cables.
Set up and ready

£499.00

Linn Axis
K.9 cartridge.
A&R Alpha amp.
Linn Index Inc
stands.
Complete with all
plugs and cables.

Audiolab 8000A amp.
NAD 5240 CD player
New Linn Nexus inc
stands
2x5mtrs K 20 cable
Installed if required

£999.00

£699.00

Quad 34/306/FM4.
Quad Pedestal and cabinet
Quad ESL63 speakers
inc stands
Mission PCM 7000
CD player
Monster L/S cable.
Installed free

£2799.00
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Camden

Alfred PI. WC1

2/4 High Street,
Camden Town, NW1.
Tel: 01-388 1300

Lion House W1

32/34 Alfred Place,
Store Street, London.
WC!. Tel: 01-631 4917

Bradford

227 Tottenham Court
Road, London, Wl.
Tel: 01-580 3535

Errick's,
Rawson Square.
Tel: 0274 309266

VISA

Leamington Spa
49 Park Street,
Leamington Spa, Warks.
Tel: 0926 881500
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Conclusion

Thorens continue, with the ' 160S IV, to offer awell made, good
sounding turntable with asolid technical performance. Compared
ss ith other models at the price it does very well. The select few units
ss ith arms which offer asimilar level of sound quality and build quality
include models from Logic and Systemdek and, for alittle more
money, the Manticore Mantra and Linn Axis. These may offer slightly
better performance in some areas but at the expense of compromises
in others. The TD- 160S MkIV offers the advantages of good isolation,
good build quality and consistent and neutral sound quality all for an
affordable price. There is also the potential to get even more
performance, which would probably put it ahead of the pack listed
above, by fitting abetter arm such as the superb Rega RB300. For me
the ' 160É offers anice dose of nostalgia but, as delivered in its MkIV
form, it also adds up to asolidly recommendable turntable package. •
TEST RESULTS
Motor section
Type

10
dB
.• DIV
-102 1
START: 0 Hz

EN:

1.$75

STOP:
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500

TDI60S IV: Isolation. Upper trace acoustic breakthrough, lower trace vibration
A:110G

RANGE: -10 dBV
1685 ARM RES

THRNS

STATUS:
PMS: 10

PAUSED
OV1. D

Platter mass/damping
Finish and engineering
Type of mains lead/connecting leads
Speed options
Wow and flutter ( DIN peak wtd sigma/2)
Wow and flutter ( lin peak wtd 0.2-6/6-300Hz)
Absolute speed error
Speed drift, 1hour/load variation
Start up time to audible stabilisation
Rumble: DIN B wtd UR av ( see spectrum)
Arm section
Approx effective mass. excl cartridge
Type of headshell
Geometrical accuracy
Adjustment provided

10
dB
•DI

-108
START:

of discs ranging from modern audiophile recordings to old Deccas and
EMIs. The turntable was mounted on asolid shelf. My first
impression on some favourite recordings was that the lab results were
vindicated as Ibegan to enjoy the clarity and confidence of agood
turntable.
Given the price level, the bass of the ' 160S MkIV was thought very
good, being both controlled and solid. It did lack alittle of the
'foundation' offered by more expensive models, but was clear and
articulate if perhaps alittle dry. Different drum sounds and double
bass tones were clearly differentiated. The mid integrated well with
the bass, exhibiting asimilar clarity and good tonal qualities. It was
quite open but neutral in balance and voices showed no undue
emphasis. There was occasionally aslight blandness to some
recordings but again this is by comparison with much more expensive
units and this did not detract from the good sense of accuracy.
Consistent with the rest of the spectrum, the treble was good with a
nice sense of air and openness but with no exaggeration of sibilant.
The only slight criticisms Iwould make concern aslight hardening and
deadening of the right hand of some piano recordings and agentle
lispiness on female voice. Apart from this, the treble focused well and
with good perspectives. Imaging was generally good although solo
instruments could blur alittle, becoming slightly oversize and the
silent space between instruments was not as clearly defined as one
might expect given the very good level of detail on offer.
The dynamic qualities of the performance were good too, with
plenty of bounce and energy to the bass. Lower level dynamic
contrasts were atouch subdued but this did not detract from the
basically ' involving' sound.

•

50

EN:

rr.0.97

Hz

STOP: . 0 000

Hz

Thomas TPI6 arm ( on TD160S IV). Tonearm resonances, 50-20kHz

resonant behaviour of this inexpensive arm is most impressive. The
friction results were very good too, as was the accuracy of stylus force
accuracy calibration, although bias settings were atouch high. With
good arm geometry and the smooth cueing, the TP-16 provides afine
platform for high quality cartridges.

Sound quality
Using agood quality moving-coil cartridge of the appropriate
compliance for the effective mass of the arm Iplayed awide selection
111 FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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Finish / engincring
Ease of assembly/setting up
Ease of use
Friction: typical lateral/vertical
Bias compensation
Bias force: rim/centre (set to 1.5g elliptical)
Downforce calibration error: lg/2g
Cue drift
Cue rate: ascent ( 8mm)/descent
Arm resonances
Subjective sound quality
Damping method
System as awhole
Size ( whd)/clearance for lid rear
Ease of use
Typical acoustic breakthrugh & resonances
Subjective sound quality of complete system
Hum level/acoustic feedback
Estimated typical purchase price

THORENS TD 160S M1dV
belt drive suspended
subchassis
3.1 kg/very good
very good/very good
remote psu/phonos, earth
33 1
//45rpm
4
0.08%
0.01%/0.04%
-0.13%
-0.15%/-0.35%
3.5sees
-80dB
12.5g
. fixed
very good
height, overhang, lateral,
azimuth
good/good
very good/very good
very good
10mg/15mg
magnetic
200mg/150mg
-0.05g/-0.1g
negligible
lsed4secs
good
see text
none
44x 35 x15/8.5cm
very good
good
see text
good/good
£279
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Digital Audio Tape
HEYBROOK
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At PLAYBACK we believe
experience counts. And
we believe no-one has
more experience selling
R-DAT machines than us.
In stock:

INFINITY
KEF
LOGIC
MYST
MORDAUNT SHORT
MUSICAL FIDELITY
PINK TRIANGLE
PROTON
VOYD
QUAD
REVOLVER

Aiwa XD 001 £ 1299
Sony DTC 1000ES £ 1299
Sony PCM 2500 PRO
(Price on application)

Now available in tlw UK for thefirst time.

From PLAYBACK,
of course
Playback Group of Companies
15 Percy St.,
London W1P 9FD
Tel: 01-631 0939 — 01-637 8392

NX

QUASAR

LINX
LINX

QUASAR

LINX

QUASAR

QUASAR

LINX QUASAR

LINX

QUASAR

1.•••

o

For those who desire the simplicity and flexibility of

such as tone and headphone systems, which oper-

an

ate

integrated

amplifier system,

but

with

the

technology and quality associated with pre-power

without

impairing

performance,

the

Linz

Quasar is your answer.

designs, Linz announce the new Quasar. Using
mono circuitry and high performance components,

At last performance, simplicity, flexibility and

such as " DNM" Filmcap Capacitors and "Van Den

superb styling harmonise.

Hul" internal wirings and by including facilities

for production information and dealer details please contact:
HTS Group, Church Road, Lane End, Nr. High Wycombe, Bucks. HP14 3HH. Tel: High Wycombe ( 0494)881685
.ofte
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CURRENT FAVOURITE
Harman/Kardon's ' high current' design philosophy continues in the
new `VXI' series. Chris Bryant tests the middle range model PM640VXI

T

HE PM640VXI IS A MID- RANKING integrated amplifier
rated at 45W/channel and sporting most of the usual facilities
expected from
mainstream manufacturers, although it does lack amovingcoil input stage. The amplifier is stylish in appearance, very
well finished in satin black and obviously adescendant of
H/K's earlier range. It is well built, both inside and out, using discrete
components of good quality. Being of multi board construction there
is aneed for complex interconnect harnesses, but this has been neatly
done and there has obviously been some careful
design behind the
product.
Consequently, it
should provide many
years of trouble-free
service.
For some while
now, Harman/Kardon
have stressed their
design philosophy of
providing ahigh
instantaneous current
capability to control
and drive
loudspeakers of low
impedance. The 640
amplifier is no
exception. Added to
this, they use low
negative feedback —
only 20dB in the case of the 640 — which they claim reduces transient
intermodulation distortion (TIM). Also ' ultrawidebandwidth' ( their
word) removes phase shift from the audio spectrum; in this model,
Harmon/Kardon avoid the use of integrated circuits, preferring
instead to keep control of the entire circuit design down to the
transistor level.
Balance and tone controls are provided, but there is no bypass
facility for the latter, so they are in circuit at all times. The bass
control operates acut or boost of 10dB at 50Hz and the treble control
likewise at 10kHz. With some poor or old recordings, sensible tone
controls can be auseful feature, enhancing listening pleasure.
However, in my experience, even the best detract from the overall
performance of amplifiers, particularly in the area of transparency.
Provided the tone control circuits are designed to agood standard, it
might be worth sacrificing some performance for the extra facility.
While on the subject of signal shaping, there is also aloudness control,
which boosts the low and high frequency ranges, and which is
intended for use at low volume settings.
Two sets of loudspeaker binding posts are provided plus astandard
/in headphone jack socket. The user can choose between any
4
1
combination of speakers on or off, so solitary headphone listening is
possible at the flick of aswitch — unlike some other designs. Adjacent
to the speaker terminals at the rear is aswitch to match the amplifier
to the impedance of your loudspeakers. When set to the 4ohm
position the voltage to the amplifier is reduced, thereby protecting the
output stage by reducing the power available into low impedance
loudspeaker loads.
As mentioned earlier, only moving-magnet cartridges are provided
for, but that may be no great loss because many m-camp designs are
rather poor compromises at this price level. There are inputs for
tuner, CD, and video, as well as facilities for two tape recorders. Full
dubbing functions for two cassette or other recorders are available via
switches on the front panel.

Lab report
The 640 easily made its power specification into a4-ohm load on the
8-ohm setting and produced ahealthy 64 watts into an 8-ohm with one
channel driven. On the 2-ohm peak power test, the output held up
well, indicating astiff power supply, as did healthy peak current of
+15A/- 16A. This is also supported by the supply mod test which
shows little 50Hz harmonic breakthrough. On the 4-ohm setting, as
could be expected, the amplifier produced slightly lower figures.
Total harmonic distortion was alittle higher than with many of its
1
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Ihave spent quite some time recently listening to several exceptional
high end amplifiers and Ihad to make the necessary mental
adjustment when Istarted to use this unit. In order to gather afair
impression Icompared it with acouple of other highly rated, similarly
priced, competitors.
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

Though not subjectively aclass leader, the 640 was in my view by no
means out of its depth. Tried on both 4- and 8-ohm settings, the 8-ohm
was preferred slightly and was used throughout the rest of the test.
Using aPhilips CD373 as the source and driving apair of bi-wired
Celestion SL6S loudspeakers, good first impressions were created and
it could produce decently high output levels.
The midrange was well balanced and rather sweet, being
particularly liked on strings; violins lacked that thin, hard upper mid
so often associated with amplifiers in this price range. Female vocal
was also portrayed with anatural ease and good articulation. The
upper bass was snappy
and tuneful with a
good dynamic quality
which carried on into
the midrange, but the
lower bass was rather
subdued and lacking in
extension. The general
effect was to create an
impression that the
sound was slightly
lightweight and lean,
ultimately lacking
bottom-end slam and
control. Treble energy
was also restrained
and somehow
managed to sound
slightly forward, but
without being bright.
Some transparency was evident, with good stage width; and while
depth was not up with the leaders, it was decidedly above average.
Imaging was good and some of the layered information that the
Philips player can produce on more expensive systems was also
apparent.
On phono, this amplifier exhibited the same class as on the CD
input. It was essentially musical and relaxed, being easy to listen to,
and could never really be called fatiguing, although at times Idid
detect ahint of grain. Some depth and impression of space was lost in
comparison with the CD input and there was slight accentuation of the
band-limited effect. In the high treble there was evidence of loss of
control, amild high frequency tizz, but it should be said that this did
not intrude too much.
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Cold hands, warm heart
HOT SEAT

AUDIO OASIS
IN SALISBURY
Mo, its no mirage.

playing system or the
most expensive Hi -Fi —
the latest Compact Disc
Player or aset of
speakers, we leave you
quite simply spoilt for
choice.

J. N It's the very relaxed

KRELL
Come and join us at our Absolute Sounds musical evening on
Monday 28th March 1988 at 8.30pm
at
The Stanneylands Hotel, Stanneylands Road, Wilmslow.
For your own hot seat contact Aston Audio
for afree entry ticket and receive details of aspecial
promotion on all Absolute Sounds high-end products.

atmosphere of probably
the finest Hi -Fi Store in
the area, with a
reputation for friendly,
personal and
knowledgeable service.
Whether you are
choosing from
our vast range
of quality
products,
your first
modest record
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So retreat to atrue
Audio Oasis and
chat to our
consultants
John Trim or
Richard Shea
Nor
ear
—you'll not be
erm
disappointed.

AHHI

APOGEE • KRELL • KRELL REFERENCE • MAGNEPLANAR • MICRO-SEIKI etc.

s
uce

SalisburyHi•Fi
15 Catherine Street, Salisbury SP1 2DF
Telephone (0722) 22169

THE HI-FI CONSULTANTS
Aston Audio 4West Street Alderley Edge Cheshire SK9 7EG Tel: 0625 582704
Open:Tues-Fri 10am-6pm Sat 9am-5pm. Export specialists.
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TRIO

Mordount•Short
Audio Innovautd. Ltd

INCe TECH

That's the main beauty: The SD 1
sare

[i)
SD ACOUSTICS
UNIT 1(RAD) 39/43 HIGH ST,
NEW MALDEN
SURREY
KT3 4BY
TEL: 01 949 1623
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panel like that those who find box colorotions
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Here is one of the few really successful
home grown loudspeakers that can stand
against some of the better imported speakers
without coming oH second-best. Jimmy

HUGHES,

HI-FI

ANSWERS, THE HIT L
IST.

In my view the SDI could be said to set the
sort of standards for the 80's that the
Isobariks set for the 70's. It clearly offers
something extra over the malority of its

competitors. JIMMY HUGHES, Hi -Fi ANSWERS,
Nov ' 85.
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PATPOURIII
Budget CD-X5 player from Yamaha; update on Heybrook Point Five speaker; amid-price
JVC amplifier; Stone stands for Maggies; The Source revisited; The Power mains filter

YAMAHA CD-X5 CD PLAYER
Being somewhat ambivalent about CD — I've decided to regard it as
just another source like tape or tuner — Imust admit that Iwas not all
that fired up about having to look at an entry-level deck selling for
around £ 179. Ihave no argument whatsoever with players which
aspire to ' hi-fi-ness', but those tend to cost £250 on up, and the budget
babies I've tried so far have been nasty little things with the feel of a
pocket calculator and the sound of amusic centre. You know the type:
badge-engineered swill from south-east Asia, usually found in the
multiples. Now Iknow that other major brands have managed to dip
below the £200 mark, but the Yamaha CD- X5 is the first I've listened
to with any real concentration.
Considering its price, the specification is nowhere near to being
hair-shirt. Okay, so the remote's missing, and there's no key-pad for
tapping in your programme but, other than that, it will do all that's
required. This midi-sized player offers display of total time, elapsed
time and remaining time, variable repeat ( the track, the whole CD or
the programmed titles), index facility and cueing. Most impressive of
all, though, is that it has the feel of a ' real' player, with positive action,
tray movement and accessing that's impossible to fault at the price. In
other words, it doesn't remind you that it's affordable.
Sonically, too, this 16-bit player is never alet-down when taken in
context. No, it will not match any of the current audiophile faves, and
an extra £75 or £ 100 spent on something like aMarantz CD273SE will
yield an audible improvement, hut that's not the point. This player
exists for people who either cannot or will not spend more, and the
result is asound which is at worst alot more than adequate. Listening
to it through afull Klimo set-up into Celestion SL600s as well as via a
passive preamp and with Wharfedale Ritz Diamonds, the wee
Yamaha was remarkably free of the accursed top-end which plagued
first-generation players and most current dross decks. In anutshell,
the sound was solid — both in terms of the music and the images — with
very little graininess or ' hash'. I've heard more detailed, faster
players, but the Yamaha's sins were more of omission than
commission — which every one knows is the best way to balance (or
make compromises in) budget hardware.
What the Yamaha and other respectable budget machines do is
perform aservice for aspecific type of hi-fi user, namely for those
(primarily classical) music lovers who are being coerced into CD
ownership. As more and more labels turn to CD-only release
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programmes, listeners with LP-only set-ups are being penalised. Many
cannot afford the initial outlay for aCD player, to say nothing about
the cost of the CDs themselves. With the CD-X5, such customers can
now have access to CD-only performances without having to break
the bank. The sooner the major record labels do for CDs what the
hardware manufacturers are doing for the pricing of players, the more
likely we are to find CD becoming apopulist form of home
entertainment. And that's what it will take if those self-same record
companies really are afraid of DAT.
Ken Kessler

HEYBROOK POINT FIVE: UPDATE
Following December's review of the Point Five loudspeakers,
Heybrook sent me new samples equipped with tweeter faceplates
from the production mould (they'd neglected to tell me the first ones
weren't production- ready). These, they suggested. would answer the
criticisms of the treble Ireported at the time, and which Idiscussed
with Heybrook in subsequent conversation.
The faceplate, which is unrecessed, has some shallow contouring
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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and acouple of horizontal bars across the tweeter face, and is both
more carefully designed and more smoothly finished than the original
Itested. In the review, Icriticised what Idescribed as ' akind of
graininess or simply aprominence which occasionally made the high
frequency content of the music obvious in its own right, and not just as
an organic part of the sound picture'. This seemed to me the only blot
on an otherwise clean copybook, and an impediment to proper
integration on between the two drive units.
The replacement loudspeakers do indeed almost answer the
criticisms. The treble sounds alittle smoother and sweeter than

Heybrook Point Five: a 'cutaway' model
before, happily without loss of precision, detail or compression of
tonal quality such as might have happened had Heybrook merely
rolled the treble away. As aresult, Ihave no hesitation in
strengthening my original endorsement. At the same time, Icannot
say that Heybrook have managed to make abrilliant tweeter from an
ordinary one. It was inadequate, now it's merely adequate. Alvin Gold

WC AX-700 INTEGRATED AMPLIFIER
Having established that many Japanese manufacturers are now
waking up to the idea of 'no- frills' audiophile amplifiers, Iwas recently
given the chance to test aproduct more reminiscent of the old-school —
where facilities come first. JVC's AX-700BK is asubstantial
integrated amplifier with aretail price of £280. There are no
fluorescent power meters ( as there are on some of their other models),
but the black anodised facia still looks very 'busy'. Rotary controls are
provided for bass, treble and balance adjustment, while some large
square pushbuttons select the phono ( m-m and m-c), CD, tuner, aux
or tape inputs. Subsonic and loudness contours are fitted, as is a
mono/stereo switch; the unit also comes equipped with comprehensive
tape-source and tape/tape record selection.
Imust say, Iwas pleased to see aproper tone defeat button. Inside,
much of the weight of this unit is due to alarge C-core transformer,
although the remainder of the power supply is of alesser stature. Four
unmarked output devices are bolted to amid- running heatsink, and
these are subject to considerable protection — both thermal and
electrical. Current limiters coupled with atemperature probe (on the
heatsink) operate an output muting relay if conditions exceed the
built-in safety margins.
The meagre 0.24dB increase in power observed between 8and
4ohm loads demonstrates the efficacy of the protection! Although
continuous power is still supplied into even lower impedances, the
supply collapses with arelative 1.65dB power loss. JVC's large
volume control tracked within reasonable limits above 1W, but
showed a > 1.5dB channel imbalance below this output.
A mechanical link ensures that m-m/m-c switching is achieved at the
input (this minimises long signal-paths) and good quality discrete
components are used for the RIAA equalisation. A low noise op-amp
is included for the high-gain m-cinput. Nevertheless, the distortion of
the m-cstage was significantly greater than that of the other inputs,
being composed of strong 3rd and 4th harmonic components.
Similarly, astrong 4th harmonic (- 65dB, 0.06%) in the m- m stage
contrasted strongly with the — 80dB of all other harmonic
85

MANY PRICES LESS
THAN SHOWN PHONE
FOR LATEST OFFERS
Arj

THIS MONTHS
BEST BUYS

...... £ 139.00
R252
.£159.00
R352
.£249.00
R700.
.£269.00
R652.
.£369.00
R852.
.£379.00
R952..£599.00
BABY MONITOR £99.00
R452/MD. ....
R352/MOD .... ''''' £3
£.1
4
W
5
)0
00
0

GsnE

ACOUSTC
RESEARCH

AR RANGE LOUDSPEAKERS

Monitor
Audio

TRENT
DURHAM

AI

A-04
A-06
1-04
X-04
Z-06
X-10
C-06
P-10
CD-04
RC-02

£ 109.00
£ 179.00

MARANTZ CD75
ONLY £299.00
PHILIPS CD373
ONLY £229.00
PHILIPS CD473
ONLY £229.00
MARANTZ CD273
NOW ONLY £169.00
MARANTZ CD273SE
NOW ONLY £199.00

AR88X
AR18BX
AR22BX
AR33BX
AR35BX
AR44BX
AR55BX
AR66BX

£99.00
£129.00
£159.00
£199.00
£249.00
£349.00
£649.00
£899.00

INTEGRATED AMPLIFIER
INTEGRATED AMPLIFIER
TUNER
RECOVER
RECEIVER
RECEIVER
PREAMPLIFIER
POMP AMPLIFIER
CD PLAYER
REMOTE CONTROL
TURNTABLES
EB101

£159.0
£249.00
£209.00
£269.00
359.00
£449.00
£189.00
£399.00
£289.00
£ 19.00

WITH AR ARM

10% OFF ALL
ACOUSTIC RESEARCH
ELECTRONICS
THIS MONTH

INCA TECH

CLAYMORE TUNER £ 435.00
HARMAN/KARDON
AMPUFIERS
PM645
PM655
PM665
HK825
HK870

.£225.00
.£355.00
.£555.00
£375.00
£455.00

TUNERS
TU905
£ 175.00
TU910
£ 195.00
TU912
£235.00
Tu915 ..£325.00

NAD
AMPUFIERS
3020E ..
3130
3240PE
1130
1155
2155
2200PE

NAKAMICHI

£109.00
£ 149.00
£219.00
£ 129.00
£ 199.00
£229.00
£389 00

£149.00
£239.00
DALE

RECEIVERS
0K385
£255.00
Nx395 .. £355.00

RECEIVERS
7020E................................£199.00
7240
£329.00
7250
£529 00

CASSETTE DECKS
TD202.. ..... ...... £255.00
10302
£355.00
10392
£495.00
£449.00
CD491
£695.00

CASSETTE DECKS
6220 ................................£149.00
6240
£ 199.00
6155
£269.00

GS402A

COMPACT DISC
5220
£229.00
5240
£279.00
TURNTABLE .... £89.00

P1
AP2
AP3

COMPACT DISC
HD300 .......
£495.00
HD500............................£59500

GS210
GS220

..£139.00
..£169.00
..E259.00
..E369.00
..E599.00
£799.00

AMP £ 345.00

ABSOLUTELY BRILLIANT

CASSETTE DECKS
BX-100E
.. £346.00
BX-125E..£395.00
BX-300E..£645.00
RX-202E.....£545.00
RX-505E......£89500
CR5E
£995.00
CR7E
£ 150000
DRAGON........
£17sono

TUNERS
4155

CLAYMORE

CD PRICES
AR CD04
£289.00
DENON DCD900 £299.00
DENON DCD1300
£389.00
DENON DCD1500
£479.00
DENON DCD1700 £649.00
DENON DC03300 £ 1199.00
MARANTZ CD273 £ 169.00
MARANTZ CD273SE £ 199.00
MARANTZ C075
£299.00
MARANTZ CD94
£799.00
MARANTZ CD873 £229.00

WE
BEAT
ALL
OTHER
CD
PRICES.

NAD 5220
NAD 5240
PHILIPS CD650
PHILIPS CD960
PHILIPS CD371
PHILIPS CD373
PHILIPS CD471
PHILIPS CD472
PHILIPS CD473

£219.00
£259.00
£289.00
£649.00
£189.00
£229.00
£189.00
£225.00
£229.00

PHONE FOR LATEST PRICES

JPW
.........£125.00
.£145.00

£21ono

TURNTABLES
DUNLOP
• . EMDEK 2X
£ 143.00
EMI)EK 2XE
£224.00
SYSTEMDEK 2x INCARM
£199.00
SYSTEMDEK 2xEINCARM
£289.00
MANTICORE
MANTICORE MANTRA B
£345.00
MANTICORE MANTRA M
£329.00

ALPFiA & AMP............ ..... £ 149.00
A60 &AMP
£219
DELTA 70 AMP...........
£299.00
DELTA 90 AMP.
£329.00
T21 TUNER .. £ 199.00
ALPA TUNER
£ 139.00
DELTA 80 TUNER
£259.00

MICHELL
TURNTABLES W/O ARMS

LOUDSPEAKERS

GYRODEC..

.

.£
595.00

ARCM 3.

A&R

OTHER MAKES & MODELS. PLEASE PHONE FOR BEST PRICES
Al4R • ARISTON AUDIO ACOUSTIC RESEARCH AIWA ALPHASON • HOSE CASTLE DENON DUAL •
ELITE • EXPOSURE • HARMANŒARDON • GALE • J.P.W • HEYBROOK • HITACHI • INCATECH • JBL • KEF •
MANTICORE MARANTZ • MISSION • MICHELL • MONITOR AUDIO. NAD • PINK TRIANGLE • QED • QUAD
•
RE VOX • SYSTEM DECK • TANNOY TEAC • THORENS • YAMAHA • ETC.

FlaCRCO Acousti s
1
1BROADWAY

To: Aerco, 1IThe Broadway, Woking, Surrey.
Post, packing - FREE!!
PLEASE SUPPLY:
Ienclose E
or Access/Visa card no:

WOKING SURREY
GU21 5AP
Tel: (04862) 4667

NAME:
ADDRESS:

TEL NO:
L-
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!VC AX- 700 .RIAA equaluanon accuracy

components. Disc equalisation proved very competent, with only a
slight LF roll-off. At the frequency extremes, the m- m stage reached
+0.6 at 50kHz while the m-cresponse showed aslight drop, — 0.3dB.
Listening via the CD input, the sound was immediate and forthright
—as is often the case — but the higher frequencies appeared less well
controlled. Metallic percussion lacked natural crispness and female
vocals were often unnecessarily 'slurred'. Only the simplest recordings
possessed asatisfying ' openness', as the soundstage became
progressively congested with increasing complexity. Generally
speaking, this amp was not ' bright' but nor was it adequately
transparent; it lacked the ability to integrate and relay fine detail
successfully.
Both m-m and m-cinputs displayed some semblance of integration
and cohesiveness, but the m-cstage was nonetheless too aggressive.
The limited headroom provided by the low-ish disc overload margins
may itself be responsible for acoarsening at high amplitude levels.
The degree of instrumental ' attack' was over-emphasized so that many
recordings became fatiguing after ashort time. However, the bass was
nicely ' rounded' and was noticeably weightier than with the CD input;
again, the simpler tracks were reproduced with far greater clarity and
tonal smoothness. The degradation at higher levels or with massed
orchestral works was very considerable.
Despite the healthy power delivery into 8ohms, this is not areal
'powerhouse' because of the limitations imposed at lower impedances.
This said, in material and constructional terms it does represent good
value for money; however, it must be said that its sonic ranking is
comfortably overtaken by far cheaper integrated amplifiers.
Paul Miller
TEST RESULTS

that doyen of the speaker stand world, Cliff Stone, has produced aset
of spiked supports tailor-made for the Magneplanar range. They
comprise aheavy steel 'foot', filled with aproprietary lead/sand mix,
and aperpendicular sheath that fits snugly around the bass of the
wooden side-sleeves.
A separate metal plate prevents any damage to the wood as the two
rear-mounted screws are tightened up. These stands incorporate a2°
slant and, once clamped on, may be levelled correctly via the
adjustable spikes. Price is 119/pair.
Trying the Cliff Stone stands with apair of bi-wired Magneplanar
MGIlc loudspeakers, Ifound that there were several subjective
improvements, particularly in the bass region which was both
extended and considerably tighter. There was abroad increase in the
clarity, focus and transparency throughout the mid and treble — to the
extent that two, previously similar-sounding, cables could be readily
distinguished. Image stability and the resolution of depth were both
enhanced, with an increase in the sense of spaciousness and ' air'.
Nevertheless, these stands are only ahalfway-house, for the
Magneplanars now 'whip' like aspringboard, this due to only one end
of the long panel being held rigid. Within the constraints of domestic
harmony, it should be possible to reduce this flexure still further, and
if the positive results obtained with the new ' Maggie Stands' are any
gauge, this can only reap further rewards.
Paul Miller

THE SOURCE: UPDATE
Subsequent to my review of The Source turntable (
HFNIRR, May
'87), there have been management changes within the company which
have led ultimately to my reassessing my perception of the product's
performance. It would now appear that the turntable, as supplied for
my original review, was in asub-standard condition; specifically,
though the deck was supplied with an SME arm, the 5-point
suspension had not been correctly adjusted. Recently, Source's PR
consultants Walker- Nicholson supplied me with the same deck, this
time correctly aligned for the weighty SME Series V.
The realisation that this critical fifth spring ( associated with the
armboard area) had not previously been correctly adjusted, correlated
precisely with my original review comments concerning the unusually
sensitive nature of the suspended mass.
Disagreeing with the then distributor of the product, Ihad

WC AX-700

Maximum power before clipping
(0.1% THD)
8ohms:
4ohms:
2ohms:
Output impedance/damping factor
DC offset
Tape output ( peak)

123W
130W
89W
0.117ohms/68 at 500Hz
+17.36mV
I2.8V
aux/CD
m-m/m-c
— 64dB — 75dB/-68dB
— 48dB — 77dB/-64dB
— 34dB — 46dB/-48dB
OdB
0.1dB/0.2dB
— 105dB — 74(18/-63dB

Stereo separation ( 100Hz)
(1kHz)
(20kHz)
Channel balance ( 1kHz)
Noise ( unweighted)
Total harmonic distortion,
(2nd to 9th harmonic, OdBW)
0.0089% 0.08%/0.216%
Intermodulation Distortion (OdBW)
In band
—90dB — 49dB/-50dB
Out-of- band
—64dB — 66dB/-64dB
Sensitivity/loading
223mV/33kohm 2.7ImV, 47kohm/
210µV, 100ohm
Disc overload ( 500Hz)
118mV/37.3mV
(IkHz)
162mV/50.75mV
Disc eq. accuracy ( 50-15kHz) + 0.2,-0.05 ( m-m)/+0.3,-0.1 ( m-c)
Typical price including VAT
£280

CLIFF STONE MAGGIE STANDS
Although rigid loudspeaker stands are now widely regarded as
essential, the so-called panel loudspeakers have received very little
attention in this respect. Because these designs are 'open', the
problems associated with enclosure resonances are largely avoided.
However, there will be atransfer of momentum from the panel itself
to the supporting frame. The overall stability of the structure will
depend upon the relative masses of the two elements, electrostatic
films being considerably lighter than the moving elements of
Magneplanar panels, for example. Some excellent results have been
reported from the concerted mass-damping of Quad ESL-63s with
peripheral lead weights, although acommercial realisation of this
project has yet to emerge.
More specifically, though, it is the Magneplanar range that has
suffered from poor mechanical rigidity, the supplied feet simply
allowing the loudspeaker to rock on most carpeted surfaces. But now,
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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concluded in the review that The Source was rather heavy- sounding
and that the suspension required aprotracted period in which to
equilibrate. Armed with this information, and with the deck now
suitably revised in set-up to cope with the SME V. The Source
fostered an unerringly solid but nonetheless transparent sound. It
captured the verve and raw edge of agood recording, without
unbalancing the overall sound in the manner that it had done in my
earlier experience. Furthermore, the turntable now proved far less
sensitive to moderate repositioning, even accepting the heavier acrylic
mat, without long-term audible distress.
As aresult of the reassessment. Inow feel far more favourably
disposed towards the deck, and 1am confident in recommending it —
especially as it now has the support of adedicated distribution team
capable of providing the necessary technical back-up. For those who
have missed previous announcements, the new address for further
information is: Source- Odyssey, 157 Curle Street, Glasgow G14 ()TS.
Tel: 041-954 5585.
Paul Miller
87

SALE NOW ON
LARGE SELECTION OF
ENGLISH & JAPANESE
PRODUCTS, CAREFULLY
CHOSEN NOW IN STOCK

GOODMANS MAXIM +
ONLY £79.99
ALSO
JPW— INFINITY
CELESTION — BLQ
MORDAUNT SHORT
ETC — ETC

• CD DISCS •
MANY TITLES
TOP 20 ONLY
£9.79
ALSO
CD VIDEO SOON

SONY CD MIDI'S
[299.99 — £ 999.99

MARANTZ SUPER CD 75
WAS £429.99 NOW £299.99
ALSO
SANSUI - YAMAHA - QED
THORENS - TEAC - SONY
ETC - ETC.

ALSO
PIONEER — GOODMANS
HITACHI — TOSHIBA
ETC — ETC.

WHAT DOES THE SM STAND FOR?
SOUND MECCA- COULD BE.
SOUNDS MONO - NO.
SATISFIED MAN - POSSIBLE.
SEXY MASSAGE - BE NICE. BUT NO.
ANSWERS
ON AN ORDER FORM TO

FREE
TDK D-90
AUDIO TAPE
WITH THIS TOKEN
VALID UNTIL

1PER CUST

CAR PARK AT REAR
FREE LOCAL DELIVERY

S.M. ELECTRONICS

OPPOSITE
MCDONALDS

314 HIGH STREET
ORPINGTON, KENT.
Tel: 0689 25651/2

AN OASIS IN THE DESERT OF HI-FI
FROM A DROP IN THE OCEAN . . .

AND A FLOWING STREAM . . .
LINN SONDEK LP12 TURNTABLE +
BASIK PLUS ARM
+ K9 CARTRIDGE

REGA PLANAR 3TURNTABLE + REGA RB100 CARTRIDGE £ 225.30
CREEK CAS4040 AMPLIFIER
BRITISH LOUDSPEAKERS BLQ 01

£664.88

INCA TECH CLAYMORE AMPLIFIER £315.00

£ 145.00

RUARK SABRE LOUDSPEAKERS £299.00

£ 144.00

£278.88

£514.30

TO A TROPICAL DREAM. . .

AND FINALLY PARADISE
LINN SONDEK LP12 TURNTABLE + ITTOK ARM
+ TROIKA CARTRIDGE
NAIM 32-5/HICAP/2 X NAP135
LINN ISOBARIK DMS LOUDSPEAKERS

£5990.00

COMPLETE INCLUDING
TABLES AND CABLES

LINN SONDEK LP12 TURNTABLE + ITTOK ARM
+ ASAKA CARTRIDGE

£1119.00

VARIATIONS AVAILABLE
ON REQUEST

EXPOSURE VII PREAMPLIFIER & EXPOSURE
VIII POWER AMPLIFIER

£649.00

RUARK BROADSWORD LOUDSPEAKERS

£699.00
£2467.80

FIND YOUR IDEAL AUDIO SYSTEM

NOW
AT

INTEREST FREE
Ci

0/0

CREQIT
FACILITIES
AVAILABLE
—PHONE FOR DETAILS

88
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Photocraft Hi-Fi

AUDIO DEMONSTRATION
FACILITIES

40 HIGH STREET,
ASHFORD,
KENT.
TEL: (
0233) 24441/2
111.1 1NI ‘As & RI 1. ORI) RI VII
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THE POWER
Mains filters have been around for some time now, though few people
seem to have taken them seriously in the context of hi-fi. This is apity, for
the mains supply certainly needs cleaning up.
Most proprietary filters either limit their action to several MHz and
above or employ relatively large inductances to force the attenuation into
the 100kHz region. The hitch with this latter approach is that the sizeable
inductors present something of ahigh source impedance; this in itself will
put astranglehold on the current delivery to the amplifier ( or other
component) thereby introducing awhole new set of problems.
Deltec Precision Audio originally tackled this awkward situation by
using several series-coupled filters with relatively low values of inductance.
Consequently, the source impedance was reduced to asatisfactory level
even if the effective filter range was cut slightly short. Nevertheless, this
filter ( called 'The Power') produced some remarkable results with awide
range of audio separates. The electronics were housed in an enlarged
plastic 13A case which plugged directly into the wall socket, an IEC plug
being fitted at the end of the exit cable.
Unfortunately, the effects were unpredictable - they either enhanced or
degraded the overall performance. However, when coincidence balanced
all effects positively, the enhancements were immediately recognisable.
Treble ' grain' and fatiguing ' brittle' colorations were dramatically reduced
and there was an increase in the fluidity and smoothness of most
recordings. A significant improvement was also realised in image focus and
solidity, especially noted with female vocalists located centrally in the
soundstage. By contrast, some products were severely compromised by
the filter. In such cases the delicate properties of imagery were destroyed,
confusing the spatial relationships between individual instruments.
Having experimented with these filters over agood two years, Inever
came to any overall decision, save that if they worked, the symbiosis was
strikingly obvious. A money- back guarantee took all the risks out of a
potentially disastrous purchase, so Iwas happy to recommend them. More
recently though. DPA have launched arevamped mains filter that is still
called ' The Power' but is housed in aposh black aluminium extrusion. At
the rear of the box there are male and female IEC sockets- one for
connection to the mains supply, the other for connection to the piece of
audio gear. The new case also allows several of the units to be slotted
together ( Lego for adults!).

Inside, the filtering arrangements are more comprehensive. There are
14 low impedance inductors ( with high purity dielectric insulation) and
decent case earthing. Due to the recent availability of Class X ( fine
tolerance/high breakdown voltage) li.LF capacitors, several lower
frequency filters have now been incorporated. Now, The Power covers the
range from 100kHz to 1GHz which should take care of everything between
Long Wave and UHF. Furthermore, because of the series connection,
each filter ( at aprogressively higher operating frequency) effectively
damps the resonance of the preceding circuit. The Power is therefore
resonance- free across the filtering range.
Initial subjective evaluations are encouraging. Very similar
improvements are realised although the applicability of the filter seems to
have widened. However, Iam still concerned at the negative results
obtained in conjunction with many CD players- surely these products
should benefit more than any other from RF filtering? By comparison t
have enjoyed about a90% success rate with pre- and power amplifiers,
especially valve products which are, on the whole, greatly improved.
My original qualification still stands and so Iwould urge all openminded enthusiasts to try The Power. Cost is £82 per unit ( including plugs)
and Deltec Precision Audio may he contacted at 16 Claude Road, Roath,
Cardiff CF2 3PZ. Tel: (0222) 482818.
Paul Miller

CURRENT FAVOURITE •
FANGE: - 51

dB"!

.1 11H5

sTAEu8:
Pris: Is

looks even more enticing. Although, in absolute terms, it may not give
the best sound quality at this price level, the package is well worth
examining, especially if you envisage driving multiple sets of speakers
or those of the low impedance variety

PAUSED

TEST RESULTS

-7 3'
STAPT:

5 Hz

Power supply modulation.

834

BA:

1.875

Hz

STOP:

500

Hz

rated power at 35Hz

competitors, which is probably due in some part to the small amount
of negative feedback used, but as some of the ' super' amps also have
higher than average THD this not something to worry about.
I
ntermodulation distortion was quite well suppressed on both phono
and line inputs. The noise figures on all inputs were satisfactory, the
DC offset negligible, and input overload margins can be described as
more than adequate.
All sensitivities and loadings were sensibly chosen and stereo
separation par for the course. Channel balance for the disc stage was
fine and volume balance exceptional at the extremes - straying alittle
at - 20dB ( over I
dB out) but still quite good. The frequency response
graph shows RIAA response and was essentially flat between 20Hz
and 20kHz with sensible bass extension, as was the aux/CD response.
This indicates that the tone controls have little effect when set to their
centre indent position. However, the treble lift on the phono input
could have been better controlled. Overall, the 640 delivered afine
technical performance for the price.

Conclusion
Well made, attractive, with afine lab performance and well liked on
audition, this little amp has alot going for it. If tone controls and extra
facilities are added to this theiesult is an audiophile amplifier, which
1-11- El NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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HAR/VIAN/KARDON PM640VXI

Power output
Rated power into 8ohms, makers spec
Power output
20Hz
One channel, 8ohm load
18.1dB.W
Both channels, 4ohm load
15.9dB.W
One channel, 2ohms, pulsed
Instantaneous peak current
Distortion
Total harmonic distortion,
20Hz
at rated power, aux/CD input
-58(113
lntermod. 19/20kIlz. rated power. aux
Intermod, 19/20k11z, at OdB.W, disc (m- m)
Intermod. 19/20kIlz, at OdB.W. disc (
m-c)
Noise
Disc ( m- m) input ( 111F. CCIR wtd)
Disc (m-c) input ( 11IF, CCIR wtd)
Aux/CD input ( 11IF. CCIR wtd)
Residual, unwtd ( volume control at min)
DC output offset
DC offset, preamp tape olp
Input overload
20Hz
Disc ( m- m) input II IF)
28.3dB
Aux/CD input (11IF)
>23dB
Stereo separation
Disc input ( mm)
63dB
Aux/CD input
63dB
Output impedance ( damping)
0.13ohm
Channel balance, disc, at I
kl lz 0.87dB
Volume/balance tracking
OdB
Aux/CD input
0.04dB
Input data
socket type
Disc ( m- m) input
0.37mV
Disc ( m-c) input'
-mV
Aux/CD input
23.5mV
Power amp
-mV
Output, prcamp ( tape)
Disc equalisation error, 3011z- 15k Ilz
Size ( whd)
Typical price inc VAT

45W ( 16.5dB.W)
IkHz
20kHz
18.2dB.W
I8dB.W
16.5dB.W 16.3dB.W
18dB.W
+15A, - 16A
IkHz
-58dB

20kHz
-54dB
-70dB
66dB
-dB

-71dB
-dB
-75dB
-80dB
left 3mV, right 3mV
left 0. right 0
'kHz
20kHz
28.1dB
27.3dB
>23db > 23dB
86c1B
75dB
0.13ohm

45c1B
50dB
0.16ohm

- 20dB - 60dB
1.1dB
0.05dB
sensitivity
loading
47kohms
135pF
- ohms - nF
27kohms
400pF
- kohms - pF
7.6Vmax
230ohms
+0.3dB - 0.3dB
44.2x I0.2x 36cm
£225

•Where OdB.W=2.83V ( 1W into Oohms)
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Compact Discs, the BBC LS3/5A Loudspeakers,
the Audio Pro B1-45 Sub-Woofer

THE PERFECT MATCH

FOR
25 YEARS
WE'VE BEEN
MIXING
WITH THE
RIGHT

Although Compact Discs were developed in Holland by Philips,
the remarkable little LS3/5A loudspeaker was designed by BBC
engineers and the Audio Pro Sub-Woofer comes from Sweden,
they might have been ' made for each other', so perfectly do they
complement one another.
With Compact Discs setting fresh standards for the domestic
reproduction of beautiful music, it is the loudspeaker system
which, more than ever, determines the final outcome. Those who
can afford as well as accommodate apair of QUAD ESL 63 units
should be more than satisfied with the outcome, but if you are
looking for a system at less than half their cost, the three-way
combination of apair of BBC LS3/5A speakers plus the Audio Pro
B1-45 Sub-Woofer offers truly stunning, large-scale sound
featuring a superbly crisp middle and upper range allied to an
extended bass reponse which has to be heard to be believed.
What makes this system especially enticing is that, in visual
terms, it fits effortlessly into any drawing room. Only the little
BBC speakers ( 12 x 71/2 x 61/2 in.) need to be seen; the
Sub-Woofer, an unobstrusively pleasant cube in black or walnut
finish (
14 3
/ in. sq. x21 in.) may be placed anywhere in the room,
4
'out of sight, out of mind', because the frequencies which it
contributes are too low to offer any directional information. As a
result, even the lowest sounds such as organ pedals or the bass
drum appear to emanate from the little speakers and, if you so
wish, the Sub-Woofer may be covered with acloth and used as a
coffee-table!
When you visit our studio and listen to this combination, you will
begin to understand what joy CD has brought to our lives. And,
added to the fact that our equipment customers enjoy the benefit
of a permanent 20% discount on all Compact Disc purchases,
1987 has already witnessed the launching of several mid- price
CD labels. From now on, alarge number of compact discs are
available from us at prices from £5.50 to to £7.50!

Thomas Heinitz Ltd MUSIC IN THE HOME
35 Moscow Road Queensway London W2
Telephone: 01-229 2077
Opening hours: 9.30 to 5.30 ( Thurs. 9.30 to I; Fri. 9.30 to 7)

bri"mSfrorm«m
1
11321011
118/1
HI-FI CONSW.TANTSAL
158 Ombersley Rd., Worcester, WR3 7HA
Tel: WORCESTER (0905) 58046

Without doubt — we require
the same standards of
service you have come to
expect from us over the
years. But don't just take
our word for it, come in and
experience the confidence
we have in recommending
and demonstrating only the
very best in High Fidelity
Equipment.

£51 ?A-1St-kV° 1$ SOUSD
s0,6541231 eao - 352 4104`119, POOISCObak Celle0t,I,Stee

911

Demonstrations by appointment
OPEN MONDAY-FRIDAY 9.30 to 8.30
SATURDAY 9.30-5.30

le

•
LINN AXIS

LINN SARA

*DELIVERY AND EXPERT INSTALLATION
*PART EXCHANGE AVAILABLE
*INTEREST FREE CREDIT — DETAILS ON
REQUEST

AGENCIES INCLUDE:A& RCAMBRIDGE CELESTION CREEK
DENON
EPOS
GOODMANS
HEYBROOK
JPW
KEF
KOETSU
LINN
MANTRA
MONITOR AUDIO
MORDAUNT SHORT
NAIM AUDIO
NAKAMICHI
ONIX
RATA
REGA
ROKSAN
ROTEL
SME
SUPEX
YAMAHA
HI- H NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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RECORD
CLASSICAL
ADAMS
93 The Chairman Dances. etc ( de Waart)
IS BACH
93 Christmas Oratorio ( Schreier)
93 St Matthew Passion ( Karajan)
BEETHOVEN
93 Triple Concerto, etc ( Beaux Arts/
Haitink)
94 Piano Sonatas ( Buchbinder)
94 Mass in C. etc ( Chailly)
BERNSTEIN
94 A Quiet Place ( Bernstein)
BIZET
94 Fair Maid of Perth ( Pretre)
BOCCHERINI
94 Symphonies 6/8/14 ( Poplc)
BRAHMS
94 Violin Sonatas 1-3 ( Mordkovitch/
Oppitz)
94 German Requiem. etc ( Sinopoli)
BROUWER
95 Guitar music ( Oraison)
BYRD
95 Liturgical music ( Botto)
CHOPIN
95 Preludes/Nocturnes, etc ( Thibaudet)
95 Preludes. etc ( Davidovich)
DVORAK
95 Symphony 5, etc (Jarvi)
95 Violin Concerto ( Menuhin/Enesco)
95 Cello Concerto ( du Pre/Barentioim)
ELGAR
93 Dream of Gerontius ( Rattle)
GERSHWIN
96 Of Thee ISing, etc ( Thomas)
GRIEG
96 Milberg Suite, etc ( Orpheus)
HANDEL
96 Water Music (Cam Bern)
96 Water Music ( Glover)
HAYDN
95 Cello Concerto in C ( du Pre/Barenboim)
KHACHATURIAN
96 Piano Concerto. etc ( Orbeliandarvi)
96 Piano Concerto. etc ( Port ugheis/
Tjeknavorian)
LISZT
97 ' Mountain Symphony' ( Butt)
LOBO
102 Versa est in luctum ( Philips)
MACHAUT
97 Songs ( Page)
MAHLER
97 Symphony 9. etc ( teal)
MARTINU
97 Czech Rhapsody ( Kusnjer/Belohlavek)
MENDELSSOHN
95 Violin Concerto ( Menuhin/Enesco)
97 Songs Without Words ( Rev)
MOZART
97 Symphony 41. etc ( Brüggen)
99 Serenades K375/388 ( Schneider)
99 Flute Concertos K3I3/314 ( Hall/
Thomas)
99 Clarinet Concerto ( King/Francis)
99 Horn Concertos 1-4, etc ( Watkins/
Hickox)
99 Piano Quartets ( Burnett/Salomon)
99 Flute Quartets ( Hyde-Smith/Cummings)
99 Piano Trios ( Borodin)
99 Arias ( van Dam/Wallez)
99 Concert Arias ( Bohman/Wcdin)
NIELSEN
100 Piano Music ( Miller)
PATTERSON
100 Mass of the Sea, etc ( Simon)
PROKOFIEV
100 Symphonies I & S ( Previn)
PUCCINI
100 Turandot (Callas/Serafin)
100 Turandot ( Nilsson/Leinsclorn

PURCELL
101 Songs ( Esswood)
101 Theatre Ayres ( Holman)
RACHMANINOV
101 Song transcriptions ( Wild)
SIBELIUS
101 Symphony 5. etc ( Salonen)
SPOHR
99 Clarinet Concerto 4 ( King/Francis)
R STRAUSS
101 Bourgeois Gentilhomme, etc (Tate)
STRAVINSKY
101 Petrushka. etc ( Dutoit)
TCHAIKOVSKY
97 The Tempest ( Butt)
96 Serenade for Strings ( Orpheus)
101 Piano Trio ( Ashkcnazy et al)
VERDI
102 Aida (('allas/Se rafin)
VICTORIA
102 Officium Defunctorum ( Hill)
102 Officium Defunctorum ( Philips)
VIVALDI
102 Chamber works ( London Bar)

COLLECTIONS
102
102
103
103
103
103
103
103
105
105
105
105
105
105
105
106
106
106
106
106
106
106
106

FRANCISCO ARAIZA ( opera arias)
ARLEEN AUGER ( songs: 3composers)
SACRED ARIAS ( 8composers)
ENGLISH CLARINET/PIANO
(6 composers)
CLARINET IN CONCERT
(3 composers)
EDWARDIAN CLARINETTISTS
(8 composers)
CODEX CHANTILLY
(14th century songs)
BAROCKMUSIK ( 3composers)
CONCORD OF SWEET SOUNDS
(flute/lute)
FERNANDEZ RECITAL
(guitar: 6composers)
GERMAN CHURCH CANTATAS
(3 composers)
HÉLÉNE GRIMAUD
(piano: 3composers)
PLUS BELLES PAGES
(guitar: 12 composers)
HAKAN HARDENBERGER
(trumpet: 4composers)
ITALIAN RENAISSANCE HARP
(5 composers)
BAROQUE HORN CONCERTOS
(5 composers)
MINIATURES FOR ORCHESTRA
(7 composers)
EMMA KIRKBY COLLECTION
(6 composers)
SHLOMO MINTZ ( violin: 3composers)
VIOLIN ROMANCES ( 3composers)
KURT MOLL ( arias: 6composers)
SCANDINAVIAN SERENADE
(4 composers)
SWEDISH ORCHESTRAL
(3 composers)

REVIEWS
107 PLEASURES OF THEIR COMPANY
(11 composers)
107 ITALIAN RECORDER CONCERTOS
(3 composers)
107 ALEXANDER TORADZE
(piano: 6composers)
107 THE KING'S TRUMPETER
(6 composers)
107 SERVICE OF VENUS & MARS
(14th/15th century music)
107 WHITE MAN SLEEPS
(String Clt: 6composers)

ROCK/POP/JAZZ
109
115
115
109
109
109
109
115
115
115
Ill
Ill
115
111
Ill
Ill
Ill
115
Ill
i
( 8)
Ill
113
:13
115
113

ALARM
Eye Of Thc Hurricane
MARC ALMOND
The Singles 1984-87
CD
AMERICAN MUSIC CLUB
Engine
RICK ASTLEY
Whenever You Need Somebody
ALICE BABS/DUKE ELLINGTON
Far Away Star
CD
PHILIP BAILEY
.
'
Chinese Wall
CD
WALTER BARNES & GEORGE E LEE
Ruff Scufflin'
THE BEARS
The Bears
BLACK SABBATH
The Eternal Idol
STANLEY BLACIULSO
Movie Music
CD
PAUL BLEY
Questions
CD
BODEANS
Outside Looking In
CAMPER VAN BEETHOVEN
Vampire Can Mating Oven
CARMEL
Everybody's Got A Little .
Soul
PAUL CARRACK
One Good Reason
THE CHRISTIANS
The Christians
ORNETTE COLEMAN/PRIME TIME
In All Languages
ALICE COOPER
Raise Your Fist And Yell
EDDIE DANIELS
To Bird With Love
NEIL DIAMOND
Beautiful Noise
CD
DUANE EDDY
Duane Eddy
DUKE ELLINGTON
Duke Ellington 1922-34
EURYTHMICS
Savage
CD
FLORIDA SUN
The Florida Sun Album
GAY BYKERS ON ACID
Drill Your Own Hole

BEST OF THE MONTH
Bernstein: ' A Quiet Place'
Prokofiev 5from Previn
Dutoit's new Petrouchka'
Victoria's Officium Defunctorum
Flute & guitar on Saydisc
Alice Babs with Duke Ellington ' unique'
Delicacy and subtlety from Paul Carrack
Eurythmics: relentless, breathtaking, Savage
On Cloud Nine with George Harrison
Somebody Loves Zoot Sims

94
100
_ 101
102
105
109
III

113
113
114

GREAT CITY
115 Great City
GUADALCANAL DIARY
115 2x4
JAN HAMMER
115 Escape From Television
GEORGE HARRISON
113 Cloud Nine
BUDDY HOLLY
115 The Best Of

CD

INXS
115 Kick
THE JACKSONS
109 Triumph
KEITH JARRETT
113 Book Of Ways
JELLYBEAN
113 Just Visiting This Planet
JANIS JOPLIN
109 Pearl
CD
KISS
113 Crazy Nights
MARK KNOPFLER
114 The Princess Bride
LAZY LESTER
115 Lazy Lester Rides Again
THE PHILIP LEWIS RHYTHM
MANIACS
109 Sessions
LONDON SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA
115 Classic Rock Countdown
CD
LYNYRDSKYNARD
115 Legend
MAHLATHINI
114 The Lion Of Soweto
CD
MORTAL SIN
115 Mas hemic Destruction
JEFF PARIS
115 Wired Up
CD
PINK FAIRIES
115 Kill ' Em & Eat ' Em
THE PRETENDERS
115 The Singles
RAYMONDE
115 Babeloguc
, REUBEN ' RIVER' REEVES
109 Reuben ' River' Reeves 8t His
Tributaries
REO SPEED WAGON
109 Hi Infidelits
CD
PAUL ROBERTS
115 Kettle Drum Blues
CD
ROBBIE ROBERTSON
114 _ Robbie Robertson
SIMON & GARFUNKEL
109 Wednesday Morning 3am
CD
ZOOT SIMS
114 Somebody Loves Mc
BRUCE SPRINGSTEEN
114 Tunnel Of Love
GEORGE STRAIT
115 Greatest Hits Vol. 2
SUPERTRAMP
114 Free As A Btrd
TOTO
109 Toto
CD
THIN WHITE ROPE
115 Bottom Feeders
VARIOUS
114 Hurricane Zouk
CD
114 Heartbeat Soukous
CD
115 Hit Mix
115 Spirit Of Peace
JOE VENUTI/EDDIE LANG
113 Joe Venuti/Eddie Lang 1926-23
WARLOCK
115 Triumph And Agony
STE VIE WONDER
114 Characters
CD
YUNG WU
115 Shore Leave

)

CLASSICAL REVIEWS arc based on the Compact Disc, unless indicated • ( LP). The catalogue number is followed by total
playing time, and equivalent LP/MC ( Musicassette) numbers. (81 = monophonic recording. (g) indicates date of first UK
release. eg, on LP — now CD, or LP reissue. ROCIC/POP/JAZZ REVIEWS are based on the LP. unless shown: CD.
Equivalent MC number is given in brackets. (NB. Musicassettes are not reviewed in HFNIRR.) RATINGS Recording and
Performance arc separately graded as asummary of each review. In Rock/Pop/Jazz the numerical rating also reflects musical
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From budget to exotic
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CLASSICAL >
ELGAR: The Dream of Gerontius
BakerlMitchinson1Shirley-QuirkICBSO &
ChlRattle
EMI CDS 749 5492 (
2CDs, 95m I3s) digital
(2LPs: EX 749 5491, 2MCs: EX 749 5494)
A passionate, inspiring Gerontius which
comes from the heart, goes to the heart,
infused from first to last with an overwhelming sense of the work's breadth of vision, its
awe and wonderment — still more, its mysticism. The opening phrases of the Prelude
barely murmur into our consciousness, the
wide open spaces of the Great Hall, Birmingham University immediately enhancing an air
of hushed reverence. How beautifully producer David Murray, and engineer Mike
Sheady. have harnessed the cathedral- like
ambience of this acoustic: how truthful and
atmospheric the sense of perspective, the far
distant celestial plainchants, for instance —
caught suspended. as it were, in time and
space. Fortissimos are hugely, unflinchingly
full-blooded, the difficult- to- control
reverberance remarkably well contained
(skilful, unobtrusive miking and balancing).
so that even the complex fugal writing of the
percussive ' Demons' Chorus' thunders forth
with relatively little of its rhythmic detail
sacrificed in the enormous welter of sound.
For once, too, the awesome 'glimpse of God',
the moment at which Elgar asks every instrument to ' exert its fullest force', is truly
climactic — for one split-second, apocalyptic,
on CD. Rattle and Murray have seen to that.
No praise can be too high for Rattle's
achievement. Ihave spoken of wonderment.
awe, mystery. Rarely can Elgar's ever-

ADAMS: The Chairman Dances D Christian
Zeal and Activity D Two Fanfares ID Common
Tones in Simple Time
San Francisco 50/de Waart
Nonesuch 979 144-1• digital ( CD: 979144-2,
MC: 979 144-4
John Adams has described himself as a
minimalist who is bored with minimalism,
and the truth is that the minimalists are less
minimal than they were. For example, The
Chairman Dances, an excerpt from his opera
Nixon in China and subtitled ' A Foxtrot for
Orchestra', has avariety of gesture, and even
suggestions of development, quite unknown
during the movement's go-on- forever days
(daze). This piece was written in 1985, but
Christian Zeal is considerably earlier, dating
from 1973, and is the central panel of a
triptych titled ' American Standards'. Adams
reckons that it was inspired by the spectacularly untalented Cornelius Cardew and his
Scratch Orchestra. Yet this piece sounds like
ten minutes of slowed- down prairie Copland
to me, and the composer appears to acknowledge this when he writes for the sleeve,
'hymn tune harmonies, freed of their
homophonic shackles, float in a kind of
dream polyphony'.
The Two Fanfares were both first heard last
year, and the first, Tromba Lontana, is
unusual in that unlike most such pieces it is
slow and quiet. Short Ride in a Fast Machine
is more conventional, being quick and
'joyous', though also monotonous; and the
orchestra, alas, here includes two synthesisers. Adams reasonably calls the 1979-80
Common Tones '
apastoral with apulse', its
slow-moving core of simple harmonies being
dressed in much repetitive surface activity.
Scores of this composer's works are hard to
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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resourceful orchestrations have sounded
quite as beautiful or as lucid as they do here.
But then the whole has been so thoroughly
prepared. Rattle's players and singers sound
so obviously and completely on top of the
notes. Ihear still the expressive amplitude of
the CBSO strings in the Prelude. CD now
making possible the most breathtaking refinements in dynamics. Rattle exploits this factor
most dramatically throughout, and so is
fortunate indeed to have achorus, an uncommonly fine one, whose sopranos are so secure
as to take in their stride the ethereal pianissimi demanded of them. At the other
extreme, the heavens open — and how - for
'Praise to the Holiest', Rattle here pulling off
a tremendous display of controlled rhetoric.
Magnificent!
Last, but by no means least, of course, the
soloists: fine seasoned performers. all three.

come by in London, but de Waart's performances seem faithful and idiomatic. Certainly
the recording is excellent. [ A:1]. Max Harrison

JS BACH: Weihnachts-Oratorium
Donathl Lipovgek I
Sch reier' Büchnerl Holll Ludwig Güttler Tpt Ens/Leipzig R Ch/Dresden
StaatskapellelSchreier
Philips 420 204-2 (
3CDs. 150m 28s) digital ( 3
LPs: 420 204-1, 3MCs: 420 204-4)
A splendidly lively middle-of-the-road Christmas Oratorio, warmly and spaciously
recorded in Dresden's Lukaskirche. Many
features are common to this new issue and
the St Matthew Passion of 1985 — the same
venue, chorus, orchestra and conductor, as
well as several of the same soloists. This time
the performance is marginally better still, and
the minor blemishes hardly affect my admiration for, and pleasure in the set as awhole.
Schreier shows asure hand in choice of tempi
and in control of his forces; there is no
sentimental lingering, hut equally no
unseemly haste — his singers, solo and the
chorus, have space in which to articulate, and
the orchestra is keen and expressive, with
lovely obbligato playing from flute and oboe
(of various kinds). The Ludwig Güttler
Trumpet Ensemble deserves special mention.
If Schreier the singer no longer has the vocal
bloom of earlier years, his insight into the
Evangelist's part is compensation enough. All
the vocal soloists, major and minor, gire
great pleasure, though alloyed to some extent
by flutter or stiffness. The digital sound is of
very high quality, with balance markedly
more even than in the Schreier St Matthew
Passion. [
A:1/21
Peter Branscombe

lIre voices may all have seen better days, but
in terms of their wealth of experience and
understanding of this score, who could better
them now? Dame Janet — some 22 years on
from the celebrated Barbirolli recording,
which virtually launched her upon the world's
musical stage, has to work hard these days,
the voice no longer as secure or as mellifluous
(though just as distinctive) as it was. Yet how
much more she now makes of the words; how
vividly she now colours phrases like ' the great
Angel of the Agony'; how inwardly, raptly,
she now feels the consoling ' Softly and
gently, dearly- ransomed soul'. The part
belongs to her.
At her side, Mitchinson, following in the
footsteps of his teacher Heddle Nash, a
famous Gerontius, also comes through with
something very personal, very special; something wholly idiomatic in terms of vocal
colour. Again it's this indefinable spiritual
intensity, the ache in the voice, which can
draw tears in such heart-rending moments as
the final measures of his ' Sanctus fortis,
Sanctus Deus' ( beginning in a wonderfully
rapt mezza voce) or the agonising cry 'Take
me away'. The many Tristans that Mitchinson
has sung late in his career have plainly stood
him in good stead.
Finally, there is Shirley-Quirk ( in his
second recording — the other being the
Britten set), whose well- enunciated ' Go
forth' is such a relief after Kim Borg's
infamous Scandinavian vowels for Barbirolli.
So much more could be said. Rattle has
rediscovered Gerontius just as Barbirolli did
for me in the '60s. And Ithank him for it.
[A*/B:1*1
Edward Seckerson

JS BACH St Matthew Passion, BWV244
Gundala Janowitz (sop )/(
Ludwig
lcon)IPeter Schreier, Horst Laubenthal (tens)!
Dietrich Fischer-Dieskau ( bar)/Amo,: Diakov
(base Berlin ChorlWiener Singverein & ('h
Berlin OperaIBPOIKarajan
DC 419 789-2 (
3CDs. 204m 22s) C) 1972
The DG recording has been well transferred
to CD; it is immediate and dramatic, by turns
broad for the choruses, theatrical for the arias
(some even with harpsichord). direct and
involving in the recitatives. There has been
no attempt to minimise these changes. but
that suits the performance quite well. The
outer choruses are broadly symphonic and a
little slow, and most of the arias and ariosos
are on the slow side too — an incredibly
conservative feature by today's standards and, as Inoted in my 1973 review of the LPs,
neither chorus nor orchestra are consistently
in tune or synchronisation ( a surprising fact
considering the identity of the individuals
comprising each). For Karajan admirers a
MUM; for those who seek the true heart of
Bach and his faith, an interesting account,
but by no means an essential one. [
A/B:1/31
Stephen Daw
BEETHOVEN; Triple Concerto, Op.56
Piano Trio 11 in C, Kakadu Variations'
Beaux Arts TriolLPOIHaitink
Philips 420 231-2 (
55m 28s) C) 1977. ' 83
This glorious, warm-hearted ' Triple' is for me
the perfect example of music- making as sheer
enjoyment. Greeted enthusiastically on LP
(April ' 78), it transfers to the new medium
with virtually no sonic changes — although I
do now feel that while violin/piano/cello' are
93

well presented, the orchestral backcloth is
(and was) alittle on the gruff side at climaxes.
But the music's verve tends to overwhelm
such mundane considerations, which is more
than can be said of the Trio in G. Previously
only available in the Beaux Arts' second
complete set of Piano Trios ( LPs reviewed
Jan '84), these ' Kakadu Variations' are
played with fastidious polish but little sign of
enthusiasm. It seems dreadful to say this of
such an esteemed team, but at times the
performance verges on the tedious, in absolute contrast to the three players' joyous
contributions to the concerto - which, with
Haitink, they obviously loved. [
A/B:1*/2].
John Crabbe

«emtwelertt

BEETHOVEN: Piano Sonatas 9, 10, 12, 22
Rudolf Buchbinder (pno)
Teldec 8.43477 (
56m 59s) digital
BEETHOVEN: Piano Sonatas 15, 19, 20, 24,
25
Rudolf Buchbinder (pno)
Teldec 8.43478 (
53m 58s) digital
These are polished performances of impeccable professionalism: Buchbinder's musical
mind is as alert as his fingers are fleet. All
these sonatas emerge from his hands with
great structural clarity and a commanding
sense of the whole ( though in the case of the
'mini-sonatas' - 19,20 and 25 - this is perhaps
no great feat), but listeners who like their
Beethoven smooth and tonally subtle may
find the playing here a little rough-hewn.
Buchbinder, on this evidence, is very far from
being asentimentalist, and his tonal palette is
correspondingly ascetic. In his large-scale
delineation of phrase and period, he sometimes neglects the finer details of inflection,
and one would look in vain here for that rapt
air of inspired improvisation which characterizes the very greatest Beethoven playing.
Still, he's an impressive player, and I've
heard many less successful performances
from artists of far greater renown. The
playing is matched by a clear, almost edgy
recording in which stereophonic gloss is
abjured in favour of a near- clinical
immediacy. [
A/B:1/2]
Jeremy Siepmann
BEETHOVEN: Mass in C, Op.86 D Meeresstille und glückliche Fahrt, Op.112
Dunn (sop)IZimmermann (m-sop)I Beccario
(ten)/ Krause (bar)IRIAS Cham Chl Ernst
Senff Cham Chl Berlin RSOIChailly
Decca 417 563-2 (
52m 23s) digital ( LP: 417
563-1, MC: 417 563-4)
The only previous CD of the 1807 Mass was
Kegel's rather unsure Teldec version, and
Riccardo Chailly steers amuch more convincing course between introvert and extravert
aspects of this neglected work. His soloists
also outshine Kegel's, and Iespecially liked
Bruno Beccario's fine, daringly ' operatic'.
manner. There is also a welcome filler, the
Calm Sea & Prosperous Voyage of 1814,
which allows the chorus to provide some
striking dynamic contrasts between hushed
expanses of motionless ocean and the surging
optimism felt when sailing briskly in a good
wind.
Orchestral scoring in the Mass is subdued,
a fact emphasized here by a very dominant
vocal balance in which the robust chorus
seems well forward of the orchestra, with the
quartet placed at front-stage. When the
soloists first entered, my feeling was that the
two men were unacceptably near, although
this impression fades later - leaving just a
suspicion that soprano Susan Dunn is slightly
94

underbalanced in the mix. Regarding
balance, the organ's role is very discreet apart
from one particular high reed-stop situated
half-left, which pipes through the texture in a
manner suggestive of a triangle at work.
The recording, made in Berlin's JesusChristus-Kirche, has a very . slightly ' hard'
impact, perhaps arising from efforts not to get
over-swamped by the venue's well-known
reverberance. I would have welcomed a
touch more space around the chorus, but the
balance adopted is probably optimum in the
circumstances. I certainly warmed to the
sound on asecond play-through. [ A/B:11
John Crabbe
BERNS"' EIN; A Quiet Place
SoloistsIORF SOI Bernstein
DG 419 761-2 (
2CDs, 149m 6s) digital ( 3LPs:
419 761-1)
This is a recording of the live production
given in 1986 in Vienna. A Quiet Place
incorporates Bernstein's earlier one- act
opera Trouble in Tahiti which is immured in a
'sequel' contrived by Stephen Wadsworth.
The object, according to the librettist (who
takes equal billing with the composer), was to
realise ajoint ambition to write an opera ' in
the American language . . . Unless we create
operas that are about Americans and deal
with American problems, opera will not be
an unavoidable or necessary art for Americans.'. Laudable. But is this turgid stuff
really the voice of middle-class, non-ethnic
(whatever that is) America? Arthur Miller
surely did it much better in ' Death of a
Salesman' - a not dissimilar subject. No
language goes out of date as quickly as the
American vernacular, and much of this
already has a faded air. Wadsworth's chatty
introductory notes concerning the genesis of
the project reflect the flavour of his libretto,
an earnest striving after effect ( Bernstein's
own for Trouble in Tahiti is generally more
natural). The music, which is largely recitative and arioso, strives equally. Surprisingly
for such an experienced theatrical composer,
Bernstein seems anxious to submit the text to
amusical line which runs contrary to natural
diction, natural inflexions; and the result is as
stilted and artificial as the theatrical
framework on which it hangs. Trouble in
Tahiti, shorn of A Quiet Place, retains some
vitality, though unlike West Side Story or,
more particularly, Candide, it has become a
period piece. The whole manages to avoid
the sheer tastelessness that made Bernstein's
Mass attractive in certain quarters, but it
lacks the theatricality of Songfest. A Quite
Place is the victim of its creators' sentimentality; the verities which they had in mind to
explore are encrusted in mawkishness; and
pretentiousness has taken the place of plain
truths. The cast do their best to lend conviction to the material, but can hardly succeed.
DG, however, have done the project more
honour than could have been hoped for. The
sound is crystal clear, and the sense of stage
space admirably realised. One can conceive
of A Quiet Place exciting the kind of admiration Mr Wadsworth has sought to engender.
For some, an all-star issue; for the rest of us,
well .. IA/A*:11
Kenneth Dommett
BIZET: La jolie fille de Perth
Anderson1KrauslZimmermanIQuilicolVan
DamlBacquierICh Radio France/Nouvel Orch
Philharmonique/Prêtre
EMI CDS 747 5598 (
2CDs 139m Ois)
01985
We are not likely to get another Fair Maid of

Perth for along time, so this 2- disc reincarnation of a 3 LP set remains highly attractive.
June Anderson's delightful Catherine
Glover, in particular, benefits from the absence of a Sutherland version! Kraus, too,
remains a model of French style as Henry
Smith, her lover, and the other names are
self-recommending in this delightful work. A
final word for Prêtre's delicious way with
Bizet's sparkling orchestration. He makes no
apologies for some weaknesses in the score.
Almost unmitigated delight here. [
B:11
Hugh Canning
*

-

BOCCHERINI: Symphonies 6, 8 & 14
Lond Fest Orchl Pople
Hyperion CDA 66236 (
54m 52s) digital ( LP:
A66236)
An outstandingly good recording is brought
to this performance, with the string tone
crystal-clear as if the hearer were sitting in a
small and harmoniously- proportioned concert-room. The London Festival Orchestra.
of fewer than 20 players, is admirably proportioned to this 18th-century music and plays
with unfailing verve for its director, Ross
Pople ( a cellist by first reputation). One
chord, at the beginning of the slow movement
of 14, has just the suspicion of a fault.
Haydn's contemporary, Boccherini is not
Haydn's equal as asymphonist but he has no
need of apologies either. Here Symphony 6,
nicknamed La Casa del diavolo with its
imitation of Gluck's Furies, shows apowerful
impetus of its own. This and 14 are in three
movements, but 8 takes the four-movement
form with a minuet of particular melodic
charm. Gluck's Furies are slightly misidentified by Pople's programme-note: the work to
which Boccherini pays homage is not The
Stone Banquet (
whatever that may be) but
The Stone Guest - better known as Don Juan,
aballet score which influenced Mozart's Don
Giovanni.
The performance would please me more
with harpsichord added ( as in the composer's
expectation), but on its own basis the marking must surely be ( A:11.
Arthur Jacobs
BRAHMS: Violin Sonatas 1-3
Lydia Mordkovitch ( vIn)1Gerhard Oppiiz
(pno)
Chandos CHAN 8517 (
71m 29s) digital ( LP:
ABRD 1227, MC: ABTD 1227)
Iwas bowled over by these passionate performances on LP (July '87, p91), but greatly
disappointed by the washy recording. CD
offers slightly sharper definition and acleaner
image (with inherent loss of warmth), allowing both instruments to speak a little more
easily in this resonant acoustic, but the
improvement is hardly significant and my
rating must remain unchanged. ( B/C:1*]
Barbara Jahn
BRAHMS: WORKS FOR CHORUS AND
ORCHESTRA - German Requiem D Song of
the Fates C] Alto Rhapsody CI Nanie D Song of
Destiny D Rinaldo D Song of Triumph
Lucia Popp (sop)/ Brigitte Fassbaender (con)/
Rene Kollo (ten)IWolfgang Brendel (bar)/
Prague Philharmonic Ch/Czech POISinopoli
DG 419 737-2 (
3CDs, 193m 39s) digital 0
1983
Transfer to CD should have produced amore
acceptable degree of sonic clarity for the
works in this set from DG's 1983 ' Brahms
Edition' celebration of the 150th anniversary
of the composer's birth; but in the fullest
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passages the sound is still muddy and the
tenors and basses still overpowered by the
orchestra. The spacious acoustic of the
recording venue would have been pleasing if
agreater degree of presence had been maintained for the chorus in general, and although
the dynamic range and sound- stage seem
appropriately wide for the distant setting of
the performers, the atmospheric potential of
that distance is tamely exploited.
In all these features the Requiem suffers
most, but none of the works fully escape the
consequences. The shorter works fare better
in performance. too. Sinopoli's view of the
Requiem seems to me to he rather contrived,
the emotion imposed upon the music rather
than springing naturally from it. In the first
movement, for example, he habitually slows
the tempo for the choral contributions and
predictably makes a rallentando for each
cadence. This may he to make up for the
chorus's lack of punch or the orchestra's lack
of relinement (the upper strings sounding
particularly scrawny). but whatever the
reason the effect is only mitigated in the
sections where the conductor needs to give
the excellent soloists their head.
The set cannot be ignored, however, for it
includes two works otherwise unavailable on
disc. Rinaldo and the Trimnphlied. The
former is certainly of utmost importance for
anyone interested in understanding Brahms,
as it is the closest he came in his extant works
to producing an opera. For recordings of the
majority of works included in this set,
however, my advice would be to look elsewhere. IB/C:2/31
Doug Hammond
BROUWER: Tres Apuntes I ] Elogio de la
Danza
Canticum U Tarantos L.1 El
Decameron Negro U Variaciones sobre un
tema de Django Reinhardt
Jorge Oraison (girl
Etcetera ETC 1034 • digital
This selection of music by the Cuban composer and guitarist Leo Brouwer shows most
readily the strong influence of national and
folk music on his creative development, and
the pleasant. easily assimilated contemporary
voice he weaves around this familiar foundation. Both the 3 Apumes of 1959 and the 4
popular Cuban tunes that make up Tarantos
are fine examples of this successful amalgamation. the melodies flowing beautifully.
like long drawn-out threads through a
coarser- grained fabric. The two pieces from
the 1960s, Elogio and Cnoticum, show more
interest in the exploration of unconventional
sound production: the body of the guitar is
struck. sometimes producing chords, and
vigorous strumming with the nails creates a
more aggressive, brittle sound. With El
Decameron Negro and the Variations ( receiving their world première recording) however.
a return to a warmer. neoRomantic style is
heralded, the latter piece actually using standard dance forms from the Baroque Suite to
shape its variations on Django Reinhardt's
theme ' Nuages'.
Oraison is equal to all the technical
demands made on him, but Iwould have
preferred a little more light and shade and
dynamic contrast. The recording has line
presence ( emphasized by background noises
and voices in places). and the warmth of the
resonance seems entirely appropriate to the
sentiments of this pleasant music, although it
does tend to dissipate the image a little too
much. 113: 11
Barbara Jahn
BYRD: Missa in Tempore Paschali [ 1Regina
Cadi 1: In Assumptione Beatae
1111-151 5555 MI( ORD It1 Sil SS

11 liRU-SliN I
9NS

Ave Regina caelorum D Salve Regina, Mater
Misericordiae
ChanticleerlBotto
Harmonia Mundi HMC 5182 •
I'm hound to say Ifound this pretty painful.
From the outset it presented me with obstacles which the best will in the world couldn't
remove. Given superlative musicianship. I
can tolerate poor intonation; given an exceptional degree of technical excellence, Ican
overcome, at least in passing, my aversion to
various musical shortcomings. Without these
extenuating circumstances, though, I'm lost.
A lack of vocal refinement ( I'd venture to
match my own falsetto with some of those in
evidence here), aserious outbreak of ' intoniOs'. and a see- sawing rhythm which rarely
transcends the divisive pair, all these combine
to put the present performances beyond my
reach. Doubtless there are musical and knowledgeable people who find virtues here which
elude me, otherwise the performances
wouldn't have got this far, so it's bad luck that
this disc found its way to me instead of them.
[A/B:41
Jeremy Siepmann
CHOPIN: Preludes Op.28 CI Nocturnes Op.9:
& 2 D Nocturne in C#, Op. posth.
Jean-Yves Thibaudet (pno)
Denon 33C0-1742 (
57m 29s) digital
Thibaudet is particularly well attuned to
Chopin's early Nocturnes, and offers graceful
and sensitive readings that flow smoothly yet
with unassertive expressiveness. The Op.28
Preludes are a more complex matter. To be
able to give a well matched performance of
all 24 is a sign of interpretative as well as
technical mastery, and one usually, as here,
has to present acatalogue of mixed impressions. Thibaudet makes afew - such as 3or 14
-sound too much like exercises; and 8could
do with the sort of fire that we find in 12. But
10 and 21 are delicious in their deft lightness.
He is impressive amid 16's non-stop semiquavers, plays exquisitely in the più lento
section of 13 and, if 4is rather conventionally
expressive. 18. 22 and 24 are exactly the
fierce outbursts they should be. 15 is a bit
slow, yet finely graduated. and 17. perhaps
the most beautiful of the entire set, is better
still, its gentle poetry gradually intensifying.
An excellent recording. too. [
A:21
Max Harrison
CHOPIN: Preludes, Op.28 D Polonaise,
Op.40/2 11 Rondo in E h D Barcarolle
Bella Davidovich (pno)
Philips 420 389-2 (
68m 31s) C) 1979, ' 85
A tragedy certainly unfolds in Davidovich's
consistent account of the Preludes, but more
in the manner of a rhetorical imitation of
grandeur than an authentic expression of
grief or an occasion for pity and terror. A
mighty left hand, brought powerfully into
play in 2 ( Byd/o-fashion. a juggernaut of
fate), in 20 and 22. intimidates the right into
losing its voice. Legato and cantabile lines
rarely sing out to touch us on ahuman level:
the curiously, if purposefully. marmoreal
B- minor and D- flat Preludes typify an attitude which, once fixed, forbids any inner
sense of movement. Rondo, Polonaise and
Barcarolle, decked in cleaner, warmer sound,
shine brighter with this pianist's intelligent.
controlled power. Preludes [
B/C:3/41, others
1A:1/21.
David Nice
DVORAK: Symphony 5
SNOIJiirvi

Ile Water Goblin

Chandos CHAN 8552 (
60m 57s) digital ( LP:
ABRD 1258, MC: ABTD 1258)
This latest instalment of Jârvi's Dvorak cycle
is quite the best so far. The symphony, areal
charmer, has plenty of underlying strength to
toughen up its sweetness, and responds well
to positive direction. It gets it here in this
sensibly paced, rhythmically alert performance. Like Kertesz, Jârvi seems to have an
instinctive response to the national elements
in Dvorak, and these are very strong in this
particular symphony. The SNO, rapidly
becoming one of our major orchestras,
improves with each new issue, though the
cavernous venue in which they record does
not always reflect their excellence, especially
when it is as empty as it appears to be here.
There is some delightfully clean woodwind
playing to be heard; and crisp string attack
nicely focused by good balancing brings out a
rich bass line. The Water Goblin, the first of
the four tone poems inspired by Erben which
Dvorak composed towards the end of his life,
is harder to bring off in performance since it
tends to be repetitive, and most of its eight
sections are tied to aB-minor/major tonality.
No conductor can entirely escape these
limitations, but Jârvi ( again, like Kertesz)
manages to get round them by pointing up the
dramatic contrasts and concentrating on
keeping things moving. [
A/B: I
Kenneth Dommett
DVORAK: Cello Concerto/HAYDN: Cello
Concerto in C
Jacqueline du Pré ( vlc)IChicago SO/ECO/
Barenboim
EMI CDC 747 6142 (
68m 142) C)1971, '67
CB reviewed the Dvorak in 1972 and was less
than happy with sound and balance. He was
not particulary enamoured of the performance either, which he found overwrought.
Refurbished, the sound seems cleaner but
still suffers the limitations of which he wrote though, in the present circumstances, these
have less relevance since acquisition of this
reissue will be in great measure a pietistic
gesture towards the cellist herself. Du Pré's
art was always fulsome; in live performance
as well as on record she gestured expansively,
atrue pupil of Tortelier. and one liked it or
not according to temperament. It cannot be
denied though that she threw herself soul as
well as body into whatever she played, and
CB was right to say she plays as one
possessed. Ido not find the intensity wholly
to my taste, though frequently Iam caught up
by it sufficiently to be able to ignore some of
the infelicities of Barenboim's conducting.
The Haydn too receives a predictably overripe performance and one could not recommend it on stylistic grounds; but again, one is
swept up by the technical skill, and the
emotional triumph of her playing, which one
cannot help but admire even when one may
not entirely approve. ( C/B:21
Kenneth Dommett
UN,ORAK: Violin Concerto/NIENDELSSOHN: Violin Concerto in e
Yehudi Menuhin ( vbt)IParis Cons/Colonne
Concerts OrchlEnesco
EMI EH 749 3951 • eit (
MC: EH 749 3954)
Recordings from 1936, ' 38
Can anyone have played the Dvorak with
more sweetness of tone - maintained even at
the highest register - or shaped aphrase more
surely or more gracefully then the young
Menuhin ? It is hard to believe; for here is
violin playing of exquisite warmth and convic95

Michael Tilson Thomas (photo: Christina Burton)

tion, lacking perhaps the scalpel precision of
Heifetz or the incisive thrust of Szigeti, and
certainly avoiding the self-indulgent sweetness of Kreisler. And Enesco? More difficult
to be adamant here, since the sound (especially in the Dvorak) remains muffled and
congested despite John Holland's and Peter
Bown's efforts at remastering and transfer.
One senses that it is right, but the Mendelssohn is clearer; and here one can detect a
firm, precise hand at the helm. This really is a
fine, athletic account of a concerto often
encouraged to wallow. The Dvorak has
apparently never been reissued since its first
release, and though one must concede that
this must have only minority appeal, anyone
who would like to know what all the fuss was,
about Menuhin's youthful magic, ought to try
it, for it is an issue of genuine historical
import. [
H:1/1*]
Kenneth Dommett
GERSHWIN: Of Thee ISing 13 Let 'em Eat
Cake
Soloists/NY Choral Artists/St Luke's Orchl
Tilson Thomas
CBS CD 42522 (2CDs) ( 2LPs: 42522, 2MCs:
40-42522)
Both these shows were products of a partnership between Gershwin and the authors,
George SKaufman and Morrie Ryskina, with
whom in 1930 he had created Strike Up The
Band. The lyrics for both shows were by Ira
Gershwin, and since all the connecting dialogue has been omitted from these recordings
we are left with what is, in effect, pure
Gershwin. Of Thee ISing appeared in 1931 at
the height of the Depression, and ran for 441
performances; Let em Eat Cake came out
two years later and lasted only 90. The reason
for this flop was undoubtedly bad timing. The
political tone of Kaufman's book took the
nonsense of Of Thee ISing, which centres
round the Presidential campaign of John P
Wintergreen on a ' Love' ticket (a dig at the
prevailing materialism of American politics),
and pushed it into the questionable sphere of
a quasi- Fascist coup détat led by a certain
Kruger but fronted by Wintergreen, who has
been defeated by John PTweedledee. Having
overthrown Tweedledee, Kruger
(Roosevelt?) makes himself dictator. VicePresident Throttlebottom is tried by the
Army for conspiracy and sentenced to hang,
and Wintergreen is sentenced to the guillotine. They are saved by the women who, fed
up with the revolutionary blue, put on a
fashion show and persuade the Army to
arrest Kruger. Wintergreen restores the Presidency but gives up the job to run aclothing
store, Tweedledee agrees to run Cuba, and
the insipid Throttlebottom becomes President.
This was strong stuff for the American
public, and Gershwin's songs for Let 'em Eat
Cake were not catchy enough to save it. Both
scores disappeared and have been reconstructed for these recordings. Of Thee ISing
has at least three numbers that have stood the
test of time — ' Wintergreen for president',
'Love is Sweeping the Country' and the title
song, but nothing from the companion show
has comparable vitality, though much of the
music is vintage Gershwin and uncommonly
witty at times. The number ' First Lady and
First Gent', not used in the first production,
has been restored for this performance. The
casts for both shows, led by Maureen
McGovern, Larry Kert, and Jack Gilford, are
from the Brooklyn Academy of Music and
get into period very convincingly. The recordings have alively theatrical ambience and, in
the hands of Michael Tilson Thomas, the
music sounds full of sparkle. It is regrettable
96

HANDEL: Water Music
London Mozart Players/Jane Glover
Cirrus CICD 1009 (
51m 17s) digital

that at least some connecting dialogue could
not have been included even if it does sound
dated, for asuccession of songs and choruses,
however enjoyable, can never give the complete flavour of ashow, especially two as rare
and particular as these. [
A:11 [
Reviewed from
real-time cassettes.]
Kenneth Dommett

GRIEG: Holberg Suite CI Two Elegiac Melodies/TCHAIKOVSKY: Serenade for Strings
Orpheus CO
DG 423 060-2 (
56m 19s) digital ( LP: 423
060-1, MC: 423 060-4)
On this evidence — pace ES on their Stravinsky issue — the Orpheus strings, at least,
don't need aconductor after all. Their team
sensibility here extends far beyond the basic
agreements over dynamics and tempi towards
far-sighted phrasing — glorious gradations of
tone around climaxes glistening and thundering with heartfelt vibrato. Tchaikovsky's Elégie, for example, moves compellingly ( with
none of the anticipated forcing of line) to its
fervent heights before slipping away to the
last poignant reminiscences; it strikes me that
the players really do grasp the underlying
ache of Tchaikovsky's faded vision. It's the
same with the Holberg Sarabande and Air:
affection tinged with gravity, no mere pastiche. And the faster movements sing and
sparkle, though the opening movement of the
Serenade inclines to hectoring. Little wonder,
with all those fortissimos and marcatissimos
(jabbed rather than held, which surely produces more aggression than Tchaikovsky
intended), and the recording, with its slightly
close hedging of violins, doesn't help. Waltz
and trepak, however, come across with delicious deftness, the reprise of the waltz-theme
from second violins and cellos irresistible.
[A/B:1]
David Nice
HANDEL: Water Music
Camerata Bern
Denon 33C0 1665 (
52m 22s) digital
This record of Camerata Bern is neatly
managed by the engineers, so that the ensemble sounds quite broadly spaced out, with the
wind instruments well forward and attractively captured tonally, whilst the ( close)
harpsichord and strings keep well together.
The playing is fresh, and the approach tidy
and full of zest. But Idid find the lower
strings were sometimes a little sluggish, that
the trumpets matched- ill in the famous D
major ' Hornpipe', and that echo-effects in
the oboes seemed to be delayed for no
obvious musical reason (echo-music in the
open air has customarily been managed with
care so as to avoid just this sort of timedelay). The G major Suite struck me as the
best portion of the music, partly as aresult of
some really outstanding flute-playing — partly
because in this more intimate ensemble music
the true sensitiN,ity of the Bern strings
emerged. [
A:2/11
Stephen Daw

This very approachable modern-orchestral
account of the Water Music stands out for its
good discipline, and one notices the many
original interpretative touches accorded to
the music by the specialist conductor Jane
Glover. This raises its status as a new
recording of familiar music, as well as representing a very eloquent reading in its own
right. Mark Brown sand Anthony Howell's
recording strikes me as very sensibly managed, being neither too close to the strings
nor too far from the wind instruments, having
the right kind of breadth and depth, as well as
realistic colouring. Altogether an enjoyable
account, played by performers who sound as
though they enjoy their Handel. 1A:1/21
Stephen Dan
KHACHATURIAN: Piano Concerto
D Masquerade Suite D Gayaneh Suite
Constantine Orbelian (pno) ISNOWirvi
Chandos CHAN 8542 (
62m 04s) digital ( LP:
ABRD 1250, MC: ABTD 1250)
KHACHATURIAN: Piano Concerto
El Sonatina 111 Toccata
Alberto Portugheis (pno) / LSO/Tjeknavorian
ASV CD DCA 589 (
49m 23s) digital ( LP:
DCA 589, MC: ZC DCA 589)
Prokofiev ' helped' Khachaturian with his
Piano Concerto, and the fire-spitting 1946
Kapell/Koussevitzky performance ( reissued
by RCA with Kapell's dazzlingly fast Prokofiev No 3) insists wherever possible that the
lesson of the master had been well digested.
It's a triumph of manner over matter, an
illusion born of pianistic wizardry, and it says
much for Constantine Orbelian that he finds
other facets of this ungainly work with which
to enthral the sceptic. The merits of his
virtuosity may be obscured by the uncontrollable resonances of the SNO centre ( Dundee's
luxury hall seems a safer bet for Chandos's
SNO ventures these days), but there's no
denying the magic of the Armenian's nightmusings in the slow movement, or the way in
which he controls the usually incontinent
improvisations of the outer movement cadenzas. Where Portugheis, distinguished in
thundering double-octaves and clean fingerwork, plods his baffled way, the Armenian
keeps these cadenzas fresh with a far wider
palette. How naturally they flow, too; and
Járvi shows a masterly hand in sweeping
along the developments, ignoring some of
Khachaturian's admittedly unhelpful tempomarkings in ( ii), and driving home the big
theme with unashamed swagger from the
brass, which is surely the only way to manage
it. He helps with the mystery of the Andante
(typically atmospheric colourings here from
the SNO's clarinet and bass clarinet). For
curiosity's sake, we have on both recordings
the flexatone ( Koussevitzky omitted it), wobbling widely for Jarvi but better absorbed in
the orchestral textures than with Tjeknavorian's consummate artist.
Portugheis and Tjeknavorian have the
advantage of rather dry clarity in the recording, which makes the piano's heavy passagework more exciting, and focuses the unexpected appearance of jazz on the scene in the
third movement. But it's a pity the LSO
couldn't have been coaxed to like the bristling beast — and I'm surprised Tjeknavorian,
after his exhilarating Gayaneh, didn't fire
them to it. ASV's couplings — the indifferent
Sonatina and awell-weighted account of the
Toccata — don't significantly alter the
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balance; Járvi's Masquerade — heart on
sleeve, tongue decidedly out of cheek — and
vigorous Gayaneh numbers, despite a
.smudgy lullaby and that impossible acoustic
again, are worth investigating even if you're
allergic to the concerto. And who knows,
Orbelian might have you liking it!
Chandos JA/C: II. ASV [ VB:2/41. Da% id Nice
LISZT: Ce qu'on entend sur la montagnei
TCHAIKOVSKY: The Tempest
LSO/Butt
ASV DCA 586 • ( MC: ZC DCA 586)
Worthy as Yondani Butt's choice of rare and
deserving repertory may be. he doesn't strike
me here as the conductor to draw the threads
of these symphonic baggy monsters together.
Liszt and Tchaikovsky let their ideas lead
them by the programmatic nose after Hugo
and Shakespeare, though I have heard a
performance in the concert hall which stopped me thinking about Tovey's devastating
analysis of the Lisztian ' structure'. Mastery of
atmosphere and dramatic contrast are the
keys, it suggested, and I don't feel any
luminous magic in the starry seas around
Prospero's isle, any real character in the
young lovers — Ferdinand and sweet Miranda
with misplaced aspirations to the poignancy
of Paolo and Francesca — waspish Ariel or
lumbering Caliban. Liszt's ' Mountain symphony' begins more mysteriously, but the
mid-way chance to set the man- nature conflict blazing passes blandly by. There's some
characterful solo work here; the leader ( Mike
Davis?) deserves a credit. The LSO at full
strength are captured by spectacular recording with powerful bass ( a little too much of
the timpani), though the lack of subtlety
elsewhere may be due to the absence of
genuine pianissimi in the performance. [ Al
B:2/3I
David Nice
MACHAUT: Songs
Gothic Voices/Christopher Page
Hyperion CDA 66087 (
49m 30s) ® 1983
This record, a little fancifully entitled The
Mirror of Narcissus', was revolutionary when
it first appeared in LP guise, in 1983. for it
was the first time that 14th-century songs had
been performed on disc entirely without
instruments. The school of thought that
subscribes to the theory that this is how it
ought to be done has grown significantly. but
here the musical evidence is enough to
validate the method. There are half adozen
virelais, solo songs, exquisitely done by
Emma Kirkby, Rogers Covey-Crump. Colin
Scott Mason, Emily van Evera and Margaret
Philpot; and between and around them seven
polyphonic works, including a pair of
polytextual motets, which display this ensemble's assets of clear, purposeful but expressive singing. Even at its most angular the
music is amarvel. [ A*:11
Stephen Pettitt
MAHLER: Symphony 9 E Symphony 10 —
Adagio
Frankfurt RSOlInbal
Denon 6000-1566/7 (
2CDs, 104m 17s) digital
Mahler's first movement is less the nightmare
we know and fear, softer-grained in complexion than Ithink is ideal. It's not that Inbal
overlooks or even undermines the negative
forces, the grisly premonitions of death —
worming bass clarinet, grimacing stoppedhorns, the multifarious sforzandi — just that I
think he might have underestimated exactly
how close to the edge he should take this
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extraordinary movement. The textures
threaten, they murmur and flicker, the shadowy atmospherics are most beautifully conveyed, but nothing quite cuts to the quick as it
might. It's the underlying serenity that stays
with one — the fragile and the wistful, the
wonderful flute and horn duet in the closing
pages, the fine broken thread that is the final
chord. The disillusioned Lândler that is ( ii)
opens promisingly with nice reedy clarinet
tone and asuitably gawky tempo. But again,
the coarser-grained sonorities don't really
come into their own until Inbal sets us reeling
at the frenzied final climax with trombone
and tuba letting off rasping reports. This is
more like it. Would that he had really picked
up on that energy in the opening bars of ( iii)
which haven't anything like the lethal precision and ' kamikaze' driving force of Bernstein ( what has?). There are, however, lovely
details here: a tawdry violin solo coming
suddenly into view; fragments of elegance
and merriment tossed about in the crosscurrents; afine climax to the trio with horns
riding high. The final Adagio comes from the
heart, and rolls out nobly with beautifully
delineated polyphony in the strings. Inbal
perhaps makes too much, for some tastes, of
the various glissandi, but the end is duly
moving. In a world without the Bernstein,
Klemperer and Bruno Walter recordings, I
would say buy. If you happen to be collecting
this handsomely recorded series ( and this 9th
is no exception, though Iwould have liked a
little more body in the violin sound), you
might still. But be aware of the shortcomings.
To those Ishould add, incidentally — and this
concerns Inbal's searing account of the Adagio from the 10th Symphony — one quite
appalling edit at the worst possible moment
imaginable: I'm talking about the unearthly
string phrases immediately prior to the climax. How that got through. I've no idea.
[A:2/11
Edward Seckerson
MARTINU: Czech Rhapsody
Ivan Kusnjer ( bar)/ Kuhn Ch/Prague SOI
Belohlavek
Supraphon 1112 3884 I
The Czech Rhapsody is a-typical Martinu.
Composed in 1918 in celebration of the
foundation of the Czechoslovak Republic, it
only intermittently reveals evidence of its
author's individuality — just before the first
entry of the soloist is one such instance — but
what the score may lack in originality it
makes up for in confidence, both in its
handling of the voices and in its manipulation
of a large orchestra with organ. Reminiscences of Smetana's Vysherad surface in the
short harp solo near the close of the setting of
Vrchlicky's poem in praise of Bohemia,
which forms the centre section of the cantata,
the first being a setting of a 16th-century
Czech translation of the 23rd Psalm and the
last arather bombastic but exciting setting of
the Wenceslas Chorale which formed the
basis for Suk's Meditation. In fact Suk's
presence is felt quite often in this transitional
work, which, for all its imperfections, is a
valuable document in any study of Martinu's
development. This is the first Supraphon
issue we have received for some time and the
recording quality seems to have improved.
The density of the music's texture inhibits
total clarity but the engineers have coped
quite well with astudio known to encourage
'mushiness' in big climaxes. The performance
has tremendous conviction. Kusnjer establishes himself over the orchestra without too
much effort, and Belohlavek directs this
patriotic score with convincing enthusiasm.
[A/B:1]
Kenneth Dommett

MENDELSSOHN: Songs without Words
(complete)
Livia Rev (pno)
Hyperion CDA 66221/2 (
2CDs, 127m 10s)
digital (2LPs: A66221/2)
Complete recordings of the Lieder ohne
Worie cannot avoid problems. The pieces
themselves are uneven in quality and laid out
in opus numbers in afar from ideal order, so
that a straight-through listening session can
be gruelling. Performing them consecutively
throws up similar difficulties, for each — and
especially the less inspired ones — requires
such an individual approach to interpretation, tone colouring, touch, and phrasing,
that some inevitably receive less than ideal
performances for individual listening, even
though those performances may prove satisfactory in the general flow of the cycle.
For this latest version, Livia Rev does not
have the most suitable of instruments, for the
mid- treble lacks sustaining power, the high
treble is vague, and excites undue reverberation in the recording venue, the low bass is
occasionally ( as in Op.102:3) somewhat
throttled in tone, and the mid- range is rather
thick. A number of pieces — Op.85:3, for
example — cry out for a lighter instrument,
like one from Mendelssohn's time, to make
sense of them. Nevertheless, aperformer of
this stature makes the best of things and the
`Songs' are given a series of fairly standard
readings that, whilst not often plumbing the
poetic depths of these pieces, do convey
Mendelssohn's intentions clearly and without
exaggeration. The recording tends to emphasize and colour the lower mid-range of the
piano but maintains arock-steady image and
agood sense of immediacy. Despite reservations then, recommended for a complete
version on CD. [ 16:1/21
Doug Hammond
MOZART: Symphony 41, '
Jupiter' E La
Clemenza di Tito — overture
Orch of the 18th-CentlBriiggen
Philips 420 241-2 (
45m 52s) digital ( LP: 420
241-1. MC: 420 241-4)
This poses a number of questions. some of
them unanswerable. How many people
would be tempted by just one Mozart symphony, however well played. at such aprice?
And might one not be prompted to wonder if
this ponderous first movement was what
Mozart really had in mind? Did he expect the
winds so blatantly to envelop the strings in
the Andante that at times they are almost
inaudible? Or expect such heavy underlining
of dynamics, such brutal szforzandos? Then,
of course, is this really the kind of sound he
would have expected if he had been able to
hear his symphony performed? Two centuries
on, we may be permitted adoubt even if. as
the purists claim, our ears have become
clogged with 19th century concepts. We
must, though, admit the sharp clarity of the
sound and realistic imaging of the instruments, just as we are compelled to the
conclusion that Brüggen has fallen victim to a
desire to gild an already impressive lily.
AAM, in the only other really comparable
performance on disc, may be less clearly
recorded, but they are not less noble, and are
more relaxed. The first movement takes
AAM 10m 59s, versus Brüggen's 12m 57s;
and they do the second in 9m 12s against his
10m 29s. There is nothing much in it for the
last two movements, but by that stage one's
impressions are virtually fixed. In spite of a
good account of the Overture, some impressive playing, and much more detailed and
spacious — if not always well balanced —
sound, AAM's OiseauLyre version is to be
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CLASSICAL
preferred. And they managed another symphony ( No.34) as well!IB:21
Kenneth Dommett
MOZART: Serenades K375 & K388
COEISchneider
ASV CD COE 802 ( 46m 31s) C) 1985
Nothing much to add to my LP review ( July
'85, p90). The balance problem noted then
seems less in evidence in CD. though more
bass weight would have been an advantage.
Good controlled performances. hut competition is fierce. 1A:11
Kenneth Dommett
MOZART: Flute Concertos K3I3 & K3I4
hidith flail
Philharmoniallhomas
IMP PCD 871 (
45m 30s) digital
Judith Hall came from Australia to pursue a
career as a musician, at the prompting of
Rampal. The move has paid dividends, for
she makes a good showing here. Firm line
and sweet tone exemplify her performances
but she is. unfortunately, heard in an
unflattering ambience which puts an edge on
the sound. and adds awiriness to the strings.
The conductor Peter Thomas, currently
leader of the Philharmonia, gives workmanlike support. though there is more to the
Adagio of the G major than is revealed in this
rather monochrome reading. The Andante
K3I5. normally an obligatory appendage to
recordings of the Flute Concertos, has been
omitted, perhaps to keep the record within
Pickwick's budget category. though there was
ample space for it. 111/C:21 Kenneth Dommett
MOZART: Clarinet Concerto/SPOHR: Clarinet Concerto 4
Thea King (dg//ECO/Francis
Meridian CDE 84022 (
55m 31s) C) 1979
Iexpressed considerable enthusiasm for these
performances when they first appeared in
December ' 79. Since then Miss King has
recorded the Mozart again, to greater advantage, since she adopted a clarinet with the
extended range needed to encompass
Mozart's lowest notes, and sounds generally
more assured than she does here. In the
Spohr, while she now has to face the stiff
competition of Karl Leister on a splendidly
engineered Orfeo recording. this pioneer
version of the work still holds its place by
virtue of the buoyant performance of both
soloist and orchestra. The Spanish- style
finale, which seemed rather vapid first time
round, now sounds wittier than it did.
perhaps because Cl) has added a touch of
sparkle to the sound. and opened up the
space around the players to greater a(i‘ antage than the LP. IA:1 I Kenneth Dommett
MOZART: Horn Concertos 1-4 O Rondo
K371
Richard Watkins ( hm//City of Loud Sin fi
lucho t
IMP PCD 865 (
56m 36s)
This modestly priced Cl) from Pickwick
offers some attractive playing. It would.
however, he hard to recommend it above the
several other full- price versions of these
staples of the horn repertoire that have
entered the CD market recently, primarily on
account of the recording quality. This is
rather pinched, and needs boosting to get the
hest out of it. The soloist is placed too
forward of the orchestra for comfort so that
we do not get the full benefit of Hickox's
111-1-1 %% S.\ RI CORI) RI vii

1-1 .AR\ I`Jss

sensitive support. As far as the soloist is
concerned, ' Watkins's playing is much on a
par with Dale Clevenger's new CBS version.
He has awarm, smooth style, not as positive
as the American's, but rounder. On balance,
and in spite of awelcome financial advantage.
one would still have to plump for Tuckwell —
or Williams on ASV — both of whom combine
style and virtuosity with fine recording.
111:1/21
Kenneth Dommett
MOZART: Piano Quartets
Richard Burnett (f-pno)iSalomon Qt
Saydisc CD SAR 31 (
61m 53s)
This is another in the series in which Saydisc
present music involving keyboard instruments played on contemporary, or nearcontemporary instruments drawn from the
Finchcock collection. In this case Richard
Burnett plays a Rosenberger piano dating
from the 1790s, partnered by members of the
Salomon Quartet. The performances are
stylish and eminently musical and, 1suspect,
will excite those to whom ' authenticity' is
something of a Holy Grail. To these ears.
however, the dry rasping strings and the
thinness of the keyboard sound — noticeably
less positive than the Schantz and Walther
instruments of the period — are decidedly
unappealing, however authentic they may
claim to be; and, it seems to me, add nothing
significant to our experience of the music.
The clarity of the recording, made at Finchcocks in what appears to be a largish and
empty venue, only serves to accentuate the
less acceptable features of these antique
noises. But full marks if you like this sort of
thing. 1A:1]
Kenneth Dommett
MOZART: The Flute Quartets
Christopher Hyde- Smith (110/Cummings Trio
Claudio CD36-103-D (
48m 43s)
This arrangement of the four quartets puts
them in more or less chronological order.
K285, 285a. 298. and 285b. The last two are
now thought to have been written during the
1780s. Mozart arranged the second of the two
movements of K285b for wind instruments,
and interpolated it into the Wind Serenade
K361, but it was probably composed for one
of the domestic soirées at the von Jaquin's.
K298, formerly attributed to Paris, has been
reassigned to the late 1780s.
Christopher Hyde- Smith. long associated
with Marisa Robles, has not made many
records on his own account. He is a very
sensitive player and it is good to hear him
given the chance to display his talents.
Unfortunately he is rather too forward here.
His tone is not distorted by the closeness of
the microphones but it sounds unduly metallic at times in the upper register. and intakes
of breath are distinctly audible. The balance
between him and the three string players,
who give a lively account of their largely
supportive roles, suffers in consequence.
(13/C:11
Kenneth Dommett
MOZART: 6 Piano Trios
Hornell,' "Frio
Chandos CHAN 8536-7 ( 2CDs. 131 m 04s)
digital ( 21_13s: DBRD 2008, 2MCs: DBTD
The curious will note the absence of a Trio
No.2 from the contents of these two impressive discs. This. a Trio in D- minor ( K442).
promised well but remains only afragment. It
was completed posthumously for publication
by André. and hence is not now generally

considered part of the canon. The Borodin
Trio approach the music with welcome freshness and avigour of attack reminiscent of the
classic Beaux Arts set. They are more assertive than the equally classic and engaging
Grumiaux Trio set. also on CD, but this
characteristic is slightly over- amplified by the
occasional rasping quality of Yuli Turovsky's
cello. The entire ensemble is rather closely
recorded, in fact, and the sound is very
bright. This can be modified if the treble
output is adjustable, otherwise one may find
continuous listening tiring. These are, of
course, modern as opposed to period- style
performances, and as such are likely to find
general favour. Those who relish the authentic approach will not fail to be drawn to the
superb London Fortepiano Trio performances on Ilyperum ( B:11 Kenneth Dommett
MOZART: Arias
Jose van Dam (b-bar)IEns Orch de Parisi
Wallez
Novalis 150 014-2 (
47m 372) digital ( LP: 150
014-1, MC: 150 014-4)
This concert was recorded in the Salle Pleyel
in November 1986 and suffers all the consequent annoyances attendant on live performances, particularly the frozen outbursts of
applause at the end of each item — and Ifind
that particularly tedious. Recitals of this kind
do not allow the singer much opportunity to
build up character, but there is much to enjoy
in van Dam's performances. In addition to
arias from the three Italian operas and Die
Zauberflüte, he sings two of the bass concert
arias, ' Mentre ti lascio' ( the earlier setting.
K5I3) and ' Un baccio di mano' K541.
Assuming the role of Guglielmo first, Van
Dam takes on Papageno and Sarastro.
Leporello and the Don, but only the Count in
the single Figaro excerpt. He has sung
Leporello, Figaro, and Sarastro on record,
but not Guglielmo ( having been the Alfonso
in Muti's Cosi). In addition, the orchestra
play the overture to Cosi, at the beginning,
and — presumably after the concert interval —
to Figaro, moderately well; but there is not
much finesse in their work generally. Given
the venue and circumstances, sound and
balances are as good as one might expect.
113:1/2)
Kenneth Dommett
MOZART: Concert Arias
Gunnel Bohman (sop)IKalmar Liins CO!
Wedin
BIS CD-299 ( 53m 05s)
Singers recording recitals of Mozart's concert
arias seem to feel it incumbent upon themselves to include Exsultate, jubilate which,
though it is familiar territory and offers
opportunities for virtuosity, is really outside
the scope of the genre. The remainder of
Gunnel Bohman's programme — Misera, dove
son, Bella mia fiamma, Ah questo seno deh
vieni, and Ah, lo previdi is. however, well
within it. It is a sensibly chosen selection
which avoids the obvious while still providing
vehicles for the singer to show off her skill
and sense of style. though it excludes any of
the buffo arias, thus depriving us of assessing
the singer's aptitude for comedy. Within her
chosen parameters Bohman aquits herself
well and she has a good sense of style, and
feel for these difficult hybrids, though the
voice has a slightly pinched quality in the
mid- to upper- range. She is fortunate to have
the support of a conductor, in Jan Olav
Wedin, who has already established himself
as an interpreter of music of the period, and
of an orchestra of the right size though not
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yet with the optimum crispness of attack. The
sound quality, typical of BIS's general excellence, gives a good impression of space and
balance. IA:I/21
Kenneth Dommett
NIELSEN: Complete Piano Musk
Mina Miller (Imo)
Hyperion CDA 62231/2 (
2CDs, 121m 10s)
( 2LPs: A6623 1..•
Mina Miller has edited Nielsen's keyboard
music for the Hansen edition, and is an
authorit on it. She also happens to he afine
pianist so this collection of eleven pieces can
realistically bid to become the definitive
recording. The three pinnacles of Nielsen's
music for piano. the Chaconne Op.32. the
!heme and Variations Op.40 and the Suite
Op.45. have been recorded before, notably
by Elisabeth Westenholz for BIS in performances ( not apparently reviewed in these
pages) of style and authority. She also
included several of the minor works featured
here. Miller is perhaps inclined to treat
es erything ahit solemnly, as if trying to make
acase for it rather than allowing it to speak
for itself. There are anumber of trifles here,
the Humoresque bagatelles of 1894. for instance, and the Dream of Merry Christmas,
which surely demand alighter touch. But the
big works are impressive, and the Symphonic
Suite Op.8, also of 1894, is an arresting
novelty matching M'estenholis account of it.
The two unpublished pieces listed by Grove
are excluded, hut there is aPiano Pieye in C,
dating from 1931, that has not found its way
into the encyclopaedia. This, and the two
suites of Piano Music for Young and Old
which date from 1930. are small scale
perhaps. hut by no means unimpressive in
their ‘‘ ay. The piano sound is rather
resonant. which may account for the apparent martellato style of some of the playing.
hut that notwithstanding. this is an important
issue. A/B:1/2 j
Kenneth Dommett
PATTERSON: Mass of the Sea
Sinfonia for
Strings
Ann MacKay isopp(hristopher Kept' ( bass)/
Brighton fest Ch RPOISinunt
CD RP() 8006 ( 55m 49m) digital ( LP: RP()
811116. MC: Z(' RP() 8(106)
If Britten. Walton and Bartok spring readily
to mind when listening to these works, that is
not to underrate them: they are finely constructed, hold in their inventkeness, and
highly enjoyable. ( 1) maintains slightly better clarity. tighter focus, and copes more
easily with dynamic extremes than the LP
(Sept
p102) but. on both, textures tend to
become clogged in thickly- scored passages.
[
A/B:I/21
Barbara Jahn
PROKOFIEV: Symphonies I & 5
LAP011'revin
Philips 420 172-2 (
57m 30s) digital ( LP: 420
172-1. MC: 42(1 172-4)
Until Iheard Previn's rethinking of the Fifth
at an RPO concert in 1985 - a performance
whose tensions he thankfully recaptures here
with the Los Angeles Philharmonic - I'd been
inclined to think that the composer's revenge
on official interference waited until the
scherzo. Stalin caricatured by Scarfe. But
then, and now. Iwonder at the way he shapes
the ominous growth of that opening theme
towards its concluding manifestation in the
first movement: resplendent and unapologetic with Martinon. iiirvi and Ashkenan: with
Previn, spiked. steeled and utterly ruthless.
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A great novelist like Pasternak in ' Dr Zhi
vago' can present a youthful, idealistic stu
dent in one chapter and turn him in to an
inhuman warmonger like Strelnikov the next;
Previn brings out the processes Prokofiev
shows working towards that end, there from
the start in the ominous presence of tuba and
basses against winsome wind and strings. The
struggle is carefully graded, the hand of dark
forces never overplayed at the end of the
exposition and throughout the development,
as it is with Jarvi. After ascherzo steadily rife
with malice. Previn shapes the human plea of
that exquisite string theme with loving care,
draining its resilience towards the end of the
slow movement; then he gives us agenuinely
blithe finale, with a conclusive stroke of
ambiguous violence as the brass proceed to
tear the first- movement theme to shreds. It's
a grim, utterly clear-sighted interpretation
which this dry. exposed recording suits perfectly. Iwish Icould say the same for the
Classical Symphony, once again precisely
etched, but with nothing like the same
respect for dynamics, personality or humour.
with shrill flutes and aggressively articulating
violins. 5IA:1*/I I. IIA/B:2/31.
David Nice

CALLAS'S TURANDOT
PUCCINI: Turandot
CallasiSchWarzkopflFernandilZaccarial La
Scala Ch & OrchlSerafin
EMI CDS 747 9718 (
2CDs: 118m 09s) ta
(2LPs: EX29 1267 3, 2MCs: EX29 1267 5)
®I958
PUCCINI: Turandot
Nilsson/ Tehaldi I
Bjoerlingl To zzil RCA !wham, Ch & OrchlLeinsdorf
RCA RD 85932 ( 2) (
2CDs. 113m 48s) ® 1960
Callas will sell the EMI set, but to my mind
its hero is the conductor. Serafin. No Puccini
conductor in my experience comes anywhere
near to the excitement he generates on these
wonderful. exhilharating records, and none
of his principal rivals on disc - certainly not
the sluggard Leinsdorf on RCA - matches his
theatrical pacing, his idiomatic integration of
the Italianate legato line into Puccini's most
strident. splashily colouristic score, his sense
of instrumental detail, and his unique feeling
for the strange atmospheres of crude violence
and mystical eroticism to he found in Pucini's
final, uncompleted opera.
Do Iexaggerate? Or perhaps hear qualities
through the dim mono recording which are
not there? Ithink not, and anyone coming to
this set for the first time - as Ido - will. I
suspect, be bowled over by Serafin's control

over the massed Scala forces.
But Imust not underestimate the cast. By
the side of the icily formidable Nilsson ( who
could fire passion in no tenor, least of all
Bjorling!) Callas's Turandot is acreature of
throbbing sensuality, encased in abreastplate
of battered copper - battered only because
the metallic edge of the tone flaps out of
control at the climaxes of '
In questa reggia',
`Gli enigmi sono tre' and the ensemble which
follows Calaf's solving of the riddles. Callas is
everything one imagines of a Turandot:
fanatical, vindictive, cruel, yet still capable of
dissolving into vulnerable humanity after the
death of Liu. Nilsson never melts, she merely
cools down, at least in this, the earlier of her
two recordings.
What one would not give to have Tebaldi's
glorious Liu - though the voice is not warmly
recorded - opposite her arch- rival; but never
the twain did meet. Schwarzkopf, of course,
was always acontroversial Liu. She has her
moments - the rise to an exquisite pianissimo
on the line ' nella reggia m'hai sorriso' - but
she never sounds quite right. EMI should
reissue Nilsson Mk.11, with the glorious
Scotto and trumpet- toned Corelli. The Calaf
who broaches Callas's Principessa is Eugenio
,Ferandi, a singer whose career must have
fizzled out prematurely. But don't believe a
word of the denigration meted out to his
performance here. He displays some weakness at the bottom of the register, but
otherwise he is excellent: authentically
brazen- toned - if alittle tight in production and unstinting in his vocal emission. He may
not be as subtle a Puccinian as Bjorling - if
that isn't acontradiction in terms - but Calaf
is hardly opera's most intellectual and sensitive tenor!
Sonically, too, the 1957 EMI recording is
superior to the thin and scrawny RCA of two
years later. Ican imagine some preferring the
latter for the security of the principals'
vocalism, but Leinsdorf undermines their
work. For me the Serafin Turandot remains
unsurpassed by the highly regarded Mehta set
on Decca - with the improbably Turandot/
Liu confrontation of Sutherland/Caballé - or
the impossible Ricciarelli/Karajan fabrication
on DG.EMI [ B/C:11 RCA (
C/D:21
Hugh Canning
It's asmall change of heart for this Turandot
from loving the memory of Lou- Ling to
loving Calaf, and Callas offered this unusual
characterization with some of the most youthful- radiant singing she ever committed to
disc; little, at any rate, of the thrilling,
voice-wrecking brilliance we might expect
from the vengeful princess. It would have
worked rather better if what was consciously
absent from her performance had come
instead from Serafin; but this is a curiously
careful venture from all concerned. All the
dynamics Puccini asked for are there, and the
engineers captured splendidly the exotic
array of percussion; the Ping. Pang and Pong
scene which opens Act 2 is wafted along by
affectionate oriental breezes, and the rites of
Liu meet with a touching deference and
delicacy. The chorus, though, is tucked away
behind the orchestra, and the climactic scenes
never raise the temperature. Fernandi has the
high notes ( just), and nothing more to lend
urgency to Calaf's instant infatuation,
grounded still further in Act 1by Schwarzkopf's peculiar delis cry of Liu's aria - s a
coaxing plea of Lauretta to daddy Schicchi
('Tu,che di gel sei cinta' has the right restraint. but it's almost too late). A curious
experiment; but for drama and starry casting.
Mehta sweeps the board. [
H:1/3] David Nice
[Do opera reviewers ever agree? Mus Ed)
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PURCELL: Songs
Paul Esswood (c-ten)/Johann Sonnleitner
(hpd)ICharles Medlar?? (gba)
Hyperion CDA 66070 (
45m 59s)
The CD version of this lovely selection of
Purcell songs, some famous, some not so
famous, shows even more vividly than the
earlier LP. Paul Esswood in his element.
There's a marvellous variety in the music,
from the suavely patriotic ' Fairest isle of isles
excelling' to versions two and three of ' Music
for awhile' - the latter an exercise in the new
Italianate declamatory style - and the lovely
melismata of ' Love thou can'st hear'.
Esswood's subtle expressivity, fluid technique and wide range, recorded in an intimate
ambience, serve Purcell well, as does the art
of his two colleagues %: 11
Stephen Pettitt
PURCELL: Ares for the Theatre
Parley of Instrumentsi Holman
Hyperion CDA 66212 (
58m 44s) ( LP: A662 12)
A little more bite and separation is bestowed
by the change of medium from vinyl to CD.
but Iwas struck again by the almost unseemly
haste with which some phrases are chopped
off, and by the general breathless pace of
some numbers. Still enjoyable music though.
(LP re\ . ( )ctoller) t: 1 ' 21
Roger 110‘ %
.
en
RACHNIANINOV: 12 songs ( trans. Wild)
Earl Wild (pno)
dell'Arte CDDBS 7001 ( 52m 22s) C
)1982
In a touching foreword to this issue, Earl
Wild explains how, at the age of six, he first
heard Rachmaninov playing in concert. The
experience was so profound that it prompted
his regular attendance for twenty-two years
until the composer's death in 1943. Wild was
fortunate enough not only to hear Rachmaninov perform his own works, both as pianist
and conductor, but also many others from the
standard repertoire. 'The most important
musical influence of my life,' Wild says, and
as aresult he tried to emulate Rachmaninov's
'simplicity of approach' in his own pianistic
style.
Wild's transcriptions of these twelve songs
show not only his complete understanding of
Rachmaninov's intentions ( the soprano
Maria Kurenko, who was accompanied by
Rachmaninov in performances of many of
them, gave him some guidance). but also an
obvious love and affection for this miisic.
Words seem superfluous when one hears
the way Wild makes these pieces sing, the
lines beautifully fluid, sensitive to the nuance
and inflection of the human voice, but finding
their own colour and expression. There are
songs in lullaby and folk tradition, some that
are strongly programmatic, others that
merely evoke amood or atmosphere; but all
display a characteristically seamless melody
that is totally captivating.
This analogue recording needs a high
volume setting to reproduce the finely captured tone of the Baldwin piano. It is set at a
distance which, combined with the degree of
resonance, gives a slightly blurred image.
Some coloration could derive from the
recording or the venue, but whatever the
cause the result is most pleasing. [ A:11
Barbara Jahn
SIBELIUS: Symphony 5 D Pohjola's
Daughter
PhilharmonialSalonen
CBS MK 42366 (
47m 37s) digital ( LP: 42366,
MC: 40-42366)
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Salonen's first movement lives very much
from moment to moment. The opening page
is indeed very beautiful - a broad, rarified
soundscape with pale horns and woodwind
atmospherically drifting into view. Salonen
gives himself all the time in the world, and for
awhile, a page or two more at any rate, he
would appear to be pulling it off. Then come
the concerted entries for flute, oboe and
clarinet at either side of letter C ( curiously
limp - the Philharmonia woodwinds are a
little soft-grained throughout these performances), and that strange passage involving
solo trumpet and flute just after the first
fortissimo tutti at letter D. and gradually you
begin to realize how very static it all is: how
little sense of forward movement, let alone
tension, is conveyed. In isolation, episodes
such as that for bassoon over a shifting
ground of string semi- quavers, or the
scherzo-esque closing measures of the movement, are impressively negotiated. It's just
that they don't relate. Salonen keeps losing
sight of the movement overall. There is
simply no sense of a coherent through- line.
It's the familiar old story: long-term view
sacrificed to short-term effect.
The second movement is no more convincing. I'm afraid, for all the transient beauty of
the Philharmonia's playing. Basically, it's too
slow - self-consciously so - with a touch of
languor, even sentimentality, creeping in
along the way. But then comes ( iii) - tautly,
expansively despatched, an almost total success blessed with wonderfully nimble string
playing and a handsome peroration where,
for once, the clamorous trumpet harmonies
shine through with unparalleled clarity, as
well as power. What a pity, then, that this
greatest of all Sibelian codas is not more of a
culmination, that the performance as awhole
should ultimately fail to add up.
Pohjola's Daughter does add up. Here is
fantasy, and drama, and glorious luminosity
of texture. The Philharmonia excels ( again.
wonderfully felicitous trumpet playing);
Salonen excels. He must work on bringing
the same degree of structural coherence to
the symphony. In the meantime, for those of
you who still wish to try this combination
(me. I'd wait for the new Rattle 5), you will
have gathered that CBS have married an
exciting degree of immediacy ( brass very
bright and forthright) to arespectable openness of texture. Symphony 1A:3/21, Pohjola's
Daughtc: [ 11.
Edward Seckerson
R SURAL SS: 1,e Bourgeois Gentilhomme
Metamorphosen
ECO/Tate
EMI CDC 747 9922 ( 64m 44s) digital ( LP:
EL.27 (1614 1. MC: EL27 0614 4)
Where Beecham briskly sparkled in the
elegant pastiche of Sirauss's music for
Molière, Jeffrey Tate remembers that we
rarely have the benefit of seeing the action it
ought to accompany. So. with the experience
of marshalling the vivid dramatis personae of
the Ariadne prologue, he colours each figure
in this equally colourful procession: bumbling
Jourdain seen in sharp contrast with the
snappish. trumpeting fencing- master, and
hopelessly lumpish. while the fiddling tailor
obsequiously buzzes and patters around him:
the imaginative music- master with his winging Sicilienne: the fey, fluting dancing- master
and the outrageous servants who bounce on
with the culinary fare. He relaxes, too, taking
seriously and soulfully the three Lully based
pieces and the irresistible Intermezzo at the
heart of the Suite. It's only during dinner that
Imiss the absolutely sure aim of the wit with
which Beecham and Kempe grace the pro-

ceedings - and delight is tempered here by
the backward placing of Olga Hegedus's
cello, like an oddly ethereal spirit of leg-ofmutton.
Still, whenever there's divided string writing, such as at the opening of the sarabande.
it glistens warmly in the Abbey Road surrounds, which is more than can be said for the
11etamordisastrously ' placed' soloists of .
phosen. The central fantasia is hectic enough
in Tate's reading without the added harshness
of the sound, its distinct lack of bass. It's a
great pity: for if the violins especiallx lack the
refulgent lights to sweep away the suffering
for awhile ( the heart-stopping leap to E- flat
major at bar 173 sounds untidy. for example).
Tate keeps our attention v, it hhis iron grip on
the concluding ceremonials. Only Karapn's
fervent first thoughts with the VP0 (
from
1947) hold such intensity through to the
numb, bitter end. IRIC:1*/21
David Nice
STRAVINSKY: Petrushka
I,e chant du
rossignol E Quatre etudes
Montreal SOIDutoit
Decca 417 619-2 (
65m 24s) digital (LI': 417
619-1, MC: 417 619-4)
By the time of their Barbican Petrushka
[November concert]. the Montreal players
had polished their solos with a meticulous
concern for tonal beauty that detracted
slightly from the puppet's predicament. the
empty-headedness of the ballerina or the
downright brutailitv of the Moor. But this
recording viciously puts paid to the prediction
that Dutoit can't give guts to his Stravinsky.
Certainly there are still some supremely
beautiful sounds - his coaxing phrasing of
flautist Timothy Hutchins for example. the
showman's summons and Petrushka's vision
of the ballerina, adding another feather to his
cap, after his Daphnis solo. But there's plenty
of lurid shrilling from trumpets: as the crowds
scatter from the dancing hear. as Petrushka's
ghost thumbs his defiance of his master.
Accompanying rhythms gleam in the central
arabesques of the puppet's dance, or snap out
on clarinets for the coachmen's display,
which the strings proclaim gloriously at its
height. This is a treasury. in short, of alert,
illuminating detail: a necessary preparation
for the mimetic longeurs of the nightingale
(even when a handful of instruments are left
to eke out the contrast between the mechanical and the real, the colouring can still
fascinate). Ihardly need say more about the
recording than that it's another MinshullDunkerley venture from St Eustache and
maintains the brilliant naturalness of the
series. IA*:1*/11
David Nice
TCHAIKOVSKY: Piano Trio
Itzhak Perlman
(pno)l Lynn Harrell ( do
EMI CDC 747 9382 (
47m 49s)

Ashkenazy

C)1981

You really need to stand hack from the vast
design of Tchaikovsky's Pezzo elegiaco much further, with such a big- boned reading
as this, than the harsh, aggressive recording
(from CBS's New York studios) allows.
Harrell, subtle in support, can he as grand as
his colleagues, through those searing statements in unison with the violin: hut his
register suffers less disadvantage from the
sound than Perlman's. uncharacteristically
acidic, and more so in this remastering.
Could Ashkenazy have been happy with his
instrument? True, he's too close for comfort.
but you only have to listen to the melod yline
of the second- movement theme to realise that
miking can't be entirely to blame. Still, the
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variations win me over in time for the dashing
dotted-swagger of the finale and the epilogue's awesome coup. There's real flair and
character in the dances, winning accents in
the much- maligned fugue, and a witty contrast between violin and cello in Variation 9,
Perlman playing the lachrymose village-girl,
Harrell the maxim- minded elder. [
C/D:1/2]
David Nice
VERDI: Aida
Callas1BarbierilTuckerIGobbilCh & Orch La
ScalalSerafin
EMI CDS 749 0308 (
2CDs, 144m 11s)
(2LPs: EX29 ( 1976 3, 2MCs: EX29 0976 5) 0
()
1956
The tenth anniversary of Callas's death has
occasioned much debate on the great diva's
qualities. Is she overrated, as some dissenting
voices have suggested? To judge by the
overwhelming popularity of EMI's CD
releases of Callas material - often in the
lowest sound fidelity the new medium permits
- the answer is aresounding no. But confidence in her genius can be shaken and this
recording is one of the more controversial
bequests of the Callas legacy. as John Steane
admits in his, now- regular article in the
accompanying booklet.
Whatever one thinks of Callas as the great
dramatic heroine. few. Iimagine, will submit
to the tones of 0 patria mia' where she lacks
the ideally floated pianissimi which are so
breathtakingly achieved by TeaIdi. Leontyne Price. Caballé or ( to go back in time)
Rethberg. The silvery sensuality of a cool
evening by the Nile eludes her, but then
Callas is not thinking of erotic delight as she
anticipates her illicit tryst by the temple gates.
Her anxious state of mind, torn as she is
between love for Radames and her patriotic
duty, is paramount in the recitative ' Qui
Radames verra, che vorra dirmi, jo ¡remo'.
And her trembling anxiety does not leave her
as she sinks into nostalgic dreams of the
country of her youth. These are the musings
of atortured soul, one profoundly shocked by
the unwelcome appearance of her father. It
may not be the most beautiful singing of the
aria. but surely no other singer has been so
psychologically' truthful? And it is followed
by one of the most electrifying encounters in
any recording of an opera Iknow. Gobbi and
Callas. out of the blue. transform Aida into
music- theatre, something I have never
experienced in the opera house and nowhere
else on record. The records are worth owning
for this scene alone for. with Serafin's supremely dramatic conducting, these great
vocal actors penetrate deep into the heart of
music and text: the King's subtle undermining
of his daughter's spirit, his wheedling appeal
to filial devotion and love of country rapidly
turning to emotional blackmail, with the
invocation of the shade of her mother and his
final resort to naked scorn and cruel rejection. Aida's initial resistance to his blandishments and final submissiveness are devastatingly registered here by Callas. No other
Aida matches this understanding of the character's mental state. No other Amonasro can
trump Gobbi's all- enveloping vengefulness.
Verdi's opera, of course, is more than one
scene - though here is its dramatic crisis, no
doubt - and there are more beautifully sung
Aidas, more musical Radameses than Tucker's, more sumptuous Amnerises than Fedora
Barbieri's. Ihave enjoyed both of Karajan's
recordings ( neither yet on CD, alas), Solti's
with Price. and there is Muti's wonderful cast
also on EMI, but here is something never. I
feel sure, to be repeated. No-one will be
happy with one recording of this work:
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Tebaldi, Price, Caballé and Freni all have
something special to bring to the title role,
but Callas draws you onto adifferent level of
musical interpretation. You can argue that
she finds more in the part than Verdi and
Ghizlanzoni imagined, that she misses the
purity and the sheer vocal loveliness which
are implicit in Aida's music - and one could
add Desdemona and Elisabeth as examples of
roles where Callas falls short of the ideal - but
you will be missing something if you do not
experience her unique insights. 111/C:1(*)1
Hugh Canning
VICTORIA: Officium Defunctorum
(Requiem) 1605
Westminster Cathedral Chl Hill
Hyperion CDA66250 (
57m 34s) ( LP: A66250)
VICTORIA: Officium Defunctorum
(Requiem) O LOBO: Versa est in luctum
Tullis Scholars/Philips
Gimell CDGIM 012 ( 46m 51s) digital ( LP:
1585-12, MC: 1585T- I2)
Two versions in the same month of a work
which must rank as the summit of Victoria's
achievement - and therefore one of the peaks
of Renaissance polyphony - spoils us for
choice, and it is certainly the most difficult of
judgements assigned to me yet within the
pages of HFNIRR, when the virtues of David
Hill's Westminster choristers and Peter Philips' Tallis Scholars are so complementary.
Regular readers will know that my admiration for both of the groups listed above is
boundless, and their records of the masterpieces of the 16th-century liturgical repertoire have rekindled apassion for this music
which Ihad thought dead since Iabandoned
active choral singing at school.
Suffice it to say that the Hyperion team
take agrand liturgical view of the music - I
have remarked before on Hill's ' dramatic'
treatment of text and music - while the
award-winning Gimell group adopt what
might be thought of as achamber approach.
Certainly, with the lean clarity of the choral
sound - one or two singers to a part - this
lends a unique intensity to Victoria's astonishing harmonic effects which inevitably
sound less keenly etched on Hyperion. The
letter is extremely well looked after, but
Hill's choir comes- nearer. I sense, to the
spirit: it sounds less precise. perhaps, but
marginally more spontaneous.
But the margin is athin one and it is very
much a matter of taste in these things.
Renaissance specialists will already have their
preferences, but the general collector may
well be swayed by other considerations.
Hyperion offers more music by Victoria - the
substantial Canticum Zachariae - and
attempts to reconstruct aliturgical context for
the Mass, while Gimell adds a beautiful
version of the Funeral Motet. Versa est in
luctum, by Victoria's near contemporary
Alonso Lobo, written for the funeral of Philip
II, the brother of Victoria's dedicatee, the
Dowager Empress Maria. It is fascinating to
compare the two settings. Istill can't choose
between two such outstanding records,
though Iprefer - again marginally - the clean
bright sound of the Gimell issue to Hypenon's atmospheric, but reverberant acoustic.
So, for what it's worth: Hyperion [
A:11,
Gimell1A*:11
Hugh Canning
VIVALDI: Musica da camera e da chiesa Sonata in EL,' Al santo sepulchro', RV130
Sonate atre in B 1, ,RV78 0 in g, RV73 C in d
`La Follia', RV63 D Violin Sonata in d, RV14
C Cello Sonata in g, RV42 D Sinfonia in b ' Al

santo sepulchro', RV169
London Baroque
EMI CDC 747 9732 (
42m I2s) digital
This is the latest in a large number of fairly
recent recordings featuring Vivaldi's chamber- music. To it, London Baroque bring their
habitual freshness and grace, their characteristic poise in performance and polish in
planning. It is also probably one of the
best- recorded of Vivaldi chamber- music
discs, with a very well balanced, yet open
sensitive style of communication; this strikes
me as just right for Italian chamber- music,
which can be either too resonant and imposing, or too introverted and restricted in
sound.
The programme shows off the ensemble
well: the violins with their silvery suavity, the
cellos with their more pointed and blooming
tone, and the harpsichordist with his clear,
honest directness. Perhaps they don't ' match'
one another, but personally, I'm quite glad
that they have individual styles, since these
seem to result admirably from their function
in the baroque repertoire which is their
specialist area. A delightful recording, very
well documented IA*:1:/II
Stephen Davy
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FRANCISCO ARAIZA
Arias by Verdi, Massenet, Puccini, Cilea &
Tchaikovsky
Francisco Araiza (ien)IECOIZedda
Philips 420 070-2 (
46m 50s) digital
Francisco Araiza is astylish light tenor who
has appeared in distinguished company: he
was among Claudio Abbado's brilliant assembly for Rossini's II Viaggio a Reims (
DG).
This new solo recording must be regarded as
his visitine-card for the standard tenor repertory: inevitable celebrity- arias from Rigoletto
and La Traviata, La Bohème and Tosca are
included. Anyone not collecting visitingcards, however, may well be tempted to
reject such ashort- rationed CD ( under 47m)
and, worse, one which lacks texts and translations. The usual puff, ashameless substitute
for real biography. is included.
The voice occasionally seems striving to
make up for lack of weight, but it is truetoned, even-scaled, and ( except for aconventional weepy effect in Tosca) pleasant. A
ringing final top-C is added to ' Oh, mio
rimorso' in La Traviata. Lensky's pre-duel
aria from Tchaikovsky's Eugene Onegin is
ardently and tenderly delivered. Zedda's
accompaniments are expert, and the quality
of sound admirable. (
13:1]
Arthur Jacobs
ARLEEN AUGER
Mozart, Strauss and Wolf Songs
Arleen Auger (sop)IIrwin Gage (pno)
CBS MK 42447 digital ( LP: IM 42447, MC:
IMT 42447)
Short rations again: Istill cannot see why.
just because it is acceptable on its concomitant LP, aCD consumer should pay full price
for practically two-thirds of the available
music- time. In this case it would have been a
simple matter to add a few more songs
without disturbing the nature of the selection.
Mozart ( including Das Veilchen), Strauss
(including Morgen), and Wolf serve to show
the attractive tone and expression of Arleen
Auger's voice. Though she made her Vienna
debut 20 years ago in the skyward reaches of
Mozart's Queen of the Night, she now
inhabits aslightly lower range, and makes a
special appeal in songs of awarmly plaintive
air. Her art is sufficiently sensitive for her to
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succeed in subjecting Mozart's line to
retardations and pauses. Strauss gets a full
measure of charm without sentimental exaggeration.
But the best part — and Auger makes it a
display of the highest interpretative art in
song — is the set of four Wolf settings of
Goethe's Mignon verses, including the one
which is so much better known in Tchaikovsky's version as ' None but the lonely heart'.
Wolf's setting of this lyric has a piercing
pathos, words and music perfectly fused in
Auger's delivery, and Gage finely surmounting the quasi-orchestral texture of the accompaniment. ( Indeed Wolf did orchestrate it.)
An excellent, spotless acoustic catches the
soprano voice and Gage's Bósendorfer to
perfection. The separation between the first
Strauss song ( warmly romantic) and the
second ( comic) is uncomfortably narrow. Full
texts and translations, missing from too many
song discs recently, are provided. [ A:1]
Arthur Jacobs
SACRED ARIAS — from JS Bach ( Cantata
147), Fauré ( Requiem), Handel ( Judas Maccabaeus; Messiah), Haydn ( Creation). Mendelssohn ( Elijah), Mozart ( Mass in c; Exsultate Jubilate), Rossini ( Stabat Mater), Verdi
(Requiem)
Sutherland/de los Angeles1LewislMorisonl
Shirley-QuirklBakerlFischer-DieskaulTe
KanawalPopplGambillICaballé. Cossottol
Geddalvarious orch & rond
Classics for Pleasure CFP 4532 • ( MC:
TC-CFP 4532) C) 1958-82.
Excerpts taken from EMI's great archive of
complete recordings from the time of Sargent's Messiah to the Muti era. Idon't think
they point to any stylistic journey; rather they
are isolated landmarks, compellingly done
(well, perhaps not Sutherland singing in
German under Geraint Jones, from 1958). As
a sequence the record works quite well to
begin with ( and this could imply criticism:
imagine culling from the Klemperer Beethoven Missa Solemnis. . .). then goes to pieces
over Side 2, where the one jarring edit
abruptly fades down the Ingemisco from
Giulini's Verdi Requiem — which takes less
kindly to digital remastering than any other
item here IC/D1. ( The Florence Rossini production sounds oddly fuzzy. too, in the face
of its 1982 date.) This leads to the Pie Jest)
from the Cluytens Fauré Requiem, and that
sits ill against the Italian manners of Muti in
Rossini. But mostly (
A/B:1*/1/2].
Good to he reminded of the singing of Elsie
Morison and Richard Lewis in the old RLPO
Messiah.
Christopher Breunig
ENGLISH MUSIC FOR CLARINET AND
PIANO
FINZI: 5 Bagatelles/HOROVITZ: Sonatina/
RICHARDSON: Roundelay/IRELAND: Fantasy-Sonata/ARNOLD: Sonatina/HARVEY:
Suite on Themes of Gershwin
Gem's(' de Peter ( c11)/Giverineth Pryor (pno)
Chandos CHAN 8549 (
58m 28s) digital ( LP:
ABRI) 1237. MC: ABTD 1237)
Although most of the works in this recital
could not he counted as major pieces,
together they add up to nearly an hour's
worth of very amiable listening, providing
variety and balance around the theme of
music by English composers from the period
1943-81. Paul Harvey's intriguing Suite is for
clarinet solo, but thé remainder of the works
include piano support. and both performers
adopt an unselfish approach to their roles.
devoting themselves to bringing out the best
III I \ IMS .\ RI.(ORI)RI.Vin%
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qualities of each piece. The taxing extremes
of the Ireland Fantasy- Sonata find de Peyer a
little harsh or bland-toned at times, but this is
more than compensated for by the warmth
and fine phrasing of his reading of the Finzi
Bagatelles, the zip he finds for the faster
movements of the Horovitz and Arnold
Sonatinas, and the well-considered wit of his
approach to the Harvey. Gwenneth Pryor is,
as usual, the ideal foil for the distinctive
sound he makes, and is here given asharply.
focused well-balanced recording that enables
the quality of her timbre to be fully appreciated. CD probably provides the more realistic
record of the instrumental colours and spacious ambience here, but Ifind the richer,
less resonant sound on vinyl more to my taste
in this instance. In neither case is the recording less than very fine though. [A:1*/1]
Doug Hammond
UlekeSSEIrenez
THE CLARINET IN CONCERT
BRUCH: Concerto for Clarinet & Viola
Op.88/MENDEI,SSOHN: Concert Pieces
Opp.113 & 1I4/CRUSEI,L: Introduction &
Variations on a Swedish Air
Thea King ( c10/Georgina Dobree (bass-hrti)1
Nobuko ¡mai ( vIa)ILSOIFrancis
Hyperion CDA 66022 (
46m 59s) C) 1981
This is a delightful compilation of rarities
beautifully played and admirably recorded.
DH, reviewing the original LP, found Crussell tedious and the Mendelssohn worthy of
only occasional hearing. Chacun . . . etc, but
one is bound to agree with his enthusiasm for
Bruch's wonderfully mellow double concerto
which, so far, nobody else seems to have
discovered, since this remains its only recording. Having relished the LP for years one can
now turn to the more durable silver version
and continue to enjoy the playing — one must
not overlook Alun Francis and the LSO's role
in all this — heard now with even greater
clarity. IA:1*1
Kenneth Dommett
THE EDWARDIAN CLARINETTIST
TOVEY: Sonata in B I
,/GOMEZ: Lorito: caprice/SAMUEL: Novelette/PRATT: Idylle
Printanière/ELGAR: Canto Popolare/GERMAN: Song without words/WALTHEW: A
Mosaic in Ten Pieces/MESSAGER: Solo de
Concours
Colin Bradbury (cli)10liver Davies (pno)
ASV DCA 588 • digital ( MC: ZD DCA 588)
Colin Bradbury and Oliver Davies have
already brought us the ' Victorian', ' Drawing
Room', and ' Italian' Clarinettists, in each of
which they have displayed dexterity and
agreeable artistry, and with those same qualities this latest recital should have produced
an equally genial issue but, less happily, much
of the music has little to recommend it, being
distinctly unmemorable. Elgar's arrangements of the 'Canto Popolare' from his In the
South Overture is easily the most worthwhile
piece here, and whilst Tovey's Sonata is of
great interest, that interest derives mainly
from hearing how poorly written it is — apart
from those sections clearly lifted from greater
masters. Little exception could be taken to
the other pieces. for they tend to be competently written, fairly tuneful , and well
suited to the instrumen-ts; but they are not
brimming with that warm Edwardian nostalgia so typical of Bridge's music of this period.
or the era's tweedy confidence.
The whole is less well recorded than, for
example. 'The Italian Clarinettist', with the
performers set further back — the piano
especially sounding rather remote — yet with
an increased level of escaping wind sound

from the clarinet. That said then, it should be
added that the recital gives afair idea of one
level of music-making in the Edwardian era,
and does present anumber of works that we
would otherwise have little opportunity to
hear. [
B:1*/1/21
Doug Hammond
CODEX CHANTILLY
Ens Organum1Pérès
Harmonia Mundi HMC 901252 (
54m I1s)
digital
The Chantilly Codex, in case you don't know,
is an important collection of courtly songs,
most of which date from the second half of
the 14th-century. It is notorious for the
complexity of the notation the composers
represented in its employ, and famed, too,
for its beautiful representation of two works
by Baude Cordier, both composed rather
later, it would seem, than the remainder of
the repertoire the manuscript contains. Those
two works, the circle- shaped canon 'Tour par
compas suy composes' and the heart-shaped
rondeau '
Belle, bonne, sage', are both
included on this marvellous disc containing a
dozen songs altogether. Two songs — the
anonymous Sans joie avoir' and Senleches's
'La harpe de mélodie' — are performed
instrumentally, by afiddle and areproduction
of a clavicytherium, an upright harpsichord
(of which, incidentally, the earliest surviving
example, dating from the late 15th-century,
can be seen in the Royal College of Music's
Museum of Instruments). Four more songs
include the same instruments, while the other
four are sung by the four ( male) singers of the
Ensemble Organum alone.
The music itself treads an enticing path
between the lyrical, if rhythmically complicated and poetically obtuse, and the downright bizarre and eccentric. An extreme
example of the latter is Solage's ' Fumeux
fume par fumée', whose weird chromatic
harmonies and low tessitura are together
likely to engender feelings of nausea in the
most stoic listener. But don't be put off by
this deliberately outrageous example, for the
whole collection affords a valuable insight
into the repertoire of what, in its own time,
was called the ars subtilior. Marcel Pérès
directs idiomatic and secure performances.
and the recording is well balanced and
acoustically warm without being overresonant. IA:11
Stephen Pettitt
••••••••••••••••••••••••••
BAROCKMUSIK
HANDEL: Concerto for Harp and Strings CI
Suite in G from ' Il Pastor Fido' and ' Floridante'/D SCARLATTI: Capriccio Fugato
(arr.)/JS BACH: Concerto in A ( after BWV
1055) for Oboe d'amore and Strings
Giselle Herbert (hrp)1Ingo Goritzki (ob da)!
Philharmonia da Camera/Michael Mice!
MD&G L 3185 (
43m 33s)
This recording of baroque music by the three
composers born in 1685 was made for their
respective tercentenaries in 1985. Although
there is a wealth of good music here, and
there are passages of attractive eloquence in
the performances, this is not a recording
which will awaken many of its hearers to new
subtleties in the music of Handel. Bach or
Scarlatti. Subtlety. indeed, hardly enters into
the matter. The attack of the stringed instruments, which strikes me as hard and even a
little relentless, is mainly to blame. The
soloists sound as if they play much more
sensitively, with Giselle Herbert an eloquent.
thoughtful harpist; Ingo Goritzki — whom I
have considerably admired as an oboe soloist
in the past — seems to find the d'amore more
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difficult to focus in tone, or to control
rhythmically, but asound musicianship somehow shines through.
The recording sounds too close, and may
be one reason for the lack of bloom and
variety in the string colouring; the two horns.
which only appear briefly. sound strident,
probably mainly because the microphones
are too close. This collection may. despite all
this, appeal strongly to the non-specialist.
hearty. no-nonsense ' barockise who generally disagrees with the undersigned! 1C:2/31
Stephen Davy

their ethnic origins in their simplicity and
beauty: delicate, serious, and witty by turns.
Fernandez respond. with innate musicality to
every change of mood. There is so much on
offer here that some occasional doubts over
tuning seem ultra-critical.
There is great presence to this tightly
focused recording. the guitar set at apleasing
distance and its characterful tone uncoloured
by the acoustic. LP presents a slightly warmer, more rounded sound. hut CD has the
benefit of quiet surfaces. Both are recommended. IA: I * 1
Barbara Jahn

CONCORD OF SWEET SOUNDS
Baroque and Classical Music for Flute. and
Lute/Guitar
Lisa Beznosiuk (flt)INigel North ( beige)
60m 02s)
Saydisc CD-SAR 33 (

GERMAN CHURCH CANTATAS & ARIAS
Works by JC Bach. Buxtehude & Telemann
sus
RenéEns
Jacobs
Consort/Parnas
( c-sen) ,Kuijken

The Baroque is represented by LocateIli's
Sonata in G- minor Op.2a:3 and the ' attrib' JS
Bach Sonata in C ( BWV1033), which is
probably mostly by the master, some by his
associates. The next generation is represented by CPE Bach's Sonata in A- minor
(Wq.128). composed by 1740. The Classical
period is represented by Giuliani's Gran Duo
Concertante Op.52 and three sets of Diabelli
guitar/melody-instrument transpositions from
his two greatest contemporaries: aBeethoven
Potpourri and two series of Waltzes from
Schubert's evergreen Op.9.
Of this repertoire Iknew nothing except
the ' Bach', which receives its best recording
on disc — and there are already some very
good ones, including several on baroque
flute. North is awonderful accompanist, and
Beznosiuk manages to play with an ideal
blend of sweetness and accuracy. of freedom
and discipline, such that it all sounds spontaneous. The Locatelli is a very attractive
Sonata, and well managed. The Classical
pieces. lighter in character, are well played
on copies of the correct period instruments;
their effect is also delightful.
The recording is contrived so that we
clearly hear the exact nature of the plucking
of each note on the lute, and the detailed
tonguing of the flutes; yet the sustained tone
is what catches our attention. The result is
beauty in the right proximity and on the
appropriately intimate scale. Musicianship of
this consistent excellence is rarely to be found
in duet recordings. [ A: I * 1
Stephen Daw

Here is splendid music finely played, sung.
and recorded. Buxtehude is represented by
his solemn elegy for his father. ' Muss der Tod
denn nun doch trennen'. and an appropriately cheerful ' Jubilate Domino': his contemporary, Johann Christoph Bach. by the
lamentation ' Ach, dass ich Wassers gnug
Witte'. and Telemann by the cantatas ' Ach
Herr. strafe mich nicht' and ihr Vülker,
Wirt'. The recordings. made as long ago as
1979 and 1981. but not evidently released for
review in Britain until now, are closely miked
in a resonant acoustic ( Chapel Royal. Brussels) — once or twice too closely for comfort.
But balance is good. and the sound is lively.
There is aheavy ' beat' to the viola da gamba
lines in BuxtehUde's Elegy, amannerism that
fortunately does not recur — the ' Jubilate' that
follows has a nice, fresh sparkle to it. René
Jacobs is unfailingly stylish. but his tone is
dry, and there is less variety in the recitatives
than Iwould have expected. He sings more
freely in ' Ihr Volker. Wirt', where aflute adds
awelcome touch of wind colour. The leaflet
has German texts only. not very helpfully laid
out, though the note is in English. 1B:1/21
Peter Branscombe
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FERNANDEZ RECITAL
ALBENIZ: Sevilla E Tango E Asturias/
LLOBET: 6 Catalan Folk Songs/GRANADOS: Spanish Dances 5 & 10/TARREGA:
pieces/SEGOVIA: 3pieces/TURINA: Fandanguillo E Ràfaga
Eduardo Fernández ( er)
Decca 417 618-2 (
63m. 56s) digital ( LP: 417
618-1. MC: 417 618-4)
So finely attuned is Fernandeis sense of style
and his intuitive feel for the rhythms of
Spanish music, that this seemingly limited
recital makes a very satisfying and varied
programme. In his own arrangement of the
Granados pieces. phrasing is so natural and
the bending of tempo so instinctively timed
that the basic pulse of the dance form is never
distorted but made more subtly convincing.
Turina's Fandanguillo is a useful vehicle for
displaying his impressive battery of modes of
attack and articulation. and Táriega's Estudio
brillante highlights his immaculately deft
fingerwork; but for me, the 5 Preludes and,
especially. the 6 Catalan Folk Songs show
Fernandez at his most alluring. Llobet's
pieces are wonderfully lyrical, redolent of
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HELENE GRIMAUD
CHOPIN: Ballade 1/LISZT: Après une lecture de Dante/SCHUMANN: Sonata Op.II
Hélène Grimaud (pho)
Denon 33C0-1786 ( 53m 53s) digital
Born in 1969. Hélène Grimaud latterly studied with Jorge Bolet — though not with
anyone else of particular note. Beyond that I
have no information, except that she has a
phenomenal gift for piano playing, and that
these recordings were made as recently as last
August. Complete technical mastery is shown
throughout the Chopin and the result is very
satisfying in its fidelity to every detail of the
score. Her interpretation is not individual,
shows no particular subtlety of light and
shade, but it would be unwise to expect much
of that yet. Liszt's Dante Sonata emerges as
an even more brilliant feat of execution.
though, again, with no real suggestion of fire
and brimstone.
An apt basic response is made to this
work's varied episodes, however, and despite
what the photographs suggest of Miss Grimaud's slightness of figure. her playing
appears to have almost unlimited power.
Unflagging drive, too, to judge from Schumann's Sonata, which receives the finest of
these performances. An entirely appropriate
youthful ardour is evident in the quick
movements, and her well managed variations
of tempo in the Allegro vivace embody more
insight than can be detected in the Chopin or
Liszt pieces. Perhaps the Schumann finale is

best of all, with some moments of real
eloquence. The recording is lively, full-toned,
very suitable for such playing. 1A:21
Max Harrison
LES PLUS BELLES PAGES DE LA
GUITARE Works by Albeniz, Mudarra,
Lauro, Pujol, JS Bach, Dumond, Sor, VillaLobos, Tarrega, Le Roy, Dyens, Kleynjans
Arnaud Dumond (er)
Verany PV 786103 (
55m 53s) digital ( Conifer)
The Parisian Arnaud Dumond has made his
name chiefly as aperformer and teacher. hut
on this disc he also shows his skills as a
composer. In a recital of 21 pieces that span
five centuries and bear the national characteristics of as many countries, he proves particularly astute in his grasp of rhythmic complexity. Taking for example Dyen's Tango en
Skaï, or Lauro's Venezuelan dance. Seis por
derecho, with its delightfully intricate and
dynamic syncopations. Dumond is at his best.
creating awide range of tonal colours, from
brittle nail sounds to swathes of gently
strummed chords. Unfortunately, my enthusiasm does not extend to his performances of
the four Bach pieces and the three wellknown 16th-century miniatures included
here: he is too consistently Romantic, his
range of dynamics too limited, and the
recording stance too repressive to do the
works full justice, and in restrospect one
realises that the whole recital is coloured by
this lack of contrast, and those finer details of
his playing are too easily subjugated to make
amends. [ B/C:1/31
Barbara Jahn
HAKAN HARDENBERGER
HAYDN: Trumpet Concerto in
Ell HERTEL: Trumpet Concerto in D
D HUMMEL: Trumpet Concerto in E E J
STAMITZ: Trumpet Concerto in D
Hakan Hardenberger (tpt)IASMIMarriner
Philips 420 203-2 (
59m 34s) digital ( LP: 420
203-1. MC: 420 203-4)
Here is a brilliant display of the trumpeter's
art — but it is not only that. The young Swede
is a fine, sensitive musician; the programme
strikes a nice balance between the popular
and the unknown; Sir Neville and the ASM
provide ever- alert and perceptive accompaniments; and the recording is truthful, fresh
and excellently balanced. Since there are four
other versions of the Hummel on CD, and a
dozen of the Haydn — Idoubt if any of them
excel these accounts — attention should be
focused on the Hertel, an attractive little
piece ( its slow movement almost too glossy
here), and especially on the concerto plausibly attributed to Johann Stamitz ( and with
missing parts impressively supplied by Alan
Bousted). These are real enrichments to the
repertoire, challenging and attractive. Hakan
Hardenberger's agility and expressivity never
lead him astray — the cadenzas are stylish and
appropriate. Emphatically not just another
virtuosic trumpet record. [ A:I*1
Peter Branscombe
HARP MUSIC OF THE ITALIAN RENAISSANCE
Music by Trabaci. Negri, Mayone, Fillimarino, Caccini & anon.
Andrew Lawrence- King ( dbl-hrp)
Hyperion CDA 66229 (
59m 40s) ( LP: A66229)
Recordings of comparatively unfamiliar
repertoire like this are always an attractive
proposition. and the comparatively silent
background of CD makes quiet instruments
105

like lutes, gitterns and harps come into their
own. It's surprising how few clavichord discs
we have had so far, but there's plenty of time
yet!
Andrew Lawrence- King proves a persuasive advocate of Renaissance lines and colours, and if his accounts strike me as just a
little lacking in bounce and boisterousness,
that is probably because Idon't yet appreciate the intimate subtleties of the period style.
Iwas brought up to ahearty. barn-storming
approach to Renaissance dance. which Inow
feel certain was quite mistaken. It's certainly
all very beautiful and, in its own way,
evocative.
The soloist is admirably served, as are so
many early-music performers today, by a
really sensitively managed recording for
Hyperion by Antony Howell/Mark Brown. If
recording can be described as 'affectionately
attentive' and playing as 'of absolute fidelity',
then this disc exemplifies those descriptions.
[A*:1*/I]
Stephen Daw
BAROQUE HORN CONCERTOS
Works by Graun, Knechtl, Quantz,
Reinhardt & Wag
Barry Tuckivell (hreASMIBrown
Decca 417 406-2 (
61m 25s) digital ( LP: 417
406- l MC: 417 406-4)
Here is ahighly enjoyable enrichment to the
discography of the horn — something not
easily achieved nowadays. Though the
sleevenote is curiously coy on the subject, it
seems clear that the seven concertos here
presented are taken from amanuscript collection of eighteen in the library of Lund
University. All seven in their various ways
are impressive little works, though identity of
the authors is a matter for speculation —
Johann Gottlieb, or Carl Heinrich Graun?
Karl Mathias, or Johann Franz Reinhardt?
Johann Georg Rtillig, or the unrelated Karl
Leopold? And Knechtl is astranger to all the
major music encyclopedias. On this evidence
all are worth closer acquaintance — they write
very well for the solo instrument, provide
neat accompaniments, have a lively melodic
and rhythmic gift. Barry Tuckwell, alertly
and skilfully accompanied by the ASM under
lona Brown, with sparkling harpsichord continuo, displays his mastery alike of the suave
Siciliano ( a form chosen for several of the
slow movements, nowhere so memorably as
by Quantz in his Concerto 9, alone of these
works adorned with aconcertante oboe), the
sprightly Allegro, the wide range required by
Reinhardt, and the nimble trill. The recording is of high quality on LP and CD, the
former lacking nothing in clarity and atmosphere, the latter superior in directness of
utterance. Either way, adelight. [ A:II
Peter Branscombe
MINIATURES FOR ORCHESTRA
BRUCH: Kol Nidrei/FALLA: El Amor Brujo
— Ritual Fire Dance/GERSHWIN: Cuban
Overture/SAINT-SAENS: Danse macabre D
Wedding Cake ( Waltz-caprice)/STRAVINSKY: Circus Polka/WALTON: Portsmouth Point/WOLF-FERRARI: Jewels of the
Madonna — Intermezzo
Christopher Bunting (vIc)1Rodney Friend
(vIn)IGwynneth Prior (pno)IRichard Adeney
(111)1LPOIBoult
Classics for Pleasure CFP 4533 • (
MC:
TC-CFP 4533) 0 1968
What, Iwonder, did Sir Adrian really think
of the Circus Polka? With its spiky rhythmical patterns, zany percussion crashes ( all
the percussion is balanced forwards on this
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LP). and Schubert's March Militaire meshed
in uproariously, it is the plum in this odd
recipe for a collection — rather than the
expected Walton. which lacks the flexibility
and fizz of the composer's os n old Philharmonia recording. All the other performances
are reliable, with good soloists ( especially in
the dreary piece Kol Nidrei). and the tapes
have been digitally refurbished and. Isuspect. given an upwards tilt with some loss of
weight relative to the World Records original
transfer. [
A/B:1/21
Christopher Breunig
THE EMMA KIRKBY COLLECTION
Works by Monteverdi, Campion, Purcell,
Dowland, Handel, Bach
Emma Kirkby/various ensembles
Hyperion CDÀ 66227 (
64m 20s) ( LP: A66227)
Distinctly more atmospheric than the vinyl
reviewed in October, so the EK enthusiast
really ought to invest in the CD. The voice
still surges up out of the same sonic black
hole, but there is here even more of that
characteristic bloom to the voice, and a
greater presence which will make the additional expenditure well worth while. [ A:1*i
Roger Bowen
SHLOMO MINTZ
MENDELSSOHN: Violin Concerto/BRUCH:
Violin Concerto 1/KREISLER: Caprice
Viennois, Op.2 D Leibesleid D Liebesfreud
Shlomo Mintz (vIn)/Chicago SO/Abbado/
Clifford Benson (pno)
DG 419 629-2 (
65m) digital 0 1981
I've enjoyed this record very much, and
continued hearings have done nothing to
diminish my pleasure. Mintz's tone throughout is glowing, vibrant and strong, and
Abbado and the Chicagoans match him in
vigour, eloquence and polish. The Mendelssohn sets a beautifully structured performance, in which small-scale details of inflection
emerge with great impressiveness and at no
cost to the long line of the whole. Time and
again there are telling reminders of Mendelssohn's consummate mastery as alyricist, yet
the work's overall integration of its constituent parts is conveyed with exceptional
clarity and conviction. This is a genuinely
'symphonic' conception. Articulation is
exemplary throughout, from all concerned,
and minor problems of intonation ( near the
end of the first movement, for instance)
matter not at all. It may be that Mintz's
vibrato is a little over-generous in the
Andante, but this minor blemish isn't enough
to distract one from the still under- recognized
quality of the music itself. The Bruch is
perhaps less demanding in its requirements,
but seems none the less for that. Here too, all
concerned give a performance of great
breadth, lusciousness of tone and expressive
detail. Highly recommended. My only real
disappointment here was the trio of Kreisler
items, in which Mintz's attempted fusion of
his own and Kreisler's styles seems to me to
fall between two stools. Still, [ A:I].
Jeremy Siepmann
VIOLIN ROMANCES
BEETHOVEN: Romances I & 2/
SCHUBERT: Polonaise D580 D Konzertstuck
in D, D345 1:1 Rondo in A, D438/DVORAK:
Romance Op.11
Pinchas Zukerman (vIn)ISt Paul CO
Philips 420 168-2 (
59m 55s) digital ( LP: 420
168-1, MC 420 168-4)
This collection of recital pieces, too lengthy

perhaps to be classed as encores, might
almost have been designed to demonstrate.
Zukerman's velvety tone and technical skill.
The two Beethoven pieces are particularly
attractively played. with a light hand, and
rich in charm, like Schubert's three little
exercises in concertante writing. Dvorak's
attractive Romance is charmingly done too.
Zukerman's American orchestra has proved
itself already, in larger scale works, as awell
drilled and cohesive ensemble whose playing
adds lustre to the violinist-conductor's participation. Philips's warm recording sets everything off to anicety. [A:1] Kenneth Dommett
KURT MOLL
Arias by Mozart, Beethoven, Weber, Lorizing, Cornelius & Wagner
Kurt Moll ( bass), Munich Opera Ch &
OrchlEichhorn
Orfeo C 009 821 (
50m 43s)
To hear Osmin's comic aria of revenge from
Mozart's Entführung on this record is enough
to confirm Kurt Moll's reputation as among
the best operatic basses of our time. A
seamless vocal range over two octaves down
to the low D, afluency of line, and asplendid
way with words are all present — supported
here by the sprightly, richly recorded orchestral accompaniment under Kurt Eichhorn.
That commendation goes for all 12 selections.
As for performing Don Giovanni in German:
why not? 1only wish some British singers had
the guts to record some of their arias in
English.
But this 1981 recording is poorly packaged
for the international market. There are
neither texts nor translations, not even
synopses of the arias, only the most useless
'appreciation' of the singer's virtues. While
the excerpts from Fidelio, Der Freischütz,
Die Meistersinger and Der fliegende Holliinder are probably familiar enough to potential
buyers, those from operas by Lortzing and
Cornelius are not. Nevertheless, the distinguished artistry of the performer is there to be
discovered. Igreatly enjoyed it all. [ A:11
Arthur Jacobs
SCANDINAVIAN SERENADE
GRIEG: Holberg Suite/SIBELIUS: Canzonetta Op.62A/WIREN: Serenade for
Strings/NIELSEN: Little Suite
Scottish Bar Ens/Friedman
CRD CRD 3342 (
52m 50s) C) 1978
These transfers have not done much to
smooth out the edginess due to forward
balancing and the uncomfortable closeness of
the orchestra. The performances generally
are attractive and lively rather than polished,
though the Sibelius is sensitively played and
Grieg's pastiche suite has a nice shape to it.
[B:2]
Kenneth Dommett
SWEDISH ORCHESTRAL
LARSSON: Pastoral Suite/SCIDERMAN:
Swedish Festival Music/LUNDQUIST: Violin
Concerto
Karel S'neberger ( vIn)lOrebro SO/Nilson
Bluebell ABCD 003 (
43m 31s) (Conifer)
These recordings were made in 1979. Not
having heard the original I cannot say
whether or not transfer to CD has,improved
the quality, but the general impression is of a
restricted acoustic producing a pleasant and
acceptable, though generalised sound, lacking detail. This may be the fault of the
Orebro concert hall where the recording was
made. In any case it is not crucial to one's
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This is an impressive debut. Toradze is a
formidable instrumentalist whose command
of the keyboard transcends mere agility to
probe the depths and range of pianistic
sonority. Power he has in plenty, but he
doesn't abuse it. Even in awork as potentially
aggressive as the Prokofiev. he resists the
temptation to bang until the very end of the
finale. Unlike too many of his colleagues he
seems to understand that pianistic ' size' is as
much a matter of polyphonic balance and
rhythmic contour as of force. The feverish
,drive of the Prokofiev is excitingly caught
without being overstated, and balanced by a
reflective calm in the middle movement
which, while by no means unlyrical, manages
to steer clear of excessive serenity. It's a
performance of considerable dramatic insight
and impressive dimensions, causing at least
one listener to reconsider awork which had
grown stale at the hands of less resourceful
virtuosos. The Ravel fares well too, though I
PLEASURES OF. THEIR COMPANY
found myself remembering the aural sorcery
Music for voice and guitar by Dowland,
Bach/Gounod, Villa-Lobos, Granados, Henri - of Gieseking in this music and wondering
whether Toradze's feet are perhaps not quite
que, Ovalle, Barroso, Falla, Johnson, Dawamatch for his fingers. Some of the bravura.
son, MalGimsey
though, is stunning, notably in Alborada,
Kathleen Battle (sop)/Christopher Parketzing
where Toradze's lively and perceptive rhyth(gto
mic sense combines with wrists and fingers to
EMI CDC 747 1962 ( 44m (J9s) digital ( LP: EL
dazzling effect, though Lipatti still holds the
27 0307 1, MC: EL 29 0802 4)
crown, especially for repeated notes without
twang. The Stravinsky is likewise impressive.
Although these are committed performances,
though Istill take some convincing that these
1find many of them ( particularly Kathleen
arrangements retiR come off. IA:11
Battle's Dowland) over- indulgent. However,
Jeremy Siepmann
both artists show a commendable range of
variety and approach that could never be
considered dull. Concerning the sonic qualTHE KING'S ' UK 1PL [ ER
ities of this issue, there is little to choose
Works by Boyce, Gounod, Mathias, L
between CD and LP ( July ' 86, p113);
Mozart, Steel, Telemann, & Anon.
although Ifind the warmth of the latter more
Crispian Steele l'erkins 01)0/ Stephen Cleoin keeping with the intimate nature of the
bury (org)
recital. With abrupt losses of ambience, so
Priory PRCD 189 ( 52m 45s) digital
annoying on LP. still in evidence here. and
with poor value- for- money playing time. CD
'Music for Trumpet and Organ from King's
offers little advantage. ( A/U:1*1
College, Cambridge' is the sub- title of this
Barbara Jahn
attractive recital. Trumpet', in fact, misleads
to some extent - the programme includes
three anonymous 16th- century dances,
ITALIAN RECORDER () CI'RIUS
played upon a cornett, and a Concerto da
VIVALDI: Concertos in c, RV44I Li in C,
caccia in D by Telemann played on a
RV444/A SCARLATTI: Sinfonia Terza di
flugelhorn. Two' of the other works are
Concerto Grosso in d/SAMMARTINI: Conmodern - William Mathias's Processional.
certo in F
and Six Pieces. Op.33, by Christopher Steel.
Richard Harvey (recs) Lond Vivaldi Orch
This, the most extensive work on the disc, is a
ASV CD GAU 111R ( 41m 05s)
happy mixture of grave and gay, rumbustious
and saucy elements. There are also a ConThe Vivaldi C major Concerto is for sopracerto in E- flat by Leopold Mozart, three
nino recorder, the Sammartini F major piece
movements from Voluntaries by Boyce,
for the descant instrument, and the remaining
which here amount to a concerto. and
two works featured here for treble ( alto)
Gounod's Meditation: Ave Maria (
deliciously
recorder. Richard Harvey plays nimbly and
sentimental, it wants only a harmonium in
sweetly on all three instruments and in all
place of the King's Chapel organ). The
registers, if just alittle too dispassionately for
playing is throughout of a very high order my taste. The orchestral accompaniment
confident, stylish. stratospherically brilliant,
sounds somewhat unyielding, even unsymyet also noble and restrained when required.
pathetic, to me - recorder- playing, like singStephen Cleobury is an admirable partner,
ing, calls for understanding and yielding
more rarely soloist in his own right. And the
collaboration, especially in baroque music.
recording is excellent, the resonance alive et
To some extent, the warm involved recordnever swamping the line, the characteristics
ing compensates for the styles and disparities
of the instruments nicely brought out ( the
referred to above. The ensemble sounds quite
oldest stops are used for the Renaissance
close, but reasonable in width and depth,
dances). The specification of the orean is
with the soloist to the fore, but not oppresgiven, but the actual notes are uninformative
sively so. One good result is that most of the
and show signs of haste. ( A: II
tuning is good; recorder concertos often seem
Peter Branscombe
unsatisfactory in intonation because of artificial or uneven balancing, but there's hardly
ereeSI
any of that here. [ A:21
Stephen Daw
THE SERVICE OF VENUS ANI) MARS Music for the Knights of the Garter, 13401440
ALEXANDER TORADZE
Gothic Voices/Christopher l'age
PROKOFIEV: Sonata 7/RAVEL: Miroirs/
Hyperion CDA 66238 ( 48m 31s)
STRAVINSKY: 3 Scenes from Petrushka
Alexander Toradze (pno)
Quite simply, this is another superlatively
EMI CDC 747 6072 ( 61m 03s) digital

appreciation of Süderman's piece, originally
the Overture to his opera ` The Maid of
Orleans' written in 1858. and now aclassic of
full-blown Swedish romanticism; nor does it
greatly affect Torbjürn Lundquist's single
movement Concerto. Composed during the
mid-' 70s its idiom is more that of the 1930s
and ' 40s. Occasionally reminiscent of Atterberg or Bax, it is perhaps not surprising that it
remains unpublished. It lasts just over 23m
and, as far as one can tell, receives afaithful
performance which emphasizes its somewhat
introverted character. It is apleasant, restful
work, but ultimately not a particularly
memorable one. Larsson's Suite, the most
familiar of the three works here, suffers least
from the acoustic. Bora Nilson's performance
is lively and supple. without being specially
vivacious. 111: 1/21
Kenneth Dommeit
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beautiful recording from Gothic voices, a
selection of music gathered together under
the premise that all of it has links with various
Knights of the Garter. Sometimes the link is a
little tenuous. The amount of French music,
by Philippe de Vitry. Pierre des Molins, and
Richard Loqueville, for instance, is justified
by the fact that it is associated with King John
Il of France, who was held captive in the
Savoy Palace near Charing Cross after being
taken at Poitiers! Other music has more
specific links. Leonel Power, represented
here by a Sanctus, worked for the Duke of
Clarence, for instance: and John Dunstable
was employed by both Humphrey, Duke of
Gloucester, and John. Duke of Bedford.
But it really would not matter very much if
no such ties had been found, for this remarkably varied anthology is both a useful and
beautiful summation of Anglo-French
musical history of the second half of the
fourteenth- and the first half of the fifteenthcenturies. The vocal performances are, every
one of them, exquisitely turned, while
Andrew Lawrence- King supplies a welcome
element of contrast with four harp solos. In
fact, the only criticism Ican think of is that I
could have well done without the all- tooubiquitous Agincourt Carol at the end.
Nevertheless awell deserved [ A:11.
Stephen Pettitt
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WHITE MAN SLEEPS
BARTOK: String Quartet 3/COLEMAN:
Lonely Woman/HASSELL: Pano da Costa/
IVES: Holding Your Own/JOHNSTON:
Amazing Grace/VOLANS: White Man Sleeps
I & 5
Kronos Qt
Nonesuch 979 163-1 • digital ( CD: 979 163-2.
MC: 979 163-4)
It seems remarkably foolish of Nonesuch to
offer no information or comment on their
sleeve about these mainly unknown works. I
will do my best . . . The touchstones are the
familiar Bartok, then Ives. Bartok's quartets
are usually played by ensembles whose repertoires are overwhelmingly classical, whereas
the Kronos team are intimately acquainted
with what has been composed since these
master- pieces. and this knowledge echoes
through their intensely dramatic reading of
No.3. All the music's urgency and stunning
originality are made evident. Ives's piece is a
scherzo, brief yet tough and gritty, normally
with several things happening simultaneously. For example, at different speeds
one instrument plays a chromatic scale
against another playing adistonic one: ' holding your own' indeed.
Hardly less striking is Lonely Woman by
Omette Coleman, one of the most innovative
musicians in jazz history. This notably abrasive arrangement was done for the Kronos
Quartet by Mel Graves. Jon Hassell's rather
too lengthy piece is presumably an instance of
what he calls ' Fourth World music', afusion
of Third- World musics and advanced techniques of Western composition, particularly
those derived from electronics. It makes a
fairly interesting comparison with Amazing
Grace, by another America, Ben Johnston.
Here, as in his other compositions. Johnston
has made a particular use of microtones.
writing for instruments tuned in just- intonation. The Kronos Quartet meets these and all
other demands with askill and courage that
demands the highest admiration. So it is sad
to hear them wasting their time on the dully
repetitive Kevin Volans pieces - although the
second possesses an insect-like buzzing persistence that is amusing at first. [
A:1)
Max Harrison
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ROCK/POP/JAZIII
NICE PRICE GOES DIGITAL
PHILIP BAILEY: CHINESE WALL
CBS CDCBS 26161 ( 50m 30s) CD
NEIL DIAMOND: BEAUTIFUL NOISE
CBS CDCBS 86004 ( 37m 41s) CD
THE JACKSONS: TRIUMPH
Epic CDEPC 86112 ( 44m 45s) CD
JANIS JOPLIN: PEARL
CBS CDCBS 64188 ( 34m 28s) CD
REO SPEEDWAGON: HI INFIDELITY
Epic CDEPC 84700 ( 34m 52s) CD
SIMON & GARFUNKEL: WEDNESDAY
MORNING 3AM
CBS CDCBS 63370 ( 31m 36s) CD
TOTO: TOTO
CBS CDCBS 83148 ( 40m 50s) CD
Why it took so long is anybody's guess. but
CBS have finally waved the Nice Price wand
over their CD hack catalogue, chopping off
enough of the retail price to make these discs
genuine bargains. This batch arrived the same
day that Sony's purchase of CBS Records was
announced, but Idoubt that had anything to
do with it; still, Idon't think Sony will be
displeased. especially not Sony UK. who
have gone on record about their disgust with
software pricing. As you can see from this
representative sampling, there's something
for just about everybody. The mix to hand

THE ALARM: EYE OF THE HURRICANE
IRS MIRG 1023
Poor devils. Ever since they worked with U2
and opted for a chane in direction. Rhyl's
finest have faced the inevitable comparison.
And U2- like the band certainly are — though
in the main they're at the stage which Bono.
Edge and Co passed long ago — still ' Rain In
The Summertime', the quite gorgeous hit
single that leads the team out on the field on
this occasion, could easily have stemmed
from The Joshua Tree sessions. Mike Peters is
excellent in his Bono stand-in role, the
guitars rine ably in all the right places. and
the lyrics include lines such as ' For God's
sake, don't look back, into the crucifix night'
and ' Oh Lord, hear me now the fanfare
sounds' plus references to faith, mission bells,
and lights that never die, reflecting, perhaps,
that Welsh bands can be as bathed in righteousness as their Irish counterparts. Perhaps,
in retrospect. ' poor devils' wasn't an apt
phrase with which to open this review. But
you know what I mean, don't you? Good
band — shame about the déjà vu. [
A:21
Fred Deliar

RICK ASTLEY: WHENEVER YOU NEED
SOMEBODY
RCA PD 71529 (
37m 19S)CD
Okay. so he looks like an extra from Revenge
Of The Nerds and moves like Captain Scarlet
(Americans read ' Howdy Doody' for both).
The guy has zero ' presence' and no gimmicks.
But. migawd, can he sing! True, the material
here is stock ( sorry) Stock Aitken Waterman,
and is about as blatantly chart-oriented as
anything Abba ever released, but you can't
avoid the stuff, and it's as infectious as aCoke
advert. Unless you've not been near a radio
in 1987. you're familiar enough with his hits
to know what to expect: perfectly performed
music with a beat. So good is this release in
Ell-F1 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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includes soul. rock. MOR, folk and pop.
covering a span of some two decades. The
inclusion of Philip Bailey's Chinese Wall
laden with the presence of Phil Collins)
surprised me, as it's so recent. but it does
show that CBS intend to make Nice Price
appeal to those under 40. [ A:1] As for the
rest, well, Joplin's Pearl is aclassic of its type.
showing the anguish of the singer in away her
earlier works didn't. The raw energy and
hunger of the Big Brother days was replaced
by the gloom of one who'd seen it all — and
would die not long after. [ 13:11 The Simon &
Garfunkel release is early period, very folkie
and almost precious because of it: still, it
wears well and will torture anyone who was
young and in ( doomed) love back in the
1960s. IA/B:1/21 The only thing I can say
pure pop terms that Iwas tempted to give it
the maximum. but I've opted for ['VA]
because somebody ruined it by letting Astley
near ' When I Fall In Love'. Voices aren't
everything: interpretation counts for an awful
lot, especially when you're covering aclassic.
That aside, this is one hell of adebut release,
despite the heavy use of robotics. Ken Kessler

11111111111116111111111111111111111011.1111111111111111111111111
ALICE BABS WITH DUKE ELLINGTON:
FAR AWAY STAR
BLUEBELL ABCD 005 ( 36m 08s) CD
Duke in his autobiography ( which is mostly
about other people) called the Swedish singer
an unlimited soprano. ' She sings opera. she
sings lieder, she sings what we call ja zz and
blues, she sings like an instrument'. And it is
her instrumental vocalising that makes these
recordings sensational. Ican't imagine how I
missed her on the original LP issue of 1977.
Her range and versatility could upstage even
Cleo Lame, and with Ellington's music she
had tota! empathy. Four of the tracks she
made in New York with the Ellington band
ten months before Duke's death; all but one
of the rest are from a Stockholm concert in
Ellington's memory in which Alice Babs sang
with pianist Nils Lindberg and his band.
Lindberg's own haunting composition ' Far
Away Star' was featured on both occasions,
and the memorial concert ends with asuperbly voiced wordless ' Blues For The Maestro'.
It's easy to realise v=111‘ she was chosen in
Duke's will to sing at his funeral service — and
why emotion caused only her prerecorded
voice to be heard. As he wrote, she was
unique. IA:11
Denis Argent
•

•

•
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WALTER BARNES AND GEORGE E LEE:
RUFF SCUFFLIN'
Retrieval Fi 125
REUBEN ' RIVER'

REEVES:

REUBEN

about yet- another- Neil- Diamond- release is
that this one sounds like all of his others,
despite some heavy guests, and you either
like his brand of schmaltz of you don't. I
don't, so I'll leave the rest of the [ A] rating
for you to fill in. The Jacksons' Triumph is
new enough ( 1980) to sound like out-takes
from proper Whacko Jacko releases, so I
suggest its purchase to those who are just
about fed up with Bad. It's not an unpleasant
release, but I've OD'ed on this family, so I
give the [ A:1] rating out of duty rather than
belief. What remains are two surprises, prime
Toto and REO Speedwagon, both being
bands despised for their slickness and ' ultra
stadium-ness'. After hearing the dire, straining amusicality of current raves like the
Proclaimers, this incredibly polished material
is like abreath of recycled fresh air. No, I'm
not getting mellow in my old age, merely less
masochistic. Igive ' em both [ A:1], despite the
total lack of rock'n'roll edge. Now, when do
we get the entire Dylan catalogue at £7.99
per?
Ken Kessler
Note: In addition to the above selection the
following discs are also available:—
Bruce Springsteen: Darkness On The Edge
Of Town (
CDCBS 86061)
Carly Simon: Spoiled Girl (
CDEPC 26376)
Carole King: Tapestry (
CDEPC 82308)
Simon & Garfunkel: Bookends (
CDCBS
63101)
Boz Scaggs: Silk Degrees (
CDCBS 81193)
Weather Report: Heavyweather (
CDCBS's
81775)
'RIVER' REEVES AND HIS TRIBUTARIES
Retrieval Fi 126
THE PHILIP LEWIS RHYTHM MANIACS:
SESSIONS
Retrieval FG 410
All from Retrieval Recordings,
Tree Cottage, Burnham, Bucks

1 Walnut

If you prefer polish to jazz with rough edges,
however ' authentic', you will pick the British
record from Retrieval's latest three dredgings
from the junkshoppers' collections. After all,
the bands Lewis assembled for Decca in 1929
did feature some of Britain's best dance- band
musicians — the day job for men who earned
top money in London's best hotels and night
spots. The American recordings, on the other
hand, are of ' provincial' black bands from
Chicago and Kanses City — and George E Lee
(and his ' Novelty Singing Orchestra') must
have been decidedly secondary to the Benny
Moten band which became the nucleus of
Basle's.
Recording of the earliest ( 1927) Lee tracks
is so awful that Ihad to check my stylus.
Later tracks are more tolerable, but the
playing is mostly primitive — grunting tuba
and plunking banjo. There are moments in
one or two tracks when the soloist points the
way forward: Budd Johnson's lead-in on
'Won't You Come Over To My House' is a
foretaste of the way tenor playing would go in
the 1930s, and the song is a precursor of
Nellie Lutcher's Hurry on Down. There is
always a little to catch one's ear even in the
most corny jazz of 60 years ago, but I'm
afraid George E Lee is strictly for the
hunter-out of ancient rarities. The sleeve
picture of Barnes' Royal Creolians is a
masterpiece of the genre in which instruments
are displayed to prove the band's prestige —
14 saxes and clarinets in front of four reed
players!
It must be admitted that on the 1928 tracks
109
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there are a few moments when Reuben
Reeves sounds like early Armstrong, but he
also plays occasional wrong notes. Also
featured is a famous clarinet from New
Orleans, Omer Simeon; he sometimes sounds
like Johnny Dodds. Yet when one considers
that at that date Buster Bailey and Barney
Bigard were already the recorded standard by
which others were measured, it's clear that
Simeon was in the second division. There are
vivacious vocals by Blanche Calloway — but,
again, she was no Ethel Waters. As with the
Barnes/Lee record, there is interest in some
of the tunes: ' Papa Skag Stomp' is Tiger Rag,
and Bugle Call Blues ( credited to Reeves)
owes nothing to the 18- bar theme made
famous by the white New Orleans Rhythm
Kings. Sleeve notes for one track print Omer
Simeon as playing auto sax. Nice thought, a
glimpse of these days of synthetic music!
What makes the British album satisfying is
not only the general air of polish which came
from men who were ( unlike the black bands
already mentioned) used to studio work but
also the fact that it was so advanced for 1929.
a time when most dance bands here were
locked into Sonny Boy and waltzes by Horatio Nicholls. Although it can easily be dismissed as pseudo- Five Pennies, it was lively
music, sparkling with good solos by two of
Ambroses great Americans, Sylvester Ahola
on trumpet ( still alive, with his memories of
the sessions quoted on the sleeve) and Danny
Polo on clarinet. The personnel was the
nucleus of the bands which Spike Hughes
took farther into the jazz orbit the following
year, already heard on Retrieval FG 407
(August 1986). Collectors will appreciate the
fact that the sleeve of FG 410 is printed in
blue and gold, enabling one of the original
Decca labels to be reproduced in its original
colours. And for them, there is no higher
recommendation than to rate the record [
H].
Denis Argent
PAUL BLEY TRIO: QUESTIONS
SteepleChase SCCD-31205 (
47m 42s) CD
Paul Bley is one of those performers whose
work has grown on me slowly over the years.
He's not an obvious pianist; his playing
doesn't slam you over the head with tricks to
draw your attention. Here, Bley plays it cool,
making the most of the smallest phrase or
idea and he comes up with a performance
which leaves you wanting to press the repeat
button for another hearing. And all this with
sidemen Jesper Lundgaard ( bass) and Aage
Tangaard ( drums ) who run through the right
things without delivering anything special.
There are choice chunks of solo piano,
however, and it's here that the free-flowing
movement of Bley can be fully appreciated.
There's something natural, simple and Zenlike about his delivery which makes every
statement clear, though he always stops short
of spelling it out completely. [
A:1] Ken Hyder
BODEANS: OUTSIDE LOOKING IN
Slash SLAP 22
The second album from the BoDeans sees
them confirm the promise of their debut set.
Love & Hope & Sex & Dreams. This group is
one of aseemingly endless stream of American guitar-based outfits, dedicated to the
idea that there is more life to be wrung out of
three ( or so) chords and a good attitude.
They are absolutely right, of course, as this
music has always been about how and not
what. None of the great rock ' n' roll songs are
anything special in atechnical sense, which is
why no progressive band ever wrote one. The
HI-FI NEWS 8i RECORD REVIEW
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BoDeans have augmented their basic male
three-piece line-up with a number of guest
musicians ( including Talking Head Jerry Harrison, who also produces the set), but more
importantly with a pair of female vocalists:
Arlene Newson and Shirley Sims. The result
is, on the better tracks, a less airbrushed
version of Fleetwood Mac. and not unlike
Concrete Blonde at their best. Tracks like
'Dreams' and ' Only Love' are simply great to
listen to and that's.without turning Billboard
into asandwich board. I
B:21
Pete Clark
CARMEL: EVER) M11)) ' S
. GOT A LITTLE. . . SOUL
London LONLP 40
The problem with Carmel the trio is Carmel
the singer. She has most of the things she
really needs to succeed on her ever-engaging
jazz trip. She has passion. fire, a way of
letting you know she cares. But her voice is so
nasal, so ugly tonally, that any listener can be
forgiven for wishing that, in this particular
instance, London had only supplied the
backing tracks. For the band that augments
the basic trio is exemplary. Arno Hecht's
tenor is tough. taut and tasty; Ugo Delmirani's keyboard capering never less than fascinating. The arrangements are excellent
throughout. the reworking of Dawes and
Sigman's age-old ' It's All In The Game'
unique. There is, in short, much to admire. If
Carmel McCourt were Peggy Lee. Billie
Holiday. Cybill Shepherd even, this might
have been one of the records of the year. But
she isn't and all we are left with is a brave
failure. [
A*:21
Fred Dellar
PAUL CARRACK: ONE GOOD REASON
Chrysalis CDL 1578
Carrack's third LP exploits his past through
the use of former playmates like Nick Lowe,
Huey Lewis and Chris Difford, who helped
with the songwriting duties. The main ingredients provided by these pop- masters are
hooks galore, and the LP sounds like a
collection of terrific singles. Carrack's
trademark delicacy and subtlety have been
tempered by the addition of weight, and
there were times Ithought Iwas listening to a
Phil Collins LP — and that's meant as a
compliment. ( Whether this resemblance is
due to Carrack's time as amember of Genesis
or because they share initials. Idon't know.)
PC remains underrated; he's a craftsman of
the highest order who deserves to be rubbing
chart spaces with Astley. Considering how
poorly his stunning cover of ' When You Walk
In The Room' did as a single. I have my
doubts about the tastes of the record-buying
public. You, on the other hand, have no
excuses and One Good Reason. [ A:11
Ken Kessler
THE CHRISTIANS: THE CHRISTIANS
Island ILPS 9876
The Christians. by now, should need no
introduction. With three hit singles already
(and no doubt afourth by the time you read
this), their version of the pop/soul gospel has
been widely taken to heart. The Christians'
sound is a fascinating mixture: the vocal
muscle of the Christian brothers. Garry and
Russell ( the two survivors of the original
five- brother-strong a capella group. and the
song- writing skills of Henry Priestman.
veteran of It's Immaterial and Pete Wylie's
group. Priestman concentrates on providing
the perfect arrangements within which the

vocals can be set to best effect — there's no
clutter, no superfluous solos. The Christians
therefore have it both ways: golden tonsils
operating out of the great vocal traditions of
Temptations' soul; contemporary but 'sympathetic song- writing. Enough of these
words, go and get yourself acopy, listen to
'Ideal World' and get converted. A smooth
blast. [
A:1]
Pete Clark
ORNETTE COLEMAN — THE ORIGINAL
QUARTET & PRIME TIME: IN ALL LANGUAGES
Caravan of Dreams (
2LPs) CDP 85008
Maybe this two-album, two-band set was
necessary to satisfy the doubters who think
Coleman has finally lost his marbles and is
hiding in the big electric jumble that is Prime
Time. Well, if anyone wants to know if he can
still play like he used to. the answer is. yes he
can. Maybe he plays even better — in the old
style, that is. And stomping it out with him in
the old style which shook the jazz world a
quarter of a century ago is Charlie Haden
(bass) Billy Higgins (drums) and Don Cherry
trumpet). Cherry might be a little less
effective here, but Haden and Higgins are up
on it with total energy and inventiveness. It's
a pity about the muddy recording and the
excessive reverb. Unfortunately this appalling production spills over into the Prime
Time cuts. PT are bursting and busy enough
in dry acoustic conditions, but mixed like
this, it's well over the top. And that's a
shame, for PT have alot to offer. Throughout
the whole set, it's Coleman who is up front
and, like Miles Davis, he makes the thing
special. It's just a shame he let his son
produce it IC:11
Ken Hyder
EDDIE DANIELS: TO BIRD I% 11 II LOVE
GRP 91034 ( CD GRPD 9544)
From Import Music Service
Daniels' clarinet has asharp, biting tone ( to
borrow Joachim Berendt's words about
Edmond Hall) and those who grew up admiring Goodman or the cool elegance of Buster
Bailey may find that Daniels's superb technique does not make his edgy tone easier to
like. He is important as bringing back the
clarinet into the forefront of modern jazz.
Having started on alto at the age of nine,
when Charlie Parker was 30, it would have
been strange if Daniels had not been deeply
influenced. By the age of 12 he was playing
clarinet, and with the classical training that
followed he gained the technique that enables
him now to reproduce on clarinet the Bird
solo from ' She Rote'. Still, it's standards like
'East Of The Sun' and 'Just Friends' which
are more familiar ground for mainstreamers.
I've had this record around for months, trying
to like the cascades of notes in the faster
tracks ( some of which make Goodman seem
slow-witted) but Istill like my clarinet smooth
and fluid. Fred Hersch on piano and synth is
well worth hearing. IA:1/21
Denis Argent
DUANE EDDY: DUANE EDDY
Capitol EST 2034 ( CD EST 2034)
This particular reappearance, unlike Orbi son's, was not unexpected. After all. Duane
was back in the charts this year through the
Art Of Noise connection. This time, they're
helping him out on acouple of tracks, along
with guests like Paul McCartney, James
Burton. John Fogerty. Jeff Lynne, George
Harrison. Ry Cooder, Steve Cropper, David
Lindley. and Rick Marrotta. What you're
III
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ROCK/POP/JAZ
seeing here is how aliving legend — and this
master of the twangy guitar is alegend — can
attract collaborators of equal stature in numbers that would normally enhance aLive Aid
or a Woodstock. Whether or not their presence is needed on an LP showing little
change from his early incarnation is moot.
other than to guarantee higher interest than
this LP might have earned. Is the world in
need of an early- Sixties- style guitar
instrumental LP? Probably not, but that
doesn't stop this from being an absolute joy.
IA:11
Ken Kessler
DI KE ELLINGTON: DUKE ELLINGTON
1927-34
BBC REB 643 ( BBC CD 643)
JOE VENUTI/EDDIE LANG: JOE VENUTII
EDDIE LANG 1926-33
BBC REB 644 ( BBC CD 644)
Perhaps the novelty of Robert Parker's
recreations is wearing off; one's tendency
now is to query his choice of tunes for
treatment. He may not claim to be offering

may rate these two sets as A, but not this
reviewer. Fearing expostulatory epistles. I'll
call it [
HI; such a mixed bag of periods and
players is unclassifiable for performance.
Denis Argent
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EURYTHMICS: SAVAGE
RCA PD 71555 (
47m 39s) CD
Regardless of tax or medical incentives,
marriage must be a good thing. This first
Eurythmics release since Dave Stewart tied
the knot with a ' Nana is one of the most
involving, exciting recordings I've heard this
year. Forgetting the obscurity of ' Beethoven
(I Love To Listen To)', Savage is the closest
they've come to completing the metamorphosis of Annie Lennox into Dusty Springfield.
Her voice has never been better, and the
material is pure soul, regardless of colour
and/or technological intrusions. Love, or at
least human relations, are the dominant
themes, and it looks like Lennox and Stewart
are to Baby Boomers in their adult years what
Dr Spock was to them as nippers. If there's a
downside to the way Eurythmics have taken
control, it's only in that the music is so
relentless. Or breathtaking. Or, indeed, savage. Ironically enough. the most disturbing
number is the acoustic ' INeed You', so be
careful and don't treat it as a moment's
respite when its turn comes. [ A*:11
Ken Kessler

GAYE BYKERS ON ACID: DRILL YOUR
OWN HOLE
VIRGIN V2478

'Best or s
eIection.. hut there are items in
both the Ellington and Venuti sets which we
never thought much of at the time of their
issues — or, which was more to the point in
those days, when we could afford them. Of
course it's nice to hear Wellman Braud's bass
full- toned in ' Jubilee Stomp' — played in 1933
on awind-up portable, all one could hear was
the slap effect. But grateful thanks to Parker
for rescuing ' Stompy Jones', one from 1934
which honoured the band's porter and must
have been hard to get in those days as it is not
listed in the Edgar Jackson swing music
catalogue. It is a gloriously punchy swinger
whose rich orchestral tones give aforetaste of
the great Ellington band of 1939.
The Venuti/Lang set includes some Blue
Fours which had no great acclaim at the time;
Adrian Rollini's ' hot fountain pen' was ajoke
then and still is. But there are interesting
Trumbauer and Five Pennies tracks, and
another from that great Venuti-Lang AllStars session of 1931, ' Beale Street Blues',
though it is a second take, not the familiar
Panachord version. This session always suffered from having been badly recorded, with
the star rhythm section sounding a muddy
mess, and the Parker magic hasn't worked
here. But what solos, and what aTeagarden
vocal! Collectors of the Parker sound as such
NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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What's in aname? Well, in this case, everything. What you read is what you hear. The
Bykers have taken an axe to the book of rock
'n' roll etiquette and left themselves with a
postage stamp on which the words ' filthy' and
'nuisance' are written in various types of
leakage. The Bykers have stomped on the
space-sex-bonce nonsense of cuddly Zodiac
Mindwarp and crashed through to the mental
stage of kicking small dogs with spindly legs.
Which, of course, we all share. Actually,
there is a little more to GBOA than that.
With the vast advance that they've reputedly
screwed out of their record company ( one
pinch of salt, or two?), the group have
invested acertain amount of time and money
in the studio and have given their greasy
camshaft rock afew supercharged tricks. The
basic sound of atrack like ' Get Down' is that
of apit bull terrier on aleash straining within
an inch of your calf. To this has been added
treated vocal overdubs and other silly sounds
(you remember Sigue Sigue Sputnik?). which
has the effect of taking the pressure off for
just long enough — so that it has time to build
again. An abnormally anti- social record.
Hold the Swarfega. [ A:11
Pete Clark
GEORGE HARRISON: CLOUD NINE
Dark Horse/WEA WX123
CD 925 643-2 (
41m 21s)
Now this is apleasant surprise. After years of
feeling sorry for George, who hasn't had any
truly successful releases for years, I find
before me an LP so positively reeking of his
old, talented self that I'm stifling a lump in
the throat. As Iwrite, he's got asingle at No.
2in the charts, he's shifting vinyl to kids who
never heard of the Beatles, and he did all this
with nobody expecting anything more exciting than Gone Troppo. Let's put this LP into
context: the smash single, ' Got My Mind Set
On You', is the weakest track on the LP.

'Devil's Radio' at least deserves single
release, and every other track in this set has
the kind of power, energy or beauty you just
wouldn't attribute to the sort of person who
could allow Madonna in front of a cine camera. Those over 35 will hear enough
Beatle licks to make them feel at home, while
the rest will hear a pop LP that needs no
hyping whatsoever. Forget that I'm aBeatles
casualty and trust me on this one. George is
back, and in style. You just won't believe the
list of guest stars, and you'll be more than
willing to forgive George for relying on a
little help from his friends. Note: Jeff Lynne
could become the hot producer of ' 88. [ A:1*I
Ken Kessler
KEITH JARRETT: BOOK OF WAYS
ECM 1344/45
Like most Keith Jarrett double albums, this
release would have been improved by editing
it down to asingle disc. The first thing to be
said about this set is the sound of the
instrument he plays — a clavichord — from
which aclear jangling comes across like two
or three acoustic guitars picking and strumming. This is Jarrett's music and at it's least
jazzy, though the familiar repeated stabbing
chords and rhythmic patterns sound indeterminately folksy. And even when he does the
banging and scraping routine inside the
keyboard it's Right Guard rather than avant
garde. At times the instrument's baroque
connotations are too much for Jarrett and he
plunges into classical pastiche. Something
more focused and concentrated could have
made this an outstanding album. As it is, it's
pleasant and listenable. [ A*:21
Ken Hyder

JELLYBEAN: JUST
PLANET
Chrysalis CHR 1569

VISITING

THIS

It's atruism to state that Jellybean Benitez is
talented. After all, he's mixed records for
everyone from Michael Jackson and Paul
McCartney through to Madonna and the
Muppets. No one gets all those sort of gigs
unless they've got something special. The
problem is that he's adance man. And dance
men really think in terms of singles, not
albums. Remember early Motown? Great
singles that had you strutting. right? But
those albums! The real Motown albums took
a long time coming. It's the same with
Jellybean: all he has done here is throw a
miscellany of dance tracks together, featuring
an array of singers of whom only Steven
Dante really impresses. Okay, the beat goes
on ( and on) in feetwarming fashion and there
are some nice rhythms to be literally sampled.
But there are just too many singers around
like Adel Bertei and Elisa Fiorillo. neither of
whom can turn a routine disco romp into
something that relates to the heart. So you're
left with the two Dante tracks, one of which,
The Real Thing'. charted acouple of months
ago plus ' Jingo', ahugely enjoyable rhythmic
mess that has Paulinho DaCosta helping out
in the percussion department, and Dweezil
Zappa squeezing all sorts of dad- learnt guitar
licks over the riffs. Maybe it's enough. But I
doubt it.IA:21
Fred Dellar

KISS: CRAZY NIGHTS
Vertigo VERH 49
Kiss haven't changed that much. Sure, they
discovered make-up removal pads back in
'83, after which Peter Criss and Ace Frehley
took one look in the mirror and departed for
113

, freatment. But vocalist Gene Sim..ons and guitari%t Paul Stanley, ever believing that life begins at 40, have clung on.
screaming their way to acclaim over Eric
Carr's thrash-attack, their current barbedwire guitar hero being one Bruce Kulick, who
may stay the course longer than predecessors
Vinnie Vincent and Mark St John. The
songs'? Oh. Ishould say there are at least
another three hits to follow in the wake of the
title track. Football anthems most of 'em.
Great to chant along with after being thrown
out of the local rock ' n' roll boozer. The lyrics
are right out of The Sun's middle pages ' I'm
gonna bang bang you, with my love gun,
baby', ' Liar, liar, got your pants on fire', and
'Now she's gone too far, she found love in the
back of my car' — all nod and wink stuff. And
there's even a Europe-styled ballad ' Reason
To Live' ( one of the three songs co- penned by
Bon Jovi hit supplier, Desmond Child) that's
guaranteed monster status. Not aesthetically
wonderful. Iagree. But Iwish Ihad shares in
it. IA:21
Fred Dellar
MARK KNOPFLER: THE PRINCESS
BRIDE
Vertigo VERH 53
Yet another film soundtrack from Knopfler,
whose list of movie offerings will shortly
exceed those emanated while he was wearing
his Dire Straits hat. The score to aforthcoming jokey fairy tail, directed by Rob (
Spinal
Tap) Reiner, the music is mainly descriptive,
bearing titles like 'The Fireswamp And The
Rodents Of Unusual Size', ' The Swordfight'
and ' Revenge', and, as such, doesn't stand
without its accompanying onscreen images.
The opening ' Once Upon A Time Storybook
Love' is pleasant enough, in it languid Local
Hero way, there's adash of the ceilidh about
'Florin Dance' and Willy Deville turns up at
closing time to offer the album's sole vocal on
a reprise of ' Storybook Love'. However.
there is one surprising factor in all this: the
whole record is the work of just two men —
Knopfler, plus keyboardist Guy Fletcher.
The lush orchestral scores, the ' trumpet' solo
on ' Guide My Sword' plus the other sounds
that are meant to fill and thrill are all — with
the exception of Knopfer's languid guitar
pickings — the products of the duo and an
array of synthesisers. Viewed as such, the
record is aremarkable achievement. But that
still doesn't make it an aural delight.[A:31
Fred Dellar
ROBBIE ROBER 1SON: ROBBIE K0111;1? I SON
Geffen WX 133
I would not insult your intelligence by
reminding you that Mr Robertson is one of
the all-time great songwriters in the world. Or
that he once notably blew none other than
Eric Clapton off the stage during the Band's
farewell concert. Nor that, once he had
shaved off a most unsuitable beard, he was
the pop star that any discerning girlfriend/
wife/daughter/mother-in-law would inevitably fall un love with. No. The point at issue
here is that Robbie has put out acorking solo
album, amere eleven years since he last laid
aside his credentials. It is an achievement to
set alongside John Fogerty's Centrefield in
terms of acomeback. And all this despite the
help of such current ' faves' as Peter Gabriel
and the dreaded U2! Tracks are fairly evenly
divided between molten ballads ( in particular
'Fallen Angel' — atribute to the late Richard
Manuel) and thumping rockers ( or which
'American Roulette' takes pride of place).
The production is dense but sweet, the songs
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catchy but not ephemeral. Just put your
money where his mouth is. [ A:1]
Pete Clark
ZOOT SIMS: SOMEBODY LOVES ME
Denon DC 8514 (
61m 51s) CD
In his 40 years since joining Goodman at 19,
Zoot has never lacked favourable exposure.
His recordings were often in the best company, and seldom can he have been happier
than here, with guitarist Bucky Pizzarelli,
veteran bassist Milt Hinton and, best of all,
Buddy Rich on top form. Personnel changes
on two tracks bring in Lionel Hampton and
the great Teddy Wilson. In a happy final •
track of his old favourite ' Ring Dem Bells',
Hamp introduces ' And now, the world's
greatest drummer' — and as a drummer for
years himself, he means it. Buddy Rich may
have been happiest at the apex of his big
band, but for me he has never sounded better
than here, in clever, dextrous yet always
structured exploitation of his kit, most exciting with his use of cymbals — and notably well
recorded too. Indeed, despite glorious playing by Zoot ( including some soprano) and the
fact that Pizzarelli, using acoustic guitar on
some tracks reminds one of Eddie Lang, I'd
say that Buddy steals the show. Singing a
chorus of ' Gee Baby, Ain't IGood To You'
proves that he could have made acareer as a
singer — and of course he was acomedian too.
Denis Argent
BRUCE SPRINGSTEEN:
LOVE
CBS 460 2701

TUNNEL

OF

I'd better lay my tarot cards down on the
table at the outset: as far as I'm concerned Mr
Springsteen is the hanged man and death
combined. As if the tedious and utterly
predictable chord sequences and the voice
like asickly orang-utang weren't enough, the
man's every hoarse utterance is accompanied
by an additional soundtrack of fawning praise
d the dull thud of another critical tome
hitting the desk. The man who has his finger
on the pulse of American life is no musical
witch doctor in this neck of the woods. From
the bloated bombast of Born to Run (
hey,
heavy metal!) to the unspeakable longueurs
of Born In The USA. Bruce's progress has
been one long turkey trot. Strange to relate
then that Tunnel of Love is not half had. The
tunes are for once ( yes. I've heard Nebraska)
free of the dime store pomp and hokev
conceit that runs so richly through the rest'.
'Brilliant Diseuise, the rootsy ' Ain't Got
You' and the title track go some way to
redeeming the saviour of rock ' n' roll. if not
to explain the universal power of Brooceness.
I'm not holding my breath for the next
record. but I'm not holding my nose over this
one either. 111:21
Pete Clark
SUPERTRAMP: FREE AS A BIRD
A&M AMA 5181
Damn hip credibility! It demands that Iply
such as Free As A Bird with manure dropped
from great heights. For haven't the band been
around forever? Aren't they all millionaires?
Didn't they drop one of their mainmen.
Roger Hodgson, along the way, and haven't
they long been the darlings of the AOR set?
True, all true. But the reason that they've
lasted is that, give or take a couple of dull
albums when ennui did start to set in, they've
generally been able to come up with wellstructured love songs, fleshed out in an
appealing, musicianly manner. The loss of

Hodgson seems merely to have worked as an
added incentive — no bad thing. And if they're
AOR, then they're the best of AOR, as Free
As A Bird aptly demonstrates by means of
such tracks as the Rafferty-ish ' Not The
Moment', the latinised ' It's Alright' ( Iadmit
to being asucker about any piano solo that
sounds like Ray Bryant in ' Cubano Chant'
mood!) and ' It Doesn't Matter', asong full of
perky Hammond and Beach Boy trills. All
right, there are some dull spots and atouch of
self-indulgence or two. But Supertramp still
sound able to trudge along to the Hard Rock
Café any time they feel like it. So be it.
[A*:1/2]
Fred Dellar
VARIOUS: HURRICANE ZOUK
Earthworks CDEWV 2 (
49m 28s) CD
VARIOUS: HEARTBEAT SOUKOUS
Earthworks CDEWV 3 ( 45m 36s) CD
MAHLATHINI: THE LION OF SOWETO
Earthworks CDEWV 4 ( 39m 21s) CD
The great mix ' n' match continues, and
gradually we are catching up. But keeping up
seems more and more to require aknowledge
of ethnomusicology. The first of these CDs is
a compilation of Zouk music. Think of the
French-dominated Caribbean islands, then
west and central African call and response,
then popular European disco-tinged dance
music. That's where you start from. There's
more in the mix, but let's not get too
complicated. Zouk works as dance music, but
as listening music it gets samey. [ A*:21
Soukous is asimilarly sounding music from
Zaire, but the dazzling filigree guitar work
which is its trademark makes for more
stimulating listening. One of the stars of
Soukous — Kanda Bongo Man — is a special
kind of vocalist. His appearance on one of the
tracks lifts the music out of the good into the
very good. There's a lot more happening on
this CD compared to the Zouk compilation.
There's more urgency and imagination in the
playing. [
A*:1/2]
The last of this trio features the music of
Mahlathini who sounds like aSouth African
Howling Wolf. This is the rougher, punchier,
vibrant side of township music. There's an
extra edge to it. Little rhythmic phrases are
punched out with dramatic intensity. And in
and out of the music the characteristic thinsounding high pitched jangling of township
guitar delivers some hope for the future.
[A:11
Ken Hyder

1111111111111111111111111111.11111
STEVIE WONDER: CHARACTERS
Motown ZD72001 (
61m 35s) CD
As Wonder has apenchant for themes which
are often obscured by the title, it's nice to see
such a blunt reference to the contents. The
material in this disc is about characters, but
not in the Tom Waits sense. Rather, we find
Wonder personifying emotions, which strikes
me as rather tautological since people and
emotions are inseparable. Dispense with the
metaphysical/spiritual bullshit and what you
have is yet another perfectly crafted Wonderwork, with the requisite guests, peerless
performances, and lush melodies. Reviewing
aWonder LP is like describing your last Big
Mac: no change because he's too consistent
for words. If Stevie's in your Top 10, this
release will do nothing to change the standings. If he isn't a fave. Characters won't
change your mind either. IA:1], as ever, but
I'd give anything for something half as
important as ' Signed, Sealed. Delivered'.
Ken Kessler
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MARC ALMOND: THE SINGLES 1984-87
Virgin CDFAITH 3 (
38m 46s) CD
Ten post-Soft Cell tracks, and not as much of
a fall from grace as you'd think. The man
can't sing worth a bean, but that won't stop
Those Who Would Be Decadent. [
A/B:1/2]
AMERICAN MUSIC CLUB: ENGINE
Zippo ZONG 020
Second LP from a US band of the dirge
school. The Velvet Underground has alot to
answer for, but one of us would rather blame
the Smiths. [
A:2/3]
THE BEARS: THE BEARS
Primitive Man/MCA MIRF 1026
Stellar guitarist Adrian Belew (exZappa,
King Crimson, Cyndi Lauper) fronting slick
power- pop outfit. Virtuoso musicianship distinguishes this from the masses. [
A:1]
BLACK SABBATH: THE ETERNAL IDOL
Vertigo VERH 51
832 708-2 (
43m 24s) CD
Strictly Tony lommi's show, Black Sabbath is
starting to resemble its initials. Still plodding,
still heavy, but it ain't the same without good
ole Ozzy . . . IA:2]
STANLEY BLACK/LSO: MOVIE MUSIC
IMP/Pickwick PCD 887 9 (
55m 49s) CD
Big and bold arrangements of the themes
from Raiders Of The Lost Ark, Star Wars,
Superman, the Bond films and others. Spectacular sound, like Telarc on the cheap. [A:11
CAMPER VAN BEETHOVEN: VAMPIRE
CAN MATING OVEN
Rough Trade RTM»5
Seven-track mini LP containing odds and
sods from an incredibly strange yet wholly
melodic crew. You won't believe what these
guys do to Ringo's Photograph'; it's like the
Fab Four meet the Byrds. [
A/B:1]
ALICE COOPER: RAISE YOUR FIST AND
YELL
MCA MCF 3392
There's only one reason why Alice can get
away with this shock-metal: he did it first.
Though long ago having lapsed into selfparody, Alice still rocks with the best of 'em.
File with Twisted Sister and other headbangers with wit. [
A:21
FLORIDA SUN: THE FLORIDA SUN
ALBUM
Tembo TMB 117
(Tembo Records, 2 Dorset Square, London
NW I6PU).
Aaaah, heaven. Take a bunch of musicians
with Linda Ronstadt's taste for the great
MOR ballads of the '50s and '60s, and voila!
An LP's worth of gorgeous, lush music like
you haven't heard in 30 years. No tongue in
cheek, just hand on heart. Half covers, half
originals, all magic. [
A:11
GREAT CITY: GREAT CITY
Impressive Records IM R 1001
(Impressive Records Company, PO Box
65936, Los Angeles, California 90065, USA)
LA is — like London — overflowing with indic
bands, this particular bunch sounding more
British than Yank. Hi-tech sound recalling
everything from Eurythmics to Soft Cell.
Great LP for out-hipping your friends. [
A:1]
GUADALCANAL DIARY: 2X4
Elektra 960 752-1
HI- 11 NEWS 6: RECORD REVIEW
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Among the best of the neoSouthern bands
and deserving more than acclaim as ' almostREM'. Lush multi-guitar feast, produced by
Don Dixon, and a must for . . . REM fans.
(Sorry). [
A:1]
JAN HAMMER: ESCAPE FROM TELEVISION
MCA 255 093-1
DMCF 3407 (
47m 15s) CD
Why they didn't simply call this run of synth
instrumentals More Music From Miami Vice,
we don't know, but that's all it is. You now
know exactly what to expect. [
A:1], because
it's the best of its type.
BUDDY HOLLY: THE BEST OF
IMP/Pickwick PCD 888 (
30m 56s) CD
Fine 14-track collection at a budget price.
There's something weird going on with the
take of ' Peggy Sue Got Married', so collectors take note. [
B/H:11
INXS: KICK
Mercury MERH 114
High energy (dictionary definition rather
than dance club) straightahead rock from a
band that gets better and better. Displaying
the power of mid-period Stones with the
finesse of Petty. [
A:11.
LAZY LESTER: LAZY LESTER RIDES
AGAIN
Blue Horizon/Ace BLUH 002
Fabulous rediscovery of a true blues great.
Harpist Lester rerecorded some of his early
(1956-66) Excello sides, added a few covers
and produced amodern LP with all the feel of
the past. Contains adandy version of ' IHear
You Knockin'. ( A/11:11
LONDON SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA:
CLASSIC ROCK COUNTDOWN
CBS MOOD 3
CBS MOOD CD3 (
53m 18s) CD
Who puts the LSO up to this stuff? The rock
crowd doesn't go around doing 'heavy' versions of the classics, so why don't they leave
pop alone? Enough is enough. [A:41
LYNYRD SKYNYRD: LEGEND
MCA MCF 3405
Ten years after the traeic plane crash which
decimated this band we re treated to some of
the material in the vaults, including rare
B-sides. Not just for collectors, and still a
testimony to great Southern rock. [
A/B:1/2]
MAMA'S BOYS: GROWING UP THE HARD
WAY
Jive HIP49
Third LP from Irish rockers caught between
stadiums and Reading — half-metal, half
power pop. Slick, melodic and primed for
success, the cover of a Stevie Wonder song
lifts them above the pack. [
A:1]
MORTAL SIN: MAYHEMIC DESTRUCTION
Vertigo VERH 48
This kind of HM gives the genre abad name.
Tacky, pseudo Boris/Frazetta cover, an opening track which makes you think the stylus is
groove- locked, and songs with titles like
'Blood, Death, Hatred' and Women In
Leather'. Not even worthy of the epithet
'cliché'. [
A:4]
JEFF PARIS: WIRED UP
Mercury 832 188-2 Q-1 (
42m 14s) CD
Power rock with plenty of posture, showing

LES
too much finesse to be regarded as mere
metal. [
A:2]
THE PINK FAIRIES: KILL 'EM & EAT 'EM
Demon FIEND 105
Yes, those Pink Fairies, back in action now
that the world has caught up with them. Or
regressed back to 'em. Lots of thrash, whining guitars, like ZZ Top on meths. Is this a
put-on? Probably. But they do it so well.
[A/B:21
THE PRETENDERS: THE SINGLES
Warner WX135
Great 16-track retrospective from afine band
— consistent despite the permutations.
Perhaps it should have been called Hyndesight? IA:1]
RAYMONDE: BABELOGUE
Chrysalis AZLP 3
We finally get rid of the Smiths, so what
happens? Up pops anear perfect clone. [A:1]
if you think Mornssey's the bee's knees; [ A:3]
if you think he's the bee's behind.
PAUL ROBERTS: KETTLE DRUM BLUES
Sonet SNTF 991
Sonet SNTCD 991 (
49m 00s) CD
Classy second LP from an ex-Sniff & The
Tears. Absolutely polished performances of
self-penned numbers, with all of the emotion
intact despite the sheer craftsmanship, and
funky despite its whiteness. [
A:1/11
GEORGE STRAIT: GREATEST HITS
VOLUME 2
MCA MCF 3400
Ten of the best from one of New Country's
finest. Worth it just for some of his song
titles, and as good an intro as any to agenre
too many still resist. [ A:1/2]
THIN WHITE ROPE: BOTTOM FEEDERS
Zippo ZANE 005
UK-only mini- LP gathering together some
leftovers and other bits which happened to be
lying around.TWR make guitar music for the
desolate, as wonderfully illustrated by their
idea of what 'Ain't That Lovin' You Baby'
would sound like if sung by Tom Waits. IA:11
and dangerous.
WARLOCK: TRIUMPH AND AGONY
Vertigo VERH 50
As you'd expect of German headbangers, this
stuff is note-perfect and about as deliberate
as you'll find. Notable for the use of afemale
lead singer, who manages not to sound like
she's auditioning for Heart. [
A:1]
VARIOUS: HIT MIX
Stylus SMR 744
Still more segue'd disco mixes for those who
can't bear the silence between tracks. This
time it's the hits of 1987, which shows only
that 1987 was not a great year. [A:2/3/4]
VARIOUS: SPIRIT OF PEACE
Stylus SMR 743
The Amnesty International performances
repackaged for TV selling. A noble cause,
big-name musicians — Elton John, Bryan
Adams, Peter Gabriel — and therefore [ A:1].
YUNG WU: SHORE LEAVE
Rough Trade ROUGH 118
Or The Feelies On Holiday. Not quite what
XTC did as the Dukes, but enough of a
departure to confuse Feches fans. [
A:1]
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Aylesbury Hi-Fidelity

6Broad Street,
Bath, BA1 5LJ
THE real HI-FI

ROCK, POP, JAZZ,
AND ONE OF THE LARGEST
STOCKS OF CLASSICAL
CD'S IN THE WEST
TEL. 0225- 464766
Access & Barclaycard
We also post CD's, POST FREE
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0296 28790
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SPECIAL OFFER ON SHEFFIELD DIRECT CUTS
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Harry James
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JAMES NEWTON HOWARD .5 FRIENDS
NOW IN STOCK - LABS 25-26& 27.

£ 12.95

HIGHLY RECOMMENDED LPS INCLUDE JAZZ AT THE PAWNSHOP - £ 13.99 DOUBLE LP
Dynamic crystai ciear GOOP•Ume Sr,» group Jan Also on CD ar [,14 99
ORTOFON TEST RECORD - £9.95
The Cream ot ne tracks from Inc much sought atter Opus 3,abei
DAFOS. LAUDETE. CANTATE ooriurro. CAROL KIDD. - 3Sties in stock
We carry avast range of CO's, but are really yonyl spec adios - n can
primly all UK labeln of conventional pressings. We stock electronic, folk.
blues. soul. R B.. Country. Jac:. Jazz Fusion no on UK. US and
Japanese preseings.
We endeavour to otter aprompt and helpful mai order Serve.
P Packing es 1 'or ru 1st LP and 25p ear.,ineregler We are open tor bra...n.2
BECKENHAM RECORD CENTRE
04 BECKENHAM ROAD. BECKENHAM. KENT. 01-658 3464

Phone or write for free 8-page price list
We're right in the City Centre at
58 new george street ( 0752.669511)

TO ADVERTISE IN THIS SECTION,
PLEASE CONTACT OUR ADVERTISING
SALES DEPARTMENT ON
01-686 2599 EXT: 469,

SOUTH LONDON HI-FI AND VIDEO
FOR AUDIO VIDEO & HI-FI SALES & SERVICE
,210 BRIXTON HILL. LONDON SW2 111E
Telephone 01- 674 4433/01-674 2033
YOUR HIFI CHOICE IS ON
•
DEMONSTRATION, CHOOSE FROM:
Aiwa AR. A • R.Expiratre Bet:Pima, Dual. Denon. Maramr.
Mission. Kcf. Halter. Luxman. JBL. Iannos . Hitachi. hakanuchi. B V,
Monitor Wads'. Sarnui. QED. Quad. Ilaircm. RC*01,Cr. Icane,
Ilrerreemend ttttt tut dam, wade Pillo,, Iii a« Iemnr,
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ANALOG AUDIO
(HI-FI Specialists)

Muklex

849 High Road, London N12
Tel: 01 445 3267
Proton, Finchley's NAD, Celestion, Denon,
Dual, Yamaha, Marantz, Pioneer, Rotel, Onkyo.
Stockist of full range of speakers and
electronics for all major manufacturers.

163 165 Church Roan Burgess Hal Suss.

e, 42336

EXPOSURE EL ITE MANTICORE. CAMBRIDGE Cob. AR. NAD.
BI Q. INFINITY HARBETH. B&W MATRIX. NAKAMICHI. DENON.
REF REFERENCE. ROTEL. DUAL TANNOY. THORENS. MARANTZ.
NAGAOKA MISSION. GALE. LOGIC. ROKSAN

Please phone for details.

MARKETS

ii H1.11 MARKETS7_

14astwigs Hi fi

W.R.B.I.

CONSULTANTS

Home Demonstrations

( 32 WESTERN ROAD, ST.LBONARD5. ( 0424)442975.-1

THE CONSULTAN • • HAT BRINGS
THE SHOP 100 YCNif-i LIVING ROOM
Covering Lonoon 8. Home Counties
• Also Advisory Service Available

Selected
from

01-228 7126

Phone lof lull derails - 24hr Answering

Westwood & Mason ( OxfOrd) Ltd
HI-FI SPECIALISTS

/1J(riatlid

MONITOR al A 8 R Cambridge
a 8 80 111158 W
SOUND @ Castle a Celestion
•
•
•
II
•

V
hd,

MID SUSSEX ELECTRONICS

SELECTED PRODUCTS FROM: A&R
CASTLE
CREEK
DEAN
DENON
DUAL
HEYBROOK
KEF
LINN SONDEK
MISSION
MONITOR
AUDIO
MORDAUN1SHORT
INCA TECH
NAIMI QUAD
REGA
ROTEL
SPENDOR
TANNOY
WHARFEDALE
AUDIO TECHNICA
YAMAHA
BEYER
FOUNDATION AND TARGET
STANDS
NAGAOKA
QED
ORTOFON
HARKIN SENNHEISER MARAN12 LOGIC EPOS
Demonstrations strictly by appointment
46 GEORGE STREET, OXFORD
TM. Oxford (
0865) 247783 Closed Thursdoy

▪ Denon U Dual II Marantz
• Mission S Monitor Audio
Mordaunt-Short • Musical Fidelity
Nakamichi III Pioneer U Philips CD
Quad U Rogers • Rotel U Revox
Sony U Spendor U Tannoy • Technics
Thorens II Trio U Yamaha etc

EXPOSURE, MUSICAL FIDELITY,
QUAD, NAKAMICHI, HARMAN, KARDON,
MONITOR AUDIO, ROGERS, TANNOY, CYRUS,
NAD, REVOLVER, MANTICORE, GALE,
MARANTZ, AUDIOPHILE, ELITE, THORENS,
CELESTION, HEYBROOK,
& Many more.
•I
¡PEN NON-SAT 9.00-6.00.
• rvg. DEMONSTRAnoris
STOP!'
11011E

C1
1CUIESTILUP
111[1 ire-1FILER_ Pr
Retailers of quality audio equipment
40 Little London, Chichester. West Sussex P019 IPL
Telephone 0243 776402
Closed Mondays

Yeovil Audio

Two-year guarantee
Private listening room
Excellent comparator demonstrations

THE SONY and PIONEER

HITACHI HIFI CENTRE

H

—ALSO—
AIWA • YAMAHA • DENON • KENWOOD •
ROTEL • QED • NAD • SONDEX •
MARANTZ • KENWOOD • HARMAN
KARDON • TEAC • ONKYO • PROTON
THORENS • DUAL • JBL • KEF • TANNOY •
CELESTION • HEYBROOK • SPENDOR •
MORDAUNT-SHORT • GOODMANS •
AUDIO TECHNICA • SENNHEISER •

CENTRE

54 Chapel St., Chorley, Lancs.

Also Denon. Dual, Ferguson, Kef,
Koss, Quad, Sennheiser, Aiwa,
Mordaunt-Short, Ortolon, QED
accessories.
1Glovers Walk,
YEOVIL BA20 1LH
(0935) 25430

Telephone ( 02572) 71935

E
3
1-1

53 Brighton Road, Worthing, Sussex
Tel: Worthin
0903 206820

‘
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DOWNLANDS
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Warstones
HiFi

LINN PRODUCIS *CROFT
ACOUSTICS • SPENDOR
MONITOR AUDIO • INCATECH
HARMAN KARDON • EXPOSURE
tUdn
ELECTRONICS • QUAD
r
•RATA • IPW • ION • SENNHEISLi,
TANNOY • DENON • ORTOFON •
NAD • MORDAUNT-SHORT • SYSTEMDEK
•CREEK AUDIO' CELESTION •
Hours of Opening. •
Mon. Tues. Wed Sat 1Ctun-6pm
Thurs. Fri 10ain-9pm
54a Warstones Raid,

Pisa, Wolverhampton
Tel: Wolverhampton 345114
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CREEK, DUAL, DENON

BRIQI-ITON
1YORK PLACE, LONDON ROAD,
BRIGHTON. Tel: 695776
3 YEARS PARTS & LABOUR

COMPACT
DISCS &
PLAYERS
Always a
wide choice
in stock

QUAD
Mat CAMBRIDGE
ACOUSTIC RESEARCH
MUSICAL FIDELITY
PROTON

•

eke,
o4t,
h
e‘P,s,
• 04_
1
441> 0
79 Illgh Sirvo
Sussex

BOWERS&
WILKINS

WORTHING
(Bow Eiis E

W1LKINs )

LIttlehamplon Road Tel Worthing 64141

117

PECIAL ST GUIDE
WARW

C

HIRE

errs
Expensive

YORKSHIRE

8 oboes Road Neadafiey.leeds IS6 31«
klephooe(C632)789374
Stockists of most of .the
World's leading Hi Fi Products
Demonstraliomby appoinimenl, pleaw'

Audio Projects

RING NICK ON 0788-79736
AGENTS FOR
A&R - Alphason - Audio Technica - Cambridge Audio Castle - Celestion - Dual - Denon - Grado - Goldring Helius - Heybrook - Marantz - Meridian - Monitor Audio Mordaunt-Short - Musical Fidelity - Myst - Nagaoka Ortofon - QED - Quad - Rotai - Sansui - Senn heiser - SME
-Sony - Spendor - Tannoy - Thorens - Trio - Yamaha.
For Demonstrations, Installations and Expert Advice.
12 Regent Street, Rugby, Works.

eC

Open Tues. -Fri. 9.30-6.00.
Sat. 2.30-5.30 only.
HiFi SPECIALISTS.

CATL EFORO

64 & 85 BEANCROFT ROAD
CASTLEFORD

from Tube Technology, Concordant Audio,
M.R.M. Audio Products, Nestorovich Labs,
Triploner Series II, etc.

WEST YORKSHIRE WF1 0 5BS

The Advertising

Tel ( 0977) 553066/556774
Stockist for All Leading
Manufacturers - Full Demonstration
Facilities
closed Wednesday

Phone Rugby, Warks 0788 72983
or Barwell, Leies, 0455 43752 anytime.

Standards Authority/
ASA Ltd . Dept Z. Brook I
louse.
Tomngton Place. London WC I F: 711N

.-

A T Labs Ltd
Abbott Audio
Absolute Sounds
Acoustic Arts Ltd
Acoustic Gold Ltd
Aerco Ltd
Appollo
AR Jay Interiors
Aston Audio Ltd
Audio Innovations
Audiocraft of Denham
Audiokits
Avance
Beyer Dynamic Ltd
Boothroyd Stuart
B & W Loudspeakers
Brady & Son,W A.

66, 92
62
6,56
36
16
86
112
60
84
20
70
110
31

Dealer Panels
Denon
Derbyshire Hi Fi Ltd

Harman UK Ltd
Hi Fi Experience
Hi Fi 88 Bristol

116-118
44,46
62

24
80
30

Linz Audio
Long Playing Record Library

82
108

Marantz Audio ( UK) Ltd
Monitor Audio
Mordant Short Ltd
Musical Fidelity
Music Room, The

58
IFC
42
- 18
68

NAD
52 Nakamichi
4
12 O'Brien Hi Fi
74 Ortofon ( UK) Ltd

Cambridge Systems Technology
22
Canton
40
Castle Acoustics Ltd
60
Chew & Osborne
22
Classified
120,121
Completed Collection
110
Covent Garden Records
104

118

ost advertisements
Mare legal, decent.
honest and truthful. A few
are not, and, like you, we
want them stopped.
If you would like to
know more about how to
make complaints, please
send for our booklet:
'The Do's and Don'ts of
Complaining'. It's free.

Leeds

cEle WILEY

affordable
ILES HI-FI
esotenca ,,

s

45 Headingley Lane,
LS6 1DP.
Tel. 0532 304565.

Photocraft Hi Fi
Phonograph Ltd
Pinewood Music
Playback Studios

28,29
50

Rotel Hi Fi
SD Acoustics
S.M. Electronics
Salisbury Hi Fi
Sevenoaks HiFi Centre
Sound Gallery, The
Spalding Electrical Ltd
Standens of Tonbridge Ltd
Stereophile
Steve Boxshall Audio
Sussex Audio
Swisstone Electronics Ltd

T.D.L. Electronics
110 Technics
10,11,56 That's Tape
Thomas Heinitz
88 Top Tape
70
78 Unilet
82

QED Audio Products

14

Radford Electronics
Radlet Audio
Reading Hi Fi Centre
Ron Smith Aerials

110
54
98
22

West Midlands Audio
Wharfedale Loudspeakers
Wilmslow Audio
Woodside Electronics
Yamaha
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

32
84
88
84
48,49
110
90
82
108
74
108
56
38
26,27
34
90
76
8
90
OBC
62
76
IBC
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A ONE YEAR SUBSCRIPTION TO HI-FI NEWS & RECORD
REVIEW COSTS £16.80 (POST FREE) FOR THE UK £24.80
FOR EUROPE (INCLUDING EIRE) AND OVERSEAS
SURFACE MAIL AND £42.50 FOR OVERSEAS AIR MAIL

... SUBSCRIBE TODAY!

HI+FI
S
RE(;oREvIEw
Please send me 12 monthly issues of Hi Fi News & ( Please print in block capitals)
Record Review commencing with the next available issue.
Name•
E £ 16.80
UK and BFPO
f24.80
Overseas Surface, Europe and Eire
Address .
f42.50
Overseas Air Mail
Ienclose cheque/International money order payable to
Link House Magazines Ltd.

E VISA

E ACCESS/

E

DINERS

E AMEX

MASTERCARD
Credit card no.

Expiry date:

Signature

To: Hi Fi News & Record Review, Subscription Department
Link House Magazines Ltd.
120-126 Lavender Avenue, Mitcham, Surrey CR4 3HP.
I understand that Iam committed to one year's subscription
and should Iwish to cancel no refund will be made.

Registered in England and Wales No 1341560 j

A LINK HOUSE PUBLICATION

Sex Discrimination Act 1975. No job advertisement which indicates or can reasonably he understood as indicating an intention to
discriminate on grounds of sex ( eg. by inviting applications only from males or only from females) may be accepted unless;
(1) The job is for the purpose of aprivate householder or
(2) It is in abusiness employide less than six persons or
(3) It is otherwise excepted from the requirements of the Sex Discrimination Act.
A statement must be made at the time the advertisement is placed saying which of the exceptions in the Act is considered to apply.
Replies to Box numbers should he addressed to the Advertisement Manager, Hi Fi News & Record Review, Link House, Dingwall
Avenue, Croydon CR9 2TA, and the Box No. quoted on the outside of the envelope.
Advertisements for this section must be pre- paid. The rate is 42p per word ( private), minimum £ 10.75 incl. of VAT. Box Nos. £2.50
extra. Trade rates 51p per word, minimum £ 13.75 incl. VAT. Copy and remittance for advertisements in March issue must reach these
offices by 20th January addressed to: The Advertisement Manager, Hi -Fi News & Record Review, Link House, Dingwall Avenue,
Croydon, Surrey, CR9 2TA. Please include name and address. Cheques made payable to Link House Magazines Ltd.
NOTE: Advertisement copy must be clearly printed in block capitals or typewritten, illegible copy will be returned.

AUDIOPHILE QUALITY COMPONENTS
KRELL KSA50 £ 1130. Mission DAD700012
with Hitachi leads £335. Phone Alison Mon- Fri
9-5 0825 61666. ( B)
VTL 50 watt MONOBLOCK
six months old, immaculate
hours maximum use, £785
31510 ( Herts) Office Hours.

AMPS ( VALVE),
condition, seven
o.n.o. Tel: 0727
( B)

AUDIOLAB 8000A AMPLIFIER £ I95. B & W
DM1400 Speakers £295. Meridian pro MCD
Compact Disc Player £380. Excellent condition.
All boxed. British made. Sounds excellent.
Phone Nottm. 397903. ( B)
BURMESTER 785 PREAMP. Perfect all accessories. Gone Active. Best offer around £450.
Also Motion TV Sound Monitor £25. 01-8666107 evenings weekends. ( B)
APOGEE CALIPER SPEAKERS. New,
UNUSED and Perfect in boxes- designer selling.
Highest Acclaim in all reviews £2095 o.n.o.
WANTED. MACINTOSH MR78/80 TUNER.
Tel: 01-722-9504. ( B)
SPENDOR SPI SPEAKERS. Teak, perfect condition. Superb sound. Can demonstrate. Big
saving at £385. Buyer collects. Tel: 0213847100.
(B)
MATCHED PAIR B & W DM3 MONITOR
LOUDSPEAKERS. Perfect condition 15-1
4 W x
/
28H x 11 1
/D £95. Room wanted. Buyer col2
lects. Tel: Chertsey 0932-560273. ( B)
COPIES OF HI-FI NEWS FROM SEPT 1959 to
MARCH 1966, except JAN 1960. Offers. Tel:
Horsham 0403 63898 evenings. ( B)
PHILIPS 1662 MIDI HI-FI SYSTEM. Twin
Cassette Deck, Graphic- equalizer. Stereo Radio
and Turntable. One year old. Boxed. Immaculate. £ 125. Tel: 01-660-6365 evenings. ( B)
AUDIO RESEARCH D7011. Pristine condition.
Can demo. Output tubes recently replaced, also
£100 new spare output tubes £ 1299 o.n.o. Call
Peter 0442 48143 ( Herts) ( B)
MARANTZ PM310 AMPLIFIER. 25watts per
channel. Good condition. Original packaging.
£75 o.n.o. Tel: 01-660-6365. Evs. ( B)

MOVING COIL CARTRIDGES, Distributors
Bulk price, master- tape sound. High output
MC- 3L-11, MC- 2V ' Gramophone' recommended, wonderful value £39.90p. postage 69p.
Aura Sound P.O. Box 774, London NW7 3ST.
(D)
CD PLAYERS UPGRADED All Philips and
Marantz 16 bit players contain the same microchip set, but other components vary according
to the model and price. Using the highest quality
components a great improvement to sound
quality may be achieved for £59. The " Pro"
modification involves an add-on circuit board
for true Audiofile performance for £ 119. Modification available on Philips CD160, CD460,
CD360, CD450, CD650 and Marantz CD56,
CD65, CD75, CD273. Enquiries to Geoff on
(01) 379-7635 Ext 134. Covent Garden Records,
84 Charing Cross Road, London WC2. ( B)

•SidereolKaps The finest

Polypropylene capacitors with Kimber Kable
Teflon leadout. Expensive but the best.
• SOLEN CHATEAUROUX Polypropylene caps
Inexpensive and only second best.
•DNM SLIT FOIL Electrolytic Capacitors Stunning.

•KIMBER KABLE"speaker

cable, Interconnects. Internal wiring. Clean open - transparent - smooth.
• Learn more about these superb products. Don't
build with less than the best.
• Write for 12 Page Price list.

CO

RUM WORMS TURATABLE ACCESSORIES
EDGE WIC* HOUSE .SKELSTIE12(p ICEDOPIL, cumeRn LABORS
TEL4Pi4O(lE SELSIX 1053 9.531 247

QUAD ESL 63 OWNERS
ANNOUNCING a new lower cost addition to our acclaimed QUAD
approved Deluxe Speaker Stands These stands continue to win
friends by easing the movement of the speakers to their ideal
listening positron, thus revealing the true magic of the ESL.63 sound.
Elegantly styled-Easy to move-Easy to fit-A Duality product.

ONE PAIR KRELL KMA200 mono power
amps. Mint condition, purchased April ' 86. Free
delivered in U.K. £7,200. SME Ltd, Steyning,
Sussex, BN4 3GY ( 0903) 814321. ( B)

For details and order form send medium SAE to:

G.F. DEANE & PARTNER ( HR)

Moorlands Garage, Chorley Old Road. Moorgate.
Horwich, Bolton BL6 60B. Tel 10204) 43382
or to Authorised QUAD Dealers

Audio 5ymthesis
EXCLUSIVE WORLD-WIDE DISTRIBUTION OF KITS
AND PARTS FOR THE AMP-01. DISTRIBUTORS OF QUALITY
COMPONENTS FOR THE AUDIO INDUSTRY.
AMP-01 Lives!

LS

In 1984 Hi fi News published DIY constructional details of Ben Duncan's eoic ARP-111.
the Analogue Modulo, Peeamplihei which due to a process ot ongoing refinement
continues to rank amongst the worlds best Ben Duncan has appointed Ado Synthesis
at the new distribution agents tor MIP-01. Reduced oveiheads selective purchasing
and dedicated enthusiasm has enabled us lo name reduced puces

BRITAIN'S PREMIER DEALER FOR

AMP-01 modules These kits contain components which have become bywords for

EX- DEMONSTRATION UD SECONDHARD NI FI

audiophile quality cg Linea, technology semis. Holco resistois and Bourns pots Each
kit is complete including machined tront-panel Send SAE tor details
PCBs complete with the latest component check-list and stuffing guide DISC 016 99 LP
06 99 MIX 014 99 MR 016 99. APS 04 99
the wookfs lowest noise op amp 111028 is now recommended tor use thioughout
AMP-11 Ell 99 Regulators 1131/AT I ve) 52 / 5 1733/AT 52 95 PMI Eltlf 03 59ohm
class Aline driver 01A 99 wHOte COPPer resisters 44 . 05% metal film 35P each SAE
loi list of HMOs to clear ! Op ea
NEW BOURNS POT. ceramic ultia precision laser trimmed previously unattainable
matching

r0 IdB lineai 100k dual channel with law faking Holcos C14 99 TO

CLEAR Baum, 9IA unselected

348 with Halos 05 99

PAS- 01. Ben Duncan s passive preamp

02 50 toe plans

SAE lot kit details

SUPERTUNOM CO - NA 25/5 C4.80: send SAE marked CD for PCB & kit details
PET ERENCE IITERATURE Original AMP-01 lest 7 part ER 50 AMP-11 component
checklists & genenc stuffing guides

02 per module All Pones include VAT at 15% Add

01 50 PAP 600 WaSNS multiply puces sO 869 to deduct VAT P&P C3 ur EEC ES all

SPECIALIST AUDIO EQUIPMENT

•Our prices are as low as those in the ',vale ads DUI We also offer wtoll
12 months padeabour guarantee, Pam exchange, mail order and
credit facilities
•We buy all unmarked 111.F. equipment tor cash .
•This is what the FINANCIAL TIMES said about us, ' Attractive discounts
are available at Sound Deals .. Friendly service. if you are interested in
atrade-in do talk to them.'
•Please phone for an appointment as we like our clients to take advantage
of our demonstration facilities lit You come by train, we miii arrange for
you to be collected from Biggleswade station)
•These are afew of the reasons why in lust over three years we have built
up amassive clientele of regular customers and friends . .
Phone for derails now on (0767)312249 and ask
for the secondhand sales dept.
548 SHORTMEAD STREET. BIGGLESWADE.
BEDFORDSHIRE 5131e OAP
PS M25 via Ar to our door is only lust over 35 minutes

dhe Ionian's

TO ADVERTISE IN THIS SECTION,
PLEASE CONTACT OUR ADVERTISING
SALES DEPARTMENT ON
01-686 2599 EXT: 469
120

AUDIO SYNTHESIS, 196 Wollaton Rd., Beeston,
Nottingham 1469 2Pli. Tel ( 0602) 224138.
STUDIO ACOUSTICS. For Magnum. Michell,
Zeta. Van-Den-Hul, Audio Technica, Vandersteen Audo, Discrete Technology and other fine
equipment. Hours between 5pm-10pm Monday
to Saturday ( 0626) 67060. ( A)

QUAD DEALER North England, South Scotland, invites you to hear Quads' range including
ESL63S in your home. LAKELAND HOME
MUSIC offer a caring service supplying to
special order Quad, Sugden, Castle, Spendor, B
& W. Nakamichi and most leading makes.
Phone: Ian Bewley 08536 235 " Fair Place"
Watermillock, Penrith. Cumbria. ( M)
HUH NEWS 1:: RECORD
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Feco(DIY SPEAKERS
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/ Send for our FREE price list
l ,'
e
e
"e- PL16 & Focal data sheet, all
we ask for is alarge S.A.E.
(20p stamp) or $2 (air) overseas)

TURNTABLES. ARMS. CARTRIDGES. STYLI.
We specialise in the Great Classic Names & Models
ADC: ARG: CONNOISSEUR: GARRARD: GOLDRING:
LENCO: ORTOFON: SHORE: SME:THORENS.
All available. Genuine, Equipment Spares St Manuals, even
for some of the early models
Specialist styli for early Recordings — 78s & LP
Servicing. Repairs. Refurbishing in our own workshops
TECIEVICAL & GENERAL 35 MARLOW ROAD.
LONDON SE20 7XX TEL: 01 778 3737
Wednesday to Friday 1000-6.00. Saturday 10.00-20i ,

•
. # .....
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I
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AUDIO REPAIRS and restorations of classic
equipment by electronics engineer with nearly
40 years experience. Specialist in Quad, Radford, Leak, etc. Where possible restoration to
original design conception with full report covering each unit. 7Days enquiry service. Location:
Woodford, Essex. Tel: 01-504 5467. ( X)
VALVE AMPLIFIERS. Thirty years experience
ln
' servicing and repair. Upgrades. Modifications, Custom design and construction. Wellequipped workshop. Professional service with
guarantee. Tel: Chester ( 0244) 675185 seven
days. ( B)

j• ./e7'.-/ a'..,

HIGH TECHNOLOGY
LOUDSPEAKER UNITS
&
KITS

Dome tweeters with sensitivity of 95.5dB
Double voice coil units to give easier design,
lower phase shift and higher efficiency,
NEOFLEX cones for lower colouration.
TRADE ENQUIRIES WELCOMED
FALCON ELECTRONICS
Tabor House, Norwich Road,469.
Mulbarton, Norfolk NR14 8JT
(Proprietors: Falcon Acoustics Ltd.)
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BERLIOZ & BEETHOVEN. Strange bed-fellows, but they were both full of ideas and
opinions which influenced their music and
helped to shape the Romantic Age. The
thoughts beliefs and attitudes of each are
examined in highly praised biographies-with-adifference by one-time HFNIRR editor John
Crabbe. Hector Berlioz - Rational Romantic and
Beethoven's Empire of the Mind are available
from bookshops at £5.95 each, and if your
stockist doesn't have copies on his shelves, tell
him that each can be ordered from Messrs Kahn
& Averill. Or you could try your local library.
Either way, they make an intriguing read. ( XIS)
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WANTED — VINTAGE VALVE HI-FI
Amplifiers: Lowther. Radford, Leak Stereo SO & b0. Quad. etc
Turntables: Garrard 301. Thorens TD124 NMI
arms & heads: Decca FFSS. SME 3009 & 3012. etc
speakers: Tannoy 15' - Monitors and IIILZ. korn 80, WharteL'al,
Loudspeakers:
Airdale
Full "Wanted List - with pnces offered available upon request
Buyer collects in all areas on aregular i
,
a,
Tbe Vintage Wireless Company Ltd., Tudor House, Cosslum Street.
Nilsoldield, Bristol, BS17 SEN. Teispbee (0272) 565472 Anytime.
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TO ADVERTISE IN THIS SECTION,
PLEASE CONTACT OUR ADVERTISING
SALES DEPARTMENT ON
01-686 2599 EXT:

NAKAMICHI 1000 ZXL must be mint. For Sale
Quad FM4 Q44 0520 Phillips CD304 all mint
boxed ( offers) ( 0224) 868788 ( eve) Aberdeen.
(B)

n
l

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS ORDER FORM
Rates:

Trade:
50p per word.
Min £ 13.50.

Private:

PLEASE PRINT IN BLOCK CAPITALS

42p per word.
Box No's:
Min £ 11.00. £2.50 extra

(
These rates are
inclusive of VAT)

Debit my credit card account ( tick as appropriate

Card Expiry Date

VISA

Credit Card No:

IT-1111111_
Signature

To: HI- Fl NEWS, please publish the above advertisement for
insertions under
the heading
Cheque/P.O. to be made payable to LINK
HOUSE MAGAZINES PLC and send to Hi Fi News, LINK HOUSE, DINGWALL AVENUE, CROYDON CR9 2TA.
Is a Box No. required? Yes _ No .
If no, please include remittance to cover name and address and/or tel. no.
Name

Address

wpm/.
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DENIS ARGENT AIRS
MEMORIES OF THOSE
GLENN MILLER YEARS

N

OBODY UNDER the age of 62 is
likely to have heard the Glenn
Mille' rband playing live. Yet the
magic ( and the myth) must he
accepted as an ongoing musical phenomenon.
Audiences of all ages flock to concerts by
various Miller ' shadows': Syd Lawrence
based the 1969 launch of his band on the
Miller sound, and there is a public for
reissues of Miller recordings as well as the
re-creation. It can't just be nostalgia; even
those who have childhood memories of the
war are unlikely to remember hearing the
news on Christmas Eve 1944 that Major
Miller was missing, presumed dead, after
taking off for Paris on December 15. In the
context of war news at the time ( the German
counter-offensive in the Ardennes) it cannot
have seemed a matter for public concern.
As a jazz fan then. Iought to have some
memory of that news, but Iwas in Comilla, a
rear base of the Burma front, by the time
Major Miller took off on his last flight from
RAF Twinwood Farm - not Cardington, on
the other side of Bedford, an unusual lapse in
his book on the dance band days by the
usually omniscient Brian Rust.
The myths surrounding Miller's disappearance are typified by the 1973 picture in the
biography by George T Simon showing the
weed-grown runway at Twinwood Farm 'probably Glenn's last view of the earth'.
There have been contradictory rumours of his
fate; it was surprising to read in the Radio
Times last year Cecil Madden's opinion that,
taking off from Bovingdon, Miller's UC-65
crashed in the Chilterns and has never been
discovered. Geoffrey Butcher, in his recent
book on the AEF band, has 13 pages exploring the whole background to the fatal flight;
surely the definitive work to end the myths.
But what about the music? Why the Miller
magic? The point was well put by Arthur
Jackson, formerly a reviewer in Audio
Record Review, now merged with this magazine. In his book The World of Big Bands
(1977) he wrote: ' He had agood band with an
individual style, and his records recall an era
rich in nostalgia for those of us who were
young then. But why not Shaw. James,
Goodman, Dorsey, or any other band that
played the same things? The inescapable fact

is that while Miller employed first-class musicians and writers. he NY"as the catalyst. A
hard-driving man, adisciplinarian; it was the
inspiration of Miller himself which welded
diverse elements into the most popular and
influential dance band in history'.
And. as Peter Clayton wrote in this magazine in 1976. Miller found unoccupied territory between the hard- driving swing hands
and the sweet orchestras of people like Guy
Lombardo, and claimed it for himself.
In short. Glenn Miller's band, despite its
professionalism and precision, was scorned
by jazz fans as'commercial'. My ow nearliest
awareness of Miller's talents y% a. in 1934
when ( as so often) Ibought arecord on the
recommendation of a Melody Maker review
by ' Mike' ( Spike Hughes). It was the Dorsey
Brothers' She's Funny That Way'. and the
review had praised thé way' the melody was
tossed to and fro between muted trumpets
and tenor sax plus trombones. It was a
ten- piece band, no way comparable with the
later Miller style, but his arrangement
impressed me then. and Ican still hear it in
my head although that 78 disc is long gone.
But of course Iwas then into Ellington, and
by 1936 had become a Goodman fan. Iwas
aware that Glenn Miller had organised the
band which Ray Noble took over; but that

band. Lic›pite its stars (
Pee- Wee Irwin. Bud
Freeman) never made records of particular
jazz interest. Ithink Ibought ' Way Down
Yonder In New Orleans', hut Imust have
given it away.
After the break-up of the Ray Noble band
in 1936. Glenn Miller's first hand sank, in
recording terms, without trace. Ithink the
next ( 1938) band was big mer there, with
major radio shows, but British fans ( or I. at
least) became more interested in our own
rising stars such as George Shearing and
George Chisholm.
My reaction to ' In The Mood' ( recorded
August 1939) was that it was a maddeningly
monotonous riff, enlivened by the dialogue of
the two tenors. Ibought it ( it was on the more
affordable HMV magenta label) but, again,
must have given it away - probably because I
was fed up with hearing it pounded out by a
succession of Naafi canteen pianists.
But Istill have the Melody Maker review of
BD 5565 ( two shillings) which identified the
source of Joe Garland's tune as Don Redman's ' Hot ' n' Anxious' from eight years
earlier. The band, said the critic, ' may follow
too closely the contemporary American big

white band vogue to play jazz in the purest
sense'. Quite! That was how we fan fans saw
it - and the record companies saw it the same
way: it was just dance music, issued on the
cheaper labels.
Of course 1saw the wartime Miller films
and loved the Tex Beneke vocals - we used to
sing ' Chattanooga' and Kalamazoo' in the
hack of the lorry on military travels. But it
still wasn't jazz. And we had the Squadronaires in person; one did not need to he on
RAF stations to hear them: the play cd many
civilian dance halls and public cimcerts.
I believe it was the Radio Tittirs which
alerted me to the arrival of the band \\ Inch we
now know as the America Band of ilic AU'. I
have the page from the issue of 28 July. 1944,
which announced that ' l'or the past three
weeks listeners at home have joined the men
in France in listening to the American hand of
the Supreme Allied Command under Captain
Glenn Miller'. For my last few weeks in the
UK Ihad an office/billet in an HO mansion
near Epping - and my own radio. But Ican't
remember bothering much with the Miller
broadcasts, except for the swing group sessions called ' The Uptown Hall'. This sextet
featured Mel Powell. and I had become
aware of his adventurous light- lingered solos
from the 1942 Benny Goodman Sextet. The
record I played a lot that October was
George Shearing's ' Five Flat Flurry', and on
seeing a picture in Geoffrey Butchet «. hook
of Shearing and Powell together. Iwondered
who influenced whom then.
But what about the famous Miller big
band? Well, if I had been stationed in
Bedford in 1944 in.tead of 1941 ( when we
had the BBC Symphony Orchestra at the
Corn Exchange) inight have been impressed
and might now have nostalgic feelings. But I
treasure apage of invective from 1944 by jazz
critic Denis Preston after attending a Miller
broadcast from the BBC's Paris Cinema
studio, using phrases like ' truly horrific din'
and ' blatant cacophony' and calling the
orchestra ' a totalitarian state in miniature'.
My purpose on this page is not to deny
Miller's achievement. In particular, Iwould
quote, from Geoffrey Butcher's scholarly
work, his evidence countering the criticism of
those who claim that Miller's biggest hits
should be credited to Jerry Gray or Bill
Finegan. As the book makes clear, it was
always Miller who modified and added
finishing touches; he was a perfectionist.
But Ido say. looking back at the December
memorial concerts and broadcasts, that we
were not, in 1940-44, all mad about Miller
music. As I have written in reviews of
Miller- style revivals, he had a streak of
musical had taste along with his professionalism and ambition - those swing versions of
folk songs. Still, as Iwrote when reviewing a
Boston Pops record that included Miller
standards, he would have loved, looking
down from amusicians' Cloud Nine, the fact
that he had made it posthumously to Symphony Hall.*
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CASSETTE t - DECK - KX200
amaha cassette decks have always enjoyed areputation for excellent performance, fine sound quality
and advanced technology. The KX-200 is another
brilliant example of Yamaha HiFi ' know-how' at work.
The KX-200 re-defines the meaning of ' value-for-money',
combining as it does professional recording and playback
quality with stylish ergonomics at a
price you'll find hard to beat. That's
_f_j_1
1=1
why the HiFi Choice panel wasted
no time in giving the KX-200 its
'best buy' status. The KX-200 boasts all the superior
characteristics of the Yamaha cassette deck technology: 2-motor transport and full logic control for smooth tape
operatioreDolby B & Ccapability for maximum quality and
minimum noise levels; Easyto-read peak level meters
for precise performance monitoring ; Automatic tape

selection that takes the bind out of bias, the effort out of
equalisation. All this plus Armchair Control
capability with the optional Remote
Control Unit. And the Yamaha KX-200
is ' RS' compatible which means you
can employ its considerable talents
in afully Integrated Remote Control
System that gives total fingertip command of aYamaha HiFi system - from the comfort
of your listening position.
KX-200 - there's no cassette deck to touch it, because its
music - naturally. For your nearest Yamaha Hi Fi dealer,
contact us at the address below.

YAMAHA HIFI
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Hundred Years et Musical Experience

Yamaha Electronics UKi Limited, Yamaha House, 200 Rickmansworth Road,
Watford. Herts WDI 7IS Tel Watford ( 0923) 33166.

MUSIC - NATURALLY
'Dolby is atrademark of Dolby Laboratory Licensing Corporation

LUCY IN THE LOFT WITH
DIAMO ND S.
SMALL. BUT PERFECTLY PERFORMED.
THAI'S THE NEW DIAMONT) RANGE FROM
WI TAR FEDALE.
SMALL WONDER THEY ARE BRITAIN'S
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BES!' SELLING LOUDSPEAKERS.
AVAILABLE IN AVARIETY OF FINISHES.

TOSCREAM OUT ORro BLEND IN.
SASHAY INTO YOUR NEAREST GOOD
IIFI
I DEALER AND DEMAND ADEMO.
WHARFEDALE

